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The blind test: you don’t know which brand 

of speakers is which or how much they cost. 

You can judge the speakers only by the music 

they produce. The true test of a loudspeaker, 

though, is not just how musical it sounds, but 

how accurately it recreates the sound stage... 

The ultimate blind test: 
Can you see the music? 

its ability to place the performers accurately, 

left to right and front to back. 

Introducing the KEF Reference Series for 

1995, with KEF’s patented Uni-Q® technology. 

Uni-Q places the tweeter in the center of the 

woofer, allowing both high and low frequencies 

to reach your ears at the proper time — the vital 

element in creating a realistic sound stage. 

Once you hear KEF’s new Reference, the 

challenge of choosing the right loudspeakers 

won't be so daunting. You can do it with you 

eyes closed. 
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Denon’s lifelong philosophy of “Design Integrity” has led us to constantly improve audio quality in all phases 

of the reproduction chain—including circuitry for Home Theater. As a result, off-the-shelf IC components like those 

used by our competitors, are no longer good enough for Denon’s AVR-2500 Audio/Video Receiver. The new Denon 

AVR-2500 features Dynamic Discrete Surround Circuitry, | D-D:S$-C | which employs discrete surround circuitry 

plus an 18-bit digital converter in the DSP stage. (Most competitors use lower bit converters.) 

ромтТ СОМРВОМІЅЕ 
SOUND FOR SURROUND. 

Just as discrete components allow an audio system to be optimized for better sound, Denon’s DDSC 

produces more accurate, more realistic surround sound by reducing Total Harmonic Distortion, by increasing 

Signal-to-Noise and minimizing DSP quantization noise. 

Naturally, the Denon AVR-2500 also features the latest audio and FM circuitry, — 

such as multi-zone capability for playing different programs in different parts of your home and personal memory 

fields for one-button recall of your favorite, custom tailored surround sound stages. The AVR-2500 and AVR-1500 

also feature the RDS Smart Radio System, which lets broadcasters offer you additional, invaluable information, 

services and conveniences, either on the front panel or via On-Screen Display on the AVR-2500. 

Denon AV Receivers: DSP surround sound, advanced features and uncompromised High Fidelity. 

"SMART RADIO" 

Denon Electronics Division of Denon Corporation (USA), 222 New Road, Parsippany, № 07054 (201) 575-7810 The First Name in Digital Audio 



Pioneer’s PD-F100 100-CD changer 

is one of the new jumbo 

options for couch potatoes and party 

people—and serious listeners. 

See “Ch-Ch-Ch-Changers!,” page 60. 

Photograph by Dan Wagner 
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BACK TO THE FIFTIES 
At Dolly Parton's theme park, 
Dollywood, in Pigeon Forge, 
Tennessee, construction has 
begun on a new area devoted 
to the foods, fads, fashions, 
and cars of the 1950's along 
with the music that launched 
rock-and-roll. Parton says, “I 
grew up in the Fifties and 
loved the music, clothes, and 
all the great fun from that 
time. I thought this would be 
the perfect theme for our 
newest expansion and a TV 
special on CBS. I guarantee 
that our new Fifties area is 
going to be the most fun that 
you can have in bobby 
socks!” 

The new 7-acre Fifties area 
is scheduled for completion 
in April 1995. Its cost of $6 
million brings Parton's total 
investment in Dollywood to 
$45 million since the park 
opened in 1986. 

HAFLER LEAVING HOME 
Citing “severe” competition 
and limited profit opportuni- 
ties, Rockford Corp. says it 
will discontinue sales of its 
Hafler brand home compo- 
nents by early next year and 
concentrate instead on Hafler 
amplifers for the professional 
audio market. The Hafler 
brand, best known for power 
amps and preamps, was 
started by David Hafler in the 
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BY WILLIAM LIVINGSTONE 

AND BOB ANKOSKO 

Gershwin" is scheduled for 
September release. 

BRITISH CD PRICING 
Great Britain's Monopolies 
and Mergers Commission 
(MMC) has cleared record 
companies of the charge that 
they artificially inflate the 
price of CD's. While recog- 
nizing that a "complex 
monopoly" exists in favor of 
the five major companies that 
control 70 percent of record 
sales in England, the MMC 
concluded that CD's cost 
more in the U.K. than in the 
U.S. mainly because of 
"different tax arrangements" 
(CD prices in the U.K. include 
a 17.5-percent value-added 
tax, or VAT). The MMC's 
investigation was in 
response to a House of 
Commons committee report 

1970's. Rockford, based in 
Tempe, Arizona, says it will 
continue to provide parts and issued last year that 
service for existing Hafler condemned CD pricing 
home components. polices and recommended 

cutting retail prices by £2. 
GERSHWIN'S GLORY 
What do Larry Adler, Kate MEDIA 
Bush, Cher, Elvis Costello, The National Football 
Peter Gabriel, Elton John, Jon League has announced that 
Bon Jovi, Meatloaf, Sinéad 
O'Connor, Robert Palmer, 
Carly Simon, Lisa Stansfield, 
and Sting have in common? 
No, they're not on Frank 
Sinatra's "Son of Duets" 
album, but they and other 
noted performers are on a 
new Mercury recording of 
perennial hits by George 
Gershwin. Produced by 
George Martin, of Beatles 
fame, "The Glory of 

MULTIMEDIA MATTERS 

A third of all desktop computers will have CD-ROM drives by 

the end of 1996, according to Dataquest, a market-research 

firm based in San Jose, California. Dataquest predicts that 17.5 

million CD-ROM drives will be sold this year, up from 9.7 

million sold in 1993... . SelectWare Technologies of Livonia, 

Michigan, recently shipped its first "MusicROM" release, 

"Blues Perspectives," to record and computer-software stores. 

In addition to thirteen songs from the likes of Albert Collins 

and Buddy Guy playable on any CD player, the $29.95 disc's 

opening track contains a multimedia reference guide to the 

blues, including album reviews, biographies, and interviews, 

playable on a CD-ROM drive connected to an IBM-compatible 

PC running Windows. 

all 102 games of the 1994-1995 
season will be broadcast on 
the Fox network in Dolby 
Surround. Individual broad- 
cast sports events, such as 
the World Series and the 
Super Bowl, have used the 
Dolby technology, but this is 
the first time a complete 
season will be aired nation- 
ally in Dolby Surround.... 
Aimed at the youth market, 
Blender is a new pop-culture 

magazine in CD-ROM format 
scheduled to debut this fall. 
In addition to video inter- 
views with pop trend setters, 
it will include snippets of 
new music recordings. Also 
promised are the e-mail 
addresses of celebrities. 
Price: $15 an issue, $99 
for a year's subscription. 
Blender's e-mail address is 
Blender@Sonicnet.com, or 
write to 25 W. 39th St., #1103, 
New York, NY 10018. 

AUDIO ANNIVERSARIES 
А gala party celebrating 
Acoustic Research's fortieth 
anniversary is planned for 
late October at New York 
City's Grand Central Station. 
Speaker pioneers Ed Villchur, 
Henry Kloss, and Roy Allison 
are among those expected to 
attend. А limited number of 
invitations are being made 
available to the general 
public. Send requests to 
Acoustic Research, 535 Getty 
Ct., Building A, Benicia, СА 
95842... . Also celebrating a 
major anniversary is Miller & 
Kreisel Sound Corp. (M&K 
Sound) of Culver City, 
California, which is twenty. 

PERSONALITIES 
The Recording Industry Asso- 
ciation of America has certi- 
fied as a Gold album "The 
Best of Reba McEntire" 
(Mercury), which brings 
McEntire's Gold album total 
to fourteen, putting her in 
third place among female 
Gold album achievers, 
behind Barbra Streisand 
(thirty-one) and Linda 
Ronstadt (seventeen). ... The 
superstar operatic tenor 

Placido Domingo will 
become artistic director of the 
Washington Opera Company 
in 1996.... The acclaimed 
American conductor Leonard 
Slatkin has been named to 
succeed Mstislav Rostro- 
povich as music director of 
the National Symphony 
Orchestra. . . . Lorin Maazel 
has announced that he will 
give up his post as music 
director of the Pittsburgh 
Symphony in 1996. п 05$ 808 A8 МОШУЗІЅПТИ 
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* 0003905 
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A Room With A View 

Runaway Train 

Arsenic And Old Lace 
The Sound Of Music 
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Cliffhanger * 1149301 

The Firm * 1154400 

Rising Sun * 1174804 

Sleepless in Seattle * 1154905 

Bram Stoker's Dracula + 1102904 

Terminator 2: 

Judgment Day 

Top Gun 

Unforgiven (1992) 

Die Hard 

Robotech 1 & 2 

* 0233205 

0426908 

* 1084003 

* 0367607 

1146604 

* 1179001 
* 0055707 
0382309 

* 1193101 
* 0104208 

Coneheads 
History Of The World: Part 1 

Highlander 
Judgment Night 

Home Alone 
Home Alone 2: 

Lost In New York 

Hot Shots 
Hot Shots Part Deux 
Indecent Proposal 

Rookie Of The Year 

Sliver 

Basic Instinct 
Pink Floyd: The Wall 

Predator 

Predator 2 

The Silence Of The Lambs 

Die Hard 2: Die Harder 

Star Trek-The Motion Picture 

Star Trek Il- 

The Wrath Of Khan 

Star Trek Ill-The 

Search For Spock 
Star Trek IV-The 

Voyage Home 

Star Trek V-The Final Frontier 

Star Trek VI-The 

Undiscovered Country 

* 1104900 
0029108 
1176809 

* 1142009 
* 1179803 
* 1147008 
* 1033208 
* 0258004 
* 0364901 
* 0104307 
* 0805309 
* 0041806 
* 0203505 

* 0201301 

* 0201608 

* 0430603 
* 0448605 

* 1001007 

to build a collection 
of your favorite movies — on laserdisc! 
Just write in the numbers of the 3 
laserdiscs you want for $1.00 each, plus 
shipping and handling. In exchange, you 
simply agree to buy four more laserdiscs 
in the next two years, at regular Club 
prices (currently as low as $29.95, plus 
shipping/handling)—and you may cancel 
membership at any time after doing so. 
What's more, you can get still one more 
movie for the low price of $19.95 and 
have less to buy later (see complete 
details in coupon). 

sent every four weeks 
(up to 13 times a year) reviewing our 
Director's Selection — plus scores of 
alternate choices, including many lower- 
priced laserdiscs. And you may also 
receive Special Selection mailings up to 
four times a year. (That's up to 17 buying 
opportunities a year.) 

If you want 
the Director's Selection, do nothing — it 
will be sent automatically. If you prefer an 
alternate selection, or none at all, just 

THE FUGITIVE 

CARLITO'S WAY 

* 0056408 
* 0091009 
1247709 
1200708 

* 0150003 
0000208 
0360909 

* 1042506 
* 1127109 

Star Wars 

Empire Strikes Back 

In The Name Of The Father 

Striking Distance 
Midnight Express 
Alien 
Aliens 

Alien 3 

Point Of No Return 
Robin Hood: 

Prince Of Thieves 

The Wizard Of Oz 
Eric Clapton: Unplugged 

Goodfellas 

E.T.:The Extra-Terrestrial 
Patriot Games 

Lawnmower Man 

Back To The Future 
Back To The Future И 

Back To The Future III 
My Cousin Vinny 

We're Back 

Dave 
Hard Target 

Ghost 

Scent Of A Woman 

* 0976803 
0001404 
1038405 

* 0969808 
* 0681106 
* 1051309 
1014505 

* 0211409 
* 0921304 
* 0497008 
1033109 

* 1206903 
* 1149400 
* 1179605 
* 0826008 
* 1121300 

mail the response card always provided 
by the date specified. And you'll always 
have 14 days to decide; if not, you may 
return the selection at our expense. 

If you 
continue your membership after fulfilling 
your obligation, you'll be eligible for our 
generous bonus plan. It enables you to 
enjoy great savings on the movies you 
want — for as long as you decide to 
remain a member! 

. We'll send details 
of the Club's operation with your 
introductory package. If not satisfied, return 
everything within 10 days at our expense 
for a full refund and no further obligation. 

For fastest service, use your credit card 
and call us toll-free 24 hours a day: 

RETURN 0! 

PELICAN BRIEF 

AT SAVINGS! 
SEE DETAILS BELOW. 

F THE JEDI 

A Few Good Men 
My Life 
Passenger 57 
The Abyss 

Batman (1989) 
Batman Returns 
Bugs Bunny Classics 

Always 

Chinatown 

Far And Away 
The Empire Of The Sun 

A League Of Their Own 

National Lampoon's 
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Field Of Dreams 

Man Who Would Be King 

Groundhog Day 

Conan The Barbarian 

Fried Green Tomatoes 
Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story 

Beetlejuice 

Forbidden Planet 
Caddyshack 
Lethal Weapon 
Lethal Weapon 2 
Lethal Weapon 3 

EA. 
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0297705 
* 0921502 
* 0202507 
* 1046507 
* 0633206 
* 1078005 

0211508 
0920306 

* 0085803 
* 1108406 
* 0220509 
1005404 

* 1150705 
0633008 

* 0844407 
0602300 
0630806 

* 0642702 
* 1051507 

===> FOR THE DISCRIMINATING MOVIE FAN. < 
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DISCS 
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Ace Ventura: Pet Detective 

Sommersby 

The Prince Of Tides 
Fatal Attraction 

Big 

Dangerous Liaisons 

Tommy 

The Hunger 

Orlando 

Single White Female 

Howards End 

Sneakers 
Deliverance 
Backdraft 

Jaws 
The Color Purple 
Looney Tunes After Dark: 

Ghoul, Ghost and Goblin 

Robocop 
Blazing Saddles 

The Hunt For Red October 

The Exorcist 

Monty Python's The 
Meaning Of Life 

The Haunting 
Das Boot (subtitled) 

Remains Of The Day 

Addams Family Values 

Batman: Mask Of 
The Phantasm 
Age Of Innocence 

A Bronx Tale 
Fearless 

The Good Son 
The Man Without A Face 

Much Ado 

About Nothing 

Last Action Hero 
Wizards 

Blade Runner: 

The Director's Cut 
The Bodyguard 
Bridge On The 

River Kwai (Restored) 

The Secret Garden (1993) 
The Last Of The 

Mohicans (1992) 

2001: A Space 

Odyssey 
M. Butterfly 

Visions Of Light 
A Perfect World 

Under Siege 

Shadowlands 

Dept. J2Y, Р.О. Box 1112, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1112 
Yes, please 
only 4 more selections, at regular Club prices, in the next 2 years. 

Send me these 3 laserdiscs for $1.00 each-plus $1.50 each shipping and handling (юю! $7.50). 

 اک | _  ا
BUY YOUR FIRST SELECTION NOW—AND HAVE LESS TO BUY LATER! 
CJ Also, send me my first selection for $19.95, plus $1.50 shipping/hondling, 
which I'm adding to my $7.50 payment (total $28.95). | then need buy only 3 more 
[instead of 4) in the next 2 years. 

Please Check How 

О MasterCard 

Acct. No. 

О Diners Club 

Paying: Г) My check is enclosed 
ге Club purchases to: 
О AMEX OVISA 

Exp. Date 
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0235002 
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0523902 
0268607 
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1238906 

1207307 
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1207109 

1198803 

1190909 
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1154086 
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* 1097906 

* 1105907 

* 1143809 
* 1188804 

* 1071406 

* 0844308 
* 1207208 
* 1221407 
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enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, | need buy 

і 
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О Discover 
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City 
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Apt. 
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Phone No. ( 

Do any of the following apply to you? (41) 
Clown а Personal Computer (1) Û I own a PC with а CDROM (2). C11 plan to buy a PC with a CDROM (3) 

А сой ю у, геј of or теті 
|| [excluding Аоба). Applicable soles lax odded lo ol orders. ©1994, The Colombia House Company 
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LETTER 
he July articles by David Ranada (“Su- 
per CD’s”) and Michael Klasco (“Qui- 

et!!!) draw attention to the wide gap be- 
tween the theoretical and practical noise 
limits of CD reproduction. Mr. Ranada de- 
scribes a “huge difference” of 24 dB be- 
tween the theoretical noise floors of 16- and 
20-bit recordings. But the best domestic au- 
dio equipment provides a dynamic range of 
less than 100 dB, or 10 dB worse than a 
(good) 16-bit CD. So the noise-level reduc- 
tion of a “super” CD cannot be “clearly au- 
dible” with any music under any listening 
conditions. 

According to data in Mr. Klasco’s article, 
all intentional sound sources in a typical 
home, such as TV’s and radios, must be si- 
lenced to obtain an ambient noise level in a 
“quiet” listening room of about 40 dB 
above the threshold of audibility. With a 
(deafening) peak output level of 110 dB, 
the dynamic range is only about 70 dB. By 
investing several thousand dollars in the 
soundproofing techniques he described, it 
may be possible to reduce the room ambi- 
ent noise by as much as 10 dB. But the re- 
sulting noise level of 30 dB would still be 
audibly worse than that of the equipment 
and enormously worse than even a 16-bit 
CD. The investment would, however, also 
reduce the external audibility of the CD 
output by 10 dB. 

Thus, “super” CD’s will not improve the 
audible noise floor, and soundproofing may 
be more directly beneficial to the neighbors 
than to the person who invests in it! 

GEOFFREY CRASK 
Carlsbad, CA 

David Ranada replies: The measurements 
in Mr. Klasco’s article are of wideband 
sound level, which are useful for some pur- 
poses but not for evaluating the audibility 
of low-level noise. That is because back- 
ground noise in homes tends to be predomi- 
nantly low-frequency, whereas our hearing 
is most sensitive at high frequencies, in the 
vicinity of 4 kHz. So it is necessary to look 
at the spectrum of the noise, not just its to- 
tal level. Louis Fielder of Dolby Labs has 
done just that and found that conventional 
16-bit digital recording cannot reproduce 
the full dynamic range of live acoustic mu- 
sic without introducing audible noise or 
distortion in a quiet room or, more critically 
still, headphone listening. 

The reason we are almost never aware of 
noise оп CD’s of most modern recordings is 
that the dynamic range of recorded music is 
rarely wide enough for the 16-bit noise 
floor to become unmasked. But theoretical- 
ly, at least, the CD system can be made 
more transparent by the use of good 20- to 
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16-bit conversion techniques, which need 
not increase disc prices. 

The dynamic range of the best audio 
equipment, and even some mediocre stuff, is 
substantially wider than 100 dB. 

Pro Logic Before EQ 
n the July test report on the Audio Con- 
trol C-101 Series Ш equalizer/analyzer, 

Julian Hirsch says not to connect it (or any 
equalizer) in front of a Dolby Pro Logic cir- 
cuit. He also says such a component is typi- 
cally installed through a tape-monitor loop. 
That is consistent with other articles I have 
read and with the instruction manual for my 
receiver. Question: Is the tape-monitor loop 
before or after the Dolby Pro Logic circuit- 
ry? How about using a Tape 2 circuit for 
music only? Jonn W. ENISON 

Richmond, VA 

Tape-monitor loops are normally ahead of 
the Dolby Pro Logic decoder. Your idea (if 
we're getting it correctly) is very sensible, 
however: Put an equalizer in your Tape 2 
loop so that you can easily switch it in and 
out of the circuit depending on whether 
you're using the Pro Logic decoder or lis- 
tening to unencoded music. 

Onkyo Reverb 
| the “Second Opinion” part of the Au- 

gust issue test report on the Onkyo TX- 
SV919THX A/V receiver, David Капада 
sums up with the statement, “Powerful, ac- 
curate, and clean with music, . . . [it] is the 
best A/V receiver I have ever tested.” Earli- 
er, however, he indicated that the receiver’s 
“music-oriented processing modes” have 
artificial reverberation that cannot be 
turned off, and he said that “in every music 
mode the reverb was marked by a distinct 
coloration . . . ." 

Let me get this straight: The Onkyo TX- 
SV919THX is a great A/V receiver, it's just 
not hi-fi, and it costs 200,000 pennies. If it 
colors the music, what's good about it? 

RICHARD W. МССІМЕЅ 
N. Tonawanda, NY 

No, the TX-SV919THX receiver is very defi- 
nitely hi-fi. The review notes some deficien- 
cies in its music-enhancement surround 
modes but goes on to point out that they 
were apparent only with some music, not 
all. Such problems are the rule, rather than 
the exception, in the music-enhancement 
modes commonly built into A/V receivers. 
That's unfortunate, but, like the ubiquitous 
"loudness" button, the enhancement modes 
(and their reverb) can always be turned off 
if you don't like the effect. There is no 



THERE ARE AS MANY 
НОМЕ THEATER SPEAKER BRANDS 

AS THERE ARE MEMBERS OF CONGRESS. 

AND MOST OF THEM 
AREN’T WORTH LISTENING TO EITHER. 

Want to know about some Home Theater speakers that are 

worth listening to? Then put down this magazine and visit an 

MB QUART dealer at your earliest convenience. 

You'll see and hear why QUART Home Theater speakers 

are a breed apart. Our CTR CENTER CHANNEL, for 

example, achieves a higher level of dialog definition and 

localization by not conforming to popular dual driver 

designs. Our SUB TEN marries а 10" woofer with a 100W 

amplifier-yet is priced lower than other subwoofers that 

offer far less in terms of both sound and power. To stand up 

to the dynamic demands of surround sound, we 

created the rear channel POINT FIVE, with a special 

titanium dome tweeter and long excursion 6.5" woofer, and 

the QUART 250, with angled cabinets that mirror each 

other for proper mounting on opposite side walls. In-wall 

models are also in the MB QUART Home Theater lineup. 

What it all comes down to is this-cMB QUART Home 

Theater speakers are every bit as long on performance as 

they are on promise. Which is more than can be said for 

most congressmen. 

MB QUART 
MB QUART ELECTRONICS USA INC. 25 Walpole Park South, Walpole, MA 02081 (508) 668-8973 Fax: (508) 668-8979 
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Catalog 
That Will Change 
The Way You Buy Hifi 

Inside the new RDL 
catalog you'll discover: 

The secret to picking 
the right speakers, 

Why your home is the only place 
to test audio equipment. 

How to get more audio 
for your money. 

How to buy home theater systems. 

Why the reviewers say RDL offers 
superior audio equipment at 
unbelievably low prices. 

Buying from RDL is 
easy and risk free 
with RDL’s 100% 
“no strings attached” 
money back guarantee. 

RDL Acoustics designs, 
manufactures and sells 
loudspeakers direct to the 
consumer. We offer 
complete systems that 
are custom matched 10 our 
speakers for maximum performance. 

Order your free catalog: call ext. 130 at 

> 800-227-0390 
===> 
26 Pearl Street 

Acoustics Bellingham, MA 02019 
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added reverb in Dolby Pro Logic mode or 
in straight two-channel stereo. 

raig Stark's August test report on the 
Nakamichi DR-1 cassette deck says, 

"Because Dolby C somewhat reduces the 
treble pre-emphasis that is partly responsi- 
ble for the [treble] saturation [at O dB], re- 
sponse from TDK MA extended all the way 
to 20 kHz (-2.8 dB).” But the accompany- 
ing record/playback frequency-response 
graph (which doesn't indicate whether noise 
reduction was enabled) seems to indicate 
that response with MA tape was down al- 
most 4 dB at 20 kHz. 

Also, I thought Dolby C increased high 
treble in recording, which could only lead 
to more saturation. The signal-to-noise ratio 
(S/N) figures in the report do indicate that 
metal tape was quieter, at least at a higher 
recording level, than the ferric or chrome 
samples, but what proportions of the S/N's 
represent hiss, bias noise, or modulation 
noise? NIGEL LITTLEJOHN 

New York, NY 

Oops! We mislabeled the graph for the met- 
al-tape response. The one shown is with 
Dolby C engaged, which gives —2.8 dB at 
20 kHz; the curves for ferric and chrome 
tape are without noise reduction, and the 
one for metal tape with no noise reduction 
(not shown) is indeed very close to that for 
the ferric tape. 

Dolby C incorporates what Dolby calls 
an antisaturation network, which reduces 
the recording level of high-level, extremely 
high-frequency signals, even when the 
noise-reduction system is boosting the mid- 
dle and lower treble, to prevent tape satura- 
tion. That strategy improves high-frequency 
response with only a small impairment of 
the system's effectiveness. As for the SIN 
figures, they represent tape hiss predomi- 
nantly and modulation noise, which is very 
program-dependent, essentially not at all. 

Home Theater for Music? 
г there any acoustic reason why а music 

enthusiast who watches little television 
or movies on TV should invest in a home 
theater amplifier and extra speakers— 
honestly? STEPHEN MURATORE 

Chico, CA 

If the amplifier or surround processor has 
good ambience-enhancement modes for 
music, you might find a multichannel setup 
beneficial. And eventually multichannel 
music recordings may become the norm 
(some are already being made in Dolby 
Surround). Otherwise, no. 

Speaker Comparison Tests 
n the measurements table in July’s “Stand 
Up and Be Counted,” why is the frequen- 

cy-response variation figure (+x dB) differ- 
ent for each of the six speakers? Doesn’t 
that give one like the Advent Laureate an 
exaggerated bass extension? According to 
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your graphs, at +8 dB (like the Advent), the 
KEF Q30 would go down to 45-48 Hz and 
the Paradigm 7se MkIII to 34-37 Hz! 

SAM C. PARK 
Toronto, Ontario 

The main point of the response listings in 
the table was not to compare low-frequency 
extension, but rather to indicate the amount 
of deviation in on-axis response over the 
major portion of each speaker's range. We 
could have used a consistent "window," 
such as €3 dB, but then the high-frequency 
limits shown for some of the speakers 
would have been 2 or 3 kHz. 

he Definitive Technology DR-7 and the 
Phase Technology 7T, two of the most 

impressively reviewed floor-standing loud- 
speakers in the $500 to $600 price that 
I've seen since the early 1980's, definitely 
should have been included in July's com- 
parison tests. FRANK J. SALERNO 

Lansdale, PA 

They were excluded because they had been 
reviewed previously, in the December 1991 
and June 1994 issues, respectively. 

{ appreciate your use of a panel of listen- 
ers in the speaker comparison tests to 

compensate for the preferences of only 
one or two listeners, and especially your 
straightforward presentation of the way 
they voted. The measurement data are con- 
fusing, though. The table indicates that the 
low end for the Advent Laureate is 41 Hz 
but only 59 Hz for the Klipsch KG-3.5. If 
you look at the room-response graphs, how- 
ever, the level produced by the Klipsch at 
50 Hz appears to be slightly higher than 
that produced by the Advent! 

Also, in describing the sound of the 
speakers at high volume levels, author Tom 
Nousaine said that the DCM TF-400 Two 
had “significant doubling and distortion 
when driven into extreme overload.” Frank- 
ly, knowing how the speaker sounds when 
it is being abused is rather useless. What 
would be useful is knowing how loud it can 
play without its fidelity being degraded. 

THOMAS Е. SLOCOMBE 
Orange, CA 

One reason we printed frequency-response 
curves as well as the tabular data was to 
facilitate comparison of bass extension. 

Correction 
т September test report on the M&K 

S-90 satellite speaker did not reflect a 
recent price change. Current suggested re- 
tail prices are $795 a pair ($405 each) un- 
shielded, $875 a pair ($445 each) with 
magnetic shielding. n 

We welcome your letters. Please address 
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review, 

1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. 
You should include your address and 

telephone number for verification. Letters 

may be edited for clarity and length. 
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Acurus Family of Amplifiers: The Stereo A250 and A150, The Three Channel 200X3 and 100X3 Featuring Precision Crafted Military-type Construction. 

“If you want to be treated like one of the masses, go into a mass market store and buy mass produced product.” 

ACURUS vs THEM 

ACURUS THEM 

95% of dealerships are independently owned. A chain store. 

Owner personally manages the store. Who knows who's really in charge? 

Audio consultants with years of experience. Kids trying to make a buck. 

Several serious listening rooms. A room crammed with look alike product 

Will remove the top cover to show build quality. Probably won't even have a screwdriver. 

Will come to your home and install the system. You'll be lucky if they load it into your car. 

Each Acurus audio component is individually hand-crafted in America. 
Acurus stands apart in sound, feel, fit and finish. If you want to be treated as an individual 

please phone 914-693-8008 for an Acurus dealer near you. 

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED 
2 Elm St. Ardsley, NY 10502 • 914-693-8008 Fax 914-693-7199 
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We also design 
disc player 

“It yielded tight, well-controlled 

sound whose overall balance pm 

and imaging was beyond E ђ)) 

reproach.” 

all Class A analog circuitry • dual 16-bit D/A converters • 176.4 kHz 

model GCD-600 disc 2 disc 3 track time 

т, (FEN 

2 this track 

disc 5 repeat = 2 this disc 

AEN тч > all discs 

Adcom's compact disc players have always turned the heads of industry critics. Recer 
comments when reviewing the GCD-600 in High Performance Review. Stop by your 
the best heads in the business are saying about Adcom's components. 



ed our carousel 
turn heads. 

“. ће Adcom GCD-600 “The piano concerto was 
came about as close as impressively reproduced and 

we have heard from CD к, the clarity and total accuracy 

` players and separate @ _ prompted us to listen to it over 
player/converter ^w and over again." 

combinations costing ft? 
several times as much." 

open/close 

pling rate 

remaining 

tly, Martin Forrest wrote the above 
local Adcom dealer and listen to what A 

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130 

istributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montréal, Québec (514) 344-1226 

@ 

©1993 ADCOM 
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Our Home Theater Speakers 

are a product of 

their environment 

were out your reach, I Se br cation (ie дши 
: BE Lay оошо ул ск cafivenience. 

The truth is that only a small group of manufacturers 
really know how to design good Home Theater equip- 
ment — and Atlantic Technology is one of the best. 
Our designers spend as much time at the movies 
as they do at their Macs. In fact, many of us here 
were involved in creating the world’s first Home 
Theater back in 1981. That’s why when it came to 
System 250, we had our toughest critics in mind — 
ourselves. This is the system we want to live with: 
compact, accurate, powerful and affordable. 

Our System 250 speakers are a product of their 
environment — both the home and the movie theater. 
And, unlike some manufacturers who merely re-label 
their existing speakers as “Home Theater,” we've built 
each Atlantic Technology model with a specific task in mind, whether 
it’s a timbre-adjusting center channel speaker, a “power directed” 
subwoofer, minimum diffraction front speakers, or spatially enhanced 
surround speakers. 

There’s an old expression that says “things like that only happen in the 
movies.” Atlantic Technology makes it happen in your home. 

5 2 fox Laren 
Peter Tribeman 
President, Atlantic Technology 

~<a E NA: 
"ИЛИИ 

> ; ХАМ EEE SION 

Call or write for information to: 

343 Vanderbilt Avenue Dept. ABCD 

Norwood, MA 02062 
Phone 617-762-6300 Fax 617-762-6868 
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NEW 
AUDIOACCESS 

The AudioAccess PX-600 

combines six programmable 

multiroom zone controllers and 

six stereo preamplifiers in 

one box. It features five line-level 

audio inputs and an infrared 

control interface for each source 

component. Volume level, source 

selection, and basic component 

functions can be controlled 

SEQUENCE DESIGN 

Sequence Design's Model 20 

speaker can be placed on the 

floor or hung on a wall or shelf. 

The 10 x 22-inch sealed cabinet, 

only 29% inches thick, houses a 

5-inch woofer and 1-inch tweeter; 

a stand/bracket is included. 

Bandwidth is given as 55 Hz 

from each zone via a hard-wired 

wall keypad (not included) that 

has a built-in infrared receiver 

for use with an optional handheld 

remote. Professional installation 

is recommended. Price: $2,650. 

AudioAccess, Dept. SR, 

26046 Eden Landing Rd., Suite 5, 

Hayward, CA 94545. 

* Circle 123 on reader service card 

to 20 kHz. Available with black 

grille cloth and walnut or 

black endcaps, or with off-white 

grille and white or oak endcaps. 

Price: $299 a pair. Sequence 

Design, Dept. SR, 145 Brandy Rd., 

Foster, Quebec JOE 180. 

* Circle 125 on reader service card 
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MONITOR AUDIO 

Monitor Audio's Studio 2 

speaker combines a 5%-inch 

aluminum woofer and a 1-inch 

gold-anodized dome tweeter in 

а 10^-inch-tall vented cabinet. 

Frequency response is given 

as 60 Hz to 30 kHz +3 dB 

MONARCHY AUDIO 

Monarchy's Digital Interface 

Processor is said to suppress 

clock jitter (timing errors) 

between a CD transport and D/A 

converter. Price: $199. Monarchy 

Audio, Dept. SR, 380 Swift Ave., 

Unit 21, San Francisco, CA 94080. 

* Circle 126 on reader service card 

DENON 

Denon's AVR-2500 A/V receiver 

boasts an eleven-mode Dolby Pro 

Logic surround processor and 

a Radio Data System (RDS) tuner 

that can receive text broadcasts, 

now transmitted by almost 

200 U.S. stations. Scrolling text 

appears in the front-panel 

and maximum power-handling 

capability as 150 watts. 

Price: $1,199 a pair in black or 

oak veneer, $1,399 in rosewood. 

Monitor Audio, Dept. SR, 

P.0. Box 1355, Buffalo, NY 14205. 

* Circle 124 on reader service card 

display and on screen when 

a TV is connected. Power output 

is 85 watts each to three front 

speakers and 25 watts each to two 

surrounds. Price: $1,000. 

Denon, Dept. SR, 222 New Rd., 

Parsippany, NJ 07054. 

* Circle 127 on reader service card 



NCW РА 
ARCAM 

Arcam’s Alpha 5 integrated 

amplifier is rated to deliver 40 

watts continuous per channel 

into 8 ohms or 80 watts into 4 

ohms. It has five line-level inputs, 

a moving-magnet phono input, 

two tape outputs, and a tone- 

M&K SOUND 

M&K's 21-inch-tall S-1C speaker 

uses two "transmission-line" 

dome tweeters, separated by a 

baffle-mounted foam strip to 

minimize coloration, and a 

push-pull dual-woofer 

configuration, said to improve 

efficiency and reduce distortion. 

Tonal balance can be adjusted 

control bypass switch. Peak 

output current is given as x15 

amperes. Price: $399. Arcam, 

distributed by Audio Influx Corp., 

Dept. SR, P.O. Box 381, 

Highland Lakes, NJ 07422-0381. 

* Circle 120 on reader service card 

by a trio of three-position toggle 

switches on the speaker's back 

panel. Frequency response is 

given as 77 Hz to 20 kHz +2 dB. 

Available in oak or black oak. 

Price: $1,395 a pair. M&K Sound, 

Dept. SR, 10391 Jefferson Blvd., 

Culver City, CA 90232. 

* Circle 121 on reader service card 

POLK AUDIO 

Polk Audio's RM7000 home 

theater speaker system comprises 

a pair of 7-inch-tall two-way 

satellites, an 11-inch-wide center 

speaker, and a powered 

subwoofer with an 8-inch driver 

and a 65-watt amplifier. System 

bandwidth is given as 22 Hz 

JBL 

JBL’s SDP-1 Dolby Pro Logic- 

based digital surround-sound 

processor features five movie 

modes, including Home 

THX, three ambience settings, 

and six simulated concert-hall 

environments. It doubles as a 

line-level preamp with switching 

for four signal sources, 

to 22 kHz. The magnetically 

shielded satellites and center 

speaker feature high-density 

polymer cabinets that look like 

stone. The satellites include wall 

brackets. Price: $1,299. Polk 

Audio, Dept. SR, 5601 Metro Dr., 

Baltimore, MD 21215. 

three of them A/V. A large 

front-panel LCD window and on- 

screen graphics provide control 

feedback. One of the two supplied 

remotes is for setup, the other 

for everyday use. Price: $3,200. 

JBL, Dept. SR, 80 Crossways 

Park W., Woodbury, NY 11797. 

* Circle 122 on reader service card 
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green with envy | 
Unsurpassed selection. 

Unbeatable prices. Undoubtedly ВМС 
Classical Music болш 

Tchaikovsky, 1812 Overture Ф 
Gothenburg Orch ам. Marche 
slav, more. (DG) 00060 
Simple Gifts ¢ Frederica von 
Stade/Mormon Tabernacle Choir. 
(London) 00087 

Zinman: Górecki, Symphony 
No. 3 € (Nonesuch) 00110 

Thomas Hampson: American 
Dreamer Ф (Angel) 00285 C 

Jussi Bjoerling: The First Ten 
Years @ With 14 selections sung 
in Swedish. (Nimbus) 00291 

Beethoven, Violin Concerto, 
Op. 61 + Zukerman. LA. 
Phil./Mehta. (RCA) 00335 С 

Verdi, Opera Choruses Ф 
Riccardo Muti conducts La Scala. 
(EMI Classics) 00379 

Cecilia Bartoli: 
It You Love Me — Arie Antiche 
+ (London) 00862 C 
The Pearl Fishers Duet + 
Jussi Bjoerling with Robert Merrill. 
(ВСА ) 00992 С 

Bayless Plays Bernstein: West 
Side Story Variations + 
(Angel) 01207 

Pops Plays Puccini Ф The best 
of Puccini without words. Cincinnati 
Pops/Kunzel. (Telarc) 01299 

Wagner/Maazel, The “Ring” 
Without Words Berlin 
PO/Maazel. (Telarc) 01305 

Itzhak Perlman — Live In 
Russia Ф Tchaikovsky, Violin 
Concerto, more. Mehta conducts. 
(EMI Classics) 01380 

Fennell Conducts Porter & 
Gershwin @ The studio recordings. 
(Mercury Living Presence) 01396 

Pops Roundup Ф Boston 
Pops/Fiedler. A trip to the Old West! 
(RCA Living Stereo) 01399 

Beethoven, “Spring” & 
“Kreutzer” Sonatas Ф Pinchas 
Zukerman. Top recommendation — 
Classic CD (RCA) 01447 

Leontyne Price: A Program of 
Song @ Her first solo recital! 
(RCA Living Stereo) 01448 

Wagner, Overtures & Préludes 
Ф The MET Opera 
Orchestra/Levine. (DG) 01484 

Lloyd Webber, Requiem ¢ 
Brightman, Domingo, Maazel 
(Angel) 01537 
Christa Ludwig: Farewell To 
Salzburg @ Commemorating her 
1993 farewell tour. (RCA) 01547 

Giacomo Lauri-Volpi Sings 
Verdi @ Luisa Miller, more. 
(Nimbus “Prima Voce") 01629 

Strauss, Eine Alpensinfonie Ф 
Berlin PO/Herbert von Karajan. 
(DG 4D "Karajan Gold") 01702 

Brava, Jessye! Ф Jessye 
Norman in hilites from her Philips 
catalog. (Philips) 01703 

Callas: La Divina Ф 
A Billboard-charting release! 
(EMI Classics) 01739 

Rosa Ponselle, Volume 2 € 
Includes the early Columbia record- 
ings. (Nimbus "Prima Voce") 01834 

Franco Corelli: Opera Arias Ф 
CD release of his solo début LP! (EMI 
Classics "Special Import") 
Mario Lanza: Live From 
London First commercial 
release! (RCA) 02367 

Wagner, Symphonies in C & E 
$ Hiroshi Wakagusi conducts. 
(Denon) 02370 

John McCormack: Songs 0f My 
Heart Ф Irish classics. 
(EMI Classics) 02454 

Rachmaninov, Songs Ф Nicolai 
Gedda/Alexis Weissenberg. (ЕМ! 
Classics “Special Import") 02573 

Fauré & Duruflé, Requiems Ф 
Atlanta SO & chorus/Robert Shaw. 
(Telarc) 02576 

Opera's Greatest Love Songs 
+ Bjoerling, Caballé et al. 
(RCA Victor Red Seal) 02582 C 

Julia Migenes: Vienna Ф "А 
highly pleasing compilation.” — 
‘American Record Guide 
(Erato) 02588 

Marian Anderson: He's Got 
The Whole World In His Hands 
Ф A collection of spirituals. 
(RCA Living Stereo) 02599 

Roylance/Galvin, Battle Of The 
Atlantic Suite Ф Featuring 
“Prima donna” Lesley Garrett. 
(Conifer) 02714 

Start with 4 Free CDs (or cassettes) now 

Buy only Tes See 

Then get 3 ав. 

Enjoy Q selections for the price of | 

A shipping and handling charge is added to each selection. 

Nothing more to buy, ever! CMS 945 

Fa 

LOVE'S Mac A 

Love's Twilight: Late Romantic 
Songs by Berg, Komgold & Strauss 
+ Anne-Sofie von Otter. (DG) 03306 

The Elisabeth Schwarzkopf 
Christmas Album @ With Julian 
Bream et al. (EMI Classics) 03375 

Mario del Monaco: 
Italian Arias & Songs Ф 
(London) 04981 

Cecilia Bartoli: Rossini, 
Operatic Arias Ф 
(London) 05617 

Brahms, Liebeslieder Waltzes 
$ Robert Shaw conducts. 
(Telarc) 10548 

Jussi Bjoerling At Carnegie Hall 
+ Includes previously unreleased 
material! (RCA) 10734 

The Very Best Of The Boston 
Pops @ John Williams conducts. 

(Philips) 15319 С 

Nothing more to buy, ever. 
Bravo! 

Enrico Caruso: Caruso In Love 
$ (АСА Victor Gold Seal) 02718 

Harolyn Blackwell: Strange 
Hurt @ With Kenneth Bowen, piano. 
(RCA) 02719 

Pavarotti: My Heart's Delight + 
As seen on PBS! (London) 02953 C 
Chant: The Benedictine Monks 
of Santo Domingo de Silos Ф 
(Angel) 02957 C 
Wagner-Gala: Berlin, 12/31/93 
Ф Studer, Meier, Jerusalem, Тепе; 
BPO/Abbado. (DG) 03047 

Joan Sutherland Sings Bellini, 
Donizetti & Verdi — Paris, 
1959 + Т) 03117 

Franz Lehár: Opera & Operetta 
Excerpts Ф Tauber, Novotna; Lehár 
conducts! (EMI Classics) 20520 

José Carreras: With A Song In 
My Heart — A Tribute To 
Mario Lanza @ (Teldec) 21039 

MUSIC SERVICE 

FIRST CLASS MAIL 

Rachmaninov, Piano Concerto 
No. 3 € Kissin, BS0/Ozawa. Live! 
(RCA) 24718 С 

Maria Callas: Rarities Ф 
With Franco Corelli, et al. 
(EMI Classics) 25115 

Spirituals In Concert Ф 
Battle & Norman/Levine. 
(06) 25254 C 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

PERMIT NO. 5071 

Mahler, Lieder eines 
fahrenden Gesellen Ф Thomas 
Hampson, baritone. (Teldec) 35255 

Russian Romances Ф 
Dmitri Hvorostovsky, baritone. 
(Philips) 25312 

Strauss, Also sprach 
Zarathustra @ Plus Don Juan. 
BPO/Karajan. Newly remastered! 
(06 4D "Karajan Gold") 34748 

Hadley & Hampson: Operatic 
Duets Ф Music of Bizet, Puccini et al. 
(Teldec) 34755 

Finzi, Parry, Bridge: An English 
Suite Ф William Boughton conducts. 
(Nimbus) 34769 

Carreras, Domingo, Pavarotti: 
3 Tenors Ф (London) 35078 

Kathleen Battle At Carnegie 
на! + (06) 35091 

Strauss, 4 Last Songs Ф 
Janowitz/BPO/Karajan. (DG) 35122 

BUSINESS REPLY МАП, 
INDIANAPOLIS IN 

BMG CLASSICAL MUSIC SERVICE 

PO BOX 91103 

INDIANAPOLIS IN 46209-9360 

Wagner, The Compact “Ring” 
+ Selections from the Met Opera 
production. Levine conducts. 
(0G) 44350 

Vaughan Williams, Hodie Ф 
Richard Hickox conducts. 
(EMI Classics) 35314 

Amazing Grace: American 
Hymns & Spirituals @ Robert 
Shaw conducts. (Telarc) 35333 

Canadian Brass: Wagner For 
Brass Ф With members of the 
Berlin PO/de Waart. 
(Philips) 35403 

Pergolesi, Stabat Mater Ф 
Anderson, Bartoli/Dutoit conducts. 
(London) 35488 

Mendelssohn, Symphonies 3 
“Scottish” & 4 "Italian" Ф 
SE Sym/Blomsied. (London) 40143 С 

Pavarotti In Hyde Park Ф 
A live concert. (London) 40230 C 
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Beethoven, Overtures Bartók, The Wooden Prince Ф The King And l/Sdtrk. Ф 
e ~ (Complete) Berlin PO/Herbert Aler, Chicago SO/Pierr Boulez. (Broadway Angel) 100892 

| am D m von Karajan. (DG) 10385 + (06) 01210 utr ына 
aSSIiCa т % Lehár, Die lustige Witwe Together Ф Julian Bream & John the Tropical Rain Forest € 

>. > (The Merry Widow) + Wiliams, guitars. (RCA) 01488 (Special Music) 101234 
Р Р Herbert von Karajan conducts Bach, Flute Sonatas Ф John McGlinn: 

for the prtce of QOIS 2 dear ie ama Me Veyron- Моби Showstoppers + á a Richard Tucker & Rober Lacroix, harpsichord. Erato) 03123 (Broadway Angel) 101408 
: т Carnegie . 

Hal Jantar 7, 197 * тае Nery ol The Most Happy Falla + 
. . e. MO Sainte Fearne. (RCA Voor) THONGS 

10-day risk-free trial. ЖҮЛ reg 
EM Classics) авро Orchestre de Par (Nimbus) 114888 

With nothing more to buy, ever! пылкие паса aaah Sm ea у, = tan Vert Col Dave дин Wal: T are “Pathétique” Ф Montréal 
(Philips) 25325 =: Mei em 25390 C  S0/Dutoit. (London) 125092 

ng Enya: Watermark Ф Quartets ө Ysaje Quartet г tee rd ser 143249 

Bach, Cantatas "Nun komm, dor ad 
der Helden Helland,” BWV 61 (92270) 193190 
& 62 + John Eliot Gardiner, Mario Lanza: The Great 
conductor. (Archiv) 93754 Caruso From the famous movie 

Elgar, The Dream Of Gerontius 079: (RCA) 180259 
+ Plus Sea Pictures. Baker, Lewis, Leonard Bernstein: 
Borg/Barbirolli. (EMI Classics Bernstein, West Side Story @ 
“Special троп”) 02331 x (06) 215404 + 

Verdi, Aida Ф Nilsson, Corelli, Verdi, Requiem Ф Studer, Mascagni, Cavalleria rusticana; Puccini, Manon Lescaut + Freni, 
Bumbry/Mehta conducts. Lipovsek, Carreras, Raimondi; Leoncavallo, Pagliacci Ф Franco Pavarotti; Met Opera/Levine. 
(EMI Classics) 01455 x VPO/Abbado. (DG) 02453 = Corelli, Tito Gobbi et al. (London) 64099 + 

(EMI Classics) 15556 + 
Purcell, Dido & Aeneas Ф The Debussy, Suite bergamasque 
complete opera. Мог Bolton conducts. Ф Alexis Weissenberg, piano. را 
(Teldec Das Айе Werk) 43193 (06) 70123 
Enya: Watermark ¢ Essential Opera @ Pavarotti, Te , 
(Reprise) 43249 б Капана, sone al. London) 72889 Now that $ 
Vivaldi, The Four Seasons Ф Mahler, Symphony No. 5 @ • 3 
Nigel Kennedy, solo violin & Berlin PO/Abbado. Live! (DG) 73795 somethin g E) 

praeire А 1 а : The Іту in Ф With a 
Lover + А Billbcard-charting Gerald Moore, pano to sing about . 
release! (London) 44664 С (EMI Classics) 74167 — 
Kathleen Battle: Bel Canto Dvořák, Songs Ф Gabriela 
f и release. Benacková, soprano. (RCA) 74219 3 

44673 Britten, War Requiem Ф ies. Grieg, Songs Ф Anne-Sofie von " d 
Mozart, Exsultate Jubilate Ф Otter. Gramophone Award winner! Rolfe Johnson et al. NDR/Gardiner. кайыгы к 
Sylvia McNair, soprano. Gardiner (06) 74269 (06) 02364 = я 
conducts. (Philips) 53820 Brahms, Plano Concerto No, 1 Veril, Macbeth e Mara Calas о Р 
Sousa, 24 Marches Ф + Stephen Kovacevich, piano. | stars: “live” at La Scala, 1952. и 
Eastman/Frederick Fennell Winner! Gramophone Award: (ЕМІ Classics) 02374 = Hue й * siti 
(Mercury Living Presence) 54637 Best Concerto — 1993! Boito, Mefistofele + Siepi, (EMI ыз oe oe i | 
Luciano Pavarotti: Ti Ато — (EMI Classics) 83595 С Tebaldi, де! Monaco. Tullio Serafin 
Puccini's Greatest Love Songs Fritz Wunderlich: Lieder conducts. (London) 03046 x Massenet, Don Quichotte * 
+ (London) 60376 С Recital Ф Schumann, Puccini, La Bohème @ Freni, (EMI Classics) 44545 x ason: 
Plácido Domingo: Opera Dichterliebe, more. (DG) 83838 Pavarotti et al. Berlin PO/Karajan. 
Classics e (EMI Cassis) 64075 C Bernstein In Berlin: "Ode To ний desee тиа е 
Rossini, 8 Overtures e. Freedom” ө Beehorens 9h Sym, пите London) 08615 Са (RCA) 63756 = — 
Montréal SO/Dutoit (London) 64382 (00) 84239 Thomas, Hamlet Ф Thomas 

Mario Lanza: Don't Forget Me Hampson/Antonio de Almeida. Rossini, La Cenerentola Ф 
Gershwin, Rhapsody In Bue e — Qi er deudas. EMI 05505) 07116 в Cecilia Bartoli/Riccardo Chil 
Cais O) BABAC (RCA) 4326 Wagner, Der fliegende санах 
Sibelius, Symphony No. 2¢ Вох, Requiem e пони о Эра оаа НЯ Oslo Phil со х Рз Valse Luciano Pavarotti; BPO/Levie. aoe tn. пой шша. А 

Triste, more. (EMI Classics) т (06) 01227 = Nae 127 
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( $14.98 to $15.98 for CDs; $8.98 to $9.98 for cassettes) within a year. | will then receive 3 more 
Choices FREE! That's 8 for the price of 1, wil i 1 | understand that а 
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NEW PR 
CELLO 

Cello says its Encore line 

preamplifier is built with “the 

world’s most advanced internal 

components.” It features an 

anodized-silver faceplate, five 

line-level inputs (one balanced), 

five stereo outputs (one 

balanced, two recording), a fifty- 

nine-step volume control, and 

three 1-dB-resolution output-level 

SOUNDOLIER 

Soundolier's ThundraPro 2 

subwoofer is designed to be 

mounted between standard 

16-inch-center floor or ceiling 

joists and vented by a floor 

register or a ceiling-speaker 

grille. The 132 x 11 x 21%-inch 

ported cabinet, described as 

vibration-free, houses two 8-inch 

controls (left, right, and 

master). A mode control lets you 

reverse the left and right channels 

or send either channel's signal 

to both outputs. Price: $8,000. 

A phono input for an MM or MC 

cartridge can be added for 

$2,000. Cello, Dept. SR, 112 E. 

71st St., New York, NY 10021. 

* Circle 128 on reader service card 

woofers. Frequency response 

is given as 50 to 170 Hz «3 dB and 

maximum power handling as 

100 watts continuous. Mounting 

hardware is included. 

Price: $499. Atlas/Soundolier, 

Dept. SR, 1859 Intertech Dr., 

Fenton, MO 63026. 

* Circle 130 on reader service card 

ADS 

ADS's Model 325is car 

speaker system comprises pairs 

of low-profile 54-inch woofers, 

1-inch dome tweeters, and 

passive crossover modules. Each 

crossover has a three-position 

tweeter-level switch and an EQ 

switch. Frequency response 

is given as 50 Hz to 23 kHz +3 dB, 

recommended amplifier power 

as 15 to 100 watts. Price: $599. 

ADS, Dept. SR, One Progress 

Way, Wilmington, MA 01887. 

* Circle 129 on reader service card 

PIONEER 

No matter how hard the rain, 

sleet, or snow, Pioneer's 

omnidirectional CSL-300 (left, 

$369) and CLS-250 ($299) outdoor 

speakers are said to keep on 

playing. Both have a 62-inch 

driver and are rated down to 50 

Hz. The CLS-300, which includes 

an accent light, stands 17% 

inches tall, the CLS-250 15% 

inches. Pioneer Electronics 

Technology, Dept. SR, 1800 W. 

Holt Ave., Pomona, CA 91768. 

Circle 131 on reader service card 

GENELEC 

Genelec is making its popular 

12-inch-tall Model 1030A 

powered studio monitor available 

to consumers. The speaker is 

biamplified, delivering 80 watts to 

its 62-inch woofer and 50 watts 

to its metal-dome tweeter, and 

rated down to 52 Hz. Finish is 

textured black. Price: $2,198 a 

pair. Genelec, distributed 

by ОМ!, Dept. SR, 25 South St., 

Hopkinton, MA 01748. 

* Circle 132 on reader service card 
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LAMM 

Designed by a Russian audio 

engineer now living in the U.S., 

Lamm’s M2.1 monoblock power 

amplifier is a hybrid incorporating 

one vacuum tube, a Class A/AB 

MOSFET output stage, and a 

switchable biasing circuit to 

maintain “optimal idle current” 

for loads between 1 and 16 ohms. 

The M2.1 is rated for 200 watts 

DESIGN ACOUSTICS 

The two-way PS-88 speaker 

from Design Acoustics is 

magnetically shielded and packs 

an 8-inch woofer in a 1312-inch- 

tall vented cabinet. The use of 

foam around its soft-dome tweeter 

is said to improve imaging. 

Finished in oak or black ash. 

Price: $200. Design Acoustics, 

Division of Audio Potentials 

Corp., Dept. SR, 1920 Enterprise 

Parkway, Twinsburg, OH 44087. 

* Circle 133 on reader service card 

continuous output into 8 or 

4 ohms with 0.3 percent THD, 

400 watts into 2 ohms with 1 

percent THD, and 600 watts into 

1 ohm with 1 percent THD. It has 

a balanced XLR input and two 

RCA inputs. Price: $5,690. Lamm 

Audio Laboratory, Dept. SR, 

185 Ave. S, Brooklyn, NY 11223. 

* Circle 137 on reader service card 
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COUSTIC 

Coustic’s XM-5e three-way 

car crossover offers continuously 

variable cutoff points, 6- or 

18-dB-per-octave high-pass 

slopes, a center-channel output 

with a defeatable high-pass filter, 

dual subwoofer outputs with a 

stereo/mono switch, and a 

McCORMACK 

The Micro Line Drive preamplifier 

(shown, $595), one of three 

distinctively styled McCormack 

Micros, measures 912 x 3x 9 

inches. It has three inputs, one 

tape loop, two outputs, and dual 

volume controls, and it can be 

operated in passive mode (no 

bass EQ section that provides up 

to 12 dB boost at any point 

between 25 and 250 Hz. A remote 

subwoofer-level control is 

included (shown). Price: $250. 

Coustic, Dept. SR, 4260 Charter 

St., Vernon, CA 90058-2596. 

* Circle 134 on reader service card 

COAST 

The polyester TC-2000, part of the 

Team Dennis Conner line, holds a 

personal CD or tape player or a 

camera and has a zippered 

accessory pocket. Price: $24.95. 

Coast, Dept. SR, 200 Corporate 

Blvd. S., Yonkers, NY 10701. 

* Circle 135 on reader service card 

gain) or active mode (high, 

medium, or low gain). The series 

also includes the Micro Phono 

Drive ($495) and Headphone 

Drive ($595). McCormack Audio, 

Dept. SR, 542 N. Highway 101, 

Leucadia, CA 92024. 

* Circle 136 on reader service card 
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A compi JVC Home Entertainment System Or 
Complete JVC Car Audio System, 

And A Tour Jacket And С 

1. HOW TO ENTER: Visit a participating JVC retailer to complete an official entry form or complete the 

coupon in this advertisement. Limit one entry per store visit, one entry per mail-in envelope. Photocopied 

entries will not be accepted. 2. PRIZE NOTIFICATION: Winners will be notified by mail and required to 

sign an affidavit of eligibility and publicity/liability release. Winners responsible for all taxes and fees. No 
prize substitution. Offer void where prohibited by law. 3. PRIZE: Grand Prize: ARV: $5,000.00. First 
Prize: ARV: $2,700.00. Second Prize: ARV: $665.00. Third Prize: ARV: $30.00. Winners will be 

selected from a random drawing on or about December 15, 1994 from all qualified entries received by 

November 30, 1994. WHO MAY ENTER: Sweepstakes open to all U.S. residents except employees of 

JVC, its affiliate companies, agents, advertising and promotional suppliers and members of their families. 

Prizes won by a minor will be awarded in the name of a parent or legal guardian. 5.COMPLETE 

RULES/WINNERS LIST; Send an SASE, by December 31, 1994, to: Longing In Their Hearts Complete 

Rules or Winners List, P.O. Box 801120, Santa Clarita, CA 91380-1120. 

Bonnie Raitt Perform Live, An Autographed Fender® 
Stratocaster® Guitar, A One Year Subscription To Guitar 

Player, Two Official Tour Jackets And Two CD's 

JVC 
CREE NITE 

БЕД IR EE ја LNs tii 
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GRAND PRIZE 

A Trip For Two On Northwest Airlines To Japan To See 

PRIZE (1 

A T-Shirt And CD 

THIRD 

SECOND PRIZE (10) 

A JVC X'EYE Multi-Entertainment System, 
A Tour Jacket And CD 

Fill out this coupon or send same info on a 3x5 card to: Longing 
In Their Hearts, P.O. Box 801120, Santa Clarita, CA 91380-1120 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

S Entry must be received by November 30, 1994 to qualify for drawing. 



I recently bought a ten-band graphic 
equalizer. It works well, but during nor- 
mal listening the level meters on my am- 

plifier are consistently in the red. Is this 
normal, or am I damaging my equipment? 

MICHAEL D. ZOLLNER 
Mt. Laurel, NJ 

using the equalizer mainly to increase 
your system’s bass output. Speakers that 

roll off in the lower frequencies do so be- 
cause they are less sensitive in that range: A 
given amount of amplifier power results in 
less acoustic output than it would elsewhere 
in the audio band. You can compensate to 
some extent for that lack of bass by crank- 
ing up the bottom octaves of an equalizer, 
but the large increase in amplifier output 
won’t produce much additional oomph. In 
other words, you may be severely overdriv- 
ing your amplifier and in return getting only 
a modest increase in bass output. Even if 
you like the result, it’s very likely to be ac- 
companied by considerable distortion, un- 
less your amplifier is powerful enough to 
handle the increased output without clip- 
ping. Ironically, if it is, you may be putting 
your speakers’ voice coils at risk. 

| I can only guess, but I suspect you аге 

I often fall asleep with a CD still play- 
ing. I normally try to pick a selection 
that will end before the timer shuts off 

my receiver—it has a 45-minute timer that 
controls the switched outlet my CD player is 
plugged into—but that doesn’t always work 
out. Could I damage my CD player if the re- 
ceiver cuts off the power while a disc is still 
playing? CRAIG TANIKAWA 

Sacramento, CA 

er touches the playing surface of a CD 
(digitized music data embedded in the 

disc is retrieved by an optical scanner), 
there’s nothing to cause it damage. When 
the power goes off, the disc simply stops 
spinning. The player supports it around the 
hole in the middle, but otherwise the only 
thing in contact with a CD, playing or rest- 
ing, is air. 

| Don’t worry. Since nothing in your play- 

Home Theater Checkup 
I would like to make sure my home the- 
ater is set up properly. Is there any sort 
of VHS videotape designed to help con- 

sumers test and adjust their Dolby Pro Log- 
ic setups? HERMAN Day 

Lomita, CA 
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BY IAN G. MASTERS 

produced a VHS “Consumer Guide to 
Home Theatre” that contains clear ex- 

planations of the system, the setup options, 
and buying considerations. It includes a 
bunch of test signals, too. For more infor- 
mation or to order the tape, telephone 1- 
800-241-4115. 

| Indeed there is. Dolby Laboratories has 

Beat Tape Recordings 
When I make tapes from CD's or from 
FM, everything is fine, but when I tape 
from my turntable, the recorded tape has 

a distortion that sounds like waves or beats, 
a second or so apart, in which the treble or 
overall level fluctuates. When the signal is 
turned down, the distortion decreases. What 
is causing it? Davip HASSAN 

Los Angeles, CA 

warped records. Deformed vinyl discs 
can move up and down once per revolu- 

tion; the frequency is so low that you can’t 
hear it, but it is picked up by your phono 
cartridge and mixes with the desired signal. 
The warp signal, with superimposed audio, 
occasionally gets strong enough to be no- 
ticeable. If you’re recording near the peak 
level, the signal doesn’t have to rise very far 
to distort badly. You may be able to see the 
effect on your deck’s meters, or by taking 
the grille off one of your speakers and 
watching the woofer cone move slowly in 
and out in step with the turntable’s rotation. 

| It sounds like the problem is caused by 

Alien Dangers? 
Please tell me what are the dangers, if 
any, of using speakers rated at a lower 
impedance than is recommended by an 

amplifier manufacturer. Will I shorten my 
amplifier’s life? Smell ozone? Hear in- 
creased distortion? Will aliens come down 
from the sky and abduct me? Ер MACKIE 

Burnsville, MN 

There may be no ill effects at all, but it 
depends on the design of the amplifier. 
For a given output voltage—and most 

amplifiers are constant-voltage devices—the 
lower the load impedance presented by the 
speaker to the amplifier’s output stages, the 
higher the current they will have to produce. 
Some amplifiers are designed to handle very 
high currents, but most are not, so if things 
get out of hand because of too low an im- 
pedance, distortion is likely to rise, protec- 
tion circuits can be triggered, and, in the 
worst cases (rare), the amplifier might be 
damaged. 

All of that is complicated by the way im- 

pedance is rated. Speaker manufacturers 
usually specify a single-digit “nominal im- 
pedance” of, say, 4 or 8 ohms, but that’s on- 
ly an average. Impedance varies with fre- 
quency, and there are likely to be parts of 
the spectrum where actual impedance is be- 
low spec. Moreover, the likelihood of such 
dips causing trouble is greater when the 
speakers’ nominal impedance is lower than 
the impedance recommended for the amp. 

My new power amplifier sounds fan- 
tastic, but when I turn it on, the woofers 
in my speakers are suddenly pulled in- 

ward and then slowly return to their resting 
positions. I have often heard that such surg- 
es can cause speaker damage. Is it some- 
thing I should worry about? 

KEITH HEUBERGER 
Libertyville, IL 

that uncommon, although many amplifi- 
ers have delay devices to keep turn-on 

surges from the speakers. I would be con- 
cerned if the woofer cones took more than a 
couple of seconds to return to their neutral 
positions. While offset, the voice coils have 
a lot of juice flowing through them and min- 
imal heat-sinking from the magnet structure. 
If that were to go on for long, the voice coils 
could fry. But if they haven't fried yet, they 
probably won't. 

| I doubt и. Such phenomena are not all 

Taping 78's 
My wife has many old 78-rpm records, 
and she wants them copied to tape. What 
do I need to make low-noise transfers, 

and how do I go about making the best 
copies possible? FRANK SUTHERLAND 

Edgewood, NM 

played often they will never be truly 
“low-noise.” The 78-rpm record was an 

inherently noisy medium, primarily because 
of the materials that were used to make the 
discs, so it’s unlikely you’ll be able to get 
rid of all the grunge. But you can make 
them listenable, and taping them will insure 
against further deterioration. 

Of course, you'll have to start with a 
turntable that includes the 78-rpm speed. 
That may not be easy, as there aren’t very 
many of those around these days. Used- 
equipment ads or, better, garage sales may 
yield what you need. Then make sure you 
have a genuine 78-rpm stylus to play your 
records with; the geometry of the 78-rpm 
groove makes any later stylus useless. 

| First, understand that if they have been 



(Pfanstiel Corp. of Waukegan, Illinois, is an 
excellent source for 78-rpm styli; if they 
don’t stock one for your turntable, they may 
be able to custom-make it.) 

Then, make sure you play the records in 
mono, even if it means bridging the left and 
right “hot” leads in the tonearm headshell. 
Just switching your amplifier or receiver to 
mono won't do it, as stereo will still be fed 
to the tape outputs. Back-to-back Y connec- 
tors between the receiver outputs and the 
tape inputs can achieve the same thing. 
Clean the records thoroughly and, if you 
have a graphic equalizer, knock off every- 
thing above about 6 to 8 KHz, and you 
should end up with tape dubs that sound 
reasonably like the originals. 

Adding Ambience 
My system consists of a stereo preampli- 
fier, a power amplifier, and two sets of 
speakers connected to the amplifier's A 

and B terminals. I would like to add DSP 
ambience enhancement and Dolby Surround 
capability. Although I have been told that 
the best method is to start over with all new 
equipment, I’m very satisfied with what I 
have, which is relatively new. What would I 
have to add to achieve the effects I want? 

NEWTON OLIVEIRA 
Erlangen, Germany 

It seems unlikely that you will need to 
replace everything; the guiding principle 
in multichannel systems is that the 

speakers have similar sonic characteristics, 
not that they be new or necessarily from the 
same manufacturer. Buying the speakers as 
a matched set will weigh things in the direc- 
tion of tonal consistency, but that is not the 
only way of going about it. 

As long as your four present speakers 
sound similar to one another, they could 
form the basis of your new surround system. 
Then you really need only an outboard sur- 
round processor with ambience-enhance- 
ment features and possibly a second stereo 
amplifier to power the surround speakers 
(some processors have built-in amps for this 
purpose). These days, virtually all outboard 
surround processors that include a DSP sec- 
tion for ambience synthesis also include a 
Dolby Pro Logic decoder for playback of 
Dolby Surround soundtracks. If you want a 
center-channel speaker (a good idea), you 
can add it and an amplifier to drive it (if the 

processor doesn't already have one built in). 
Or you could use one channel of a stereo 
amplifier to drive the center speaker and the 
other to drive the two surrounds in parallel, 
since the surround channel is mono. 

Turntables Revisited 
After dusting off my LP collection for the 
nth time this year, Гуе decided to take 
the plunge and add a turntable to my 

system. But I haven't paid much attention to 
record-playing developments for the past 
decade or so, and 1 т not really sure what 
to look for anymore. Any suggestions? 

MIKE MANESS 
APO Luxembourg 

Not to worry: Turntables haven't changed 
all that much since you last owned one. 
As you will probably spend a relatively 

small amount of time listening to vinyl— 
you did without it for ten years, after all—it 
makes little sense to blow a bundle on exot- 
ic operating features, which, in any case, 
are now few and far between. Modestly 
priced turntables can do everything you 
need in terms of playing your old records. 
Where I would suggest you spend the bulk 
of your money is on a really good phono 
cartridge, and perhaps a spare stylus or two, 

against the day when you won't be able to 
get replacements. For that reason, it might 
be wise to stick to moving-magnet car- 
tridges, as most moving-coil models don't 
have user-replaceable styli. That should al- 
50 keep the costs down. 

If you have a question about audio, 
send it to Q&A, Stereo Review, 

1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. 

Sorry, only questions chosen 
for publication can be answered. 

Sounds great. 
Less filling. 

The world's smallest mobile 12-CD changer. 
Imagine a 12-disc CD changer so small you can put it just 
about anywhere in your car. Imagine a 12-disc changer that'll 
work with any car stereo. It's JVC's KD-MK74RF, so powerful, 
your woofers will sit up and take notice; so innovative, it's 
the smallest 12-disc CD changer system there is. Imagine that. 

JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA DIVISION OF US JVC CORP 
41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, N.J. 07407 
CIRCLE NO. 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

zen МУ JVC. 



Standard Audio 

At Bose; we believe the truest measure of 

an audio system is how much it increases 

your enjoyment of music. 

‘To that end, the Lifestyle’ music 

system uses advanced Bose technology to 

achieve a new standard of performance. 

To reproduce sound with lifelike clari- 

ty and definition, without the complexi- 

ties of conventional stereo systems. 

Small enough that your home won't 

look like a recording studio, although it 

may sound like a concert hall. And 

uncomplicated enough for the least tech- 

nically interested. For example, even the 

remote has fewer buttons. And it works 

right through walls so you control the 

system from anywhere in your home. 

Granted, it's easy for us to believe all 

of this represents a new standard. But 

apparently others believe it as well. 

That's why Time magazine selected the 

Lifestyle" system as one of the Ten Best 

Products of 1993, and the only audio 

product chosen. 



New Standard 

And why Stereo Review said it is an 

“ „attractive, easy to use, and thoroughly 

listenable [system for] households in which 

a stack of black-finished components and 

prominent speaker cabinets would not be 

appreciated." 

We could tell you the Lifestyle" system 

is more than a better sounding stereo. 

We believe it represents a new era in 

music enjoyment. 

But there are some things no one can 

tell you. Because there are some decisions 

you just have to make for yourself. 

For more information, and for Bose 

demonstration locations near you, call 

1-800-444-2673 Ext.443. шуат E" BOE C 
Better sound through research. 



STATE OF THE ART 

ale 
hatever happened to high-definition TV (HDTV), 
that much-talked-about technology that we’ve 
been told will deliver movie-theater-quality pic- 
tures and sound into our homes in the “not-too-dis- 
tant” future? The good news is that it’s still very 
much alive and will undergo what is hoped will be 

final testing later this year. The bad news is that its future is 
still uncertain. 

The best-case scenario suggests that HDTV broadcasting 
in the U.S. is at least two years away. And even if that 
timetable is met, no one is quite sure how HDTV will play 
out. Will broadcasters embrace the new system? Or will 
they balk at the steep investment required to make their fa- 
cilities HDTV-capable? And assuming that a fair number of 
stations do go on-line with HDTV programming once the 
Federal Communications Commission finalizes a technical 
standard, how will the public react to widescreen sets that 
are expected to start at $2,500? 
HDTV has been a constantly receding target ever since 

the FCC formed an advisory committee in 1988 to choose a 
successor to the decades-old NTSC system. The initial goal 
was to select an HDTV standard by the fall of 1992. Then 
new digital technologies came along, making the heir appar- 
ent, Japan’s analog MUSE system, obsolete overnight. Still, 
the FCC was confident that it could decide by June 1993. 

After more delays, inconclusive testing of the various pro- 
posed systems, and the formation of a “Grand Alliance” of 
several proposals for HDTV last year, officials are still hop- 
ing that the new, combined digital system will go to final 
testing late this year. That would translate into a decision by 
the FCC’s industry advisory panel by next spring and, if all 
went well, a final decision by the end of 1995. 

But don’t hold your breath. Even that timetable could be 
optimistic. Broadcasters are now working on a new, im- 
proved HDTV system incorporating 
an expanded version of the Coded 
Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing (COFDM) technology 
used in digital audio broadcasting, 
and that could lead to more delays. 
They’re also trying to convince the 
FCC to allow them to use some of 
the extra bandwidth on HDTV 
channels for nonvideo services like 
delivering stock quotes to home 
computers. A fight over such ancil- 
lary services could push HDTV 
even further into the future. 

Contributing to the delays in re- 
cent years was the decision to make 
HDTV computer-friendly. The FCC 
advisory committee decided last 
year to give the HDTV picture 
1,080 lines of resolution rather than 
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Zenith's prototype high-definition TV (HDTV) set 

BY MICHAEL FEAZEL 

1,035. (The higher number allows for square—as opposed 
to rectangular—pixels, which are easier for computers to 
handle.) The picture will boast twice as many lines of reso- 
lution as the current TV standard, eliminating much of the 

fuzziness that now plagues large-screen TV’s. 
Other features of the likely HDTV standard include a 

widescreen, 16:9 aspect ratio, similar to that of movie-the- 
ater screens and 35mm photos, and an interlaced/progressive 
scanning system, which automatically switches to the appro- 
priate mode depending on the incoming TV signal. Inter- 
laced scanning, used in the current TV system, creates pic- 
tures by alternately illuminating two separate fields of lines. 
Its advantage is that it requires half as much bandwidth for 
the same number of scanning lines. Progressive scanning, 
the system used in computer monitors, can potentially pro- 

ats the holdup? 
vide even better picture quality but requires a wider band- 
width because there’s more data for each active picture line. 

Another important feature of the probable HDTV stan- 
dard—one that has been embraced by many fans of home 
theater—is the selection of Dolby’s AC-3 six-channel sound 
system (the heart of the Dolby Stereo Digital cinema sound 
system used in a growing number of movie theaters). The 
AC-3 system outperformed the Philips Musicam system in 
tests largely because of software bugs in the Musicam proto- 
type. Those bugs were later eliminated, resulting in a virtual 
performance tie between the two systems. The Grand Alli- 
ance opted to stick with Dolby’s AC-3 even though the Mu- 
sicam system is based on the MPEG-2 standard that’s evolv- 

ing as the worldwide standard for 
digital data compression. Musicam 
is now the “back-up” system for 
HDTV in the U.S. Since most of the 
world is likely to stick close to the 
MPEG-2 standard, the decision to 

move away from it here will almost 
certainly increase differences be- 
tween the U.S. HDTV standard and 
those of the rest of the world, which 
may mean higher costs and prob- 
lems in exporting U.S. HDTV pro- 
gramming. 

elevision manufacturers are pre- 
pared to begin building HDTV 
sets almost immediately once 
the FCC adopts a згапдага, but it 

will be some time before there’s 
much original broadcast program- 
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Rhythm, Country & 
Blues. Featuring Al 
Green & Lyle Lovett, 
Aaron Neville & Trisha 
Yearwood (MCA) 

474*536 

Reba McEntire—Read 
My Mind (MCA 
Nashville) 4799717 

Peter Gabriel—Shaking 
The Tree (Geffen) 

. 415-968 

The Police—Evei 
Breath You Take-The 
Singles (A&M) 348318 

Linda Davis—Shoot 
For The Moon (Arista) 

480•095 

Anthrax—Live-The 
Island Years (Island/ 
Megaforce) [4 479337 

The Neville Brothers— 
Live On Planet Earth 
(A&M) 478-412 

Sammy Hagar— 
Unboxed (Geffen) 

478*107 

James Taylor—Live 
(Columbia; 

463*687/393*686 

5 
‹ 

Bonnie Raitt—Longing 
In Their Hearts 
(Capito) _ 
John Michael — 
Montgomery—Kickin’ It 
Up (Atlantic) _ 473*157 

Guns N' Roses—Use 
Your Illusion | (Geffen) 
а 442*087 

972805 

Ozzy Osbourne—No 
More Tears (Epic/ 
Associated) 428.128 

Patty Loveless—Only - 
What | Feel (Epic) 

454637 

Bon Jovi—Keep The 
Faith (Jambco/Mercury) 
_ 451310 
ZZ Top—Grt. Hits 
(Warner Bros.) 438010 

The Robert Cray Band 
— Strong Persuader 
(Mercury) 426°189 

Van Halen—For Unlaw- 
ful Carnal Kno е 
(Warner Bros.) 420*273 

Frente—Marvin The 
Album (Mammoth/ 
Atlantic) 

Patti Labelle—Gems 
(MCA) 486.605 

JUSTIN 

Vince Gill—When 
Love Finds You 
(MCA) 486,308 

Alan Jackson—Who I 
Am (Arista) 486.833 

Aaliyah—Age Ain't 
Nothing But A 
Number "m 
(Blackground/dJive) 

485.888 

Beastie Воуз—Ш 
Communication 
(Capitol [3 484,808 

Рат Tillis—Sweetheart's 
Dance (Arista) 479683 

Frank Sinatra—Duets 
(Capitol) 4715615 
Bryan Adams—So Far 
So Good (A&M) 467*738 

Hancock/Shorter/ 
Carter/Williams/Roney 
—A Tribute To Miles 
Davis (Qwest) 476•382 

Indigo Girls—Swamp 
Ophelia (Epic) 477-923 

Nine Inch Nails—The 
Downward Spiral (TVT/ 
Interscope) 476739 

Eric Clapton “Unplugged 
(Reprise/Duck) 446*187 

Barbra Streisand— 
Back To Broadway 
(Columbia) 1988 

Elvis Costello—Brutal 
Youth (Warner Bros.) 

47691) 

“8 Seconds”—Orig. 
Sndtrk. Featuring Reba 
McEntire, Vince Gill, etc. 

475*483 

Confederate Railroad 
—Notorious (Atlantic) 

475•194 

Соттоп Тћгеад: 
Songs Of The Eagles. 
Featuring Clint Black, 
Vince Gill, Trisha 
Yearwood, etc. (Giant) 

469-999 

Tom Рену & The 
Heartbreakers—Grt. 
Hits (MCA) 4749411 

“Threesome”—Orig. 
Sndtrk. (Epic/Soundtrax) 

476-499 

PANTERA 
ион 
TEMPLE 
PILOTS: 

RAGE 
AGAINST THE! 

мася 

saw 

“The Crow"—Orig. 
Sndtrk. Featuring 
Pantera, Stone Temple 
Pilots, etc. (Atlantic/ 
Interscope) 478•230 

The Black Crowes— 
Shake Your Money- 
maker (American) 

462184 

Yanni—Live At The 
Acropolis (Private 
Music) 475*17! 

Gerald Albright— 
Smooth (Atlantic) 

475*152 

Richard Marx—Paid 
Vacation (Capitol) 

474973 

Alice In Chains—Dirt 
(Columbia) 445*833 

Neil Young-Unplu: 
(Reprise) ___ 460«972 abis 

Little Texas—Bi 
(Warner Bros.) ‹ 

“Sleepless In Seattle” 
—Orig. Sndtrk. (Epic 
Soundtrax) 458•430 

Joshua Kadison— 
Painted Desert Serenade 
(SBK) 474-791 

Neal McCoy—No Doubt 
About It (Atlantic) 

474619 

Soun 

ABBA—Gold-Greatest 
Hits (Polydor) 458*406 

Toby кент (Месигул. 
Nashville) 458*31 

4 Non Blondes— 
Bigger, Better, Faster, 
More! (Interscope) 

458*042 

Big Head Todd And 
The Monsters—Sister 
Sweetly (Giant/Reprise) 

457*88 

Aaron Neville—The 
Grand Tour (A&M) 

- ___487-200 
idgarden—Super- Dwight Yoakam—This 

unknown (A&M) 4759186 Time (Reprise) 456913 

Brooks & Dunn—Hard White Zombie—La 
Workin’ Man (Arista) Sexorcisto (Geffen) 

454-025 «4420079 
The Benoit/Freeman Meat Ри 

High To 
ts—Too 

ie (London) 
474—221 

Yanni—In My Time 
(Private Music) 458018 

Faith Hill—Take Me As 
1 Am (Warner Bros.) 

473*728 

Michael Bolton—The 
One Thing (Columbia) 

470*005 

“Maverick”—Orig. 
Sndtrk. Featuring 
Clint Black, Vince 
Gill, more. (Atlantic 
Nashville) 484.139 | ( 

pari Santori 1 
еагзау (Elektra) 

481.768 

“The Flintstones"— 
Orig. Sndtrk. 
Featuring B-52's, 
Crash Test Dummies, 
085, ею. (MCA) 

480.178 

D. & The 
—Nuttin’ But Love 
(Uptown/MCA) 

478 +354 

Jackson Browne—l'm 
Alive (Elektra) 469783 

John Scofield & Pat 
Metheny—| Can See 
Your House From Here 
(Blue Note) 477570 

Johnny Cash— 
American Recordings 
(American) 489 

Randy Travis—This 15 
Me (Warner Bros.) 

477-463 
Pat Benatar—Best 
Shots (Chrysalis) 

40164 

is 000 ا МУ 
Inplugged (Elektra) 

469*77! 

Pantera—Far Beyond 
Driven (eastwest) 

468.92 

Project (GRP) 474429 

R.E.M.—Automatic For 
The People (Warner 
Bros.) 

Chant—The 
Benedictine Monks Of 
Sante Domingo De Silos 

де! 

Sndtrk. (Walt Disne 
Records) 453.167 

Stone Temple Pilots— 
Core (Atlantic) 453043 
Sade—Love Deluxe 
(Epic) _449+439 
Phil Collins—Serious 
Hits...Live (Atlantic) 

George Str: 
Country (MCA) 448۰753 

Vince Gill—| Still 
Believe In You (MCA) 

448*571 

Bodyguai 
Orig. Sndtrk. (Arista) 

44815 

Kenny G—Breathless 
(Arista) 448*142 

Blind Melon 
(Capitol) 447«995 

Clay Walker 
(Giant) 467449 

Manilow— 
(Arista)288°670 

par 

а—!п (Лек 
467-1 59 

те спава ме! ise Is n 

It, So Why Can't We? 9 
(Island) 465*559 

ata Time? 

Alan Jackson—A Lot 
About Livin’ (And A Little 
"Bout Love) (Ад) 

Live  Throwing Copper == 
(Radioactive) _478*362 
Beck—Mellow Gold 
(DGC) а 476°721 

Candlebox (Maverick/ 
Sire/Warner) _485*185 

PearlJam—Vs. 

(Ерс) _ 4465м27 
Aerosmith—Get А Си! 
(Geffen) 458*075 

Sarah McLachlan— 
Fumbling Towards 
Ecstasy (Arista) 473*389 

NAME: Chris McAdams. 
PROFILE: Furniture Designer. 
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informs me that most NOP Mal 
people my n are actually 
looking forward to setting 
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Eagles Grt. Hits 
(Elektra) 287003 

Elton John—Grt. Hits 
(Polydor) 471011 

CLASSIC ROCK 
pene A mei 

lasters (Chrysalis) 
340*315 

The Cars' Greatest 

(MCA) 458*034 

The Allman Brothers 
Band—A Decade Of 
Hits 1969-79 (Polydor) 

430«439 

Rod Stewart—Sing It 

“Dazed And Hits (Elektra) 339*903 

Confused"—Orig. The Best Of Kansas ® 
Sndtrk. (Giant) 468546 (CBS Assoc. 327742 

The Very Best Of Yes The Best Of Blondie 
(Atlantic) 465-971 (Chrysalis) — 3114811 
Jimi Hendrix—The Creedence Clearwater 
Ultimate Experience Revival—Chronicle-20 

Grt. Hits (Fantasy) " 

tion (Capito) _ 405•308 

ames Skynyrd— 
Skynyrd's Inn пучок 
Оп. Hits (МСА) 381*129 

Grateful Dead-Skele- 
tons From The Closet 
(Warner Bros.) 378*406 

Fleetwood Mac—Grt. 
Hits (Warner Bros.) 

375•782 

Journey's Greatest 
Hits (Columbia) 375*279 

Steppenwolf—16 Grt. 
Hits (MCA) 372-425 

Marvin Gaye's Grt. 
Hits (Motown) 3679565 

пух Сиваса, Vol. 15 
(А&М) 364-448 

Best Of The Doors (Е!- 
ektra) 357«616/397*612 

The Mamas & The 
Papas—16 Of Their 
Greatest Hits (MCA) 

348*623 

Bad Company—10 
From 6 (Atlantic) 

341313 

Meat Loaf—Bat Out Of 
Hell 1: Back Into Hell 
(MCA) 4589232 

in Rod-Grt. Низ 

(Mercury) ____423'822 
The Very Best Of The 
Righteous Ме =" 
Unchained Ме! 

Jimi Hendrix—Biues (Verve) 423-772 (МСА) 480-202 

тһе Blues— 
Grt. Hits (Polydor) America’s Grt. Hits 

423*756 (Warner Bros.) 291*385 

Eric Clapton—Time James Taylor's Grt. 
Pieces (Polydor) Hits (Warner Bros.) 

42: 291302 

John Lennon Collec- Best Of The Doobies 
(Warner Bros.) 291*278 

The Steve Miller Band 
—Оп. Hits 1974-78 
(Capitol) 290-171 

Van Halen (Warner 
Bros.) 286*807 

Meat Loaf—Bat Out Of 
Hell (Epic) 2794133 

Boston (Epic) 269•209 

Jim Croce— 
Photographs & 
Memories: бп. Hits 
(Saja) 246*868 

Santana's Grt. Hits 
(Columbia) 244*459 

Carpenters—The 
Singles 1969-73 
(A&M) 236-885 

Janis Joplin's Grt. Hits 
(Columbia) 231670 

Simon & Garfunkel's 
Greatest Hits 
(Columbia) 2199477 

Bob Dylan's Grt. Hits 
(Columbia) 138586 

A Decade Of Steely 
Dan (MCA) 341. *073 

Pretenders—Last Of 
The Independents (Sire/ 
Warner Bros.) 285 

Tina Turner—Simply 
The Best (Capitol) 

433342 

Chicago®—Grt. Hits 
1982-89 (Reprise) 

401۰1 

Enya—Watermark 
(Reprise) 431403 

ДА | 
| 

All-4-One 
(Atlantic) 481*606 

U2—Achtung Baby 
(Island) 1213 

Bryan Adams—Waking 
Up The Neighbours 
(A&M) 429°779 

Cheap Trick—Grt. Hits 
(Epic) 428•656 

Spin Doctors—Pocket 
Full Of Kryptonite 
(Epic/Assoc.) 428482 

Red Hot Chili Peppers 
—Blood Sugar Sex 
Magik (Warner Bros.) 

в 426367 
U2—The Joshua Tree 
(Island) 354449 

AC/DC—Back In Black 
(Atlantic) 305*045 

Guns № Roses— 
petite For Destruction 

(Geffen) Га 359-984 

Alice In Chains—Jar Of 
Flies (Columbia) 471*979 

Aerosmith—Pump 
(Geffen) 

REO Speedwagon— 
The Hits (Epic) 367•672 

Bonnie Raitt—Luck Of 
The Draw (Capitol) 

423•186 

Natalie Cole— 
Unforgettable (Elektra) 

422279 

Counting Crows— 
August And ae 
After (DGC) 

Jimmy Buffett—Songs 
You Know By Heart 
(MCA) Га 339.911 

Bob Marley & The 
Wailers—Legend (Tuff 
Gong/lsland) — 337•857 

Billy Joek?—Grt.Hits, 
Vols.1 & 2 (Columbia) 

336*396/396*390 

Soul Asylum—Grave 
Dancers Union 
(Columbia) 445*510 

Toad The Wet 
Sprocket—Dulcinea 
(Columbia) 482•166 

Contains explicit lyrics which may be 
objectionable to some members. 

© 1994, The Columbia House Company 



R&B, DANCE, 
Outkast—Southern- 
playalisticadillacmuzik 
(LaFace) [4 480•103 

MTV Party To Go, Vol. 
4. Featuring The Red 
Hot Chili Peppers, TLC, 
En Vogue, etc. Поп пу, 
Воу) 

МТУ Party To Go, Vol. 
3. Featuring Jodeci, 
Boyz |! Men, etc. 
(Tommy Boy) 478610 

The Brand New 
Heavies—Brother Sister 
(Delicious Vinyl) 478*305 

The Best Of The 
Village People 
(Casablanca) 478131 

Angela Winbush 
(Elektra) 477786 

CeCe Peniston— 
Thought ‘Ya Knew 
(A&M) 467*860 

NAS—llimatic 
(Serchlite/CI) Г@477*166 

Patra—Queen Of The 
Pack (Epic) 

Zhane'—Pronounced 
Jah-Nay (Motown) 

474296 

Hammer—The Funky 
Headhunter (Gian 
Reprise) 474262 

All Men Are Brothers: 
A Tribute To Curtis 
Mayfield—Various 
Artists (Warner Bros.) 

4749155 

Aretha Franklin—Grt. 
Hits (Arista) 473371 

Jodeci—Diary Of A 
Mad Band (Uptown/ 
MCA) 473511 

En Vogue-Funky Divas. 
(eastwest) 435*750 

Domino (Ral/DefJam/ 
Chaos/Columbia) [3l 

472«225 

Queen Latif 
Black Reign 
(Motown) 

Haddaway 
(Arista) 471409 

Us3—Hand On The 
Torch (Blue Но) 

7 

471-466 

Shaquille O'Neal— 
Shaq Diesel (ЖО 

Salt-N-Pepa—Very 
Necessary (Next 
Plateau/London) 

467*837 

Prince—The Hits 2 
(Paisley Park) 

466*631 

Prince—The Hits 1 
(Paisley Park) 466*623 

Snoop Dog Dogg- 
Doggysi Death / 

  = 465-955ا اکا

Babyface—For The 
In You (Epic) 

Tony Toni Toné—Sons 
Of Soul (Mercury) 

463-679 

Gloria Estefan—Mi 
Tierra (Epic) 458497 

Madonna—Erotica 
(Maverick/Sire/Warner) 

453•555 

Brian McKnight 
(Mercury) 442-236 

lon Secada (SBK) 
438*184 

Michael Jackson— 
Dangerous (Epic) 

И Men—Cooley- 
highharmony (Motown) 

424-754 

Madonna—The 
Immaculate Collection 
(Sire/Warner Bros.) 

4144557 

A Tribe Called Quest— 
Midnight Marauders 
(Jive) 472«860 

T 
ДЕ 

Who wan 

be though 
as normal??? 
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Collective Soul—Hints, 
Allegations & Things 
Left Unsaid (Atlantic) 

ме кыл ыызы 
Morrissey-"Vauxhall & 

Г (Sire/Reprise) 470-341 
Bob James—Restless 

(amar Bros.) 4702309 
Melissa Etheridge— 
Yes | Am (Island) 

ee) 
The Breeders—Last 

Splash (Elektra) 485951 
ош —Between 

Sheets (Warner 
Bros.) 464.578 

Garth Brooks—in 
Pieces (Liberty) 463745 

Gin Blossoms—New 
Miserable Experience 
(A&M) 463¢737 

Billy Joel®—River Of 
Dreams (Columbia) 

463695 

Miles Davis & Quincy 
Jones—Live At 
Montreux (Warner 
Bros.) 

“Above The Rim"— 
En Snai Featuring 

AI B. Sure, etc. 
(Death Row/Interscope) 
m 478*875 

Tori Amos—Under The 
Pink (Atlantic) 473¢207 

Mary Chapin 
Carpenter 
—Come On, Come On 
( ) _ 440560 

Illusion (Epic) 

Rage Against The 
Machine (Epi 
Associated) E 451 

Celine Dion—The 
Colour Of My Love (550 
Music/Epic) 467-662 

ACE OF BASE 

Ace Of Base—The Sign 
(Arista) 468۰1 

Elton John—Duets 
(MCA) 472•845 

Guns М' Roses—The 
e Incident? 

е! 472*837 

Hole—Live Through 
This (DGC) 9 479329 

Toni Braxton 
(LaFace) 

Stone Free: A Tribute 
To Jimi Hendrix. 
Featuring The Cure, 
Eric Clapton, Buddy 
Guy, etc. (Reprise) 

471*581 

Sting-Ten Summoner's 
Tales (A&M) ES 1 

Yellowjaci 
For Your Life (GaP) 

_ 7 

Julio Iglesias—Crazy - 
(Columbia) 482*158 

The Aliman Brothers 
Band—Where It All 
Begins (Epic) 482-034 

Phil Collins—Both 
Sides (Atlantic) 481°952 

Travis Tritt—Ten Feet 
Tall And Bulletproof 
(Warner Bros. 480*244 

ermind ^ 

J 
(Mercu 
Guns № 
Your Illusion || 
em 442.038 



STATE OF THE ART 

ming to watch. Broadcasters had 
hoped to use the 1996 Summer Olym- 
pics in Atlanta as a showcase to spark 
consumer interest in HDTV, but they 
have since decided that there won’t be 
enough HDTV cameras and videotape 
recorders available by then. 

On the bright side, there’s plenty of 
existing programming that can easily 
be converted into the HDTV format. 
Virtually all color movies can be con- 
verted almost overnight, making it 
likely that cable movie channels like 
HBO and Showtime will be the first to 
market with HDTV programming. 

Viewers won’t have to wait for 
HDTV broadcasting to get significant 
improvements in TV picture quality, 
though. Digital TV is already avail- 
able in many parts of the U.S. via the 
direct broadcast Digital Satellite Sys- 
tem (DSS) introduced in June by 
RCA, the DirecTV division of GM 
Hughes Electronics, and the United 
States Satellite Broadcasting (USSB) 
division of Hubbard Broadcasting. 
Homes equipped with 18-inch satellite 
dishes and TV-top satellite receiver/ 
decoders ($699-$899) can receive the 
improved TV signal by signing up for 
a cable-TV-like programming package 
and paying monthly subscription fees 
to a service provider, DirecTV or 
USSB. A handful of cable-TV systems 
also have begun delivering digital TV, 
but they’re mostly in rural areas. Over 
time, most cable systems are likely to 
follow suit. 

Converting an analog NTSC TV 
signal into a digital format eliminates 
many annoying picture artifacts (such 
as straight lines that appear jagged and 
inaccurate color rendition), and com- 
pression enables the near studio-quali- 
ty video to be delivered to existing TV 
sets. Consumer studies indicate that 
any picture quality lost through com- 
pression is virtually unnoticeable and 
completely overwhelmed by the im- 
provements made possible by digital 
transmission. The picture quality of 
digital NTSC is so good, at least on 
TV sets with screens 25 inches and 
smaller, that the difference between 
true HDTV and digital NTSC pictures 
is barely discernible. 

Even when the FCC adopts a full- 
fledged HDTV standard, there’s no 
guarantee that every TV station will 
make the multimillion-dollar invest- 
ment necessary to convert to HDTV. 
Estimates on how many stations will 
convert range from 40 percent to near- 
ly 100 percent. The FCC’s chief engi- 
neer, Thomas Stanley, thinks that 40 

percent will convert to HDTV within 
fifteen years after the standard is set. 

Broadcasters will have three years 
to apply to the FCC for an HDTV li- 
cense, then another three years to actu- 
ally install HDTV equipment. Stations 
in large, competitive markets are ex- 
pected to move much more quickly 
than those in smaller markets, but ex- 
perts believe that even if the current 
FCC timetable is met, the first HDTV 
stations won’t be up and running until 
late 1996 at the earliest. 

If the demonstrations of prototype 
НОТУ systems are any indication, the 

Hv nas been а 
receding target ever since 

1988, when the FCC 

decided to choose a 

successor to the decades- 

old NTSC system. 

pictures will be terrific. Even blown 
up on screens measuring dozens of 
feet diagonally, HDTV images are re- 
markably sharp and have virtually no 
annoying artifacts. 

ut will Americans run out and 
buy HDTV sets when they be- 
come available? The FCC adviso- 
ry committee estimates that initial 

prices will be steep: A 34-inch direct- 
view (tube-type) HDTV set will sell 
for about $2,500 and a 56-inch projec- 
tion set for about $3,800, or $500 to 
$1,000 more than current topflight 
NTSC sets of the same size. 

Prices are likely to come down over 
time, just as the prices of other con- 
sumer electronics innovations have 
over the years. But the drop isn’t like- 
ly to be as precipitate as it was for, 
say, CD players and VCR’s. Research 
and development expenses represent- 
ed a far higher percentage of the initial 
prices of those products than they are 
expected to in the pricing of HDTV 
sets. 

Like current TV’s, HDTV sets will 
be available initially in two varieties, 
large direct-view tube sets, up to about 
36 inches (diagonal), and larger pro- 
jection sets. Although set makers pre- 
dict that they'll eventually introduce 
smaller HDTV sets, down to the 11- to 

19-inch sizes, early models will be al- 
most exclusively large-screen sets, 
both because manufacturers' profits 
are higher on big sets and because 
НОТУ is a natural for large screens. 

One problem will be the sheer size 
of the tube-type HDTV sets, which are 
expected to be 3 to 4 feet deep, mak- 
ing it almost impossible to fit them 
through many doorways. Their bulky 
presence is also likely to be unpopular 
among decor-minded domestic part- 
ners. While 1-inch-thick flat-panel 
screens, including liquid crystal dis- 
plays (LCD), could solve those prob- 
lems, reliable large LCD panels are 
still years away. The U.S. Defense De- 
partment, for example, began handing 
out multimillion dollar grants to en- 
courage development of large LCD’s 
just this year. 

Jerry Pearlman, chairman of Zenith, 
recently predicted that HDTV sets 
would be in 1 percent of all U.S. 
households within two years of intro- 
duction, a penetration rate far faster 
than those of any previous consumer 
electronics products and twice as fast 
as the rate for color TV’s and VCR’s. 
In contrast, a recent survey conducted 
by the Media Lab at Massachusetts In- 
stitute of Technology found that only 
5 percent of Americans were willing 
to pay even $500 more for an HDTV 
set than for a current-generation set. 

Manufacturers are counting on the 
so-called “early adopters,” those who 
were the first in their neighborhood to 
buy CD players, to jump-start HDTV 
by making it a status product. Some 
research studies, however, indicate 

that most consumers don’t believe that 
the improvement in picture quality 
provided by HDTV will be nearly as 
significant as the jump from black- 
and-white to color TV. Moreover, the 
full extent of HDTV’s quality im- 
provement is apparent only on TV 
screens that are at least 30 inches diag- 
onal—and relatively few households 
have TV’s that large. 

Such concerns have caused many to 
question whether HDTV will ever 
dominate TV viewing. That, in turn, 
lessens the incentive for broadcasters 
to invest in HDTV equipment and pro- 
gramming. And without ample HDTV 
programming, people won’t buy 
HDTV sets, creating a classic chicken- 
or-egg scenario that may make invest- 
ing in HDTV a risky business. a 

Michael Feazel, senior editor of the 
industry newsletter Television Digest, has 
been covering HDTV since 1988. 
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What's an Audio 

Review For? 
s I see it, the task of a reviewer is 
to provide a reader with informa- 
tion that might be useful in making 
a product choice. I use the term 
“product” loosely, since what is re- 
viewed need not be a physical ob- 

ject; it might be a novel, a play, a musical 
composition or performance, the driving 
characteristics of an automobile, and so 
forth. In most cases, the review is purely 
subjective—the personal opinion of the 
reviewer. One can always disagree with a 
reviewer’s judgment, and there can be 
great differences in individual perceptions 
of a reviewed “product.” 

Physical objects such as cars or hi-fi 
components are another matter. Their 
characteristics are subject to measure- 
ment, to a greater or lesser degree, and (at 
least in theory) can be verified by anyone 
possessing the necessary equipment and 
skills. 

There are some qualities that can be 
measured (more or less) that may be re- 
lated to purely personal criteria of “quali- 
ty” or “goodness” for the overall product. 
The cornering characteristics or accelera- 
tion of an automobile can be measured, 
and they can also be felt through the 
driver’s contact with the seat, steering 
wheel, and so forth. Automobile review- 
ers have their own subjective criteria for 
rating these qualities, and readers of their 
reviews have a fairly good idea of what 
each review attempts to convey. After all, 
we can all relate to acceleration (whether 
straight ahead or in cornering). 

Although an audio reviewer faces 
some of the same problems, there are ma- 
jor differences. Most electronic compo- 
nents (amplifiers, tuners, and so forth) 
have a single input (an audio- or radio- 
frequency voltage) and a single output 
whose waveform is supposed to corre- 
spond to the input signal in some specific 
and well-understood way. Moreover, 
technology has advanced to the point 
where most such components with pre- 
tensions to high fidelity do whatever they 
are supposed to do extremely well as long 
as they are operating within their design 
limits. 
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For example, although no amplifier is 
"perfect" (with its inputs and outputs ab- 
solutely identical except for amplitude), 
one that is functioning properly with flat 
frequency response over the audio range 
and sufficiently low noise and distortion 
is unlikely to alter the sound of a music 
recording appreciably, or in most cases 
even detectably, when operated within its 
linear power range. 

Does that mean there are ло differ- 
ences between amplifiers? Not at all—but 
those that may exist, sonic or otherwise, 
can always be explained by competent 
laboratory measurements. In fact, the 

most significant performance differences 
between good electronic audio compo- 
nents are usually related to the bounds 
within which they can be expected to re- 
main accurate reproducers—how much 
power an amplifier can deliver to a loud- 
speaker without overloading, for exam- 
ple. Such characteristics are most readily 
detected and most easily described by 
means of laboratory measurements. 

But what about the loudspeaker—one 
of the most important components of 
your system? Here measurements face 
grave difficulty. Unlike an amplifier, with 
its single, known input signal and the cor- 

responding single, easily measurable out- 
put signal, a speaker produces an infinite 
number of different (though similar, one 
hopes) outputs simultaneously from a sin- 
gle input! Not only that, but each of those 
outputs is hugely affected (not necessarily 
in the same way as the others) by the 
room's dimensions and acoustic proper- 
ties, the placement and orientations of the 
speakers, and the location of the listener. 
Finally, there is the fact that each listen- 
er's unique hearing system and brain to- 
gether determine what he "hears" from 
the totality of sound reaching his ears. 

If you think I am saying that speaker 
performance is essentially unmeasurable 

(in the sense that one thinks of measuring 
the performance of the electronic compo- 
nents in a system), you have received my 
message loud and clear. 

To be sure, we do make measurements 
in an attempt to identify and quantify 
some of the properties of a speaker. The 
measurements serve (when all goes well) 

to confirm certain sonic characteristics 
that may have appeared in listening tests 
or to draw our attention to some other 
distinctive quality. I spend many hours 
listening to music during speaker tests, 
whenever possible comparing the speaker 
under test with a comparable competitive 
model. Almost every speaker sounds its 
best with certain recordings. It is equally 
likely that with other program material 
some other speaker would prove superior 
(in your own judgment, which is all that 
finally matters). 

Loudspeakers almost always sound 
distinctly different from each other, even 
when their response curves appear simi- 
lar. Consequently, a choice between 
speakers should never be based on a sin- 
gle hearing or on the playback of a single 
recording. And the final choice must suit 
you, not a reviewer or "expert." 

There is something else to remember 
about an "expert" opinion from a review- 
er. It is just that, opinion, not necessarily 
fact. There can be a considerable differ- 
ence between the two. I present my mea- 
surements as facts (under the stated test 

conditions), and I stand by those state- 
ments. My opinions are another matter. 
You may disagree with them strongly 
(please, not violently!), but I suggest that 
you look at the facts, listen for yourself, 
and, by all means, make up your own 
mind. In particular, don't let anyone tell 
you that you should be hearing something 
that you simply don't. Maybe it is really 
there for the other fellow, but if you don't 
hear it, it is not there for you. 

The speaker (or the recording, for that 
matter) has yet to be made that won't al- 

ter the original signal to some audible de- 
gree. Some will be better than others, but 
none will be perfect. So don't expect your 
hi-fi system, no matter how expensive or 
elaborate, to duplicate the sound of live 
music—it’s not going to happen. If that is 
the sound you crave, do as I do: Go to 
concerts regularly and hear the real thing. 
Then go home and enjoy your hi-fi sys- 
tem for what it is—a superb and afford- 
able way to bring your favorite music into 
your home. o 
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at what comes out of the woodwork. 
And Dolby Pro Logic is the technology responsible for placing sound around the room, matching the dialogue and 

sound effects with the action on the screen. 
Together, these two technologies allow Yamaha to offer a complete line of home theater components that outperform 

other comparatively priced products on the market. 
Stop by your local Yamaha dealer for what could be a very eerie demonstration. Maybe 

we can't talk you into a system, but that doesn't mean we can’t scare you into one. у АМ АН А 
For the sales location nearest you, call 1-800-4УАМАНА. 
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Energy Home Theater Reference Speakers 
DAVID RANADA 

rom Canada comes Energy’s pre- 
miére entry into the home theater 
speaker market, its Home Theater 
Reference system. The system 
consists of four different speak- 
ers, each available separately (you 

get no price break by buying them in 
combination). 

The RVS-1 left and right main- 
channel speakers ($700 a pair) and the 
RVS-2 center-channel speaker ($350 
each) are essentially identical except 
for their preferred orientations—verti- 
cal for the RVS-1, horizontal for the 

RVS-2. Each contains а 1-inch fluid- 
cooled soft-dome tweeter crossed over 
at 2.5 kHz to two 54-inch molded- 
polypropylene cone woofers operating 
in a dual-vent enclosure measuring 84 
x 19 x 11% inches. Those dimensions 
are width, height, and depth for the 
RVS-1, but height, width, and depth 

for the RVS-2. The rated sensitivity 
for both models is 88 dB sound-pres- 
sure level (SPL) with a 2.83-volt input 
(equivalent to 1 watt into 8 ohms), 
while impedance is given as 6 ohms 
nominal, 4 ohms minimum. Recom- 
mended amplifier power is 25 to 175 
watts per channel. Dual multiway 
binding posts are located on the speak- 
ers’ rear panels. The cabinets are fin- 
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ished in a high-gloss black on all sur- 
faces, even beneath the removable 
front grilles, except the top and bottom 
of the RVS-1 and the ends of the RVS- 
2, which are covered in what appears 
to be black grille cloth. Both speakers 
are magnetically shielded. 

Because their vents are on their rear 
panels, the RVS-1 and RVS-2 should 
not be placed directly against a wall 
(or built into one). I found that the 

RVS-1’s sounded best when they were 
located at least a couple of feet away 
from all walls and at least 21 inches 
above the floor (so that the centrally 
located tweeters are close to ear level). 
Energy, not surprisingly, offers 21- 
inch metal stands (SST-21, $120 a 
pair) that fit nicely under the RVS-1’s. 
The КУ$-1°$ are slighty beamy in the 
vertical plane, so do not judge the 
sound of these speakers in a show- 
room if the front units are not close to 
ear level while you're listening. 

Energy recommends placing the 
RVS-2 center-channel speaker above 
or below a TV screen, as close as pos- 
sible to ear level. I got good results— 
without an emphasized lower mid- 
range due to reinforcement by the 
screen—by putting the RVS-2 on a 
low stand in front of the TV. 

Like many other surround speakers, 
the Energy RVSS ($550 a pair) is a 
quasi-dipole, but the company says it 
obtains unusually good low-frequency 
reproduction by operating it in “bi- 
pole" mode, with the drivers in phase 
with each other rather than out of 
phase, from 400 Hz down (though in 

that frequency range a bipole really 
has an essentially omnidirectional ra- 
diation pattern). Each RVSS speaker 
has two fluid-cooled %-inch soft- 
dome tweeters crossed over at 2.5 kHz 
to two 54-inch polypropylene-cone 
woofers in a small, dual-port hexago- 
nal enclosure measuring 10% x 10 x 
8!4 inches and weighing just a little 
more than 13 pounds. Instructions and 
brackets for wall-mounting the sur- 
rounds are provided. The angling of 
the RVSS enclosures enables them to 
be mounted in room corners without 
cutting off their output. 

The rated impedance of the RVSS 
surround speaker is the same as for the 
RVS-1 and RVS-2, but its sensitivity 
is given as 86 dB SPL. Recommended 
amplifier power is 15 to 125 watts. 
The enclosure is completely covered 
with grille cloth, which is available in 
either black or white. 

Energy makes no definitive recom- 
mendations for placing the surrounds 
beyond the usual one of aiming the 
"null" of the dipole radiation pattern at 
the listener. The manual did illustrate 
side (rather than rear) placement, a 
suggestion we followed, placing the 
speakers about 8 feet up the walls on 
either side of the listening position. 

Each AS-180 subwoofer ($750) 
contains a single 12-inch driver in a 
vented, 56-pound enclosure measuring 
16% x 18 x 18% inches. Each enclo- 
sure contains a single-channel sub- 
woofer amplifier, which has unusually 

high power ratings (180 watts continu- 
ous, 720 watts peak), and a dual-chan- 
nel active crossover. The subwoofer 
can be connected to the system in 
three different ways, which I will call 
Modes A, B, and C. 
Mode A is the simplest: Connect 

one AS-180 in parallel with both left 
and right main speakers. To do that 
you run a pair of speaker cables either 
from the amplifier's main left and 
right speaker outputs or from the main 
speakers themselves to spring connec- 
tors on the back of the subwoofer. 
This kind of connection draws hardly 
any current, so thin, inexpensive ca- 

bles will suffice. In this mode the ғ 
crossover operates only as a low-pass 
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filter, removing high frequencies from 
the signal and feeding only the lows, 
summed to mono, into the AS-180’s 
amplifier. The low-pass crossover 
point can be varied in all three modes 
between 50 and 150 Hz. 
Mode B is a line-level version of 

Mode A: Run a regular stereo cable 
from a suitable stereo line-level ampli- 
fier or surround-processor output (one 
subject to a master volume control) to 

input jacks on the subwoofer. You can 
also use this mode if your signal 
source has a dedicated line-level sub- 
woofer output. If the signal from your 
source’s subwoofer output has already 
passed through a crossover, you 
should “open up” the AS-180’s built- 
in crossover by turning its frequency 
control up to 150 Hz, at least at first. 

Although the most complex, Mode 
C is perhaps the best: You run a stereo 
signal into the subwoofer as in Mode 
B, but you also run a stereo cable from 
the subwoofer crossover’s line-level 
outputs back to your amplifier or re- 
ceiver. The returned signals have been 
high-pass filtered by the AS-180’s 

© 1994 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 

crossover, meaning that the low fre- 

quencies the subwoofer reproduces 
have been removed (starting at 90 Hz 
and rolling off below that frequency at 
18 dB per octave, ideal characteristics 
for the RVS-1, as might be expected). 
Because in Mode C the main speakers 
don’t have to reproduce the lowest fre- 
quencies, they can play louder without 
objectionable distortion from low-fre- 
quency overload. That is one of the 
greatest benefits of using separate 
powered woofers, and it cannot be ob- 
tained if Mode A is used. It can be ob- 
tained with Mode B, but only if your 
signal source has main-speaker high- 
pass filtering as well as a dedicated 
subwoofer output. 

The “loopback” hookup of Mode C 
is most easily managed with compo- 
nents that have pre-out/main-in con- 
nections or in systems having separate 
power amplifiers. It is important that 
the loopback occur after surround de- 
coding in the signal chain; otherwise it 
will make a mess of the decoder’s 
sound steering. Since the crossovers 
and woofer amplifiers are in the woof- 
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er enclosures and not in a separate 
box, using Mode C will result in lots 
of power, signal, and speaker cables 
running around your listening room. 

If Mode C is used, you should set 
your surround decoder’s “surround 
mode” or “center channel” control to 
“normal” or “small speaker” so that 
lows that would normally be steered 
into the center are shunted instead to 
left and right and thus into the sub- 
woofer. Also, you should switch out 
any crossover filtering performed else- 
where in your system. 

All the amplifier connections and 
controls of the AS-180 are on the 
back. The controls include power 
on/off, subwoofer volume, low-pass 
crossover frequency, a subwoofer 
phase-invert switch, and a switch that 
boosts the upper frequencies of the 
subwoofer output for “extra bass im- 
pact” that “will keep you on the edge 
of your seat, feeling every emotion,” 

as the product literature puts it. The 
connections will also prevent you 
from backing the subwoofer flush 
against a wall—just as well given that 
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the amplifier heat sink and the woofer 
port are also on the rear panel. The 
AS-180's three-conductor power cord, 
only 5% feet, is probably too short for 
many system layouts. 

I've taken so much trouble explain- 
ing the hookup and setup options for 
two reasons. First, many of these 

points are poorly explained or ignored 
altogether in the manual for the front 
and surround speakers. And the sub- 
woofer's manual offers only the va- 
guest recommendations about place- 
ment and adjustment. I used a spec- 
trum analyzer and microphone during 
setup and ended up with the subwoof- 
er in a corner, contrary to the manu- 
facturer's recommendations. 

The second reason Гуе presented so 
many details on setup is far more posi- 
tive: Once the Energy speakers were 
connected properly, placed well, and 
adjusted for proper bass response, they 
revealed themselves to be among the 
best speakers intended for both music 
and soundtrack playback that I've 
heard. In music playback, an acid test 
for any speaker, the basic tonal bal- 

ance was toward accuracy and low 
coloration. The RVS-1's measured one- 
third-octave on-axis response showed 
a slight downward tilt from lows to 
highs, with a wide but very shallow 
dip superimposed at around 3 kHz. At 
times I thought I could detect those 
traits as a slight lack of brilliance and 
presence, but then I'd change to differ- 
ent music and the highs would be 
there in abundance. In any case, the 
speakers’ characteristics portrayed fair- 
ly the differences in tonal balance 
among the hundred or so music tracks 
I played: Bad recordings sounded bad, 
good ones good. 

Image precision and stage depth 
were very good in both two-channel 
and surround-sound playback. The 
system's dynamic range was excellent: 
Background noise from the subwoofer 
electronics was very low, and the 
Mode C hookup, in particular, was ca- 
pable of delivering very high sound 
levels and hefty amounts of low bass 
with no sense of strain. Specially con- 
structed test tones revealed the rela- 
tively extended low-frequency re- 

sponse of the RVSS surround speak- 
ers. But the difference between them 
and smaller quasi-dipole surrounds 
was not particularly audible with real 
soundtracks because most of the lows 
came out of the subwoofer. The ex- 
tended bottom end of the surrounds 
could be useful with good music-ori- 
ented ambience enhancement. 

If you are more into music than 
movies, you might still consider get- 
ting one or two AS-180 subwoofers 
and a pair of RVS-1’s as an attractive 
alternative to a pair of single-enclo- 
sure speakers at the same price. Ener- 
gy's nearly identical AS-90 subwoofer 
might even be a better deal at $550 
each, with the minor penalty of 3 dB 
lower maximum output. 

You probably can't go wrong with 
any configuration of speakers drawn 
from Energy's Reference Home The- 
ater System. They were a joy to listen 
to with both soundtracks and music. п 

Energy Loudspeakers, Dept. SR, 
3641 McNicoll Ave., Scarborough, 
Ontario MIX 1G5 

Our 40-inch television also has a 
brighter picture, higher contrast, and a 
longer life than just about anything 
else out there. 

То own a Diamond Vision Screen, 

you'd have to buy your own stadium. 
But for considerably less, you can ex- 
perience Diamond Vision excitement 

at birth? 

on the world’s only 40-inch tube TV. 
The only place you can buy our 

remarkable 40-inch TV is at an 
authorized Mitsubishi dealer. For the 
location of one in your area, call 
1-800-937-0000, ext. 282. 

MITSUBISHI 
THE BIG SCREEN COMPANY“ 

Our home version, the world's only 40-inch tube TV 
CIRCLE NO. 42 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



The people who work at Cambridge 
SoundWorks - including our cofounder 
Henry Kloss (who also founded AR, 
KLH and Advent) - have been involved 
with the concept of home theater from 
the beginning. In 1969 (years before 
VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss 
founded Advent, the company that 
introduced the first home theater audio/ 
video systems - complete with big- 
screen TVs and digital surround sound. 
We have had an ongoing relationship 
with the people at Dolby Laboratories, 
creators of Dolby Surround Sound, since 
Henry Kloss introduced the first 
consumer products with Dolby noise 
reduction over 20 years ago. And now 
at Cambridge 
SoundWorks 
we believe 

systems factory-direct, 
with no expen- 
sive middlemen, 
you can save 
hundreds of 
dollars. We 
believe the 
products on these 
pages represent the 
country’s best values in high 
performance home theater 
components. Audio critics, and thou- 
sands of satisfied customers, agree. 
Stereo Review said “Cambridge 
SoundWorks manufactures loudspeak- 
ers that provide exceptional sound 
quality at affordable prices.” Audio 
suggested that we “may have the best 
value in the world.” 

Our Center Channel Speakers 

we have set a new price-to-performance 
standard for home theater components. 

Because we sell carefully matched 
and tested home theater speaker 

Center Channel Speakers 

Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures 
three speakers for use as center channel 

speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home 
theater systems. All three are mag- 

netically shielded so they can be 
placed near a TV or computer 

monitor. Model Ten-A is a 
small, affordable two- 

way speaker. 
$80. Center 
Channel is 
identical to a 

“Теп The Mid‘70s We 
Now Weve Created 

Our Surround Speakers 

Cambridge SoundWorks Ensemble 
satellite (but with magnetic shielding). 
$149. Center Channel Plus uses an 
ultra-low, ultra-wide design that is ideal 
for placement above (or, with optional 
support stand, below) a TV monitor. 
$219. 

Surround Speakers 
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two 
“dipole radiator” surround sound 
speakers. Dolby Laboratories recom- 
mends dipole radiator speakers for use 
as surround speakers. The Surround has 
a very high power handling capacity 
and is often selected for “high end” 
surround sound systems. Audio, 
describing a system that included 7he 
Surround said “In many ways the 
surround sensation was every bit as 
good as far more expensive installa- 
tions." $399 pr. The smaller The 
Surround II is arguably the country’s 
best value in a dipole radiator speaker. 
$249 pr. 

Our ЕХО-1 Electronic Crossover 



Created Home Theater. 
А New Way 10 Buy lt. 

Powered Subwoofers 

The original Powered Subwoofer by 
Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a 
heavy-duty 12" woofer housed in an 
acoustic suspension cabinet with a 140- 
watt amplifier and a built-in electronic 
crossover. Stereo Review said it pro- 
vides “deep powerful bass...51.5 Hz 
bass output was obtainable at a room- 
shaking level... they open the way to 
having a ‘killer’ system for an afford- 
able price.” $699. Our Slave Subwoofer 

Our most popular Home Theater 
Speaker System. 

= 
stereo speakers. The combination we 
show here is our best seller. It includes 

ОШ our New Ensemble subwoofer satellite 
eater speaker system (with dual subwoofers), 

Speaker our Center Channel Plus and a pair of 
Systems our best surround speakers, The 

Surround. You could spend hundreds 
more than its $1,167 price without 
improving performance. 

For information on other home 
theater speaker systems – or on any of 
the products we make and sell - call 
1-800-FOR-HIFI for your free color 
catalog. Thanks. 

uses the same woofer driver and 
cabinet, but does not include the CAMBRIDGE For A Free Catalog, Call 
amplifier or crossover. It can only be SOUNDWORKS , 

used in conjunction with the Powered E TW кынык ы 1-800-FOR-HIFI 
Subwoofer. $299. The new Powered 
Subwoofer II uses a 120-watt amplifier 
with an 8" woofer. $399. 

Our EXO-1 electronic crossover can 
be used with either of our powered 
subwoofer systems, or with powered 
subwoofers made by other companies. 
Its high pass filters keep strong, low 
bass signals out of the main stereo 
speakers, and directs them to the 
powered subwoofer. $299. 

We have assembled a 
number of home 
theater speaker sys- 
tems that consist of 
center channel, 

surround and main 
Our Powered Subwoofers 

We Know How 
To Make Loudspeakers 

CAMBRIDGE 
SOUNDWORKS 

154 California Street, Suite 1020, Newton, MA 02158 
1-800-367-4: Fax: 617-332-9229 

‚ Canada: 1-800-525-4434 
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936 

© 1994 Cambridge SoundWorks. Ensemble is a registered trademark of Cambridge 
SoundWorks, Inc. KLH is a trademark of KLH, Inc. AR and Advent are trademark s of 

International Jensen Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks is not affiliated with KLH, Advent or AR. 
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84 К Components, Ltd. AYP2005 

B&K AVP2000 Audio/Video Preamplifier 
DAVID RANADA 

n the old days—around ten years 
ago—only big electronics compa- 
nies could afford the production 
costs associated with microproces- 
sor-controlled audio equipment. 
Even then, a component with an in- 

ternal computer was rare. It’s a mea- 
sure of the sophistication of today’s 
integrated-circuit designs that a small 
and young American electronics com- 
pany such as B&K Components (no 
relation to the Bruel & Kjaer of micro- 
phone and test-equipment fame) can 
produce such a product. And that prod- 
uct, the AVP2000 audio/video pream- 

plifier, takes full advantage of its on- 
board microprocessor. ` 

For instance, the AVP2000 can in- 
dependently control two sound sys- 
tems installed in different rooms. The 
preamp has two sets of outputs, Zone 
1 (main room or group of rooms) and 
Zone 2 (second room or group of 
rooms), and the audio and video input 

sources (which can be different), vol- 
ume, and channel balance can be set 
separately for each zone. Adjustments 
made to one zone will not affect sig- 
nals sent to the other. 

The preamp also has eight memory 
presets in which you can store a com- 
plete set of those adjustments, plus 
source selection, volume, balance, and 
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TECHNICAL EDITOR 

muting, for both zones, enabling you 
to go instantly to a particular setup at 
the touch of a button. In addition, each 

preset will record the current bright- 
ness (off, dim, or bright) of the front 

panel’s sixteen-character fluorescent 
display and, for Zone 1 only, the set- 
tings of the tape-monitor loop and the 
FX (signal-processor) loop. You can 
also name the presets (the manual 
gives MON FOOTBALL as an example); 
you can even rename the inputs if you 
like. 

While renaming of inputs is a func- 
tion available in some other compo- 
nents, the AVP2000 has one feature 
that is, as far as I know, unique: It can 

be made to respond to commands 
from practically any other compo- 
nent’s infrared remote control. There 
is a special display-menu sequence for 

DIMENSIONS 

17 INCHES WIDE, 374 INCHES HIGH, 10 INCHES DEEP 

PRICE 

$798 ($1,000 wiTH SURROUND-PROCESSOR 

MODULE) 

MANUFACTURER 

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD., DEPT. SR, 2100 OLD 
UNION RD., BUFFALO, NY 14227-2725 

substituting “foreign” commands for 
those of its own remote control. This 
feature can be handy if you lose or 
break the AVP2000's handset or, more 
important, if you want to use a multi- 
component remote control of some 
sort instead of the AVP2000's own 
remote. 

One last unusual function is Control 
Out, which turns on a back-panel DC 
signal (12 volts at 15 milliamperes) 
that can be used to activate an external 
system or component (to drop down a 
video screen, for example). The de- 

sired status of the control signal is also 
memorized with each preset. 

Other rear-panel facilities include 
connections for a CD player, tuner, 
signal processor (such as an equaliz- 
er), audio tape recorder, two VCR's, 
and a laserdisc player. There is no 
phono input. All video inputs and out- 
puts have both composite-video and 
S-video connectors, but the preamp, as 
usual, performs no conversion be- 

tween them. The video and audio con- 
nections are widely separated from 
each other. That could increase cable 
tangling, but it also helps to isolate the 
video and audio signals from each oth- 
er within the preamp. 

The optional surround-sound decod- 
er module, which installs inside the 
AVP2000, adds a separate set of line- 

level outputs (RCA jacks) for the front 
left, right, and center channels, the 
surround channel (left and right), and 
a subwoofer. The decoder's features 
are available only to Zone 1, and its INNT `d жог :O1OH4 



© > D Ss à WITH OUR HUNDRED DISC 

Р == CHANGER, YOU COULD 

LISTEN TO MUSIC FOR FIVE 

STRAIGHT DAYS WITHOUT 

REPEATING A SINGLE SONG. 

BUT IS THAT A GOOD THING? 

Nonstop music for the better part of a week may be a little extreme, we admit. But its entirely possible with Pioneers new 

100 Dise CD Player. The changer that stores all of your CDs т a regular rack space and gives you instant access to any song on 

any disc. In fact, all you'll ever need to touch 15 the remote. It lets you cue up individual tracks, and even create customized banks of 

So you'll be getting to more of your music than ever before. Just don't blow off eating, sleeping and bathing regularly. 

Q eJ [e c ci pd 
The Art of Entertainment 



Definitive Technology" 
Authorized Dealers 

АК. Alaska Audio: Juneau» Ной! $: Fairbanks Pyramid: An- 
chorage. 
AL- Cohen's Electronics: Montgomery» Kinkaid's TV: 
Tuscaloosa’ Likis Audio: Birmingham 

Custom A/V: Little Rock. 
rry's Audio Video: Phoenix, Tucson. 

3 НЕ 
front left and right outputs are dupli- 
cated at the regular Zone 1 outputs 
when it is activated by the FX control. 

Each zone is supplied with two sets 

Access to Music: Larkspure Audio Concepts: Long 
ach, San Gabriele Bay Area Audio: San Jose» Coast Sate 

lite: Atascadero, Santa Мапа• Creative Stereo: Santa Barbara, 
8 А А А Ventura» David Rutledge Audio: Palm Springs» DB Audio: 

superior rejection of external interfer- Berkeley Henry Radio: LA. Larson's; Reddings Media Sye- 
evi ; tems: erly Hills* Monterey Stereo: Monterey* Pacific Coast 

ence with long cable runs, I would AN: Newport Beache Paradyme: Sacramento» Performance 
have thought it more appropriate to 

Audio: San Francisco: Sound Co.: Escondido, San Diego* 
Systems Design: Redondo Beach» Videotek: Westminster 

have Zone 2 signals on the XLR out- estchester Bakersfielde Wilson A/V: Woodland Hills. 
9 Listen Up: Denver, Boulder, Colorado Springs 

of stereo RCA-jack outputs, while puts. There are no AC convenience T- Al Franklin's: Hartlord Carston's A/V: Danbury’ 
Robert's Music: New Londons Sound Playground: Newington, 

Zone 1 also has a set of three-prong outlets, but there are three extra RCA Orange, Manchester, Norwich. 
М А DC Suburbs- Audio Buys 
jacks. One, labeled IR IN, is for at- Sound Studio: Dover Newark, Wilmington 

tachment to an external infrared re- Se tute dn. Tarascon Audie Video interiors: Mel 
ceiver (B&K says that the AVP2000 is invisible Audio: Pensacola» Hoyt Stereo: Jack- 

compatible with most custom-installed 

(professional-audio) XLR balanced- 

output connectors. Since the principal 

advantage of balanced connections 1s зопу е• Palm Audio: Destine Sensuous Sd.: Tampa: Sound 
Components: Coral Gables: Sound Ideas: Gainesvilles Sound 
Insight: Ft. Pierce Stereotypes: Daytona Beache Stereo 
World: Ft. Myers, Naples» Stuart A/V: Stuart 

MEASUREMENTS 

PREAMPLIFIER SECTION 

All measurements were taken through the 

laserdisc input and the standard (RCA-jack) 

Zone 1 outputs. 

Output at clipping (1 kHz) ....... 8.95 volts 

Input overload level 

Sensitivity (for 0.5 V output) 

Distortion (1 kHz, THD+N) ... 

Noise (A-wtd., re 0.5-V output) 

Frequency response 

НЫ 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.01 dB 

DOLBY PRO LOGIC DECODER 

Unless otherwise noted, all measurements 

were made at unity gain (volume setting of 

65) with laserdisc-input reference levels of 

200 millivolts (mV) for the left and right 

front channels and 141.4 mV for the center 

and surround channels. All measurements 

were made with the normal center-channel 

setting except frequency response and chan- 

nel separation, which were made with the 

wideband setting using MLS techniques. 

Frequency response 

left, right ..20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.05, –0.14 dB 

сешетг....... 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.07, -0.11 dB 

surround .......20 Hz to 7.6 kHz, +1.5, -3 dB 

Noise (A-wtd.) 

left, right ...—72.3 dB 

center .... ...-74.4 dB 

оао от ое —67.9 ав 

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz) 

а: 0.045% 

center... ....0.04% 

surround ....0.28% 

Surround decoder input-overload 

margins (at 1 kHz) 

left, right (re a 2-volt input) ........... *1.4 dB 

center (re a 1.414-volt input).......... +3.8 dB 

surround (re a 1.414-volt input) ...... 

Surround-channel noise-reduction 

calibration errors (see text) 

Pro Logic mode (re 247.5 mV)...... —3.86 dB 

Home THX mode (re 141.4 mV) ....... +1 dB 

Channel separation (worst case, 100 Hz to 

TIKHZ) . 2 >37 dB (center output, left driven) 
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infrared control systems). The other 
two, labeled SEND and ВСУ, are des- 
ignated “for future use.” 

Given such a large number of inputs 
and outputs, the AVP2000’s front pan- 
el is surprisingly empty: а 4-inch 
headphone jack, six pushbuttons (in- 
cluding power and muting), the dis- 
play, and a volume knob. But the rea- 
son for the wide-open spaces is that 
you can operate virtually all of the 
preamp’s functions with just four 
menu-activating buttons and the “in- 
teractive” display. 

The unusual volume control is a 
spring-loaded knob, not unlike the 
shuttle ring on a videodisc player. Ro- 
tate it to either side, and the volume 
changes by steps that vary somewhat 
in size but average around 1 dB. Inter- 
nally, the control mechanism is a set 
of up/down switches. 

Changing volume is not so exotic 
on the remote, which just has a pair of 
up and down buttons. The rest of the 
remote 15 similarly straightforward. In 
fact, it is easier to run the AVP2000 
from the handset than from the front 
panel, because on the remote many 
functions (such as input or preset se- 
lection) have dedicated buttons and 
you don’t have to slog through the in- 
teractive display process required by 
front-panel operation. The handset is 
generally well laid out, with the but- 
tons differentiated by size and color 
but not enough by spacing. It’s easy to 
miss the FX and Menu buttons that are 
used to control the surround decoder, 
and the labeling is hard to read in a 
darkened room. 

Fancy switching and programmabil- 
ity aside, the AVP2000 is a rather ba- 
sic preamp. The only real signal pro- 
cessing it performs is in volume ad- 
justment and the surround functions, 
which include Dolby Pro Logic de- 
coding as well as several ambience- 
enhancement modes. The additional 

GA- Merit Columbus Music Audio: Atlanta» Stereo Shop: 
Martinez» Stereo Video Systems: Marietta 
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Definitives 
Amazing BP20s 
Win Top Critic's 
Choice Award! 

– Sound & Vision Magazine 

Experience the miracle of bipolar technology 
when you hear the absolute sonic superiority 
of Definitive 5 revolutionary BPS, 10 & 20 

*Truly Outstanding" 
— Stereo Review 

Sound & Vision's Critic's Choice 
Award is one of the industry's top 
honors. It's no wonder experts agree 
that Definitive's revolutionary bipo- 
lar BP8, BP10 and BP20 are three of 
the world's finest speakers and are 
sonically superior to any convention- 
al speaker, regardless of cost. 

These American-made, advanced 

technology bipolar (front and rear 
radiating) systems combine lush spa- 
cious soundstaging, lifelike depth-of- 
field, razor-sharp resolution and pin- 
point 3-D imaging with powerful sub- 
woofer-like bass (to below 20 Hz), 
high efficiency, wide dynamic range 
and easy-to-position convenience. 
The dramatic result is superb music 
and movie reproduction so real that 
it has been called, “a sonic miracle!” 

The breathtaking performance of our award-winning bipolar 
speakers makes your music and movies really come alive. 

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

The Ultimate Home Theater 
Combine the ВР8$,10$, or 20s with 

our C/L/R 1000, C1 or C1 jr. center 
channel, BP1 or BP2 bipolar surround 
speakers and optional PowerField 
subwoofer for the ultimate in sound 
for music and home theater. 

Award after Award Confirms 
Definitive's Sonic Superiority 
* Stereo Review "Showstoppers" and 
"Expert Dream System" 

* Video Magazine Product-of-the-Year 
* Audio Video Speaker-of-the-Year 
* CES Design & Engineering Awards 
* Sound & Vision Critic's Choice 
* [nner Ear Report Editor's Choice 
You owe it to yourself to hear these 
remarkable speakers today. 

Definitive Technology® 
11105 Valley Heights Drive * Baltimore, MD 21117 

See our dealer list on facing page (410) 363-7148 



ШП 
modes are Cinema (same as Pro Logic 
but with a longer maximum surround 
delay), Stereo Hall (a single delayed 
reflection to the surrounds), Enhanced 
Hall (a single delay to the surrounds, 
center speaker on), Stereo Front/Rear 
(stereo signals fed to the surround 
speakers as well as to the front left and 
right), Enhanced Stereo (center speak- 
er on), Arena (a long-delay echo for 
programs like sports telecasts), and 
Stereo (plain two-channel stereo, 
though you should switch the proces- 
sor off altogether if you want the 
cleanest possible stereo reproduction), 

The AVP2000’s main preamp cir- 
cuits measured quite well. Its output 
and input overload levels, in particu- 
lar, were exceedingly generous. The 
figures for distortion and signal-to- 
noise ratio (S/N) were also very good, 
and frequency response was superb 
(the variations given in the “Меазиге- 
ments” panel are essentially the reso- 
lution limits of our test equipment). 
A note on noise: Our test reports for 

CD and videodisc players commonly 
report signal-to-noise ratios (or, better, 
signal-to-dither ratios) of greater than 
90 dB. A preamp S/N of “only” 84.5 
dB, such as I measured from the 

AVP2000, would seem to indicate that 
the preamp is adding noise to its CD 
output. Not to worry. If the AVP2000's 
S/N were measured at input and out- 
put levels of 2 volts, corresponding to 
the conventional maximum output of a 
CD or videodisc player, rather than the 
0.5-volt level specified in the EIA am- 
plifier-test standard, it would improve 
by 12 dB, to 96.5 dB, about the same 
as that from a CD player. And that's 
precisely what we measured. 

The Dolby Pro Logic system also 
tested very well, which is attributable 
in part to the high-performance Ana- 
log Devices Pro Logic decoder chip 
used in the AVP2000's surround mod- 
ule. Noteworthy were the almost spot- 
on THX-reference calibration of the 
surround channel's noise-reduction 
system and the very accurate noise-re- 
duction frequency response at all lev- 
els specified in the Dolby Pro Logic 
standard. THX laserdiscs and other 
discs with spectacular sound should 
deliver more accurate surround-chan- 
nel frequency response over a wider 
range of levels through the AVP2000 
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decoder than through many other Pro 
Logic decoders. 

The effectiveness of the other sur- 
round modes depended heavily on the 
music. On the other hand, since the 
Hall and Arena modes introduced only 
a single delayed surround-speaker am- 
bience "reflection," it was difficult to 

make them sound really awful—some- 
thing all too easy to do with similarly 
monikered modes in some other prod- 
ucts. I liked the use of the center-chan- 
nel speaker in a couple of the modes 
(it helps create a firmer stereo image), 
and Stereo Front/Rear is a useful party 
mode that's surprisingly rare in other 
equipment. 

Even after a week-long period of 
orientation, however, I found the 
AVP2000's surround modes somewhat 
cumbersome to use. That was not the 
fault of the complete, logically or- 
dered, well-illustrated, and well-writ- 
ten manual (a must-read for this prod- 
uct). Nor did the lack of on-screen 
readouts prove a major impediment. 
The selected input and its volume set- 
ting are usually shown in the front- 
panel display, and not having to turn 
on a TV to determine those and other 
important control settings is a blessing 
when all you want to do is listen to 
music. 

The principal operational problem 
with the AVP2000 stems from its 
paucity of front-panel buttons, which 
necessitates unwieldy multistep menu- 
selection processes for many func- 
tions. But even with the remote and its 
separate control buttons, using any of 
the advanced features (including Pro 
Logic decoding) can require a long 
button-pushing sequence in which it 
is very easy to overshoot your goal, so 
that you have to start the whole se- 
quence all over again. 

For example, readjusting the speak- 
er levels during Dolby Pro Logic play- 
back (after they have been level- 
matched by means of the internal test 
tone) requires a control sequence just 
to get to the speaker-balance mode. 
And when you get there you can't 
simply turn the surrounds up or down 
by a couple of decibels, which is per- 
haps the most common adjustment 
you'd want to make. You can only ad- 
just the front/surround balance, which 
is not quite the same thing. Outside 
the surround modes, things go much 
more smoothly, since little menu- 
driven interaction is required if you're 
using the remote. 

I also felt that the preamp's preset 
capabilities could be improved. It 
would be better if the presets didn't 
memorize the volume setting (or gave 
you the option of not including it). 
Volume settings normally vary quite a 
bit, and if you were to accidentally 
memorize an unusually high one, you 
could get an alarming surprise the next 
time you selected that preset. More 
useful would be the ability to preset 
input sensitivities in order to match 
levels between signal sources. 

One nice thing about a microproces- 
sor-controlled product is that it is un- 
der the control of software. Changing 
software is usually a lot easier than 
changing hardware, and it can be done 
for equipment already in the field as 
well as new units coming off the line. 
So, over time, B&K may well smooth 
out some of the rough edges on its sur- 
round-processor control system. In 
every other respect, the AVP2000 is a 
terrific product, delivering excellent 
performance in all modes, laudable 

multiroom capability, and fine opera- 
tion as a basic preamplifier, all at a 
very attractive price. о 



"Definitives 
Subwoofers 
Guarantee 

Ultimate Bass | 
In Your Home! 

Our extraordinary new PowerField™ 1800 features 
а 500-watt RMS amp, fully adjustable electronic 

crossover and massive 16-inch driver for only $1599 

“Showstoppers” 
— Stereo Review 

When Definitive set out to build 
the world’s finest sounding sub- 
woofers, our goal was the perfect 
synergy of powerful, earth-shaking 
bass for home theater and a refined 
and expressive musicality. 

First, we developed PowerField 

Technology for superior high-power 
coupling and unexcelled transient 
detail. Next, we engineered beautiful 
rock solid monocoque cabinets 
which house our high-power, high- 
current amplifiers, fully adjustable 
electronic crossovers and massive 
15" or 18" drivers. The result is the 
absolute ultimate in subwoofer per- 

formance, awesome bass which PRIS eS PEON PF 1500 JE ® 
$1599 $995 nitive thunders down below 15 Hz, yet E 

retains complete musical accuracy ^ ur CES Design & Engineering and Sound & Vision Critics 11105 Valley Heights Drive * Baltimore, MD 21117 
for your total enjoyment. Choice Award winners deliver awesome high-reality™ bass. See our dealer list on page 38 (410) 363-7148 

Perfect for Your System 
To ensure optimum performance 

in your home, the PowerFields have 
high and low level inputs and outputs, 
adjustable high pass, low pass and 
volume controls (plus phase controls 
for the PF 1500 and 1800) to guarantee 
perfect blending with any system and 
superior bass response in any room. 

Super Subwoofers from $699 
Three extraordinary Definitive 

powered subwoofers are now avail- 
able: the PowerField 15 (185-watts 
RMS, 15-inch at $699), PowerField 
1500 (250-watts RMS, 15-inch at $995) 
and PowerField 1800 (500-watts RMS, 
18-inch at $1599). Hear them today! 

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Luxman A-383 Integrated Amplifier 
JULIAN HIRSCH 

he Luxman A-383 is a powerful 
and versatile stereo integrated 
amplifier with a number of fea- 
tures rarely found in this type 
of component. Although a two- 
channel amplifier and therefore 

not a self-contained audio/video con- 
trol center, it is easily connected to an 
external surround processor and a vid- 
eo monitor, VCR, and laserdisc player. 
In its size, weight, price, and general 
appearance, however, the A-383 is 
closer to today’s large A/V receivers 
than to a typical integrated amplifier. 
It is conservatively rated at 100 watts 
per channel into 8 ohms with less than 
0.04 percent distortion and has enough 
current capability to drive loads of 4 
ohms or less easily and safely. 

The large front panel presents a fa- 
miliar and undaunting array of con- 
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trols, most of them large rectangular 
buttons. They are clearly labeled CD, 
tuner, phono, tape 1, tape 2, LD (laser- 
disc), A/V (audio/video), VCR, and 
power. A Line Straight button bypass- 
es the tone controls and such switch- 
able functions as a 20-dB attenuator 
and loudness compensation (both op- 

DIMENSIONS 
17/4 INCHES WIDE, 7 INCHES HIGH, 

14% INCHES DEEP 

PRICE 

$1,500 

MANUFACTURER 

LUXMAN ELECTRONICS CORP., DEPT. SR, 

915 WASHINGTON AVE. S., MINNEAPOLIS, 

MN 55415-1245 

erated by smaller buttons). Other small 
buttons select two pairs of speaker out- 
puts, stereo or mono operation, and 
two functions related to the use of a 
compatible Luxman CD player in a 
system with the A-383. 

The large volume-control knob at 
the right is motor-driven when operat- 
ed from the supplied infrared remote 
control. Several smaller knobs along 
the bottom of the panel operate the 
bass and treble tone controls and the 
balance control, and a record-out se- 
lector enables recording from any in- 
put source regardless of which is being 
listened to. A nearby headphone jack 
completes the front-panel array. 

Despite a considerable population of 
jacks (more than thirty), the A-383's 
rear apron does not present a confus- 
ing or overwhelming appearance (un- 
like that of some complicated A/V re- 
ceivers), thanks to the amplifier's gen- 
erous dimensions. There are inputs 
(and outputs, where applicable) for all 
the sources, plus a video output for a 
TV monitor. There are also jacks that ONNI `4 жог :O1OH4 



Definitive's 
/L/R.1000Wins 
Center Channel 
of the Year Award 

– Audio Video Grand Prix 

Our award-winning center channels and 
bipolar surround speakers will complete your 
dream home theater with sonic perfection! 

World’s Finest Center 
Channel Speakers 

Optimum home theater reproduc- 
tion places heavy demands on the 
center speaker, the most important 

speaker because it handles 50% or 
more of the program material. Itisno | 
place to settle for second best. 

Definitive’s award-winning C/L/R 

1000, C1, and C1 jr. are the finest 
sounding shielded, low profile, high 
resolution center channel speakers 

available. (The C/L/R/ can also be 

used as a main left and right speaker.) 
They use superior state-of-the-art 
components and technology for extra- 
ordinary ultra-high definition, articu- 

BP1’s & 2’s Bipolar Advantage 
Experts agree that Definitive’s 

bipolars provide an incredible, per- 

fectly diffuse sound source which 
totally immerses you in the action. 

ВР1$ and BP2s are unique, ultra- 

compact, high resolution bipolar 
(front and rear radiating) systems 

engineered for superior performance 

on the rear/side surround channels 
of the finest home theater systems. 

The use of BP1s and BP2s results in 
a much more lifelike, dramatic, all- 
enveloping listening experience than 

is possible with conventional speak- 

ers. Visit a Definitive dealer and hear 
the dramatic difference for yourself. 

late clarity, high-power handling, Cl jr. - $199 ea, ВРІ - $175 са: | ре А 
tremendous dynamic range, superior е: У УТ BP2 - $250 ea. Definitive lechnology 

depth retrieval, lifelike presence and The sonic superiority of our award-winning center channels 11105 Valley Heights Drive * Baltimore, MD 21117 

wide, full-range frequency response. and bipolar surrounds puts you right into the movie action. See our dealer list on page 38 (410) 363-7148 
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НЕ 
enable а signal processor (such as a 
surround-sound decoder) to be insert- 
ed in the signal path. Additional jacks 
are provided for optional remote-con- 
trol accessories that can integrate the 
amplifier into a multiroom system. 

The phono input can be switched 
for a moving-magnet (MM) or тоу- 
ing-coil (MC) cartridge. The speaker 
outputs are insulated multiway bind- 
ing posts that accept single or dual ba- 
nana plugs, stripped wires, or lugs. A 
unique feature of the A-383 is the 
Line Phase Sensor indicator on its rear 
apron, designed to detect incorrect 
AC-line polarity (which could be a 
shock hazard or a cause of hum in the 
system). The A-383 has no AC conve- 
nience outlets. 

Preconditioning the A-383 (driving 
both channels to one-third of their rat- 
ed power into 8-ohm loads) left the 

aS CENE S a ee 

MEASUREMENTS 

Output at clipping (1 kHz) 

ЗОВЕ аан 135 watts 

Ао... 210 watts 

Clipping headroom (re rated output) 
а. 1.3 dB 

- Dynamic power 
8 ohms .... ...150 watts 

4 ohms .... ....240 watts 

Picos input impedance ...................... 
....45,000 ohms in parallel with 380 pF 
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top of the amplifier only moderately 
warm, still comfortable to the touch. 
Since that kind of operation normally 
generates the highest temperatures an 
amplifier will experience, it is safe to 
say that the A-383 will present no 
heat-dissipation problems in a home 
installation. During extended listening 
tests the top was never more than 
faintly warm to the touch. 

At 1 KHz, the outputs clipped at 135 
watts per channel into 8 ohms and at 
210 watts into 4 ohms. The dynamic 
(short-term) output was substantially 
greater, and in that test we also drove 

2-ohm loads, to an impressive 440 
watts per channel. From 20 Hz to 20 
kHz at a constant 0.1 percent total har- 
monic distortion plus noise (THD+N), 
the amplifier delivered between 127 
and 130 watts per channel into 8 ohms 
and between 181 and 193 watts per 
channel into 4 ohms. 

A spectrum analysis of the distor- 
tion components was even more im- 
pressive. At 125 watts into 8 ohms at 
1 kHz, the combined level of all dis- 
tortion products up to 20 kHz was a 
minuscule 0.006 percent, or –84 dB. 

With a 4-ohm load, at 180 watts out- 
put, the distortion was even lower— 
0.005 percent, or -85 dB. 

Other measurements were equally 
impressive. The frequency response 
with Line Straight engaged was a vir- 
tually ruler-flat +0.01 dB from 20 Hz 
to 6 kHz and down just 0.1 dB at 20 
kHz, rolling off to —3 dB at 110 kHz. 
Even with the tone controls in the sig- 
nal path, the response deviations were 
only slightly greater. 

The tone-control characteristics 
were almost perfectly symmetrical 
about a 1-kHz center frequency as 
well as about the response axis. Al- 
though not a particularly critical mat- 
ter, a number of tone controls we have 
encountered have had characteristics 
only loosely related to their settings. 
The Luxman A-383's tone controls 
produced curves resembling textbook 
illustrations. 

Switching on the loudness compen- 
sation introduced a boost of 4 to 6 dB 
at low and high frequencies, relative to 
the 1-kHz level, that did not vary with 
volume setting. Though hardly an im- 
portant consideration for most listen- 
ers, that characteristic is a departure 

The Luxman А-383 

integrated amplifier's 

unique Line Phase 

Sensor detects 

incorrect AC-line 

polarity, which could 

be a shock hazard 

from the original concept of progres- 
sively compensating for reduced hear- 
ing sensitivity at frequency extremes 
as the overall level is reduced. 

Although we did not use any of the 
A-383's multiroom capabilities, the 
system remote control can operate a 
number of other Luxman components 
(tuner, CD player, tape deck) as well 
as select inputs and vary the volume 
setting on the amplifier. 

As its weight and bulk suggest, the 
Luxman A-383 is built like a battle- 
ship, and there was clearly no skimp- 
ing in its design and construction. 
Although its weight is given as 14 
kilograms (about 31 pounds), it felt 
heavier. As in every other characteris- 
tic, however, this beautiful amplifier 
matched its specification, weighing in 
at 31 pounds on our scale. 

Our tests and use of the Luxman A- 
383 left no doubt that it would be an 
excellent choice to serve as the heart 
of the finest home audio (or audio/ 

video) installation. a 
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How Do You 
“ The Best Value 
Cambridge SoundWorks Introduces New Ensemble, New Ensemble II 

Audio Magazine once said that our 
Ensemble speaker system may be “the best 
value in the world.” Dozens of critics and 
thousands of customers have applauded 
our Ensemble and Ensemble II speaker 
systems. Designed by Audio Hall of Fame 
member Henry Kloss, (founder of AR, KLH 
and дуе. these systems have become 
best sellers by offering very high quality 
construction and accurate, wide-range music 
reproduction with precise stereo imaging - 
all at factory-direct prices, with no expen- 
sive middlemen. 

We are now pleased to introduce new 
versions of our Ensemble and Ensemble II 
systems, as well as our new, ultra-compact 
Ensemble Ш system. 

The New Ensemble 
New Ensemble is an improved version 

of our original, dual-subwoofer/satellite 
speaker system. New Ensemble maintains 
the dual subwoofer design of Ensemble, 
which allows for maximum room placement 
flexibility. Placement of bass and high- 
frequency speakers in a room-and how 
those speakers interact with the acoustics of 
the room-has more influence on the overall 
sound quality of a stereo system than just 
about anything. New Ensemble’s two ultra- 
slim subwoofers give you more placement 
flexibility than any speaker system we know 
of, and is most likely to provide the perfor- 
mance you want in the real world...in your 
room. Having two, compact subwoofers lets 
you move them around, experiment, and 
find that placement that gives you exactly 

the sound you want. This is one of the rea- 
sons Esquire described Ensemble by saying 
“you get 30 days to return the speakers or 
keep them, but you'll keep them.” 

So What’s New? 
New Ensemble maintains the tonal 

balance, frequency range and quality of 
construction of the original. There are two 
basic differences. 

1. New “long throw” subwoofer 
speakers with built-in heat sinks. 
New Ensemble uses the 8" long throw 
woofer designed for our Powered 
Subwoofer II. The woofer's extremely 
long “throw” (almost 1") provides for 
more linear cone excursion for more 
accurate bass. A unique integral heat 

sink provides improved power handling. 

2. New frequency balance controls. 
New Ensemble's satellite speakers use 

the same high quality 1 3/4" tweeter, 4" 
midrange driver and crossover as the 
original Ensemble, but with newly designed 
midrange and high-frequency balance 
control switches. 

A two-position midrange switch on each 
satellite lets you choose the same output in 
the key 800-1600 Hz octave as in the 
original - or you can the switch to 
emphasize that octave by 2 dB. The original 
Ensemble's response was tailored to avoid 
the "boxy" characteristic typical of many 
Speakers. This results in an “ореп” sound 
on large-scale musical works. For some 
music, switching to the higher output 
position provides a "warmer" sound that 
some listeners may preter 

A second, high-frequency switch has 
three positions: 

A) The same balance as original 
Ensemble. 

B) A 2 dB high-frequency increase. 
C) A2 dB үн decrease. 

Rather than affecting tonal balance as does 
the midrange control, the high-frequency 
switch can subtly increase the system's 
"airiness" (Increase) or it can reduce any 
tendency towards “edginess” (Decrease). 

Real Life Performance, Real Value. 
In terms of “real life” performance (your 

music, your listening room), we believe our 
New Ensemble system competes head-on 
with speakers selling for hundreds of dollars 
more. Available factory-direct with black 
vinyl-clad subwoofers for $549, or with 
black-laminate subwoofers for $629. 

The New Ensemble II. 
New Ensemble II is an improved version 

of our best-selling speaker system, Ensemble 
П. It's more affordable than New Ensemble 
because it uses one cabinet to house both 
subwoofer speakers. Its satellite speakers are 
identical in every way to those used in the 
New Ensemble, including the new high- 
frequency and midrange balance controls. 

So What's New? 
New Ensemble II maintains the overall 

tonal balance, frequency range, power 
handling and quality of construction that 
have made the original Ensemble II one of 
the country's most popular speaker systems. 
There are two basic differences. The first is 
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eWorld”? 
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- and a new member of the family, Ensemble Ш. 
that its satellite speakers use the same high- 
frequency and midrange balance controls as 
our New Ensemble system (6 previous 
description). The satellites also use the same 
gold-plated 5-way connecting posts as New 
Ensemble. The second difference involves a 
redesigned subwoofer cabinet. 

New flared subwoofer port. New 
Ensemble II's subwoofer cabinet encloses 
twin 6 1/2" long throw woofers mounted in 
a sealed “acoustic suspension” chamber. 
They project into a second chamber fitted 
with a single, flared port. The new port 
provides smoother air flow, virtually 
eliminating the generation of any extrane- 
ous noise on strong, low bass notes. 

True acoustic 
suspension, 

2 чама сауйу. ain 

Cavity acts 
45 acoustic 
band-pass filter. 

“..Веуопа Its Price And Size Class 
Stereo Review said that the original 

Ensemble II “performs so far beyond its 
price and size class that it can be compared 
only with much larger speakers at substan- 
tially higher prices.” We believe New 
Ensemble II carries on this 
tradition, clearly outperform- 
ing other speakers in its 
category, including well- 
known models that sell for 
about twice the price. 
Available factory-direct for 
$439. 

The Ensemble Ш 
Now you can bring the 

clear, balanced wide-range 
sound of Ensemble spea- 
kers to a small room. 
Our new Ensemble III 
speaker system is ultra- 
compact: a pair of two- 
way satellite speakers 
measuring 4 1/2" x 6 1/2" 
x 3" and one subwoofer 

Flared port. 

We know you'll like our Ensemble Ш 
stereo атина - if you don’t, return it 
within 30 days for a full refund. 

$667. STO unt 
We combined Ensemble III with ad- 

vanced Pioneer components to create a 
true high performance sound system at a 
great price. The Pioneer receiver delivers 
100 watts per channel and includes 6 
inputs. Remote controls other Pioneer 
components. The Pioneer CD player uses 
a super Mi speed 1-bit digital-to-analog 
converter for natural, accurate sound, 
and it's loaded with features. This system 
offers outstanding performance and 
value—all in a very compact package. 

cabinet measuring just 8" x 8" x 15". 

Surprising Accuracy 
and Musical Range at a Low Price. 
Compared to our New Ensemble II 

system, Ensemble III gives up a little in the 
way of power handling, low bass range, and 
efficiency. Unlike the “cube” satellite 

speakers you'd expect to find in 
similarly priced systems, 
Ensemble III's satellites are true 
two-way speakers with a 3 1/2" 
midrange driver, a 3/4" tweeter 
and a crossover. Ensemble III's 
61/2" woofer uses two separate 
voice coils (one for each 
channel) in a cabinet using a 

special flared port for 
smooth air flow. 

With most record- 
ings Ensemble III will 
sound virtually identical 
to New Ensemble II. It 
simply won't play quite 
as loudly. Its construc- 
tion quality matches 
that of our other 

Ensemble speakers. With a factory-direct price 
of only $329, Ensemble III is perhaps the best 
speaker value of all time. 

Risk Free, 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are 
backed by a 30-Day Total Satisfaction 
Guarantee. So you can audition your speaker 
the right way – in your 
home, with no salesman 
hovering nearby. If 
within 30 days you're 
not happy, return your 
system for a full refund. 
We even reimburse 
original UPS ground 
shipping charges in con- 
tinental U.S. 

The satellite speakers used in 
the New Ensemble and New 
Ensemble II include midrange 
and high: Дешл tonal balance 
controls, and gold-plated 5-way binding posts.. 

All three Ensemble speaker systems come with 100 
feet of speaker wire, a wire cutter/stripper, 
accessories, and our Guide To Surround Sound. 

For A Free Catalog, Call 

1-800-FOR- HIFI 
CAMBRIDGE 
SOUNDWORKS 

154 California Street, Suite 1020, Newton, MA 02158 
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 

Canada: 1-800-525-4434 
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936 

© 1994 Cambridge SoundWorks. ® Ensemble is a registered trademark of 
Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. KLH is a trademark of KLH, Inc. AR аге 

Advent are trademarks of Intemational Jensen Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks 
is not affiliated with KLH, Advent or AR. 
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ADS $-700 Loudspeaker System 
JULIAN HIRSCH 

he new ADS S-Class family of 
compact loudspeakers was de- 
signed, the company says, to pro- 
vide exceptional sound quality at 
moderate prices. The ADS S- 
700, which we tested, is the 

largest of the three models currently in 
that line. 

The S-700 is intended primarily for 
stand mounting, and ADS says that 
for best results it should be placed at 
the listener’s ear level, away from the 
room walls, and at least two feet from 
any corner. Its cabinet, made of 3⁄4- 
inch-thick medium-density fiberboard 
(MDF), has a deep charcoal-gray 
matte finish. A removable frameless 
perforated-metal grille, matching the 
color of the cabinet, is supported on 
stand-offs about %4 inch from the front 
baffle. 
ADS designed and built the drivers 

as well as the crossover network. The 
S-700 is a two-way system with a 
7%4-inch woofer operating in a sealed 
(acoustic-suspension) enclosure and 

crossing over at 3 kHz to a l-inch 
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dome tweeter. Both drivers are mount- 
ed flush with the baffle. The woofer 
cone and tweeter dome are made of a 
proprietary copolymer material, and 
the tweeter's voice coil is protected 
against burnout by an automatically 
resetting solid-state device. 

The four input terminals (separate 
pairs for the tweeter and woofer sec- 
tions) are five-way binding posts re- 
cessed into the back of the cabinet. 

DIMENSIONS 

17 INCHES HIGH, 874 INCHES WIDE, 10 INCHES DEEP 

FINISH 

TEXTURED BLACK 

WEIGHT 

20% POUNDS 

PRICE 

$799 A PAIR 

MANUFACTURER 

ADS, Dept. SR, ONE PROGRESS WAY, 
WILMINGTON, MA 01887 

Normally, the two sets of driver inputs 
are connected together in parallel by a 
small printed-circuit board, which can 

be removed for biwired or biamplified 
operation of the system. 

The S-700's nominal impedance is 
4 ohms, and its rated sensitivity is 88 
dB sound-pressure level (SPL) at 1 
meter with 2.83 volts of pink-noise in- 
put (equivalent to 1 watt into 8 ohms). 
ADS recommends using the speaker 
with amplifiers rated from 20 to 200 
watts per channel. The rated frequency 
response is 40 Hz to 20 kHz +3 dB. 
We placed the S-700's on stands 

that located them well away from the 
room walls and with their tweeters at 
the recommended height. The aver- 
aged frequency response of the left 
and right speakers, derived from swept 
sine-wave room-response measure- 
ments above about 500 Hz, was 
spliced to a close-miked measurement 
of the woofer output below that fre- 
quency to form a composite frequen- 
cy-response curve. 

The room response was impressive- 
ly flat, within +2 dB from 500 Hz to 
20 kHz. The woofer response, which 
had a broad maximum at 150 Hz, 
spliced easily to the room curve with 
about an octave overlap. The resulting 
composite frequency response was ap- 
proximately +4 dB from 55 Hz to 20 
kHz. As with any audio installation, 
the actual frequency response will de- 
pend on the room's geometry, its 
acoustic treatment, and the placement 

of the speakers. 
Quasi-anechoic MLS frequency-re- 

sponse measurements at 2 meters 
showed an overall variation of only +3 
dB from 300 Hz to 20 kHz. The tweet- 
er's horizontal dispersion was typical 
of 1-inch domes, with the output 45 
degrees off the forward axis dropping 
by less than 5 dB at 10 kHz and by 12 
dB at 20 kHz compared with the on- 
axis readings. 

Our frequency-response data corre- 
lated very well with test graphs ADS 
made on the same pair of speakers, 
which confirmed that the maximum 
output is in the octave between 100 
and 200 Hz, with a 5-dB drop from 
200 Hz to between 2 and 3 kHz and а 
strong top-octave response from 10 to 
20 kHz. That degree of similarity be- 
tween speaker measurements made 
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under totally different conditions is 
extremely rare in our experience. 

The system’s sensitivity was 88 dB, 
as rated. Its minimum impedance was 
4.3 ohms at 148 Hz and 20 Hz, the 
maximum 21 ohms at 58 Hz and 1.3 
kHz. Woofer distortion with an input 
of 3.5 volts (equivalent to a 90-dB 
SPL output in our sensitivity measure- 
ments) was typically about 0.5 percent 
from 70 Hz to 2 kHz, rising to 2.5 per- 
cent at 50 Hz and 10 percent at 20 Hz. 
The drivers were able to survive peak 
inputs well in excess of their ratings 
without damage. At 100 Hz, a single- 
cycle sine-wave input of 275 watts in- 
to the system’s 5-ohm impedance at 
that frequency caused the woofer cone 
to bottom noisily, though with surpris- 
ingly little waveform distortion in its 
acoustic output. At higher frequencies 
the amplifier reached its clipping level 
(400 to 800 watts, depending on fre- 
quency) before the speaker exhibited 
any signs of distress. 
We had listened to the speakers for 

some time before making any mea- 
surements, and hearing them left no 
doubt that they were very good speak- 
ers in every respect. Still, it was grati- 
fying to find that our microphone and 
instruments rendered the same judg- 
ment. The ADS S-700 is a deceptively 
compact speaker whose sound quality 
gives few hints of its size (or price, for 
that matter). As unobtrusive visually 
as it is sonically, this affordably priced 
speaker should be ideal for stereo mu- 
sic systems or modest home theater in- 
stallations. a 

‘True Blues. 

NoiseBuster’s revolutionary “active” noise 

technology automatically reduces irritating 
and unwanted low-frequency background 

noise in your listening environment, so you 

can enjoy Muddy Waters, for instance, 
minus the mud. • Microphones in both 
NoiseBuster headphone ear cups listen to 
the incoming offensive noise and feed that 
information to the electronic controller, 
where it is analyzed and a precise anti- 

noise sound wave is generated. When 
the anti-noise wave meets the offensive 
noise, the incoming noise is reduced. 
© Because active technology requires 
precise sound generation, NoiseBuster 
is a superior headphone designed for a 
truer representation of the audio signal 
and enhanced clarity. © Comfortable 
and lightweight, NoiseBuster won't leave 
you singing the blues. 

The Quiet Revolution" 

$149 + shipping and handling 1-800-278-3526 

NOISE CANCELLATION TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 

800 Summer Street, Stamford, CT 06901-1023, Tel: 203-961-0500, Fax: 203-348-4106 
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Slereo Review 
PRESENTS 

THE BASIC REPERTORY ON COMPACT DISC 
A CRITICAL DISCOGRAPHY 

NEW 1994 EDITION 

Notea critic Richard Freed 
has chosen the best available CD 
recordings of the most often 
performed music in the classical 
orchestral repertory. Hundreds of 
recordings of symphonic works 
from Bach to Wagner! 

To receive your copy of 
this useful pamphlet, send a self- 
addressed business-size (#10) 
envelope, stamped with 52¢ 

postage, and a check or money 
order for $3 payable to Stereo 
Review (no cash, please), to The 

Basic Repertory, Stereo Review, 
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 
10019. Orders from outside the 
U.S.A. must be accompanied 
by a self-addressed envelope 
and $4 (payable in U.S. funds). 



Yamaha KX-580 Cassette Deck 
CRAIG STARK 

he Model KX-580 is the newest 
member of the Yamaha line of 
cassette decks. Designed for 
users who want to minimize cost 
but still insist on most of the ad- 
vanced features normally found 

only on higher-price machines, the 
КХ-580 is а two-head, single-capstan 
recorder. At the same time, however, 
its features include not only Dolby B 
and C noise reduction, but also the 
more sophisticated Dolby S noise-re- 
duction system. Automatic bias opti- 
mization, with an additional user-ad- 
justable bias control, and the Dolby 
HX Pro system for extending high- 
frequency headroom are among the 
deck's other primary attractions. Also 
included are bidirectional intro-scan 
for identifying selections and a Play 
Trim control for modifying the fre- 
quency balance during playback. 

Using two heads rather than three 
shaves approximately $100 from the 
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list price, but it precludes continuous 
monitoring of the recorded sound and 
immediate comparison between input 
and recording. And since a relatively 
wide head gap is necessary to achieve 
maximum signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) 
in recording, while playback of the 
highest frequencies requires a very 
narrow head gap, using the same head 
for both functions is inevitably some- 

DIMENSIONS 

17% INCHES WIDE, 5 INCHES HIGH, 11 INCHES DEEP 

WEIGHT 

10 PoUNDS 

PRICE 

$399 

MANUFACTURER 

YAMAHA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, USA, 
Dept. SR, P.O. Box 6660, BUENA PARK, 

CA 90622-6660 

thing of a compromise. In the case of 
the KX-580, the record/playback head 
is made of hard permalloy. The single 
capstan is belt-driven by a DC servo- 
motor. The reel hubs are turned by a 
separate DC motor. 

The cassette-well door has a very 
small opening, making viewing the re- 
maining tape on a reel very difficult 
and checking the label impossible. Re- 
moving the door is easy, but unfortu- 
nately that still does not provide good 
access to the heads and capstan for 
cleaning and demagnetizing. Although 
not absolutely required, using a long 
rather than a standard-length cotton 
swab (or a cassette-shell-based clean- 
er) will facilitate routine cleaning. 
When a cassette is inserted, the KX- 

580 automatically selects a standard 
recording equalization and bias setting 
for the tape type in use. The factory 
settings work well for most tapes, but 
the KX-580 is also equipped with an 
Auto Tape Tuning feature to fine-tune 
the settings for individual tapes. Dif- 
ferent brands and makes of tape often 
require different settings to achieve 
their flattest response and lowest dis- 
tortion, and for critical applications, 

à 
3 
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Introducing SoundWorks 
By Henry Kloss. 

We'll get right to the point. 
SoundWorks – our new amplified 
speaker system may well be the most W 
exciting product ever designed by 
Henry Kloss – and the most affordable. їй 
Never before has so much high quality, 
wide-range, natural, "big" sound come from 
Such a small, affordable system. It is ideal for 
literally hundreds of applications, and 
thousands of people. 

SoundWorks consists of a pair of 
satellite speakers (app. 3 1/2" x 3 1/2" 
X 3 1/2") and a compact, powered 
subwoofer cabinet that encloses a 4" 
woofer, a 3-channel amplifier, 
equalization and crossover electronics, 
as well as a control panel. 

The Satellites. 

The small satellites are magnetically 
shielded so they can be used very close to a 
TV or computer monitor. They contain a 
remarkable 2" speaker driver with a long- 
throw/wide-range design that reproduces 
high and mid frequencies all the way down 
to 150 Hz, without the need for a “midrange” 
driver. You can order SoundWorks with 
satellites finished black, or in "computer- 
beige." The satellites can be used as is, hung 
on walls using their back-panel keyhole slot, 
used with their supplied mini-stands, or they 
can be attached to a computer monitor with 
their velcro kit (supplied). 

The Subwoofer. 

The subwoofer cabinet (a little bigger than 
a shoe box: 5" x 8" x 9") reproduces only 
non-directional bass so it can be placed in 
out-of-the-way places – on the floor behind 
your TV set, under your computer desk, or in 
back of furniture. It contains a 3-channel 
amplifier that's been precisely tailored to 
match the speaker drivers. Its control panel 
includes a stereo mini-jack input for 
connecting to a computer or a portable CD 
player, a "set and forget" bass level control, 
and connecting terminals for the satellite 

$199 
Not including CD player 

Never Before Has So 
Much High Quality, 
Wide Range, Natural, 
"Big" Sound Come 
From Such A Small, 
Affordable System. 

speaker wires. It also has an input for 12 volt- 
so you can plug SoundWorks into the cigar- 
ette lighter in your car or boat! 

The Sound. 

"Amazing." "Remarkable." "Unbelievable." 
These are the words used by leading 
members of the audio press at the unveiling 
of SoundWorks. In terms of frequency range, 
tonal balance, stereo imaging and overall 
sound, SoundWorks compares very favorably 
with component music systems costing far 
more. It just doesn't seem possible that a 
system so small could produce a sound so 
"big." But it does. 

The Applications. 

Because of its small size and price, and 
because of its magnetically shielded satellites, 
SoundWorks is ideal for use as a multimedia 
speaker with any computer (it sounds far 
better than any we've heard designed for that 
use). It fits easily into smaller rooms – like 
kitchens, dens, dorms and bedrooms. 
Its 12-volt capabilities make it perfect for 
boats, campers and cars. And it’s small 

enough to pack in a suitcase, so you 
can travel with it. 

The Price. 

You can buy SoundWorks only 
factory-direct from Cambridge 

SoundWorks. Because we eliminate expen- 
sive middlemen, we can sell SoundWorks for 
only $199. We haven't heard a system for 
anywhere near its price that we think sounds 
nearly as good. Period. 

30-Day Risk-Free Audition. 

With our 30-day risk-free home audition, 
you can listen to SoundWorks the right way 
- in your home, with your music. If you 
aren't happy, return it within 30 days for a 
full refund. We even reimburse your original 
UPS ground shipping charges in the 
continental U.S. 

For A Free Catalog, 

1-800-FOR-HIFI 
We Know How 

To Make Loudspeakers! 

CAMBRIDGE 
SOUNDWORKS 

154 California Street, Suite 1020, Newton, MA 02158 
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 

Canada: 1-800-525-4434 
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936 

© 1994 Cambridge SoundWorks. 
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НЕ 
fine-tuning bias and equalization can 
substantially improve performance. 
Unlike most other two-head decks, the 
KX-580 makes the process easy: You 
simply press the Auto Tuning button 
with the deck in recording-pause 
mode, which initiates a short calibra- 

tion program. By recording and play- 
ing back a short sequence of tones, the 
KX-580 automatically determines the 
optimum bias and equalization set- 
tings. But the deck also has a manual 
bias control in case the settings chosen 
by the Auto Tuning program prove 
less than ideal or otherwise not to your 
liking. 

To fine-tune playback performance, 
the KX-580 provides an additional 
Play Trim control to correct for slight- 
ly excessive or deficient high-frequen- 
cy output. Although the control lacks 
any calibration to inform the user ex- 
actly how much treble is being added 
or removed, it can be a very useful 
feature. By varying the amount of tre- 
ble fed to the Dolby decoders, the Play 
Trim control can help alleviate the 
problems often associated with record- 
ing on one deck and playing back on a 
second. All too often, response or az- 
imuth variations between decks cause 
the Dolby systems to magnify or dull 
the highs. By adjusting the Play Trim 
control by ear, you have a shot at 
restoring the response in such situa- 
tions to what it ought to be. 

Signal levels are shown on an fif- 
teen-segment peak-reading display, 
which is calibrated from —30 to +8 dB. 
Unlike some other decks with 0-dB in- 
dications set to the old, now unrealisti- 

cally low standard level of 160 nano- 
webers (nWb) per meter, the KX-580 
uses the more modern and realistic 
250-nWb/m reference. This standard 
insures that the 0-dB indication is at 
(or very close to) the maximum signal 
the tape can hold without excessive 
distortion. Tape position is shown on a 
four-digit fluorescent counter; it does 
not indicate elapsed or remaining 
time, however. 
A fold-down panel on the front of 

the KX-580 covers most of its controls 
and switches. There are six pushbut- 
tons: counter reset, memory, repeat 
play, Auto Tape Tuning, and two con- 
trolling the Dolby and multiplex-filter 
(MPX) settings. Although the buttons 
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MEASUREMENTS 

Fast-forward time (C-60) ....... 85 seconds 

Rewind time (C-60) .... 

Line output at indicated 0 dB ....0.54 volt 

Meter indication at IEC-standard 

TDK AD (TYPE I, FERRIC) 

IEC O-dB distortion ...................... 0.75% 
Meter indication at 3% THD plus 
noise ........... PB Ae ONERE +2 dB 

Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels): 
Опита. A-wtd. — CCIRIARM 

NR off 502 550 51.6 
DolbyB 573 644 62.2 
DolbyC 587 714 71.9 
DolbyS 573 710 74.4 

TDK SA (TYPE Il, CHROME- 
EQUIVALENT) 

IEC O-dB distortion ....................... 1.7% 
Meter indication at 3% THD plus 

пое, ел оав 
Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels) 

Unwtd. А-иий. CCIRIARM 
NR off 52.5 56.8 53.4 
DolbyB 584 65.3 63.8 
DolbyC 603 74.0 73.8 
DolbyS 61.3 747 76.0 

themselves are easily visible, their 
identifying labels can be seen only 
from directly head-on or below. Be- 
neath the buttons are a headphone jack 
and a row of five knobs for headphone 
level, bias adjustment, Play Trim, in- 
put balance, and recording level. They 
are all easy to operate and quite clear- 
ly marked. 
On the right-hand side of the front 

panel is the usual array of transport 
controls, a pair of intro-scan buttons, 
and a search button that doubles as a 
recording-mute switch. The intro-scan 
buttons enable the user to preview the 

DECIBELS 

DECIBELS 

TDK MA (TYPE IV, METAL) 

IEC O-dB distortion ....................... 3.0% 

Meter indication at 3% THD plus 
ПО: 0 dB 

Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels) 

Unwtd. A-wtd. | CCIR/ARM 

NR off 54.0 58.8 55.6 

Dolby B 58.5 67.2 65.9 

Dolby C 61.0 71.6 754 

Dolby $ 60.9 75.0 78.1 

RECORD/PLAYBACK 

FREQUENCY RESPONSES 

E са IE 
= | A 

— ТОК AD (TYPE І, FERRIC) 
— ТОК SA (TYPE ||, CHROME-EQUIVALENT) 
— ТОК MA (TYPE IV, METAL) 

20 5 100 500 1K 

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ 

PLAYBACK-ONLY RESPONSES 

(IEC-STANDARD BASF TEST TAPES) 

— 120-ps (TYPE I) \ 
в: — 70-ps (TYPES И AND IV) 

20 50 100 500 1K 

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ 

5K 10K 20K 

first few seconds of each track in ei- 
ther direction from the current posi- 
tion. Simply skipping to the previous 
or next track is accomplished by 
pressing the search button and either 
the fast-forward or rewind button si- 
multaneously. 

The KX-580 showed a slight play- 
back-response rolloff at the high end, 
amounting to approximately —3 dB at 
18 kHz, with our calibrated IEC 
(BASF) Type I (ferric) test tape. 
Through the rest of the range, the vari- 
ation was less than +1 dB. Response 
with the calibrated Type II (chrome) 



Cambridge SoundWorks 
Takes Center S 

Model Ten-A 

Our experience with Dolby Surround 
Pro Logic sound systems is that the center 
channel is very important. 
A significant portion of 
movie soundtracks is 
directed to the center 
channel in a Pro Logic 
system. It’s crucial that the 
center channel speaker is 
capable of reproducing the 
material accurately, with 
proper volume level and 
dispersion. 

Cambridge SoundWorks 
manufactures three center 
channel speakers. All three 
produce natural, accurate, 

Surround Speakers. 
We make two different dipole 
radiator surround channel 
speakers, The Surround and 
The Surround П. They 
disperse surround channel 
signals so you'll hear them 

Center Channel Plus 

factory-direct, with no expensive middlemen, 
all three speakers are excellent values. 

Model Ten-A. 
Model Ten-A is a very 

small (4 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 3"), 
two-way acoustic suspension 
speaker that's ideal for an 
affordable Pro Logic system. Its 
small size makes it easy to 
чт near your TV. And its 
alanced, natural sound will 

satisfy even critical listeners. It 
is acoustically identical to the 
satellite speakers in our 
Ensemble Ш system. Factory- 
direct price, $80. 

vell-di. the way they were meant to 
е ӨШ All be heard. Factory-direct Center Channel. 

reg are magneucaiy prices, $399 & $249 pr. Center Channel is a 
shielded so you can place compact, two-way, acoustic 
them close to your TV suspension speaker that is 
monitor. All three are covered by our 7-year 
parts & labor warranty and our 30-day 
money-back guarantee. And because we sell 

acoustically identical to the satellite speakers 
in our New Ensemble® and New Ensemble II 
ae systems." Its wide-range, well- 
ispersed, balanced sound and high power 

handling capability make it one of the 
country’s best values in a center channel 
speaker. Factory-direct price, $149. 

Center Channel Plus. 
Center Channel Plus is an outstanding 

center channel speaker in that it provides 
outstanding acoustic performance, while 
blending in to the “TV environment” in a 
unique way. Center Channel Plus uses four 
3" long-throw woofers and a tweeter that 
perfectly matches the acoustics of our New 
Ensemble and New Ensemble II systems. The 
frequency range of the outer pair of 3" 
woofers is intentionally tailored to maintain 
proper dispersion characteristics. 

Because of its ultra-wide, ultra-low 

b. 

CAMBRIDGE 
SOUNDWORKS 

Center Channel 

profile, Center Channel Plus is ideal for place- 
ment directly on top of your TV. Or, with an 
optional support stand, you can place it 
directly beneath your ТУ. We don't know of 
any other center channel loudspeaker that 
offers the combination of high performance 
and versatility of placement as Center 
Channel Plus. It is our best selling center 
channel speaker. Factory-direct e 

Exo 
price, $219. 

Free Surround Sound Guide 
For your free copy of our booklet, 
"Getting The Most From Your Dolby 
Surround System," call us toll-free 
at 1-800-FÓR-HIFI. E 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
With our 30-day money-back guarantee 

you can audition these speakers the right 
way-in your home, listening to your music, 
with no salesman hovering nearby. If within 
30 days you aren't entirely happy, return 
your system for a full refund. We even 
reimburse original UPS ground shipping 
charges in the continental U.S. 

For A Free Catalog, 

1-800-FOR- HIFI 
We Know How 

To Make Loudspeakers! 

CAMBRIDGE 
SOUNDWORKS 

154 California Street, Suite 1020, Newton, MA 02158 
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 

Canada: 1-800-525-4434 
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936 

©1994 Cambridge SoundWorks. &Ensemble is a registered trademark of Cambridge 
SoundWorks, Inc. "Center Channel does not include the midrange and high-frequency 

tonal balance controls of the New Ensemble/Ensemble Il satellite speakers 
а ТЇ Incem 4 PS p -4 
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| 
tape was slightly better, not showing 
as marked a rolloff. 

Using our center-line sample cas- 
settes of TDK MA (Type IV, metal), 
TDK SA (Type II, chrome-equiva- 
lent), and TDK AD (Type I, ferric), 
we calibrated the deck for each tape: 
with its Auto Tape Tuning feature and 
measured the overall record-playback 
responses. At the usual —20-dB refer- 
ence level, response was within +0.5 
from roughly 40 Hz to 18 kHz with 
the metal tape, to 16 kHz with the 
chrome-equivalent, and to 14 kHz 

with the ferric. Dolby tracking error 
was greater than we like to see, partic- 
ularly for Dolby C and S. Fortunately, 
the deviations can be largely corrected 
with the Play Trim control. 

Perhaps because of the KX-580's 
two-head design, high-frequency re- 
sponse rolled off somewhat earlier at 
the IEC 0-dB level than we usually 
see in a deck equipped with Dolby HX 
Pro—it was down 3 dB at approxi- 
mately 8, 9, and 13 kHz for the ferric, 
chrome, and metal tapes, respectively. 
That performance could be improved 
by manually adjusting the bias control, 
but at the expense of response flatness 
at —20 dB, which is more important 
except for music that is unusually rich 
in high-frequency energy. 
The KX-580’s noise performance 

was very good and reflected the effec- 
tiveness of the Dolby S circuitry. Our 
S/N measurements ranged from 72 to 
75 dB (CCIR/ARM-weighted) using 
Dolby C and from 74 to 78 dB using 
Dolby S. And Yamaha’s choice of 
250-nWb/m for the 0-dB point on the 
meters takes the guesswork out of re- 
alizing that S/N performance. Instead 
of setting the peaks at some unknown 
point “in the red,” you can record 
knowing that the 0-dB marking corre- 
sponds pretty well to the overload 
threshold. 

Measurements of the KX-580’s 
transport showed low, but not negligi- 
ble, amounts of wow and flutter and 
a modest overall speed error. High- 
speed winding was quick, and the 
deck’s input and output levels were 
entirely normal. 

Apart from the difficulty of reading 
the labels for the pushbutton switches 
behind the access panel, the KX-580 

was quite well designed and easy to 
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operate. The only other complaint we 
had about the deck’s operation has to 
do with the slightly odd grouping of 
the filter controls. Dolby B, C, 

В+МРХ, and C+MPX are selected by 
one pushbutton and Dolby S and 
S+MPX by another. The more usual 
configuration, with Dolby noise re- 
duction selected by one control and 
the multiplex filter turned on or off by 
another, seems more logical. 

The KX-580 performed quite well 
in A/B listening tests. Although it ex- 
hibited some low-level grunge with 
metal tapes, perhaps because it was 
unable to fully erase them before re- 
cording, it did very well with the more 
commonly used ferric and chrome- 
equivalent tapes. 
We were surprised to find that tapes 

recorded with Dolby C often sounded 
better than those recorded with Dolby 
S. Even though the measured S/N was 

better with Dolby S, the noise that re- 
mained manifested itself in the KX- 
580 as an audible hiss that was not as 
offensive (but still slightly audible) 
with Dolby C. Further, although the 
Dolby S recordings preserved the at- 
tacks of notes and the ambience of the 
hall better than their Dolby C counter- 
parts, the Dolby C recordings often 
sounded smoother and more natural. 
Even when we used Play Trim to help 
alleviate the tracking error, the Dolby 
S recordings were a bit harsher than 
either the original sources or the Dol- 
by C versions. 

Overall, the KX-580's sound was 

quite good, especially for the price. As 
with any analog recordings, there was 
always some loss, but with Dolby C 
and a high-quality chrome tape, the 
KX-580 was able to keep the loss very 
small. Where quality was lost, it was 
usually in the overall resolution and 
the low-level detail, with the tape copy 
sounding a bit more limited in its dy- 
namics and clarity than the original. 
And though the KX-580's overall 
tonal balance and imaging were excel- 
lent, it was difficult to set recording 
levels so that tape hiss was low 
enough to remain inoffensive while 
still keeping musical peaks completely 
undistorted. 

In sum, the Yamaha KX-580 is a 
fine performer in its price class and is 
certainly well enough equipped with 
high-performance features to make it a 
good choice for the value-conscious 
consumer. о 

. . Okay, mister, hand over that removable front panel from your car stereo!” 



Powered Subwoofer 
5699/520 Month* 

Slave Subwoofer 
$299/$15 Month* Powered Subwoofer П 

$399/$15 Month* 

Stereo Review 

"Room Shaking" 
A semi truck landing after a 20 foot fall 

in Terminator 2. The heavy pounding of feet 
of a T-Rex in Jurassic Park. These are 
Guns of the ultra-low, ultra-strong bass 
signals on today's movie soundtracks. Such 
frequencies are rare in music, and are beyond 
the capabilities of most speakers designed 
for music. 

The Cambridge SoundWorks powered 
subwoofers reproduce these bass signals with 
the power and impact you would experience 
in movie theaters with the very best sound 
systems. 

Our Powered Subwoofer. 
Our Powered Subwoofer consists of a 

heavy duty, 12" long-throw acoustic 
suspension woofer inte- ; 
grated with a 140 watt 
amplifier - all in a 
black, vinyl-clad 
cabinet. Its control 
anel includes a bass 
evel control and а four- 

sition electronic crossover 
equency selector (to match the 

subwoofer to your speakers). The 
Powered Subwoofer reproduces accurate bass 
to below 30 Hz. You'll hear soundtracks the 
way they were meant to be heard...better 
than most theaters. Factory-direct price, $699. 

Our Slave Subwoofer. 
For all-out home theater performance, 

you can add our optional Slave Subwoofer, 
which is identical to our Powered Subwoofer, 

except that it lacks the amplifier and controls. 
It uses the amplifier and controls built into 
the Powered Subwoofer. The combination 
reproduces a below-30 Hz signal cleanly to a 
sound pressure level of over 100 dB in а 
3,000 cubic foot room! That's enough clean, 
deep bass for the largest home theaters. 
Factory-direct price, $299. 

“deep Е bass...31.5 Hz bass output was 
obtainable at a room-shaking level...they open 
the way to having a ‘killer’ system for an 
affordable price.” Stereo Review 

Our Powered Subwoofer II. 
Our Powered Subwoofer II uses a heavy 

duty 8" acoustic suspension 
$» woofer in a vinyl-clad cabinet 

that also holds a 120-watt 
ЩЫ The Powered 
Subwoofer [5 8" woofer has 

a very long (3/4") “throw” for 
powerful, linear bass response. Its 

amplifier employs electronic equaliza- 
tion to extend uniform output to well 

below 30 Hz. Bass performance is, in fact, 
identical to that of our Powered Subwoofer, 
although total acoustic output is not as 
suitable for exceptionally large rooms. There 
is also no provision for connecting a “slave” 
subwoofer. 

The woofer uses a unique heat sink, 
instead of a dust cap Ls illustration). An 
input gain control and a variable low-pass 
filter let you match Powered Subwoofer II to 

any speaker system. Factory-direct price, $399. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
With our 30-day money-back guarantee 

you can audition these speakers the right 
way - in your home, listening to your 
music, with no salesman hovering nearby. 
If within 30 days you aren't entirely happy, 
return your system for a full refund. We 
even reimburse original UPS ground 
shipping charges in the continental U.S. 

"I was taken aback by the ability of your Powered 
Subwoofer to fill my living room with ultra-low 
bass...1 am extremely impressed with your product 
and will not hesitate in recommending it to 
anyone interested in serious bass. I am an 
extremely happy bass-a-holic." сиу C., Customer 

1-800-FOR- HIFI 
Know How 

To Make Loudspeakers! 

CAMBRIDGE 
SOUNDWORKS 

154 California Street, Suite 1020, Newton, MA 02158 
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 

Canada: 1-800-525-4434 
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936 

© 1994 Cambridge SoundWorks. ®Ensemble is а registered trademark of 
Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. "Estimated monthly ment for qualified 

customers using the Cambridge SoundWorks Charge Card. 
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Velodyne DP-661 Loudspeaker System 
JULIAN HIRSCH 

or many years Velodyne has been 
known for its line of powered 
subwoofers, currently comprising 
at least eight models. The compa- 
ny has now taken the logical next 
step with the introduction of full- 

range speakers that can be used on 
their own or together with its sub- 
woofers. 

The DF-661’s model number re- 
flects both its driver complement and 
its design goal. The DF stands for 
“distortion-free,” while 661 designates 
a 6-inch woofer, a 6-inch midrange 
driver, and a 1-inch tweeter. 

The DF-661 is obviously a three- 
way system, though quite unlike any 
other we have seen. It is compact, but 

extraordinarily heavy for its size, and 
handsomely finished. The entire front 
is covered by an acoustically transpar- 
ent black cloth grille. 
Removing the grille gives you the 

second clue to this speaker’s unusual 
character (the first comes when you 
try to pick it up!): The woofer and 
midrange cones are made of spun alu- 
minum, with no sign of the usual 
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HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES 

voice-coil dust cap. The voice coils 
and magnet structures are completely 
behind the cones, which merely come 
to a rounded point at their apexes. 

Although the woofer and midrange 
cones are the same size (and have a 
superficial external resemblance to 
each other), the drivers are actually 

quite different. The woofer cone's 
compliant surround allows the excur- 

DIMENSIONS 

814 INCHES WIDE, 1874 INCHES HIGH, 
102 INCHES DEEP 

FINISH 

BLACK VINYL, PIANO BLACK (GLOSSY), OR 
ROSEWOOD, OAK, OR WALNUT VENEER 

WEIGHT 

40 POUNDS 

PRICE 

$1,800 то $2,600 А PAIR DEPENDING ON FINISH 

MANUFACTURER 

VELODYNE ACOUSTICS, INC., DEPT. SR, 
1070 COMMERCIAL ST., SUITE 101, SAN JOSE, 

CA 95112 

sion needed to generate low frequen- 
cies at a useful level, whereas the 
midrange cone (which operates be- 
tween 750 Hz and 5 kHz) has a rela- 
tively rigid mounting and does not vis- 
ibly move. The tweeter, located be- 
tween the two cone drivers, is a con- 
ventional 1-їпсһ aluminum dome 
protected by a metal screen. 

Each cone driver occupies a sepa- 
rate subenclosure. The 700-cubic-inch 
woofer volume is vented through a 
port in the back of the cabinet. The 
midrange driver operates in a 260-cu- 
bic-inch sealed volume. 

Recessed into the rear panel are two 
pairs of gold-plated binding posts 
compatible with dual banana plugs as 
well as wires and lugs. The posts are 
normally paralleled by removable 
jumper straps. Removing the jumpers 
enables the DF-661 to be biwired or 
biamplified. 

Velodyne stresses the importance of 
low nonlinear distortion (both har- 
monic and intermodulation) in a loud- 
speaker. The well-done, informative 
owner’s manual for the DF-661 de- 
votes a couple of pages to nonlinear 
distortion and its effects, including a 
couple of spectrum-analyzer plots for 
the DF-661 and an unnamed “compa- 
rable system.” The plots indicate that 
the DF-661’s harmonic spectrum is 
appreciably lower in level than that of 
the other speaker. 
We installed the speakers with the 

tweeters and midrange drivers roughly 
at ear level, several feet from any 
room walls, both for listening and for 

our room-response measurements. Ini- 
tial listening tests demonstrated that 
the DF-661 was a smooth, clean- 
sounding system with no obvious col- 
orations and surprisingly good bass 
considering its rated response, +2 dB 
from 60 Hz to 20 kHz. 

The room curve (above approxi- 
mately 300 Hz) sloped down gently 
to a plateau between 3 and 20 kHz. 
The close-miked woofer/midrange re- 
sponse showed a similar downward 
sloping characteristic, although its up- 
per portion could not be measured ac- 
curately by this method. Response 
measurements below 100 Hz were dif- 
ficult to interpret, since most of the 
output in that range came from the 
port, which does not necessarily con- 
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In-Wall Speakers В 
Henny Kloss, d 

Inside, 
We Don't Know Of Any 
Other In-Wall Speakers 
That Match Their Perfor- 
mance, Durability, Value 
And Fase Of Installation. 

Cambridge SoundWorks manu- 
factures two different in-wall 
speaker systems designed by Henry 

oss (founder of AR, KLH & 
Advent). The in-wall version of our 
Ambiance™ speaker is designed for 
use indoors. The in-wall version of 
our all-weather speaker, 7he 
Outdoor, is suitable for use on the 
patio, by the pool...even on boats. 

Both systems deliver the wide- 
range, accurate, natural sound 
people expect from Cambridge 
SoundWorks. Both systems are 
covered by our 7-year parts & labor 
warranty and our 30-day money- 
back guarantee. And because we 
sell only factory-direct, with no ex- 
pensive middlemen, both systems 
represent outstanding values. 

Ambiance In-Wall Speakers. 
We don't know of any ultra- 

compact speaker - at any price - 
better than our Ambiance speakers. 
(Also available in free-standing 
cabinets.) Henry Kloss chose a very 
wide dispersion tweeter for 
Ambiance In-Wall. It delivers 
accurate midrange/high-frequency response 
over a very wide pattern, so you can place 
the system very high - or very low - ona 
wall and still hear realistic stereo imaging 
anywhere in the room. This flexibility can be 
very important for in-wall 
installations. 

We don’t know of any 
loudspeaker its size with 
better bass response than 
Ambiance In-Wall. Stereo 
Review magazine said 
“They easily held their own 
against substantially larger, 
more expensive speakers...a 
lot of good sound at a hard- 
to-beat price.” Factory- 
direct price, $329 pr. 

8 1/4" wide x 11 3/4" high x 
3 3/4" deep (below mounting 
surface) x 5/8" (above mounting 
surface, including grille). 

stainless steel hardware and gold- 
plated five-way binding posts. 
(Also available in free-standing 
cabinets.) Factory-direct price, 
$329 pr. 

Easy To Paint. 
Easy To Install. 

Both our in-wall systems can be 
used as-is with their supplied off- 
white finish. Or you can paint them 
any color. Both systems are also an 
installer's dream. Because they 
include sealed enclosures, you don't 
have to create an enclosure within 
our walls. And a plastic "dog leg" 
ocking system makes final 
installation as simple as turning a 
screwdriver. 

‘A Lot Qf Good Sound 
At A Hard-To-Beat-Price.” 

Stereo Review 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
With our 30-day money-back 

guarantee you can audition these 
speakers the right way - in your 
home, listening to your music, with 
no salesman hovering nearby. 
If within 30 days you aren't en- 
tirely happy, return for a full 
refund. We even reimburse original 
UPS ground shipping charges in 
the continental U.S. 
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And Out. 
The Outdoor In-Wall Speakers. 

The Outdoor In-Wall speaker is very sim- 
ilar to Ambiance in overall sound, and has 
the same wide dispersion pattern. It is 
slightly more efficient, so that it can produce 

high volume levels with a 
reasonably powered receiver - 
which is very appropriate for an 
outdoor speaker. It has an 
electro-plated steel grille and a 
slim-line enclosure with a braced 
polymer shell. Unlike other in- 
wall systems, its mounting frame 
is integrated with a fully sealed 
enclosure that provides not only 
weather resistance, but also 
proper acoustic loading for the 
speaker drivers. It includes 

For A Free Catalog, Call 

1-800-FOR-HIFI 
We Know How 

To Make Loudspeakers! 

CAMBRIDGE 
SOUNDWORKS 

154 California Street, Suite 1020, Newton, MA 02158 
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 

Canada: 1-800-525-4434 
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936 

© 1994 Cambridge SoundWorks. ® Ensemble is a registered trademark of Cambridge 
SoundWorks, Inc. KLH is a trademark of KLH, Inc. AR and Advent are trademarks of 
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Includes 
Guide То 

.€ Surround 
# Sound. 

FREE 
Audio Catalog 
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make 108 
and music systems designed by Henry Kloss 
founder of AR, KLH & Advent). We sell 
em—and components from companies like 

Sony, Pioneer, Philips, Carver and others— 
factory -direct, with no expensive middlemen. 
For example, a Dolby Pro Logic Surround 
Sound system with Model Six speakers, rear 
speakers, a Sony Pro Logic receiver and remote 
is only $747. Call today and find out wh 
Audio mne said we may have “the best 
value in the world.” 
• Call toll-free for factory-direct savings. 
e Save hundreds on components and systems 

from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer, 
Philips, Carver and more. 

• Audio experts will answer your questions 
before and after you buy, 8AM-Midnight 
(ET), 365 days a year-even holidays. 

• 30-Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all 
products. 

* 7-Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty. 

Introducing 
The New 

Ensemble Il by 
Henry Kloss. 

$439 

T800-FOR HIFI 
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tribute to the overall sound quality in 
the same way as the output of the 
woofer cone. In any case, the cone’s 
response was flat within +3 dB from 
85 to 800 Hz but dropped steeply at 
lower frequencies (where the port out- 
put predominated). 

The composite response curve 
sloped down (above the woofer range) 
by about 5 dB from 2 to 4 kHz and re- 
mained very smooth and flat (within 
+1 dB) from 4 to 11 kHz. There was a 
slight 3-dB peak (probably the tweeter 
resonance) at 13 kHz, and response re- 

turned to the average high-frequency 
level at 20 kHz. Quasi-anechoic MLS 
ground-plane on-axis response mea- 
surements showed a variation of less 
than +3 dB from 300 Hz to 20 kHz. 

Although the DF-661’s rated imped- 
ance is 6 ohms, we measured a mini- 
mum of 3.2 ohms at 230 Hz, and the 
impedance remained below 6 ohms 
from 120 Hz to 7 kHz. A 4-ohm rating 
would be more realistic. The imped- 
ance rose steadily at frequencies be- 
low 200 Hz, reaching 20 to 24 ohms 
in the octave from 20 to 40 Hz. That 
characteristic suggests that the speak- 
er’s response was deliberately rolled 
off at low frequencies, perhaps to limit 
woofer excursion, and thus distortion, 
or to make it more compatible with 
subwoofers. 

The tweeter’s horizontal dispersion 
was typical of 1-іпсһ domes, with the 
output 45 degrees off-axis diverging 
from the on-axis response above about 
7 kHz. The off-axis response was 
down (relative to the on-axis response) 
less than 4 dB at 10 kHz, 7 dB at 15 

kHz, and 13 dB at 20 kHz. 
Sensitivity was 88 dB sound-pres- 

sure level (SPL) at 1 meter, as rated, 
with a 2.83-volt input of random 
noise. With an input of 3.56 volts (cor- 
responding to our standard reference 
output level of 90 dB SPL), the 

woofer distortion was lower than we 
have measured from other speakers 
with a similar driver complement (as 
well as from many far larger speak- 
ers). From a maximum of 10 percent 
between 20 and 30 Hz, distortion fell 
smoothly to 1.5 percent at 60 Hz, 1 
percent at 70 Hz, and less than 0.5 

percent between 90 Hz and 8.3 kHz. 
The lowest distortion reading, 0.23 
percent, was at about 300 Hz. 
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We also measured the woofer dis- 
tortion using the FFT spectrum-analy- 
sis feature of our Audio Precision Sys- 
tem One. With 2.83 volts input at 100 
Hz, the major distortion component 
was a third harmonic at —50 dB (0.3 
percent). The second harmonic was at 
—60 dB (0.1 percent), and all others 
were at lower levels. Those are im- 
pressively low readings; for example, 
a roughly comparable speaker tested 
in the same way yielded a third-har- 
monic reading of about 1.1 percent 
and a fourth-harmonic level of 0.15 
percent. A similar measurement of the 
DF-661's midrange distortion revealed 
only 0.1 percent third harmonic and 
0.05 percent second harmonic. 

Finally, pulse power tests with sin- 
gle-cycle sine waves at 100 Hz, 1 
kHz, and 10 kHz clipped the output of 
the amplifier before the speaker's out- 
put waveform became seriously (audi- 
bly) distorted. This test subjected the 
speaker to momentary inputs of about 
700 watts at the higher frequencies 
and 1,200 watts at 100 Hz! 
We listened to the DF-661 speakers 

both alone and with subwoofers (not 
Velodynes, as it happened). Their 
sound was well balanced and un- 
strained, and clearly covered essential- 
ly the full audible frequency range. 
Used alone, they certainly had no lack 
of bass, but adding the subwoofers en- 
abled the DF-661 system to create a 
seamless spectrum of sound from the 
deepest bass to above most people's 
hearing range. 

Regarding the manufacturer's views 
on the importance of low speaker dis- 
tortion, we have some minor reserva- 
tions. Of course, low distortion is al- 
ways desirable, but with most speak- 
ers we have heard and tested, we 
doubt that reducing their nonlinear 
distortions by a factor of several times 
(corresponding to the differences we 
measured between the DF-661 and 
some other good speakers) would 
make a significant difference in their 
sound. Nonetheless, the DF-661 cer- 
tainly substantiated Velodyne's claims 
of low distortion (allowing for differ- 
ences in test conditions), and it proved 
itself, whether for that reason or oth- 
ers, to be a fine, highly listenable sys- 
tem, with or without the assistance of 

a subwoofer or two. о 
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The CD player turned ten in 1992, but 
we'll have to wait until 1996 to cele- 
brate the CD changer's tenth anniver- 
sary. Yet since Pioneer introduced the 
world's first multidisc player in 1986 
—a six-disc, magazine-loading mod- 
el—the popularity of changers has 
grown dramatically. Home changers 
now outsell single-disc players by a 
comfortable margin, and given the 
riotous variety currently available, the 
momentum is unlikely to slow any- 
time soon. 

And why should it? Clearly, Ameri- 
can music lovers have embraced the 
changer concept for its extended-play, 
hands-off convenience. Today there 
are changers for virtually any system 
or budget—with disc capacities of 
five, six, seven, ten, twelve, eighteen, 
twenty-four, fifty, a hundred, and 
more. But capacity and convenience 
are only part of the changer story; dif- 
ferent designs offer different advan- 
tages—and disadvantages. 

Magazine-type changers that hold 
six or ten CD’s in a snap-in cartridge 
were the first multidisc players and are 
still widely available. But the carousel 
design, introduced in 1988, almost in- 
stantly eclipsed the magazine type in 
popularity. Carousel changers hold 
five (or, in a few cases, six) discs in a 
rotating platter on top or in a slide-out 
drawer; the platter turns until the se- 
lected CD is in place above the play- 
er’s drive mechanism. 

In the past year or two, several 
other multidisc configurations have 
emerged. Jumbo changers that hold 
fifty or a hundred CD’s have hit store 
shelves at popular prices (well, more 
or less), and they show every sign of 
catching on, big-time. One maker of- 
fers an in-between solution, a twenty- 
four-disc changer that’s comparable in 
price to many five- and six-disc car- 
ousel players. In response, at least one 
other maker has developed magazine 
changers that hold two or three maga- 
zines at once, doubling or tripling their 
disc capacity. Finally, at least two 
makers offer “stocking” changers that 
swallow up to seven discs without a 
magazine or a carousel. 

Before we go any further, let’s get 
one thing straight. Despite what you 
may have been told, once a CD chang- 
er—any type of changer—moves the 
selected disc onto its drive spindle, it 
is functionally identical to a single- 
disc player. Changers utilize exactly 
the same sorts of optical pickups, ser- 
vo-control circuits, digital-to-analog 

(D/A) converters, and digital and ana- 

log filters as single-disc models, so 
there is no inherent sonic penalty for 
multidisc convenience. А topflight 
changer should sound just as good as a 
topflight single-disc player. Likewise, 
a really cheap changer will sound no 
worse than a cheesy single-disc player. 

Changers do, however, tend to cost 
more than comparable single-disc 
players simply because a changer is 
essentially a single-disc player plus a 
multidisc mechanism. But the price 
differential isn't necessarily all that 
steep: The least expensive carousel 
changers, for example, cost only about 
25 percent more than rock-bottom sin- 
gle-disc players, which is remarkable 
considering that it's the mechanical 
parts in audio gear that usually ac- 
count for most of the cost. 

Magazines, 

carousels, CD 

jukeboxes—take 

your pick. Today 

Mobile Magazines 
Magazine changers were created 

largely as a bridge between car and 
home audio. The idea was that a six- 
or ten-disc magazine loaded with your 
favorite CD’s could be transported be- 
tween same-brand changers in your 
car and home systems, and that ap- 
proach is just as valid today. Extra 
magazines typically cost about $20, 
and a collection of them preloaded by 
artist, mood, or some other personal 
scheme makes for grab-and-carry con- 
venience when moving CD’s between 
car and home. Even if you have a fac- 
tory-installed car changer bearing the 
automaker's badge, it'll be compatible 
with home changers from one or an- 
other of the major audio companies 
that make both car and home models 
and supply gear to the automakers. 

But the lure of magazine changers 
goes beyond the mobile connection. In 
addition to enabling you to group discs 
by music type or whatever, many 
models incorporate a multimagazine 
memory that lets you program “per- 
manent” play sequences for a number 
of different magazines. As long as the 
CD’s in a particular magazine are 
kept the same, your programmed 
sequence is automatically recalled 
whenever that magazine is 
loaded. 

Despite the format's 
waning popularity, mag- 
azine changers are still 
available from a 
number of compa- 
nies. Pioneer's lineup - 
even includes models _ 
that accept two or three 

there's a changer 

for every system 

Facing page, from top: Nakamichi’s 

MusicBank MB-1s ($799), a seven-disc 

changer with an internal six-disc stocking 

mechanism; the Philips CDC-935 five-disc 

carousel changer ($300), featuring a 

program memory for 256 CD's; Pioneer's 

PD-F100 100-disc changer ($715), which 

has four twenty-five-disc compartments. 
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six-disc magazines, for capacities of 

twelve or eighteen discs. If you have a 
substantial library of CD magazines, 
multimagazine changers represent a 
useful compromise between the sin- 
gle-magazine configuration and the 
newer high-capacity changers holding 
fifty to a hundred discs. 

The Achilles heel of most magazine 
changers, of course, is that playing a 
single disc requires ejecting the car- 
tridge, taking out a disc, and replacing 
it with the new one—often a rather 
fussy procedure—and then reloading 
the magazine. At least two companies 
offer a way around this annoyance: 
JVC and Kenwood make “6+1” 
changers with a loading slot for a six- 
disc magazine and a single-disc draw- 
er. You can freely mix selections from 
the magazine and the drawer, and the 
single-disc tray is convenient for spur- 
of-the-moment listening. 

Clever Carousels 
For most buyers, however, the 

carousel format has clearly won out. 
(Carousel changers have even become 
standard in many one-brand rack and 
shelf systems.) Why is the carousel so 
popular? Compared with a magazine 
changer, it’s quicker and easier to 
change loaded discs, and disc-to-disc 
access times are typically about twice 
as fast. Another big attraction, a 
Yamaha innovation now available in 
various forms from most manufactur- 
ers, is being able to swap several discs 
while another one is playing—ideal 
for marathon work sessions or all- 
night parties where the music must 
play on uninterrupted. Finally, top- or 
drawer-loading carousel changers (the 
latter now dominate the rotating ranks) 
are available in almost every major 
brand at remarkably reasonable prices. 
On any weekend in any major metro 
area, you can probably find a carousel 
model on sale for around $200. 
Two interesting wrinkles come from 

Technics and Onkyo. Technics recent- 
ly introduced a $300 carousel that re- 
duces the time between selections on 
different discs to as little as 3 seconds 
by storing music in a 4-megabit Mem- 
ory Reserve. And Onkyo offers sever- 
al players, ranging in price from $320 
to $650, that squeeze a six-disc draw- 
er-loading carousel into the space oc- 
cupied by five-disc trays in almost all 
other designs. Onkyo’s six-disc car- 
ousels are about an inch larger than 
most other carousels, but otherwise 
their layouts are similar to typical five- 
disc machines. The trick is accom- 



plished by crowding the discs a bit 
closer and leaving less space at the 
outside edge of the tray. 

Although Pioneer originated the six- 
disc magazine format for both the 
home and car, and is still its most ac- 
tive booster, the company also offers 
one of the more unusual carousel vari- 
ations, the “combi-changer.” The $770 
machine has a platter with cutouts for 
five CD’s or a 12-inch laserdisc—a 
clever example of single-unit, multi- 
mode engineering. 

Stocking Stuffers 
If you want extended-play capabili- 

ty without having to fool with loading 
magazines and without giving up the 
convenience of а single-disc player, 
there's Nakamichi's MusicBank line 
of single-drawer hybrid players. Em- 
ploying internal stocking mechanisms 
that hold six CD's, the machines look 
like ordinary single-disc players, but 
when you place a disc in the tray it dis- 
appears into the bowels of the unit, 
where it joins up to five companions. 
And when the stocker is filled, you can 
play a seventh disc from the tray. 
There are currently four models in the 
MusicBank line, ranging in price from 
$400 to $800. 

The main drawback to the stocker 
design is that it takes longer to load 
and unload discs than even a magazine 
changer. But once the discs are loaded, 
the Nakamichi mechanism is remark- 
ably speedy at changing them. The up- 
side, of course, is that you don't have 
to buy and store magazines. Currently, 
high-end stalwart McIntosh Labs is 
the only other manufacturer offering a 
seven-disc stocking changer, though 
similar mechanisms are used in some 
shelf systems. 

Multidise Mania 
Until someone comes up with a 

two-tray carousel changer—don't 
laugh, it's bound to happen some- 
day—greater disc capacity requires 
fresh thinking. Fisher put a new spin 
on the changer configuration with the 
Studio 24 CD changer it introduced 
last year, which boasts an internal 
carousel that holds twenty-four discs. 
Discs are pulled one at a time into the 
carousel through a vertical opening in 
the center of the front panel; the bidi- 
rectional carousel rotates a selected 
disc to a drive-and-pickup assembly 
tucked in a corner, which plucks the 
disc from its slot—much like a See- 
burg jukebox of the early 1960's. 

In addition to standard CD features 
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One of the big 

attractions of 

jumbo changers is 

on-line storage. 

Your CD collection 

(or a big chunk 

of it) stays in the 

player, ready for 

playback—no more 

hunting for a 

particular disc. 

like random play (from all discs or just 
one) and repeat (of a track, a disc, all 
discs, or all discs in a selected catego- 
гу), the Studio 24 has lots of library 
and recall functions so that you can 
categorize (and subcategorize) CD’s 

by genre, artist, mood, and so on. You 
can also create your own master mix, 

stringing together up to forty-eight 
tracks from any of the twenty-four 
discs and storing the sequence in 
memory. The Studio 24 changer is em- 
inently affordable at $300 (reduced 
from its original suggested retail price 
of $500), and even though it’s 2 or 3 
inches taller than most conventional 
carousel or magazine changers, its 
front-loading design lets it be placed 
on a shelf; in fact, Fisher is now pack- 

aging the Studio 24 in several of its 
rack systems. 

Several companies, including Mad- 
rigal (through its Proceed brand) and 
Germany’s NSM, have offered 100- 
disc changers for years, but they have 
all been big-buck professional designs 
adapted for home use. Sony trumped 
the jumbo-changer hand last year with 
the first reasonably priced 100-disc 
changer, now available in $1,000 and 
$1,200 versions. Sony’s system is sim- 
ilar in overall mechanical concept to 
Fisher’s twenty-four-disc changer, but 
the larger, top-loading design provides 

direct access to the carousel, which is 

visible, not concealed as in the Fisher 
unit. A see-through pop-up hatch on 
the top cover opens a twelve-disc-wide 
port for loading and unloading CD’s. 
A clever rotary jog dial with an Enter 
key at its center (duplicated on the re- 
mote control supplied with the $1,200 
changer) is used to locate discs and ex- 

ecute playback or programming rou- 
tines; it also serves as an alphanumeric 
dial for creating text labels for discs or 
scrolling through disc listings stored in 
memory. 

Discs can be labeled and selected by 
title, music genre, artist, and so on, 
and a playlist can be designated in vir- 
tually any way you can imagine; ran- 
dom-play and repeat functions can al- 
so address selected disc sets or all 
discs in the carousel. Of course, as 
with all memory-based programming 
routines, the downside is that you must 

enter the text for each disc label (or la- 
bels) by hand. (Unfortunately, there 
was no provision in the audio-CD 
standard for text, a major oversight 
that it’s too late to rectify today.) 
JVC joined the jumbo-changer 

ranks earlier this year with an interest- 
ing two-piece player that manages to 
come in at $1,000. One part is a con- 
trol box that looks like a conventional 
single-disc CD player, but without a 
disc drawer, and the other is a 14-inch- 
square stacking changer that holds a 
hundred discs in thin, slide-out carri- 
ers; the two components are linked 
with digital signals via a coaxial cable. 
The rationale behind the two-piece ap- 
proach is that you can conceal the ac- 
tual changer (which effectively be- 
comes a CD library) in an audio cabi- 
net or some other space. 

In addition to letting you assign an 
eight-character label to each disc 
(Sony’s 100-disc changer permits thir- 
teen-character labels), the JVC system 

lets you store a thirty-two-track play- 
list and up to ten sixteen-disc lineups 
in memory. JVC’s wrinkle is that you 
can key in the eight-character album 
title to select a disc by name rather 
than the number of its loading slot. 
The system includes a remote control 
with an LCD window that displays 
disc labels. 

One big attraction of jumbo chang- 
ers, of course, is on-line storage. Your 

CD collection (or a big chunk of it) 
stays in the player, ready for play- 
back—no more hunting through files 
or shelves for a particular disc. Sony 
even makes it possible to daisy-chain 
several of its 100-disc changers and 





SHOPPING TIPS 

Shopping for a changer is not so very 

different from shopping for any CD player. 

Don’t be swayed by arcane technological 

claims or by fancy features that may not 

translate to real-world utility. But changers 

are a category where shopping a bit higher 

on the model tree for intrinsic quality may 

make sense. Like any continuously used 

mechanical appliance, a well-made 

changer is likely to last longer, with less 

trouble, than a flimsy one. 

Here are a few more considerations to 

keep in mind: 

• Magazine Changers. 

‘If you want compatibility with a car 

changer, make dead certain that the home 

changer you select uses a magazine that 

will fit in your car changer. Not all six-disc 

magazines are the same, so try before you 

buy. And if you plan to store lots of discs in 

magazines, be sure to inquire about the 

availability and cost of extra magazines. 

Loading (and unloading) discs into the 

magazine can be the least enjoyable part of 

owning a magazine changer. Take a few 

discs to the store and have a go at loading 

and unloading them before you buy to 

insure that it's not too annoying a task. 

One of the biggest differences among 

magazine changers is in disc-change time. 

Make note of how long it takes a prospec- 

tive model to change between the first and 

last discs in the magazine and between 

adjacent discs; compare the times of a few 

competitive models. Also, in a noisy store 

it's easy to overlook mechanical racket 

during the disc-change process, but at 

home on a quiet evening it may drive you 

nuts. Listen for mechanical noise before 

you make a decision. 

* Carousel Changers. 

The question of disc-change time applies 

here, too, although сагоизе! changers are 
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typically faster than magazine models. Put 

a few machines through their paces to get a 

feel for how quickly they go from one disc 

to another. Also be sure to listen for 

mechanical noise; some carousels produce 

alarming ratchety sounds that may grow 

tiresome after a few days. 

Almost all carousels let you swap from 

two to four discs while another continues to 

play. If that seems important to you, check 

out the swap-count. 

Disc-display modes: With a drawer- 

loading changer it can be tough to 

remember what's in there. An easily under- 

$1004 display that graphically shows which 

disc positions are loaded, and which one's 

in play, can save time. (Actually, the same 

goes for magazine changers too.) 

* Jumbo Changers. 

Trying to locate a 2-minute pop-song needle 

in a 100-CD haystack may prove a stiff chal- 

lenge. So disc-hunting, cataloging, and 

playlist features are among the most impor- 

tant attributes of a high-capacity changer. 

Investigate cataloging and programming 

routines before settling on a particular 

model. (Also check out the system supplied 

to keep track of CD booklets. Most jumbo 

changers include some sort of notebook to 

organize them.) 

Another thing to examine, assuming that 

a jumbo changer will be your only player, is 

whether you can easily play a lone disc. 

Sooner or later you'll want to play just one. 

Does the changer make that easy to do, or 

is it a hassle? 

Finally, does it fit? Remember that if you 

install a high-capacity unit in a cabinet or 

on a shelf, you'll still have to reach the 

disc-loading dock from time to time. Top- 

loaders will have to be placed on top of a 

cabinet or on a slide-out shelf—just make 

sure you have enough clearance. —D.K. 

control them all from a single “тпа$- 
ter" changer. 

One disadvantage of high-capacity 
changers, though, is that they make 
playing the occasional stray disc a bit 
trickier than just popping it in and hit- 
ting the play button. Pioneer addresses 
that problem in one of the two jumbo 
changers it introduced earlier this year. 
The odd-looking 50+1-disc changer 
(housed in a boxy 10'4-inch-wide cab- 
inet that would complement many 
minicomponent systems) features a 
vertical loading slot for on-the-fly disc 
playing in addition to a fifty-disc CD 
bank. The changer section of the $615 
unit stores the discs horizontally in a 
pair of side-by-side rolling racks, each 
holding twenty-five discs; the racks 
are concealed by a flip-down front 
panel. The selected disc is moved to 
the CD transport by an internal pickup 
sled that slides rapidly along the racks. 
(A fringe benefit of the front-loading 
design is that the changer can go on a 
shelf or in a cabinet.) 

For $100 more, Pioneer offers a 
100-disc changer with four twenty- 
five-disc racks. The single-disc load- 
ing slot is omitted in order to fit the 
horizontally aligned racks into a stan- 
dard-width chassis (it’s 7/ inches 
tall). Both models are equipped with 
remote controls and memory functions 
that let you categorize discs by assign- 
ing custom labels to them. For those 
who want even more, Pioneer offers a 

companion controller that can operate 
up to three 100- or 50-disc changers 
and provides more elaborate program- 
ming functions and display modes. 

hither CD changers? As long 
W: car changers remain popu- 

lar—and that should be for 
the foreseeable future—magazine- 
style home changers will be with us, 
though probably in diminishing num- 
bers. In their place, carousel models 

will continue to grow in features and 
affordability, virtually replacing sin- 
gle-disc players in shelf and rack sys- 
tems. Look for the jumbo ranks to 
swell rapidly over the next year or 
two, and for their prices to come 
down, if only a little. Five or ten years 
from now, it may well be that keeping 
all of your discs instantly available 
will cost little more than a furniture- 
grade conventional storage system; 
you’ll simply add 100-, 200-, 300-, or 
who-knows-how-many-disc modules 
as your collection grows. Which raises 
a question: What will we do with all 
those empty jewel boxes? о 



“Моге Bass. Less Space.” 
INTRODUCING POLK AUDIO'S 

REVOLUTIONARY POWERED SUBWOOFERS. 

“Although there’s nothing as exciting as the explosive bass you get 

from movie effects, there’s nothing so frustrating as dealing with 

those giant subwoofer cabinets. Especially since they’re unattractive 

and impossible to hide. So I wondered why big bass couldn’t come 

in smaller packages? What we needed was new technology. So I 

created it and I named it: high velocity compression drive; At last I 

can give you what you've always wanted — more bass in less space.” 

Matthew Polk 

“Bone shaking.” That’s what Rich Warren of the Chicago 

Tribune said when he heard our new subwoofers with their patent- 

ed technology. The new Polk powered subwoofers, the PSW100 and 

PSW200, provide astoundingly deep, powerful bass. 

And thanks to our new technology, you’ll no longer have to 

buy a BIG subwoofer to enjoy BIG bass. In fact, our powered sub- 

woofers will fit into your furniture! 

That's certainly revolutionary. 

For more information on the 

PSW100, the PSW200 and other Polk 

home speakers, call 1-800-377-POLK. 

Or dial our toll-free dealer locator to 

find your nearest authorized Polk 

dealer. Just audition our new powered 
The Polk PSW powered subwoofer will 

subwoofers to understand how Matt into your furniture. The PSW100 is available 
А " : „ i. white ond black. The PSW200 is available 

Polk delivers “more bass in less space." in back 

фета he Speaker Specialists 
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Six CD repair kits put to the test 

“Perfect Sound Forever” was the advertising slogan 

Philips used to support the launch of the compact disc 

format a dozen years ago. The implication, of course, 

was that compact discs were virtually indestructible. 

And when CD’s were compared with the fragile vinyl 

records they were destined to replace, the ad slogan 

seemed plausible enough. No wear from physical 

contact? No grooves to scratch or gunk up? The high- 

tech CD format was such a radical departure from the 

old stylus-in-the-groove approach to music reproduc- 

tion that it seemed almost too good to be true. 

Without question, a CD is a magnificent piece of 

engineering. A 60-minute digital audio recording 

comprises over 5 billion bits of information; when 

B Y KEN POHLMANN 

you add in information for the CD system’s error cor- 

rection, synchronization, and modulation, some 15 

billion bits are needed to store and play the recording. 

A CD handles all of those bits with ease, while 

adding many perks ‘such as random access, small size, 

convenience of use, robustness, and ease of replica- 

tion. Best of all, the system is an optical one. Playin 

a CD causes no more wear to the recording than 

reading causes to the words printed on this pa 

On the other hand, it's a cruel, cruel world out 

there. The many evils that have always attacked me- 

chanical-groove recordings, such as dust, dirt, and 

scratches, are all potential dangers to a CD. The dan- 

МЗЭХ A33433( AB SOLOHd ger, in fact, is considerably greater for a digital re- 





cording because of the incredible den- 
sity of the data. The pit formations that 
hold the data are amazingly small— 
much smaller than we large humans 
can appreciate. One pit is some 700 
times smaller than a pin prick. And the 
spiral pit track would, if uncoiled, 
stretch for 34 miles. 

Clearly, although it was designed to 
withstand rigors that would render an 
LP unlistenable, the CD is far from 
immune to damage. Severe scratches 
can cause audible skipping and drop- 
outs—or, worse, make a CD un- 
playable. Even carefully handled discs 
accumulate fingerprints, dirt, dust, and 
scratches that can eventually impede 
the laser's ability to accurately “read” 
the data on a disc. In extreme cases, 
such wear and tear can even confound 
a player's error-correction system (see 
“Ср: The Inside Story," page 74). 
A number of manufacturers offer 

CD maintenance kits contain- 
ing, among other things, 

special solutions de- 
signed to clean or 
protect discs and 
repair surface 
scratches. But 
how well do 
they work? No 
solution can 
make a CD 
sound better 

than it did new, 
of course, but is it 

possible to bring 
dirty or damaged discs 

back up to factory snuff? 
To find out, I assembled half a 

dozen of the best-known kits and eval- 
uated them using a CD “torture test.” 

The Candidates 

* Allsop Model 18613 CD Finishing Sys- 

tem ($25). The kit contains a 2-ounce 
bottle of polishing fluid (made of nat- 
ural solvents, apricot oil, lemon-seed 
oil, and “micro quartz” abrasives), а 

half-ounce jar of wax (made of vege- 
table fat and a mixture of coconut and 
banana oils), and two polishing cloths. 
The polishing fluid is designed to 
break down surface contaminants and 
remove scratches. The wax is primari- 
ly protective, creating a hard, antistatic 
surface that is said to help prevent new 
scratches. [Coincidentally, as we went 
to press with this article, Allsop said 
that it was discontinuing the Model 
18613, but the product is probably still 
available in many stores. —Ed.] 
• Bib A-655 Compact Disc Restorer Pol- 

ish ($20). Packaged in a plastic case, 
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the kit comprises a half- 
ounce spray container 
of polish and a pol- 
ishing cloth. The 
pressurized aerosol 
canister, a bit larg- 

er than a tube of 
lipstick, is said 
to contain enough 
fluid for 600 mea- 
sured doses (one 
pump treats one 
disc). In addition to 
cleaning and polishing, 
the fluid is said to remove 
light scratches and decrease 
static build-up, which attracts dust. 
• C/D Magic CD 2000 ($10). Available 
in a l-ounce bottle that contains 
enough fluid for forty applications, 
CD 2000 is described as an all-in-one 
formula that “cleans, polishes, pro- 
tects, and repairs discs.” C/D Magic 
says the solution creates а “тојесшаг- 
ly bonded” shield that protects the disc 
from scratches and contains “space- 
age particles.” A note on the label cau- 
tions that the solution contains “ali- 
phatic petroleum distillates” and warns 
against using heavy pressure on a 
disc’s label side. No polishing cloth is 
provided. 
® Discwasher CD-2 CD Polish and 

Scratch Remover System ($13). The kit 
comprises a 1-ошпсе bottle of CD-1 
cleaning fluid, a 1-ounce bottle of CD- 
2 polish and scratch remover, and a 
jewel box containing six Q-Tip-like 
swabs and four woven-fabric polishing 
cloths. Discwasher says that there’s 
enough of each solution for about fifty 
applications. 
• Memorex CD Repair and Maintenance 

Kit ($13). Packaged in a jewel box, the 
kit includes twelve foil packs, six with 
an isopropyl-based cleaning solution 
_and six with a polishing solution con- 
taining alumina, along with a polish- 
ing cloth and four squares of wet sand- 

paper, each with a different 
grade of grit. Although 

each foil pack con- 
tains enough solu- 
tion for two appli- 
cations, it may be 

a little messy to 
save half a pack. 
The instructions, 

packed like CD 
liner notes, de- 

scribe how to polish 
a dirty disc and how 

to select a sandpaper 
grade according to the 

severity of scratches. 
e The Last Factory Compact Disc 

Cleaner/Treatment ($17). Available in 
а 1-оџпсе aerosol pump bottle, the so- 
lution is said to repair “most surface 
abrasions and minor scratches" as well 
as to remove a variety of residues, in- 
cluding oils, salts, and acids. The com- 
pany says that single applications 
clean and protect a CD's surface, and 

multiple applications address scratch- 
es. A polishing cloth is included. 

The Torture Test 
To evaluate these products, I used a 

series of test pressings of a 1-kHz sine 
wave that were made at a CD factory. 
The discs were pressed sequentially 
from the same batch of polycarbonate 
under identical molding conditions. 
That assured as level a playing field as 
possible since the hardness and reflec- 
tivity of the discs were very similar if 
not identical. 

The first part of my evaluation in- 
volved the rather undemanding task of 
using each product simply to clean and 
lightly buff a test disc that I had 
abused with greasy fingerprints and a 
little house dust. All of the solutions 
did a good job of removing dust, dirt, 

and fingerprints, and they can clearly 
be recommended for that purpose. Be- 
ing of the “If it ain't broke, don't fix 

it" school of thought, however, I don't 
recommend cleaning your entire disc 
collection just for the sake of cleaning 
it. Not only is it very time consuming, 
but I’m not convinced that cleaning а 
CD without good cause (read: filthy) 
does any good. And in the back of my 
mind, I worry about the possibility that 
a cleaning solution could be absorbed 
by a disc's polycarbonate and eventu- 
ally cause an unfortunate chemical re- 
action. Still, if you're so motivated, 
these products are all fine cleaners. 

Next I applied a very light scratch to 
each of the six test pressings, running 
it perpendicular to the spiral pit track 



without the Big Speaker Big Speaker Sound... 

Here's the Polk RM7000 home theater system. The stereo speakers are mounted on ће wall. 
The center channel speaker and the subwoofer are inside the cabinet! 

The typical home theater system consists of a subwoofer, left and right stereo speakers 
and a center channel speaker. Not hard to spot are they? 

INTRODUCING POLK’S NEW RM7000 HIGH PERFORMANCE HOME THEATER SYSTEM 

“As thrilling as home theater is, it’s impossible to get The powered subwoofer, with our newest tech- 
тм 

excited about the pile of home theater speakers that nology, high velocity compression drive; guarantees 

engulf your TV. I didn’t think you should 

have to sacrifice the look of your home to 

home theater. So I created a high perfor- 

mance system that gives you what you 

you powerful bass in a size that will fit 

into your furniture. In fact, with the 

RM7000 we've miniaturized everything 

but that big, room-filling Polk sound. 

really want ... big speaker sound without For more information on the 

the big speaker.” Matthew Polk RM7000 and other Polk home theater 

Wait till you hear the RM7000 The powered subwoofer fits easiy ino speakers, call 1-800-377-POLK 
your furniture and, thanks to its 

system. You'll be astonished. Its true-to- revolutionary technology, guarantees ОГ dial our toll-free deal- 
more bass in less space. 

life sound results from the same ground- er locator to find your 

breaking technology, Dynamic Balance? used to create nearest authorized Polk dealer. Stop 

our acclaimed flagship speaker, the 1.590. Yet the RM іп and tell them that you want the big 

satellites are so small, they fit into your palm. Most speaker sound without 

importantly, so small they disappear into your room. е big speaker. 
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T he Speaker Specialists ® 

( 1-800-992-2520 

I Ad code: 10006 
5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600. 
“Polk Audio”,” The Speaker Specialists” and “Dynamic Balance” are registered trademarks of Polk Investment 
Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated. 

Matthia Ok 
Co foun Rf Polk Audio 



Alpine CD changers 
fit like а glove. 

The new Alpine CD Shuttles are the 

world's smallest. 

Small enough to fit in your glove box, 

your console or under your front seat. 

Only the Alpine 6-disc format creates 

such a conveniently-sized changer. And 

with additional 6-disc magazines, your 

music selection becomes unlimited. 

Of course every Alpine 

changer will work with any 

FM audio system, but for 

truly seamless integration, 

you can easily match it with 

CO Shute 

With split-second disc changing, 

Alpine Shuttles are also the world's 

fastest. And among the 

quietest, with a new 

linear slide cam that 

replaces almost half 

the gears. Fewer parts, 

fewer problems. New 

combination TPE/silicon dampers 

improve shock resistance by 30%- 

even in cold climates where 

conventional rubber dampers 

lose elasticity 

Spacious sound thanks to another 

Alpine innovation: a regulated 1-bit 

DAC with separate 

power supplies for 

both analog and 

digital sections. 

And it's priced 

within easy reach at 

your Alpine dealer. To find the expert, 

authorized dealer nearest you, simply 

call the number below. 

Then get ready for great Alpine 

sound. And a perfect Alpine fit. 

your choice of any Alpine in-dash 

cassette or CD controller. 

On top of convenience, you 

get less noise, firmer bass and more 

800-ALPINE-1 (In Canada, 905-475-7280) 

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



(radial). Although the scratches were 
plainly visible, my Philips CD-80 CD 
player handled each disc without skip- 
ping a beat. Then I used each solution 
to buff one of the scratched discs. 
Again, each product performed as ad- 
vertised, although it took somewhat 
longer to remove the scratch with the 
Bib and Last Factory solutions than 
with the others. There’s no great secret 
here: The polishing compounds used 
by Allsop, C/D Magic, Discwasher, 

and Memorex are slightly more abra- 
sive. As the Grand Canyon majestical- 
ly demonstrates, even running water, 
given enough time, will cut its way 
through rock. But in the case of CD re- 
pair, it’s important to complete the job 
in somewhat less than 100 million 
years, so abrasives that will remove 
scratches without further damaging the 
disc surface are needed. 

It was time to move on to the next 
tier of torture, so I applied multiple ra- 
dial scratches that were deep enough 
to cause the player’s laser to skip bad- 
ly. Although the method was inexact, I 
tried to make the scratches on each 
disc the same depth and length. 

With a fair amount of effort and 
multiple applications, I was able to 
buff out all but the deepest portions of 
the scratches using Allsop’s brown 
polishing solution. The disc was re- 
turned to playable condition, with only 
a mild skip or two. Although the solu- 
tion is mildly abrasive, it didn’t scuff 
the area surrounding the scratches. 

Bib’s clear polishing solution 
seemed to be virtually nonabrasive— 
an observation supported by a state- 
ment in the instructions that the liquid 
can be used to polish the fragile label 
side of a disc. After multiple 
applications, and a lot of 
effort, I succeeded in 

rubbing away only 
the shallow portions 
of the scratches; 
playback was im- 
proved, but skip- 
ping remained a 
problem. 

The white C/D 
Magic polishing 
compound did an 
excellent job of buff- 
ing out the scratches, 
and with relatively little ef- 
fort. Although the deepest por- 
tions of the scratches remained visible, 

the disc played without skipping. The 
area surrounding the scratches re- 
mained shiny, suggesting that C/D 
Magic has just the right abrasive— 

ALL OF THE 

SOLUTIONS 

REMOVED LIGHT 

SCRATCHES FROM 

TEST (05. 

gritty enough to neutralize a fairly 
‘nasty scratch without inflicting further 
damage. 

Discwasher’s mildly abrasive brown 
polishing compound succeeded in re- 
moving most of the scratches, but only 
after a lot of buffing. While the most 
severe scratches remained visible, the 
disc played without skipping. 

The Memorex kit is the most serious 
of the six tested. As any carpenter or 
gemstone polisher knows, the most ef- 
ficient way to smooth a material is to 
start with a hard abrasive, then gradu- 

ally work your way down to 
mild abrasives. While ev- 

en a mild abrasive will 
eventually do the job 
(the Grand Canyon 
example again), it’s 
faster to start with 
abrasives that at- 
tack the material’s 
roughness direct- 
ly, then work to re- 

move the scratches 
you’ve added. Be- 

У cause my test scratch- 
' es were relatively light, 

I started with Memorex's 
least abrasive sandpaper (#3). I 

quickly rubbed away even the deepest 
portions of the scratches, but the sur- 
rounding areas became badly scuffed. 
The marks were easily removed by 
buffing the area with the white polish- 

ing cream and a cloth. When I fin- 
ished, the surface was smooth and 
shiny and the disc played perfectly. 

Like the Bib polish, the Last Facto- 

ry's clear fluid appeared to be virtually 
nonabrasive. I succeeded in removing 
some of the shallow portions of the 
scratches, but only after considerable 
effort and multiple applications; the 
medium-level and deeper portions re- 
mained. The disc barely played, with 
considerable skipping. 

The next stage of my evaluation was 
an acid test. I took six new test press- 
ings and applied a series of closely 
spaced, deep, and wide radial scratch- 
es to each one. Of course, the gouged 
portions of the discs were completely 
unplayable. Allotting 10 minutes for 
each repair, I went to work using the 
six repair kits. After laboring over 
each scratch, I achieved results 
that were similar to those 
of my previous scratch- 
removal efforts. The 
Memorex kit's #1 
(“mildly coarse”) 

sandpaper, fol- 
lowed up with 
#2, #3, and the 
polishing com- 
pound, removed 
nearly all traces 
of the scratches, 
and the disc was 
again playable. (The 
kit also contains a 
coarse “Х” grade of sand- 
paper intended for use only with 
very deep scratches.) C/D Magic’s 
polishing compound did a good job of 
reducing the deep scratches, but its 
less abrasive solution was unable to 
remove all traces of the scratches in 
the allotted time; still, the disc was 
playable without skipping. The Allsop 
and Discwasher compounds left the 
deep scratches, and the Bib and Last 
Factory solutions had little effect on 
these gouges, so those four discs re- 
mained unplayable. 

Finally, out of curiosity, I attacked 
one CD with a vengeance, cutting very 
deep scratches into its playing surface. 
Then I went to work using the Memo- 
rex kit to see if I could restore the disc 
to playable condition. After much 
sanding, I succeeded in removing the 
scratches, but the disc still would not 
play. Apparently too much of the disc 
substrate had been removed, and the 

laser could not focus properly in the 
depth that remained. In other words, 
there’s a limit to the extent of the dam- 
age that can be repaired. 
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CD: THE INSIDE STORY 
very CD starts out as a piece of 

transparent polycarbonate plastic 

(the same stuff used to make 

football helmets and bulletproof 

windshields). Digital bits of data 

representing the music are then molded 

on the top (label side) of the disc in the 

form of microscopic pits. The pitted 

surface is coated with metal (usually 

aluminum) that reflects the laser beam 

from the CD player’s optical pickup, which 

sees the data pits as bumps because it’s 

aimed toward the bottom (or playing) side 

of the disc. Next, an acrylic resin, cured 

by ultraviolet light, is applied to the metal 

layer to protect it. Finally, a label is 

printed on the acrylic layer. 

What most people don’t realize is that 

the metal and acrylic layers covering the 

data surface are extremely thin, making 

the label side of the disc far more vulner- 

able to damage than the playing side. A 

scratch on the label side can irrevocably 

damage the data. In fact, none of the CD 

maintenance kits we evaluated claim to 

be able to repair damage to a disc’s label 

side—clearly an impossible task. 

The playing side is less vulnerable to 

serious damage for two reasons: 1) It’s 

protected by a relatively thick layer of 

plastic, and 2) when the laser spot hits 

the surface it’s 800 micrometers wide but 

focuses down to a tiny fraction of that size 

(about 1.7 micrometers) by the time it 

reaches the data surface. Therefore, 
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the effects of scratches or other obstruc- 

tions on the playing surface are reduced 

along with the laser beam. In general, a 

CD player's error-correction system can 

handle small obstructions, like dust and 

dirt less than 0.02 inch in diameter, 

without audible consequence. 

When it comes to scratches, some are 

more perilous than others. For example, 

a spiral or circular scratch that runs along 

the CD’s pit track may obstruct a number 

of consecutive bits of music information 

(as well as the bits used to correct for 

errors), whereas a radial scratch that 

goes across the disc (center to edge) will 

affect only a small amount of data in each 

revolution, making it easier to correct. 

Beyond individual scratches, an accu- 

mulation of trivial obstructions—dirt, 

dust, fingerprints, you name it—can 

wreak havoc by overloading a CD player’s 

error-correction system (its legal limit is 

220 errors per second). When that 

happens, the player will resort to error 

concealment, using nearby undamaged 

data to create an audio patch that approx- 

imates the missing data, or, in worse 

conditions, briefly muting the audio 

output. In the case of deep gouges and 

other major surface obstructions, the 

laser beam will likely lose the track 

entirely, which causes audible skipping. 

When any of these problems begin to 

appear, you know it's time to clean—or 

possibly repair—the disc. 

The Bottom Line 

As the CD torture tests demonstrat- 
ed, each of the six repair kits has 
strengths and weaknesses, and they are 
best suited to different tasks. The Bib 
and Last Factory kits are better polish- 
ers than scratch removers. They do a 
good job of keeping discs clean and 
free of fingerprints, but they can repair 
only the mildest of scratches. The АП- 
sop and Discwasher kits are also good 
for cleaning, but their slightly more 
abrasive polishing compounds are 
suitable for fixing somewhat deeper 
scratches. C/D Magic's CD 2000 pol- 
ishing compound is very versatile: 
gritty enough to tackle tough scratch- 
es, yet mild enough to avoid adding 
new scratches to the surface. If you 
want a one-step product to buff out 
moderate scratches, it's the best bet. 

But if you want to try to revive a 
disc that is badly scratched, the Mem- 

orex kit holds out the best hope. Its 
four grades of sandpaper and polishing 
cream let you quickly remove almost 
any scratch—even fairly deep ones— 
and then return the damaged area to its 
original shiny condition. A word of 
caution: Sanding should be done with 
extreme care and patience, or you may 
worsen the condition of the disc 
you're attempting to fix! 

After all is said and done, I'm in- 
clined to treat a CD repair kit as I 
would an automotive repair kit—for 
emergency use only. And what's the 
point of carrying around an emergency 
kit with wrenches that fit only half the 
bolts on your car? I'd put the Memo- 
rex kit on my shelf simply because it 
can repair the kinds of CD atrocities 
most of us are likely to come across— 
and it works quickly to boot. Of 
course, whether it’s your car or your 
CD collection, damage prevention is 
always better than repair. So think 
twice the next time you're tempted to 
use a disc as a beer coaster. a 



WHERE DOES THE TWEETER 
OF A HICH FIDELITY 

LOUDSPEAKER BELONG? 

O-SERIE S 

This question may confuse those who believe that the measure of a loudspeaker is the number of its 

drivers. It will also elude those who have never bothered to question conventional driver placement, 

which always separates the woofer from the tweeter. 

In fact, the most acoustically correct location for the tweeter is precisely at the center of the woofer. 

This strategic placement creates a single sound source, allowing high and low frequencies to reach your 

ears at the proper time, regardless of where the speakers are placed or where you are sitting. (No wonder 

KEF's patented Uni-Q* is the technology of choice for advanced Home Theater applications.) 

Perhaps the greatest benefit of the KEF Q Series speakers is that they sound as good in your home 

as they do in the showroom. 

508 429-3600 Fax 508 429-3699 
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AMAZING New 3D SURROUND SOUND TECHNOLOGY. 
NuReality is proud to introduce a 

revolutionary development in audio 

technology — the Vivid 3D™ series 

of sound 

enhancement 

products. 

Thanks to 

patented SRS (959 technology, 

Vivid 3D systems retrieve ambient 

information lost by traditional stereo 

processing to create 3D surround 

sound from only 2 speakers. 

EASY то INSTALL. 
Vivid 3D products are easy to install 

with your existing audio system. You 

can use Vivid 3D products to enhance 

virtually any audio configuration— 

from a portable CD player with only 2 

RETAILVISION* 

speakers to a full 5 speaker surround 

sound system. In addition, Vivid 3D 

products are fully compatible with sur- 

round sound technologies, such as 

Dolby Pro Logic 

SURPRISINGLY AFFORDABLE. 
NuReality offers a complete family of 

Vivid 3D products with prices starting 

under $100. You can choose the Vivid 

3D Studio™ which incorporates a 

built-in amplifier. Or the affordable 

Vivid 3D Plus™ which is perfect for 

portable stereo systems. To experience 

NuReality at (TYR 
NuReality, 2907 Daimler St. 
Ana, CA 92705-5810. Telephone: — 

714-442-1080, Fax: 714-852-1059: 

International and U.S. dealer inquiries 

welcome. 

els NUREALITY 

DISCOVER A NEW 
DIMENSION OF SOUND. 

With a backlit LED indica- 

tor, the Perspective display 

shows you the current level 

of SRS ( € ) processing. 

The Process/Bypass 

control turns SRS ( ® ) 

processing on and off. 

Center brings up the 

information in the center 

channel of a recording, 

such as a lead soloist or 

vocalist. 

You can use the Vivid 

3D Studio’s built-in 

amplifier, or bypass the 

internal amplifier to use 

your existing amplifier 

system. 

NUREALITY 

The Mode control switch- 

es between SRS (©) 3D 

Stereo and 3D Mono 

modes. 3D Stereo mode 

creates dynamic 3D 

sound from a stereo sig- 

nal. 3D Mono mode 

synthesizes a stereo sig- 

nal from a mono source, 

and then adds 3D sound 

processing. 

Space adjusts the width 

of a sound image. 

Vivid 3D products 

employ award-winning 

SRS ( €) technology 

licensed from SRS Labs. 

This leading-edge sound 

technology has earned the 

following patents: 

U.S. Patent No. 4,748,669 

U.S. Patent No. 4,841,572 
U.S. Patent No. 4,866,774 

* Quote excerpted from a review of the SRS (e) technology from the April 1992 issue of Audio Magazine. The Vivid 3D sound enhancement system won the Retail Vision “Best Product” award in May 1994, and the 

Innovations award from the International Consumer Electronics Show in June 1994. Vivid 3D systems incorporate SRS ( ө ) technology which won the “Ultimate” award from Game Players magazine in July 1993. 

© 1994 NuReality. All rights reserved. SRS (ө) is a registered trademark of SRS Labs. АП product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. SRI 
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You can put together а rudimentary “home & | А К Е R 

theater” by just hooking up the audio outputs 

of a stereo VCR to a conventional two-speak- 

er audio system, but even with a large-screen 

TV you won’t get the full theatrical impact p L A € = М Е АД T 

that even such a basic setup is capable of if 

you don't place your speakers carefully. And 

moving up to a full-blown home theater sys- Properly locating home theater 

tem with a Dolby Pro Logic A/V receiver, two 

surround speakers, a subwoofer or two, and a 

3 center front speaker won't necessarily make speakers can make all the difference. 
E much difference if you still haven't figured 

8 out where to put the speakers. 

E I'll offer some specific placement sugges- B y David Ranada 



Figure 1 

An acoustically transparent screen hides the front speakers in a theater. 

(Key: L = left, С = center, В = right, $ = surrounds, W = subwoofer.) 

Figure 2 

This speaker layout, with a 60-degree left/right spread, has been recommended 

for use in surround-sound tests for high-definition TV (HDTV). 

tions later, which you can adapt to 
your listening room’s shape and decor, 
but first let’s look at the sonic refer- 
ence for home theater, a real movie 

theater. Figure 1 shows a typical 
speaker layout for a movie theater 
with surround sound. The diagram il- 
lustrates three points about speaker 
placement that have important impli- 
cations for home setups: 

• The left and right front speakers 
are approximately as far apart as the 
picture is wide. The front speakers are 
usually arrayed behind a projection 
screen that has been rendered acousti- 
cally transparent by thousands of tiny 
holes. Since the three main front 
speakers (left, center, and right) are 

behind the picture, they can also be 
placed about halfway up the screen. 

• A subwoofer does not have to be 
placed symmetrically in relation to the 
main front speakers. 

• A typical theater has lots of sur- 
round speakers, and with the front 

speakers they do literally surround the 
audience. 
Now consider another sonic refer- 

ence, one that has a different set of im- 
plications for home setups. Figure 2 
shows the speaker layout that has been 
recommended for official listening 
tests of the surround-sound encoding 
schemes for high-definition television 
(HDTV) systems. The three most im- 
portant points here are: 

e All the speakers are equidistant 
from the listener. 

© The front speaker layout is based 
on the traditional, though not neces- 
sarily optimal, equilateral-triangle ste- 
reo layout, with the left and right 
speakers placed to make 30-degree 
angles with the listener, or a 60-degree 
spread. 

* The surround speakers are not 
fully behind the listener but more to 
the sides. 
Armed with those six surround- 

sound facts of life, we can attack the 
problem of setting up home theater 
speakers for best results. We'll start at 
the front. 

Left, Center, Right 
Deciding where the center speaker 

should go is easy. Regardless of its 
driver complement or layout, the cen- 
ter speaker should go as close as pos- 
sible to the middle of the video screen. 
Some A/V equipment provides dual 
center outputs to drive two “center” 
speakers, which are supposed to be 
placed directly at either side of the 
screen. If you are tempted to go that 



Figure 3 

Try to get the center-channel speaker to line up vertically with the front left and right 

speakers and all three to be close to ear height when you're seated. 

route for reasons of space or decor, 

first try the less expensive alternative 
of dispensing with a center speaker al- 
together and switching your surround 
decoder for “phantom” center-channel 
operation. Phantom-center imaging is 
good only for a small listening area di- 
rectly in front of the screen, but it’s 

better than that provided by dual “сеп- 
ter” speakers. A single center speaker 
is still best. 

lacing the left and right front 
D is more problematic, 

for unless you have a very large 
front-projection video system, the 
screen width will always be substan- 
tially smaller than the distance be- 
tween the left and right speakers, un- 
like the setup in a movie theater. 
There's no way around this fundamen- 
tal limitation of home theater without 
using a large-screen projection system. 

But you do not have to stick with 
the traditional stereo angle of 60 de- 
grees between the listener and the left 
and right front speakers. First, the tra- 
ditional 60-degree angle is merely 
that, traditional. There is no combina- 
tion of psychoacoustical and engineer- 
ing reasons that dictates а 60-degree 
left-right spread. But there is psychoa- 
coustical evidence that works in favor 
of the small-screen viewer. A narrower 
spread of only 46 degrees (23 degrees 
to each side) produces a minimum of 
“interaural crosscorrelation" for a lis- 
tener at the prime location. Transla- 
tion: At that angle the speakers are less 
likely to be heard as sound sources 
themselves, and the resulting sonic im- 
age is more likely to be determined by 
the qualities of the recording. That is 
precisely what you want in home the- 
ater: a narrower left-right spread to 
match the picture better, yet one wide 
enough to provide good recording-de- 
termined imaging for both movie 

soundtracks and music. One speaker 
maker (NHT) believes so strongly in 
this approach that many of its stereo 
speakers are mirror-image pairs whose 
front panels are already angled for a 
46-degree spread. 

There's no need to be obsessively 
precise with any of these angles, but 
for the record, and as an aid to experi- 

mentation, you'll get a 60-degree 
spread when the left and right speakers 
make an equal-sided triangle with the 
listening position. For a 46-degree 
spread, space the left and right speak- 
ers 9% inches apart for every foot 
either one of them is away from the 
prime listening position. (And you 
thought high-school trigonometry 
would never be useful!) 

You can also try a few often-ignored 
front-channel refinements. Recall that 
the front speakers in a movie theater 
are usually located about halfway up 
the back of the screen. Unless you, 

Figure 4 

A center speaker 

should go as 

close as possible to 

the video screen. 

The surrounds can be positioned farther away from you than the 

front speakers. Side placement is recommended. 
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too, have а front-projection system 
with an acoustically transparent screen 
(a big-bucks proposition), if you try to 
do that at home you'll end up with the 
center speaker smack dab in the mid- 
dle of your picture. Still, you should 
strive to make the distance from the 
middle of the center speaker to the 
horizontal line running through the 
acoustical middles of the left and right 
speakers as short as possible, and that 
line should be as close to the middle of 
the picture as possible (see Figure 3). 
If the height of the monitor can be ad- 
justed, you might want to move it a lit- 
tle closer to the speakers’ center line. 
But keep in mind that the Society of 
Motion Picture and Television Engi- 
neers (SMPTE) recommends that for 
critical viewing the center of a movie 
or TV screen should either be straight 
ahead or slightly below eye level 
(movie theaters are definitely less than 
optimal in this regard since many seats 
make you look up at the screen). 

any home theater speakers— 
M especially Home THX and 

similar models—have de- 
liberately restricted vertical sound dis- 
persion. For best high-frequency per- 
formance, the acoustical centers of 

such speakers should always be as 
close as possible to the level of your 
ears while you're seated. If that is not 
possible with your speaker stands or 
furniture, try to tilt the speakers for- 
ward or back so that their front panels 

Figure 5 

"aim" toward seated-ear height in the 
prime listening area. 

While Figure 2 has the front speak- 
ers equidistant from the prime listen- 
ing location, you can sometimes get 
very interesting results by moving the 
center speaker forward or back relative 
to the left and right speakers. But 
whether you get any improvements in 
tonal matching and image precision 
and accuracy depends on the particular 
speakers involved and the furniture 
near them (including the TV screen's 
sound-reflecting surface). 

The Surrounds 
No other part of surround-sound 

speaker setup is as confusing or as 
misunderstood as the placement of 
surround speakers. The misunder- 
standings extend to the controls, con- 
nections, and instruction manuals of 
most A/V receivers, which insist on 
calling the surrounds "rear" speakers. 
Sometimes the manuals even have 
speaker-placement diagrams showing 
the surround speakers in back of the 
listening position. But in many homes, 
putting speakers behind the listener 
is not practical. Fortunately, they 
shouldn't go there anyway. 

In a movie theater, the main purpose 
of surround speakers is to provide an 
enveloping sonic environment that 
helps the listener *place" himself in 
the location shown on screen—the au- 
dio equivalent of a cinematic estab- 
lishing shot. That's why there are sur- 

A diagonal speaker arrangement can solve many layout problems 

and still provide excellent surround sound. 
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round speakers around three sides of 
the auditorium. At home, placing two 
surround speakers to the rear may 
heighten the effect of an occasional 
flyby, but with environmental back- 
ground sounds, which often run more 
or less continuously, you'll end up 
with sonic holes on the sides—the 
sound from the speakers in the rear 
won't connect seamlessly with the 
sound from the three in front. 

T: solution is to place the sur- 
round speakers more to the sides 
than the rear, as in Figure 2. 

Manufacturers of dipole-radiating sur- 
rounds even recommend side place- 
ment directly on a line with listeners, 
so that they are in the null of the dipole 
radiation pattern. While it may be con- 
sidered an ideal, you do not have to 

place the surrounds at the same dis- 
tance from your listening position as 
the front speakers. For various rea- 
sons, placing surrounds at a reason- 
ably greater distance (Figures 4 and 5) 
can even be advantageous. Further- 
more, if your A/V equipment allows 
you to adjust each surround speaker’s 
level separately, the surrounds don’t 
even have to be at precisely the same 
distance or angle from the prime lis- 
tening position (Figure 5). What you 
must do in any case is to carefully set 
the surround-speaker balances using 
the test tone required in all Dolby Pro 
Logic decoders, and you must reset the 
balances every time you change or 
move the surrounds. 

If you still aren’t getting good re- 
sults out of your surrounds on program 
material that you know has substantial 
surround-channel content (not all 
movies do), you might want to experi- 
ment with less conventional layouts 
than those in Figures 4 and 5. Sur- 
round speakers can be mounted high 
up on the side walls or even on the 
ceiling, for example, taking to an ex- 
treme the general guideline that they 
should be at least as high off the floor 
as your standing ear height. You can 
try aiming the surrounds at various an- 
gles away from the main listening 
position. I have even heard of cases in 
which good sonic envelopment result- 
ed from putting surround speakers on 
the floor at the sides and aiming them 
upward. Experiment. 

Subwoofers 
It’s rare that you can plunk down a 

subwoofer at random and have it oper- 
ate at its best. Usually you have to ex- 
periment with placement and level ad- 
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justment (preferably aided by some 
measuring equipment). That can get 
tiresome, but there are some basic 
guidelines to start your experiments 
off in the right direction. The most im- 
portant rule of thumb in subwoofer 
placement is that you can generally ig- 
nore imaging considerations, because 
a subwoofer’s crossover frequency is 
normally below 100 Hz or so. In fact, 
some asymmetry in subwoofer place- 
ment is almost always desirable. 

Unless your subwoofer’s manufac- 
turer specifically recommends against 
it, a good location to start your place- 
ment experimentation is in or very 
close to a firm corner that itself is 
close to either your listening position 
or the front speakers. By “firm” I 
mean a corner whose walls don’t flex 
much and that is not close to a large 
opening in the room, such as a hallway 
or open door. 
A corner location for a subwoofer is 

something of a theoretical ideal, since 
it will activate the most significant 
room resonances equally, which is 
usually better than the haphazard acti- 
vation of only a few significant reso- 
nances that you'll get with any other 
location. Corner placement also auto- 
matically boosts low-frequency out- 
put, so unless you pay careful attention 
to the level of the subwoofer output, 
you may get too much of a good thing 
(a common error in systems not ad- 
justed with the aid of measuring 
equipment). For the L-shaped room in 
Figure 6, and assuming that the main 
listening area is in the upper left side 
of the room, I'd try Positions 1 and 2 
first and, because of the doorway, Po- 
sitions 5 and 6 last. 

In order to avoid sonic nulls, don't 

put a subwoofer precisely midway be- 
tween parallel walls. If you were using 
the right side of the room in Figure 6 
as the main listening area, I'd recom- 
mend trying the corners first and Posi- 
tion 4 last. If you are lucky enough to 
have more than one subwoofer, always 
a good upgrade, you may want to try 
placing one of them away from a cor- 
ner. In that case asymmetric placement 
in the room could help by canceling 
resonances and nulls (Position 3), al- 
though taking measurements is unfor- 
tunately the only efficient way to as- 
sess any improvements. 

Finally, here are two general-pur- 
pose subwoofer hints. First, take ad- 
vantage of the reciprocity principle: If 
you exactly swap the locations of a 
subwoofer and a listener in a room, he 
won't be able to hear a change, espe- 

Figure 6 

First try the subwoofer in a corner (Position 1 or 2). Keep it away from 

large openings in the room walls (Position 5 or 6). 

cially at low frequencies. To take ad- 
vantage of that principle in deciding 
on a final subwoofer location, place 

the subwoofer and either the left or 
right front speaker at your listening 
position, preferably with the sub- 
woofer at seated ear height. Then aim 
the front speaker at each of your vari- 
ous prospective woofer locations in 
turn while playing some well-recorded 
music, crawl to each woofer location 

with your head near the floor, and lis- 
ten for the bass balance. That may 
look crazy, but, hey, you're an audio- 
phile in search of peak performance. 
Besides, it's easier than hauling a typi- 
cal subwoofer around the room. 

Second and last, remember that you 
can obtain significant changes in bass 
performance by relatively small (2- or 
3-foot) adjustments in your listening 
position. If you are listening close to a 
wall and getting too much bass, for in- 
stance, move your chair farther out in- 
to the room (or pull the subwoofer 
away from its closest wall). 

These woofer-placement guidelines 
are only the basics of a fascinating and 
complex subject, which we'll cover in 
more detail in a future issue. In the 
meantime, experiment—and don’t be 
afraid to move the furniture, too! n 

Try different 

level settings. 

Experiment. 



Mosi speakers that call themselves multi-media don't even Meserve to be called speakers; 

while the hi-fi speakers worthy of their name won t function or even fit in most surround sound, 

home theater, computer, MIDI ог mini system applications: Celestion solves this dilemma 

The First Loudspeaker 
at Home in All Media. 

elegantly with the Sty: packaging their 70 years of loudspeaker experience in 

gnetically shielder stant enclosures with universal mounting systems. 

Where in your home “i your new * speakers sound the best? Wherever you want. 

CELESTION 

j- The Difference is Fundamental. 
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We had to dig deeper than usual to find the gems at the 

1994 Summer Consumer Electronics Show held in Chicago 

in late June, the last of the traditional summer shows that 

have been held every year since 1967. The Electronic In- 

dustries Association (EIA) is replacing the show with CES 

Interactive, a multimedia/game-oriented tradefest scheduled 

for Philadelphia next May. (Winter CES will remain the 

preeminent showcase for new audio and video products.) 

There may still be a place in the Windy City for a small 

A/V confab, however. As we went to press, Thiel and Con- 

rad-Johnson were close to sealing a deal with the EIA for it 

to host a smaller A/V show in Chicago next June. 

As some 37,000 manufacturers, distributors, retailers, 

and journalists bid a nostalgic farewell to Summer CES, 

they also welcomed the nation’s first high-power direct- 

broadcast satellite (DBS) service. The Digital Satellite Sys- 

tem (DSS), a $1 billion venture launched by RCA, the 

DirecTV subsidiary of GM Hughes Electronics Corp., and 

Hubbard Broadcasting, entered the first phase of its national 

rollout during the show. Showgoers flocked to RCA’s booth 

for a firsthand look at the programming delivered via the 

18-inch satellite dish and receiver. 

Another highlight with historical signifi- 

cance was the announcement by Interna- 

tional Jensen that its Special Audio Group, 

which includes NHT, will preside over the 

revival of the forty-year-old Acoustic Re- 

search brand. The first three models in a 

new back-to-basics AR line of six book- 

shelf speakers, ranging in price from $200 

to $1,200 a pair, were slated to hit store 

shelves in September. Elsewhere in speak- 

ers, Cerwin-Vega previewed its six-piece 

System 8 home theater package ($1,480), 

featuring a 12-inch dual-voice-coil sub- Spheric's Krystol System 11 

ectr 

e* E LO s 
„о“ $, 

о 

woofer. Recoton and Chase Technologies introduced іпех- 

pensive 900-MHz wireless systems, with Recoton’s $430 

System W450 four-piece home theater package the stand- 

out. In the oddball department, Spheric Audio made a 

splash with its $700 Krystol System II speaker (inset) fea- 

turing a glass Uniglobe with a tweeter inside. 

Marantz introduced the one-piece EC-500 Dolby Pro 

Logic preamp-tuner with a built-in CD player ($1,099), and 

Carver hinted at plans for lower-price versions of its imped- 

ance-independent Lightstar amplifier. Carver’s founder, 

Bob Carver, who recently left his namesake firm to form 

another company (as yet unnamed), unveiled the $2,000 

Sunfire amp, rated to deliver 2,400 watts into 1 ohm. And 

Sony previewed a 360-degree surround headphone system. 

On the A/V scene, the New York City-based Captain of 

America company conducted the first U.S. demos of the 

“high-definition” W-VHS videotape system that JVC sells 

in Japan. The deck, available through Captain for $10,000, 

features an HDTV recording and playback mode and is said 

to play and record VHS and Super VHS tapes with en- 

hanced quality. Proton unveiled its first 16:9 widescreen 

TV, the 34-inch DT-3660 ($5,000). Recoton 

showed the BullsEye amplified TV antenna 

($130), which is said to improve reception of 

signals 150 miles away. 

In the frenzied multimedia annex, amid 

nonstop videogame play and demonstrations 

of virtual-reality headsets, Digital Interactive 

Systems Corp. unveiled a prototype TV-top 

optical-disc player that can handle interactive 

CD-ROM discs as well as Photo CD’s, Video 

CD’s, and audio CD’s, while Philips trumpet- 

ed its new $299 CD-I player. 

Now turn the page for a peek at some of the 

gems we uncovered. —Bob Ankosko 
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Norris Communications’ © 

Flashback personal voice } 

recorder ($250) stores audio on | \ 
a removable, reusable solid- 

state SoundClip. The two-button Жо 004 
device offers standard play and 5 2 

record functions plus insert 

editing and variable playback 

speed. Rated bandwidth is 

300 Hz to 4 kHz. The Flashback 7 ? 

comes with two AAA batteries 

and a 30-minute SoundClip ($70 

separately). A 60-minute clip is 

due in November. The company 

is working on a solid-state CD- 

quality audio recorder. 

Born again: The top speaker | 1 m 

from the revived Acoustic 

Out of this world? Fried's Research is the 25-inch-tall 

Model 303 ($1,200 a new MARS (McShane Ambience 

pair), a three-way acoustic- Recovery System) passive 

suspension system that remains wiring scheme is used in the 

true to AR's original goal satellite sections shown atop 

of combining accuracy and the subwoofer columns of 

value. Finish is cherry veneer its flagship four-piece Valhalla 

or black laminate (walnut speaker system ($5,490). To 

prototype shown). enhance realism, MARS cross 

: feeds L-R and R-L ambience 

information between the dual- 

voice-coil satellite woofers. 

Total height is 49% inches. 

Packard Bell's forward-looking 

Spectria system is an Intel 

486-based multimedia PC and 

home entertainment center 

in one. Standard features 

include a 16-bit sound card, 

speakers, a dual-speed 

CD-ROM drive, a fax modem, a 

14-inch S-VGA monitor, and 

twenty-seven pre-installed 

software titles. Plug-in options 

include a radio, a TV tuner, 

and an answering system. 

Price: $1,599 to $2,599, 

depending on options. 
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MERIDIAN 

Elegant simplicity is the 

hallmark of Meridian’s Model 

562V A/V controller (top, 

$1,395), featuring eight analog 

and five digital audio inputs and 

eight video inputs, and its 

Model 565 eight-channel Dolby 

Pro Logic-based surround 

processor ($3,595). 

True story: Definitive 

Cerwin-Vega’s ground- 

pounding Stroker Series car 

subwoofers, available in 

12-, 15-, and 18-inch sizes, 

all handle 1,000 watts of brute 

power and sport a patented 

dual-spider suspension 

system that can tolerate large 

excursions. Prices are $750, 

$800, and $850, respectively, 

for the three sizes. 

A true heavyweight: Thiel’s 

55-inch-tall CS7 speaker 

($8,000 a pair) deploys four 

metal-cone drivers, including 

a 3-inch midrange with a 

coaxially mounted tweeter, in 

a sloping baffle made of cast 

concrete (each speaker weighs 

180 pounds). All the drivers 

use a new short-coil/long-gap 

design said to greatly reduce 

distortion. Standard wood 

finishes are walnut and black. 

Technology’s Powerfield 1800 

subwoofer ($1,599), with an № 

18-inch woofer, a 500-watt 

amp, and an adjustable 

Crossover, shook the Hilton 

hotel’s concrete floor. Guess 

its 13-Hz rating is for real. 
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CURRENT RELEASES 

Neil Young with Crazy Horse: Sophisticated Primitivism 
bere eil Young’s new album, “Sleeps 

with Angels,” is one of the best 
he’s ever made with his on-again, 
off-again collaborators in the band 
Crazy Horse. It is also one of the 
most unusual. In the past, Young 

has generally turned to the band when he 
wanted to blast full-bore, electric-guitar 
rock-and-roll, but for his softer, more re- 
flective stuff he has more often worked 
with other musicians. Not so this time; 
there are acoustic instruments all over the 
place—folk guitars, rinky-tink pianos that 
sound like what you hear in old Western 
movie saloons, flutes (!)—and it isn’t un- 
til the sixth song, the 14-minute epic 
Change Your Mind, that anything like 
Young’s signature electric squeal comes 
to the fore. 

Sonically, “Sleeps with Angels” is 
something of a departure as well, record- 
ed (I assume deliberately) so that it 
sounds as if the music’s being picked up 
by one or two microphones at opposite 
ends of a long, empty room while the 
band jams unawares. I guarantee you 
haven’t heard such unconventional instru- 
mental balances (distantly miked drums, 
rhythm guitar way out front of the lead) 
since, oh, the last time you used that little 
shirt-pocket portable to tape your favorite 
local garage band playing live at the 
VEW hall. 

That kind of studied primitivism dis- 
guises a canny sophistication, of course, 
and (predictably enough) what the album 
does have in common with Young and 
Crazy Horse’s previous work is extremely 
interesting songs and a consistently vivid 
atmosphere. Here, for example, in medi- 
tations on urban decay like Driveby (as in 
shooting) and Safeway Cart, the guitars 
let you practically feel the miasma of heat 
and paranoia rising from the Los Angeles 
sidewalks. On the title song, which most 
will read as a farewell to Nirvana’s Kurt 
Cobain, Young manages a tone of rueful 
regret that miraculously skirts the mawk- 
ish while the band makes delicate-yet- 
grinding industrial noises. And in Piece 
of Crap he revs up the tempo for a funny, 
angry, punk-style indictment of rampant 
consumerism. The rest of the album 
maintains an almost magisterial mid-tem- 
po calm. If music can be both soothing 
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OF 
THE 

and abrasive, “Sleeps with Angels” is it. 
Ho hum. Another year, another brilliant 
Neil Young album. Steve Simels 

NEIL YOUNG AND CRAZY HORSE 

Sleeps with Angels 
My Heart; Prime of Life; Driveby; Sleeps with 

Angels; Change Your Mind; Blue Eden; Safeway 

Cart; Train of Love; Trans Am; Piece of Crap; 

A Dream That Can Last 

REPRISE 45749 (64 min) 

Vivid Bartok 
from Hugh Wolff 

s with Stravinsky’s The Firebird, 
Bartok’s complete score for The 
Miraculous Mandarin has been 
favored over the popular concert 
suite by several conductors lately, 
but the Mandarin suite (simply 

the first two-thirds of the ballet) can be 
quite effective in its own right. It is more 
than that in Hugh Wolff’s vivid perfor- 
mance on a new all-Bartok Teldec CD. 
He makes you feel he had to conduct this 
music, not just to make a splash, but be- 

cause he believes in it, cares about it, and 
understands it—and those refreshingly 
old-fashioned notions give the music’s 
excitement and color vastly more impact 
than they could ever have in readings that 
settle for those qualities alone. 

Throughout the well-filled disc, in fact, 

Wolff and the Philharmonia Orchestra 
seem to be responding with exceptional 
sympathy to each other and to Bartok. 
Their account of the elusive Deux 
Images, one of the most poetically evoca- 
tive yet recorded, is probably the most 
treasurable part of this collection: lumi- 
nous, uncontrived, stunning in the clarity 
of contrasts and relationships between the 
two pieces. Wolff allows the Hungarian 
flavor of the second, the Danse Villa- 
geoise, to come through uncoaxed, refus- 
ing to let it even hint at mere caricature. 

The disc concludes with the Concerto 
for Orchestra. Wolff’s exceptional under- 
standing of the music’s essential character 
is apparent here, too, together with a rare 
gift for engaging both the orchestra and 
the listener with the remarkable freshness 
still to be found in such familiar material 
without distorting the features that make 
it so familiar. While this recording does 
not displace the legendary Reiner/Chica- 
go version on RCA Victor as my first 
choice, it is a surprisingly strong runner- 
up, and the outstanding appeal of the oth- 
er two parts of Wolff’s program may be 
enough to justify duplicating the concer- 
to. By no means incidentally, the Teldec 
CD’s sound is absolutely first-rate and 
well tailored to the requirements of the 
individual works. Richard Freed 

BARTOK: 

Miraculous Mandarin Suite; Deux 

Images; Concerto for Orchestra 
Philharmonia Orchestra, Wolff cond. 

TELDEC 76350 (76 min) 

nm 
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lain Matthews on 
The Dark Side 

f you’ve never quite swallowed the 
idea that the tie between English folk 
and American roots music is sturdier 
than a telephone cable, Iain Matthews 
is the living proof that it is. A London 
expatriate and founding member of 

Fairport Convention in the Sixties and 
Matthews’ Southern Comfort in the Sev- 
enties, the singer-songwriter turned rec- 
ord-company executive in the Eighties. 
But five years ago he moved to Austin, 
Texas, and just last year he released 
“Skeleton Keys,” his first solo album in 
more than a decade. 

Matthews’s music nowadays is rather 
what you might expect—well-crafted, 
English-Texas folk-rock. But what you 
might not expect is how personal his new 
album, “The Dark Ride,” is, from Tigers 
Will Survive (Part II, Darcy’s Song), a 
ballad to a grown-up child from a long- 
absent father, to For Better or Worse, a 
harrowing song he wrote for his wife, a 
rape survivor. Along the way there are 
less intense offerings—about a couple 
that fell in love long ago at a Texas dance 
hall (Ballad of Gruene Hall), and about 
the unspoken bonds between married 
couples (Rooted to the Spot). But whether 
Matthews is exploring an acoustic story- 
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ШЕ 
song ballad or dishing ир a lively blues 
shuffle, he never takes a song for granted. 
Instead, he stokes it with lots of little 
charms and delights, from the harmony 
vocals of Sara Hickman and Kris McKay 
(Morning Glory and Breath of Life) to a 
lyric about driving and driving “until 
there was no center stripe” (/ Drove). 

Sometimes, Matthews's images and 
lyrics are as confusing as they are illumi- 
nating—ex-colleague Richard Thompson 
he's not—but his fetching tenor rarely 
fails to evoke an emotional response. To 
say that he also has a large capacity for 
melancholy is to warn you in advance, 
but go ahead and listen anyway—well- 
placed catharsis can sometimes be a 
blessing. Alanna Nash 

IAIN MATTHEWS 

The Dark Ride 
I Drove; Girl with the Clouds in Her Eyes; 

Ballad of Gruene Hall; Tigers Will Survive (Part 

II, Darcy's Song); The Breath of Life; Save Her 

Love; For Better or Worse; Davey's Stung; 

Morning Glory; In London; This Is It; Rooted to 

the Spot; The Dark Ride 

WATERMELON 1025 (46 min) 

Mahler's “Das Lied” 
From Solti and Co. 

eorg Solti’s new live recording of 
Mahler’s Das Lied von der Erde 
(The Song of the Earth) with Am- 
sterdam’s Royal Concertgebouw 
Orchestra is a long way interpre- 
tively from his 1972 recording 

with the Chicago Symphony, which only 
skimmed the surface. Thanks to the re- 
sponsiveness of the Dutch orchestra, 
steeped in the Mahler tradition, and the 

secure vocal skills of mezzo-soprano 
Marjana Lipovsek and tenor Thomas 
Moser, Solti penetrates to the very heart 
of Mahler’s next-to-last completed mas- 
terpiece in all its bitterness, desolation, 

and final transcendence. The spacious yet 
warm acoustic of the Concertgebouw hall 
only enhances the listening experience. 

It gave me not just pleasure but goose- 
bump thrills right at the start to hear 
Moser negotiate the heroically demand- 
ing Das Trinklied vom Jammer der Erde 
(Drinking Song of Earthly Woe). The 
anger and bitterness of the words can al- 
most be tasted in his plangent rendition of 
“But thou, O man, how long wilt thou 
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live? / Not one hundred years may’st thou 
enjoy thyself with all the rotting trifles of 
this earth!” 

In the opening measures of Der Ein- 
same im Herbst (Autumn Loneliness), 

Lipovsek’s vibrato-free delivery conveys 
a truly palpable sense of desolation. Not 
since the early recordings with Kerstin 
Thorborg and Kathleen Ferrier, both con- 
ducted by Bruno Walter, who presided 
over Das Lied’s world premiére, have I 

heard vocal coloration used so tellingly in 
this music. Tenor and orchestra inter- 
weave an exquisite tonal tracery in the 
comparatively lighthearted Von der Ju- 
gend (Of Youth). In Von der Schénheit (Of 
Beauty), its larger-scale counterpart for 
female voice, Liposek movingly commu- 
nicates both the idyllic aspects of the mu- 
sic and the hustle and bustle of the central 
episode with its “patter song” set in a cru- 
elly low range. I have never heard Von 
der Schénheit sung better. 

The bitterness of the opening song, 
now pitched at a level near delerium, re- 
turns in Der Trunkene im Friihling (The 
Drunkard in Springtime), which Moser 
hurls forth magnificently. As for the near- 
ly half-hour-long Abschied (Farewell) 
that concludes the work, no words of 
mine can adequately convey its heart- 
rending pathos. Marjana Lipovsek’s per- 
formance, in perfect oneness with the 
Royal Concertgebouw under Solti’s di- 
rection, says it all. There are currently al- 
most two dozen recordings of Das Lied 
von der Erde on compact disc. I would 
unhesitatingly rank this one among the 
top versions. David Hall 

MAHLER: 

Das Lied von der Erde 

Lipovsek, Moser; Royal Concertgebouw, 

Solti cond. 

LONDON 440 314 (63 min) 

Solti: getting to the heart of Mahler 

POPULAR 

‘THE CHOCOLATE WATCHBAND: _ 
No Way Out. SUNDAZED 6023. =. 
The Inner Mystique. SUNDAZED 6024. | 
One Step Beyond. SUNDAZED 6025. 
From 1966 and 1967, the long out-of-print 

original albums by the garage-punk- 

psychedelic outfit that achieved legendary — 
status after a star turn in the all-time hippie 

exploitation flick, Riot on Sunset Strip. Each 
album features unreleased bonus takes and — 
obscure singles. 

*DUKE ELLINGTON 

including two with oon Jackson, 

* ELVIS PRESLEY: ER 
Frankie and Johnny / Paradise — — 
Hawaiian Style. M ous 
RCA 66360. Okay, so these two soundtracks. 
from the King’s Going-Through-the- — 
Motions-in-Hollywood period hardly 

represent his best work, but at least you're 
getting two albums for the price of one. 

CLASSICAL 

e SCHUMANN: Violin Concerto. 

MENDELSSOHN: Violin е 
Szeryng; Dorati. MERCURY 434 339. 
“... Szeryng and Dorati handle both > 
[concertos] with great affection апа А-1 DA 

musicianship” (January 1966). 

e JACQUELINE DU PRÉ: _ 
Les Introuvables. е А 
EMI 68132. A three-CD set of previously _ 
hard-to-find recordings by the late cellist, 
mostly from the 1960’s, that includes x 
concertos by Elgar, Delius, 5: Saint-Saëns, = 
Dvorak, Schumann, and Heyn: ~ 

‘HOROWITZ: 
The Studio Recordings 1962-1963. 
SONY 54357. Volume I of а nine-volume 
series, “The Complete Masterworks 

Recordings,” this two-CD set comprises solo 
piano works by several composers long 

associated with Vladimir Horowitz, from 
Scarlatti to Rachmaninoff. | 
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Да the theater of the mind, anything is 
possible. But in Energy's complete home- 
theater speaker system, only reality 
counts. Two satellites in front and two 
behind immerse you in refreshing sound. 
A dialogue speaker at front and center 
places you face to face with the actors on 
the screen. Radical dual subwoofers 
extend all the way down to 35Hz, the 
bass enveloping you in sonic swell. This 
is one heart-pounding ride. Catch it if 
you can at your Energy showroom. 

THE ENERGY HOME THEATER 
SURROUND SOUND SPEAKER SYSTEM 
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LAR M 
DAVID BYRNE 

LUAKA BOP/WARNER BROS. 45558 

(51 min) 

Performance: Dys i 
Recording: У coed. 

wr the resigned countenance of some- 
one surveying the smoldering ruins of 

what used to be, David Byrne finds modern 
life sadly out of whack on his new album. 
“David Byrne” is thematically of a piece 
with the Talking Heads’ “Naked” and 
Byrne’s prior tract on civilization’s undo- 
ing, “Uh-Oh!” But the latest album, co-pro- 
duced by long-time New York avant-noise 
master and bossa-nova specialist Arto Lind- 
say, is more stark and jarring than either of 
those other discs. 

Byrne’s outlook is bleak, tending toward 
disgust, confusion, and fright. He looks 
back at good times and discotheque days as 
if pondering a dimming phantasm: “What 
do you suppose? / Was it nothing it all?” he 
sings in Nothing at All. Sickness, dying, 
and death are everywhere. Instead of pro- 
viding ironic leavening in the form of 
bright, bouncy music, Byrne and company 
play in chiaroscuro this time. Angels, a 
polyrhythmic stomp driven by Byrne's clar- 
ion guitar, does bear an outward similarity 
to the Heads' classic Once in a Lifetime, 
but by contrast here he's sending out such 
alienated distress signals as, "I can barely 
touch my own self / How could I touch 
someone else?" Occasionally the album 
runs aground on its own self-conscious 
eclecticism, but overall “David Byrne" is a 
brave and serious work in which the artist 
refuses to ignore the horror surrounding 
him. As he sang in another song from what 
seems like a lifetime ago, "This ain't no 
foolin' around." PP. 

3.3. CALE 

Closer to You 
VIRGIN 39601 (42 min) 

Performance: Haphazard 
Recording: Same 

nce considered a mystical blues guru, 
the eternally laid-back J.J. Cale has 

turned out some classics in his time (Co- 
caine, After Midnight, Crazy Mama, Call 
Me the Breeze), his smoky voice and undu- 
lating guitar style often proving more se- 
ductive than his compositional talent. This 
album, recorded virtually in his living 
room, qualifies for an award—the Poorest 
Excuse for a Professional Recording Re- 
leased This Year. “Closer to You" sounds 
like a teen band's first attempt at putting 
something down on tape, without anybody 
controlling the levels or knowing how to 

mix. On Borrowed Time you can hear Cale 
say, "Somebody play something." In the 
publicity notes he explains, "The funny 
thing is, when I said that, like, ‘take it,’ no- 
body took it, so I overdubbed it." Funny? 
More like pathetic. A.N. 

PAULA COLE 
Harbinger 

IMAGO 21018 (42 min) 
Performance: Ambitious 

Recording: Excellent 

Iwenty-six-year-old Paula Cole makes an 
impressive debut with “Harbinger,” а 

collection of confessions and social obser- 
vations in the alternative jazz-pop mode. As 
for her writing style, imagine Sixties singer- 
songwriters Joni Mitchell and Laura Nyro 
poring over the diaries of their youth. And 
as a vocalist, add the feather-soft treble and 
trumpet headtones of, say, Julia Fordham. 

Trained in jazz singing at Boston's pres- 
tigious Berklee School of Music, Cole is a 
compelling performer who pulls out all the 
stops orchestrating her urgent lyrics about 

NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED 

BY CHRIS ALBERTSON, 

FRANCIS DAVIS, PHYL GARLAND, 

RON GIVENS, ROY HEMMING, 

ALANNA NASH, 

PARKE PUTERBAUGH, AND 

STEVE SIMELS 

coming of age (her own, in the claustropho- 
bic, fictional town of Bethlehem), profound 
sensuality (Oh, John), global prejudice 
(Hitler's Brothers), and emotional starva- 
tion (Happy Home). With the help of pro- 
ducer Kevin Killen (Peter Gabriel, Elvis 
Costello, Kate Bush), Cole also excels at 
building layers of swirling sound to deftly 
create a sophisticated and changeable 
mood. She wisely eschews the traditional 
verse-chorus-bridge construction for a more 
free-form style that lets her explore a wide 
range of expression. 

But while she keeps her focus for most 
of the first half of the program, she splinters 
in the second, degenerating into overly in- 
dulgent and precious melodic forays that 
often bore if they don't lose the listener al- 
together. That said, Cole shimmers so bril- 
liantly at times that it's easy to forgive her 
excess exuberance. Think of her as a major 
talent in transition—learning how far “рег- 
sonal” can go before it becomes “prosaic.” 
If she gets that under control, Cole may ma- 
ture into one of her generation's premier 
voices. А.М. 

is” 
Shaw 

THE FIRESIGN THEATRE 

25th Anniversary Reunion Show: 
Back from the Shadows 

MOBILE FIDELITY 747 (two CD's, 98 min) 

Performance: Amusing flashback 
Recording: Generally good 

or baby-boomers—American ones, at 
least—the Firesign Theatre was the Bea- 

tles of comedy, a four-man troupe of writ- 
er/actors who for a decade or so (1966- 
1976) made a string of increasingly sophis- 
ticated albums that were both extremely 
funny and remarkably prescient about life 
as we would soon know it (they lampooned 
New Age mysticism and the implications of 
cable-TV narrowcasting, for example, years 
before such things impinged on the mass 
consciousness). Recently, Mobile Fidelity 
reissued a bunch of their albums on CD and 
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Sony put out a two-disc greatest-hits set, so 
last winter—feeling that the Nineties might 
be more in sync with their world view than 
the Reagan years—the original Firesigns 
mounted a ten-city reunion tour that’s docu- 
mented on this new album. Many of their 
most familiar bits are reprised and updated 
here, albeit in abbreviated form, and while 
you probably need a video to really appre- 
ciate what’s going on (trust me on this—I 
saw the show when it played Manhattan), 
there’s a loose-limbed improvisational feel 
to the proceedings that should be endearing 
to anybody who ever cared about the quar- 
tet’s work. In the meantime, let’s hope 
there’s a full-length studio album ASAP—it 
would be good to hear what these guys 
think about the Brave New World they pre- 
dicted all those years ago. 5.5. 

TASON YEARS 

BOB MOULD 

Poison Years 
VIRGIN 39587 (73 min) 

Performance: One revelatory cut 
Recording: Excellent 

etween his early-Eighties stint with 
Hüsker Dü, in which he more or less 

invented the whole alternative/indie scene, 
and his more recent and commercially suc- 
cessful incarnation as frontman for Sugar, 
Bob Mould made two solo records— 
“Workbook” and “Black Sheets of Rain”— 
that died on the vine despite containing a 
lot of his characteristically abrasive and 
mournful rock-and-roll. This new disc col- 
lects songs from both of those still-avail- 
able albums, but before you cry “rip-off,” 
be aware that there’s one new track that jus- 
tifies getting “Poison Years” all on its own. 
It takes a very brave man to cover Richard 
Thompson’s “Shoot Out the Lights,” but 
Mould's live version here actually takes the 
epic original into a whole new dimension of 
guitar noise and emotional turmoil. It’s a 
stunning performance, and it also makes 

you think that Mould should do an entire 
album of covers someday, sort of a post- 
punk version of David Bowie’s “Pin Ups.” 
Are you listening, Bob? 5.5. 

STEVIE NICKS 

Street Angel 
MODERN 92246 (58 min) 

Performance: Great pouty 2 cover photo 
Recording: Good 

oes Stevie Nicks still have what it 
takes? The voice is less raspy, less stri- 

dent, but still pretty. And her songs have 
forsaken the once endless mystical allu- 
sions that critics grumbled about for years. 

But they still read like something written 
during a hallucinogenic high—words and 
images that might have seemed important 
and possibly profound while she was up, 
but otherwise come off as obscure and 
oblique, such as in Greta, which may or 
may not be about Garbo: “She says in 
words unspoken . . . she’s from out of town / 
Well some cry . . . well I really don't dance 
down / Stormy weather . . . It cuts like a 
knife." Is this what happens when you quit 
the rock-and-roll life for mommyhood? Ei- 
ther way, we're left with pleasant melodies, 
churning guitars, and yet another question: 
Does Stevie have в left to say? 
Maybe if she joined a band . AN. 

DAN PENN 

Do Right Man 
SIRE 45519 (37 min) 

Performance: Cry like a river 
Recording: Good 

an Penn is a middle-aged white guy 
who, as a teenager, fell in love with 

black music. Don’t know him? How about 
his songs—Sixties soul classics like Do 

WHEN MUSIC 

TELEVISION RULES 

THE EARTH 

9PM @ OZZY AND HARRIET 
Comedy. The kids are 
embarrassed when Ozzy bites 
off the head of a bat during 
dinner. Ozzy: Ozzy Osbourne. 
Harriet: Janeane Garafolo. 
© THE COURTSHIP OF FLO 
AND EDDIE’S FATHER 
@ GET COURTNEY LOVE! 
Crime Drama. An ex-groupie 
with a famous dead husband 
wangles a record deal from a 
mysterious music mogul who 
communicates with her only by 
phone. Courtney: Tia Carrere. 
David Geffen: John Rubinstein. 
@ LITTLE CROWDED HOUSE 
ON THE PRAIRIE 
© THE MADONNA GROUP 
Discussion. Topic: Why 
are there no women in popular 
music? 
Œ THE MACNEIL YOUNG 
NEWS HOUR 
ФӘ TONY AWARDS 

Variety. Scheduled guests: 
Tony Bennett, Tony lommi, 
Toni Braxton, Toni Basil, Tony! 
Toni! Toné!. Host: Tone Loc. 
® JIM HENSON'S BLAKE 
BABIES 
Children. Juliana Hatfield 
finally goes all the way with 
Kermit the Frog. 
@ BEATLES REUNION 
Concert. Time approximate after 
baseball. 

Right Woman, Dark End of the Street, 

Sweet Inspiration, It Tears Me Up, You Left 
the Water Running, and I'm Your Puppet, 
recorded by the likes of Aretha Franklin, 
James Carr, the Sweet Inspirations, Percy 
Sledge, Solomon Burke, Otis Redding, and 
James and Bobby Purify? 

“Ро Right Man" reunites Penn, once a 
staple of Chips Moman's Memphis-based 
American Sound Studios, with guitarist 
Reggie Young and keyboardist Bobby Em- 
mons (the centerposts of Moman's house 
band) and with many of the players who 
put Muscle Shoals (where Penn started out) 
on the map. Most of them went on to make 
Nashville the hippest recording center with- 
out a coast. Here, Penn mostly just serves 
up his old tunes pretty much the way he 
wrote them and the way he demoed them 
for the singers who made them famous. 
He's not an extraordinary vocalist, but 
through clarity and simplicity of approach 
he makes a direct hit on the emotions— 
there's nothing between the song, the 
singer, and the listener except the kind of 
honesty that rips а hole in your soul. А.М. 

Saturday 
INSIDE AXL ROSE’S 

MEDICINE CABINET 

A TORI AMOS ‘N’ ANDY 
Special. Former Police 
guitarist Andy Summers joins 
Tori for an evening of 
semiclassical instrumentals 
and feminine-hygiene tips. 
(ii) MOVIE x ХХХ 
Musical. Blue Suede 
Shoes of the Fisherman (1965). 
A carnival roustabout 
(Elvis Presley) is mistaken 
for the Pope. 
GP) PAVAROTTI AND 
FRIENDS 
Wrestling. Luciano Pavarotti 
goes two out of three falls with 
Placido Domingo, Gloria 
Estefan, and Sir Mix-a-Lot. 
CSD MEDIOCRE 
PERFORMANCES 
Concert. Vanilla Ice, Mötley 
Crüe, Billy Ray Cyrus, Blind 
Melon, Barney, and the Arsenio 
Hall house band celebrate 
the songs of Paul Williams. 
(BD THE NEW THREE'S 
COMPANY 
Premiere. All-male rock-star 
update of the popular Seventies 
sitcom. Tonight: Chrissy (Bryan 
Adams) and Janet (Sting) try 
to record their new single while 
Jack (Rod Stewart) has his 
stomach pumped. 
Mr. Roper: David Crosby. 
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Wire Tape speaker wire and follow easy 
installation guide. 

(188 16 ft. of #18 gauge Wire Tape™ $19.95 
with 8 copper, spring loaded, 
quick disconnect wire connectors 
and 8 rubber insulated covers. 

028 25 ft. of #18 gauge Wire Tape. 
(Connectors sold separately. 
#808) 

0588 50 ft. of #18 gauge Wire Tape. $39.95 
(Connectors sold separately. 
#808) 

С 888 8 copper, spring loaded, quick 
disconnect wire connectors and 
rubber insulated covers. 

о Free Information packet with sample. 

$19.95 

$5.95 

C Check/Money Order C Visa C MasterCard 

Card # Expires. 

Name Adi $4" shipping 
(CA residents add 

Address ay. sales Шш) 

Cit _____________________- س 

To order, call toll-free 
1-800-771-4063 О | 

WIRE TAPE. 
640 N. Cypress St., Orange, CA 82687 

World Patent Rights Pending. 
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POPULAR MUSIC 

WEBB PIERCE 

King of the Honky-Tonk 
COUNTRY MUSIC FOUNDATION 

0019D/MSD-35500 (44 min) 

Performance: Definitive 
Recording: Good for the period 

y the time he died in 1990, Webb Pierce 
was a Nashville embarrassment—a 

throwback to the days of rhinestone and 
rotgut excess. Now half the New Young 
Bucks want to be just like him. And why 
not? Pierce may have been garish enough to 
upholster a convertible with silver dollars 
and to charge admission to his guitar- 
shaped swimming pool, but between 1952 
and 1959—when these songs were record- 
ed, unfettered with any instrument that 
might take the scummy edge off barroom 
music—he clearly gauged the public’s taste 
and inherited the Hank Williams crown. 
When Pierce, in all his glorious nasality, 
plaintively moans Back Street Affair, There 
Stands the Glass, and In the Jailhouse Now, 
you know that’s country. AN. 

ROLLING STONES (ШИШ 

THE ROLLING STONES 

Voodoo Lounge 
VIRGIN 39782 (62 min) 

Performance: More like doodoo 
Recording: Excellent 

Т: be blunt about it, other than money I 
can’t figure out why the Stones bothered 

to make this album, which showcases the 
worst aspects of Jagger’s and Richards’s 
solo records (hollow professionalism, rote 
rhythms) with none of their virtues (melod- 
ic invention, substantive grooves). Oh, it all 
goes down smoothly enough— producer 
Don Was crafted a nice faux-live sound for 
the band, new bassist Darryl Jones is clear- 
ly simpatico, and the Richards/Wood guitar 
mesh remains inimitable. But while Jag- 
ger's phrasing is sharp as ever and his 
harp work idiomatic perfection, the lack of 
memorable songs is almost shocking. This 
is some of the most impersonal, empty- 
headed stuff the Stones have ever recorded, 

all pro forma horny-stud posturing (Love 15 
Strong, Sparks Will Fly) and stunningly 
clichéd metaphors (Brand New Car, т 
which a woman is celebrated in seemingly 
endless automotive terms). One cut—New 
Faces—breaks through the torpor briefly, 
with a tinkling harpsichord that harks back 
to the band’s Regency Dandy period, but 
it’s not enough. In fact, “Voodoo Lounge” 
is the first Rolling Stones album I wouldn’t 
care much if I never heard again. Sorry 
guys—as you observed some years ago, 
time waits for no one. SS. 
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Seal: moods for moderns? 

SEAL 

ZTT/WARNER BROS. (51 min) 

Performance: Seamless 
Recording: Superb 

Е" of lush and lovely tunes that seem to 
glide on a frictionless plane, British 

singer Seal’s second album is a wonderfully 
airy pop-soul symphonette. It’s mood music 
that finds its soul in restless melodies that 
modulate in rolling, rounded contours. Pro- 
ducer Trevor Horn has done a masterful job 
of polishing “Seal” to a mirror-like gloss. 
Instruments are submerged into the mix like 
fine bits of glass pieced into a mosaic; gui- 
tars, percussion, keyboards, and voices are 
supple and subtle strands in Seal’s weblike 
sonic architecture. The music breathes and 
pulses as songs flow seamlessly into one 
another. Certain tracks do have a more 
prominent signature, such as Prayer for the 
Dying with its hypnotic, tuneful throb and 
thrilling changes; Kiss from a Rose, which 
boasts some stunning a cappella passages 
from a chorus of overdubbed Seals; and 
Fast Changes, given a lithe coffeehouse- 
jazz feel courtesy of a lilting flute and a ra- 
ga-style interlude. But the album’s principal 
impact is as a totality, with one buttery pas- 
sage melting dreamily into another. Р.Р. 

JO-EL SONNIER 

Cajun Roots 
ROUNDER 6059 (41 min) 

Performance: Strictly French 
Recording: Good 

Г his various Nashville incarnations, Ca- 
jun singer/accordionist Jo-El Sonnier 

tried hard to be a mainstream artist, trotting 
out his Cajun roots on occasion but more 
often opting for spirited, R&B-flavored 
country-rock. But critics often lambasted 
him for forsaking his heritage (which he 
saluted so handsomely on “Cajun Life," a 
1980 Rounder release), and Nashville final- 
ly gave Sonnier the boot in 1993. So now 
he's back where he started, singing authen- 
tic Cajun music. This new album, all in 
French, with old-world lyrics and most of 
the tunes that make up the Cajun canon, is 
the musical equivalent of blackened red- 
fish—spicy, ethnic, and a hell of a lot better 

“SOUS ЗЭМУУЛА/ЗЭМУЗЈ WIL 
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MICHAEL WILSON/WINDHAM HILL 

Big Noise from 
the Baltics 

ere’s a mys- 

terious arti- 
fact that crossed 

our desks recent- 
ly—a live CD re- 

corded early this 
year at some 
smoky jazz dive 

in Prague, Czechoslovakia, frequented 
by the noted Lou Reed fan Vaclav Ha- 
vel. It features a sax player named (you 

guessed it) Bill Clinton. We don’t know 

where you can buy “Two Presidents’ 
Jam Session” (Cesky Rozhlas 0001- 

2531), unless you’ve got a Czech record 

store in your neighborhood, but be ad- 
vised that it features our Commander in 

Chief in impromptu renditions of Gersh- 
win’s Summertime and Rodgers and 
Hart’s My Funny Valentine. Also be ad- 

vised that—on the evidence here—the 

Prez shouldn't give up his day job. 5.5. 

than you thought it would be. Even if you 
haven't a clue as to what Sonnier's singing, 
his vocals are passionate enough to keep 
you interested and guessing. Surprise your- 
self—buy this and like it. A.N. 

SPIN DOCTORS 

Turn Me Upside Down 
EPIC 52907 (55 min) 

Performer: Funky blooey 
Recording: Good 

wr sets the Spin Doctors apart from 
their brethren on the neo-hippie alter- 

native-band scene is that they’ve got a 
vocalist and songwriter whose presence 
doesn’t allow them to slip into an endless 
jamming mode. (It also improves their 
chances of connecting with a broader pub- 
lic.) No other like-minded band would dare 
be so unabashedly heart-on-sleeve as to re- 
cord a song called You Let Your Heart Go 

Too Fast, nor make the tune so satisfyingly 
catchy and to the point. 

But what gives Spin Doctors an edge 
could also prove to be a liability in the long 
run. Though they’re all fine musicians— 
guitarist Eric Schenkman and bass player 
Mark White in particular—there’s not much 
in the way of stick-to-your-ribs substance 
going on beneath the surface. Singer Chris 
Barron’s capricious, stoned-cutup wordplay 
and the band’s colorless, automatic funk 
quickly wear thin over the course of an al- 
bum. And Barron doesn’t quite deliver the 
goods vocally; a God-made funkateer he is 
not, and lines like, “Good lawd, ya'll / My 
gosh almighty / Her booty’s fine” (from Big 
Fat Funky Booty), sound ludicrous issuing 
from his lips. To be fair, a degree of irony 
is an intended part of the Spin Doctors’ 
aesthetic. Barron gets a lot of mileage out 
of such Far Side-style lyric scenarios as 
Cleopatra’s Cat and Hungry Hamed's (an 
ode to an ethnic Brooklyn bakery), and 
when the band locks into a good groove be- 
hind him they can be a hoot. But although 
they play with taut, admirable economy 
throughout, the Spin Doctors too often wind 
up merely treading water, joking and funk- 
ing reflexively, working hard but not really 
transcending. РР. 

THE SUBDUDES 

Annunciation 
HIGH STREET 10323 (55 min) 

Performance: Revival 
Recording: Superb 

n their first album in three years, the 
Subdudes, a New Orleans-based R&B 

band, show they know something about an- 
nunciation firsthand. The “Annunciation,” 
in Biblical terms, was the angel Gabriel’s 
declaration that the Virgin Mary had con- 
ceived the Christ child. The Subdudes 
haven’t delivered anything quite so head- 
line-grabbing, but, in recording this record 
on the Crescent City’s Annunciation Street, 
they’ve not only resurrected their career 
(their old label, Atlantic, dropped them in 
1992) but also brought forth some Good 
News, indeed. 

Stoked with gospel overtones, the Sub- 
dudes’ repertoire at times sounds like that 
of a black Southern street band, and lead 
vocalist Tommy Malone sometimes comes 
across like Michael McDonald—a white 
guy trying too hard to sing the blues. But he 
quickly loses that pretense through pro- 

PART ONE – 
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solid-state switching. 
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found passion and his honest quest for spir- 
itual answers to living life in a heathen 
world. From posing as the haunted lover in 
Why Can't I Forget About You to pounding 
out the Sixties soul of Poverty, in which he 
ponders what the world would be like 
without oppression and hardship, Malone 
plumbs the deepest depths of spiritual 
searching, finding comfort in the quest. 
And the playing here is uniformly fine, 
with affecting slide-guitar work, memo- 
rable harmonica solos from guest Howard 
Levy, and the astonishing tambourine work 
of Steve Amedee. “It’s so hard, living on 
the human world ... I want to believe / 
But it’s so hard,” Malone sings of trying to 
regain the religious faith that sustained him 
as a boy. Maybe so, but this record, fresh 
and invigorating in both its music and en- 
lightening lyrics, proves its own redemp- 
tion for the listener. AN. 

TOAD THE WET SPROCKET 

Dulcinea 
COLUMBIA 57744 (47 min) 

Performance: Solid 
Recording: Good 

f one wanted to be uncharitable about it, 
Toad the Wet Sprocket could be branded 

as a kind of R.E.M. Lite, a more listener- 
friendly version of those alternative pio- 
neers, without the brainy angst. In their first 
two albums, Toad the Wet Sprocket was 
imitative of the Athenians to a fault. But in 
the band’s third disc, “Fear,” they made 
some giant strides forward, sharpening and 
clarifying a more distinct identity for them- 
selves. Now, with “Dulcinea,” they refine 
that progress, making for some altogether 
pleasant listening. None of Toad’s vague, 
navel-gazing lyrics are about to stand the 
world on its head (“Another day I call and 
never speak / You would say nothing's 
changed"), but the even, well-tempered 
surface of their folk-rock jingle-jangle 
does have its aesthetic appeal. Their songs 
are hummable and easily absorbed, shot 
through with an arresting hook every now 
and again. Will Toad have a hit as big as 
their previous disc’s All I Want? The two 
instant candidates for follow-up honors are 
Something’s Always Wrong and Fall Down, 
in which clear-toned guitars and a well- 
honed sense of folk-rock dynamics frame 
Glen Phillips’s agreeably obscure vocals. 
“Dulcinea” is a perfectly delightful, if ulti- 
mately inconsequential, album with which 
to while away some time. РР. 

JALI 
ART BLAKEY 

A Night in Tunisia 
MOBILE FIDELITY 601 (52 min) 

Performance: Su 
Recording: Excellent 

М has been said about Art Blakey 
and his Jazz Messengers, a group 

whose personnel changed through the years 
and proved to be a launching pad for jazz 
stars. There were many great Messengers 
groups, but the best one was probably the 
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1959-1960 edition heard on this reissue. 
With the crisp, pliant trumpet of Lee Mor- 
gan welded seamlessly to Wayne Shorter’s 
sonorous, aggressive tenor, the result is, to 
put it mildly, uncanny perfection. Add the 
rhythm section, with Blakey’s drums, 
Jaymie Merritt’s bass, and Bobby Tim- 
mons's bubbly piano, and you have a star- 
tlingly cohesive group. 

Listen to the title tune, Dizzy Gillespie's 
A Night in Tunisia, and you will literally be 
blown away. Blakey and his men frequently 
performed and recorded this bop classic, 
but rarely with such exuberance as here— 
this is a veritable orgy of sounds and inven- 
tion, a masterpiece, right down to the oblig- 
atory codas by the two horns. The rest of 
the album is not to be sneezed at, either, but 
I recommend a slight rest period between 
the first cut and the remainder of the album. 
Technically, the original Blue Note record- 
ings have never sounded as good as they do 
on this Mobile Fidelity “Ultradisc II" reis- 
sue, but I wish the company had also taken 
advantage of the CD's extended playing 
time and included other selections from 
these dates, even if it meant dropping the 
alternate take of Sleeping Dancer, Sleep 
On. Still, time has not diminished the ex- 
citement generated by these performances 
more than three decades ago. С.А. 
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ШЕ HE SCENE I$ СУВА: 
RONNIE CUBER 

The Scene Is Clean 
MILESTONE 9218 (58 min) 

Performance: Muchos maracas 
Recording: 

A thirty-five years have passed since 
baritone saxophonist Ronnie Cuber 

made his recording debut as a teenager with 
the Newport Youth Band. In the Sixties— 
deeply influenced by Pepper Adams—Cu- 
ber was active in two musical environ- 
ments: he played jazz with Maynard Fergu- 
son, George Benson, and Woody Herman, 
among others, and he stepped into the pop 
arena with such heavyweights as Aretha 
Franklin, Eric Clapton, King Curtis, and 
Billy Joel. He’s long since found his own 
baritone style, but—as he demonstrates on 
this new album—he can also express him- 
self on tenor, alto, and flute. The Latin beat 
that pervades “The Scene Is Clean” is ex- 
pertly generated by percussionists Manolo 
Badrena and Milton Cardona, aided in no 
small measure by pianist Geoff Keezer. I 
don’t find fault with any of this music, but 
the program is a bit monotonous; more di- 
verse material could have made this a su- 
perb album. С.А. 



SONGS FOR 
SWINGING 

ТЕСН МО - МЕЕМТЕ $ 

ust what the world needs, we 
thought, upon hearing “Instruments 

of Change” by Jaron Lanier (Point 442- 
132)—yet another CD of New Age 
mood-mongering performed (according 
to the press release) on “а colorful array 
of instruments from around the globe in- 
cluding bowed psaltery, the khaen (an 
Asian mouth organ), and the Chinese gu 
zchung (a type of harp).” We won’t 
comment on the music itself (okay, we 

will—it sounds like New Age mood- 
mongering) but the composer/ performer 
has an interesting secret identity: By day 
he’s a Silicon Valley computer scientist 
and a pioneer of Virtual Reality—in fact, 
he coined the term and co-invented the 
electronic gloves used in VR technology. 
Sheesh . . . and we thought all those hot- 
Shot computer dweebs played in punk 
bands. 5.5. 

MULGREW MILLER 

With Our Own Eyes 
NOVUS 63171 (60 min) 

Performance: Ach du lieber 
Recording: Fine 

n the fourteen years since he emerged on 
the national scene with the Duke Elling- 

ton ghost orchestra, Mulgrew Miller has 
honed his style to a point where it is recog- 
nizable for all the right reasons. “With Our 
Own Eyes” is the latest in a fast-growing 
catalog of Miller recordings, a trio session 
that focuses on the pianist’s own composi- 
tions but also includes the classic Body and 
Soul, Michel Legrand’s Summer Me, Winter 
Me, and Another Type Thang, by fellow pi- 
anist James Williams. It’s a typical Miller 
set—imaginative, lyrical, and apt to swing. 
There is also a measure of whimsy, such as 
Ach Du Lieber Augustine, which creeps in- 
to the end of Carousel, but what’s most im- 
portant is that something worth our atten- 
tion is happening throughout. CA. 

ANDRE PREVIN 
A Touch of Elegance 

COLUMBIA/LEGACY 57637 (61 min) 

Performance: Excellent 
Recording: Very good 

At: he became better known for 
his film scores and his work as a con- 

ductor in the classical field, André Previn 
first gained public attention as a jazz pi- 
anist. His most successful work as such was 
a 1956 Contemporary album of music from 
My Fair Lady, a collaboration with drum- 
mer Shelly Manne (the association pro- 
duced many other fine releases and proba- 
bly originated the idea of dressing Broad- 
way in a jazz outfit). 

The eighteen tracks in this new Previn 
compilation are taken from five Columbia 
albums he made between 1961 and 1963. 
Previn is an elegant player, and while he’s 
never had a truly personal keyboard style, 
he has such exquisite taste that it almost 
doesn’t matter. Here he performs standards, 
original songs, and songs by Duke Elling- 
ton and Kurt Weill in a variety of settings, 
often using his own arrangements for the 
string section. More adventurous ears will 
enjoy his work with trombonist J. J. John- 
son, especially Bilbao Song, and Previn’s 
original fans will recognize the old spirit on 
Don't Sing Along and Intersection, which 
reunited him with Shelly Manne. It is extra- 
ordinary that the most recent tracks here are 
thirty-one years old, because this music has 
the freshness of something that happened 
yesterday, and I happen to like it all. СА. 

TOM TALBERT 

Bix Duke Fats 

SEA BREEZE 3013 (40 min) 

Performance: Frosty but delicious 
Recording: Very good 

TOM TALBERT 

The Warm Café 
SEA BREEZE 2052 (59 min) 

Performance: E ing creativity 
Recording: Excellent 

i you are not familiar with Tom Talbert’s 
name, don’t feel bad—even though he 

became active on the music scene in the 
middle Forties, his work has never cast him 
into the brightest spotlight. The band he led 
on the West Coast between 1946 and 1949 
at one time included Art Pepper and Jack 
Montrose, and one edition made four Para- 
mount sides in 1947. But nothing much 
happened, so Talbert broke up the band and 
wrote charts for other leaders, including 
Cab Calloway, Claude Thornhill, Stan Ken- 
ton, Oscar Pettiford, and Tony Pastor. In 
1956, Talbert signed with Atlantic, and the 
result was two albums, “Bix-Duke-Fats” 
and “Wednesday’s Child.” The former set 
was later reissued on a small California la- 
bel, Modern Concepts, and is now available 
again on Sea Breeze, another small label, 
along with “Тһе Warm Café," recorded in 
1991 and 1992. 

The three tributes were recorded in sepa- 
rate sessions, each with a slightly different 
group. The Waller date has a pianist, 
George Wallington; the rest of the tracks— 
with one exception—do not. All three fea- 
ture trumpeter Joe Wilder, bassist Oscar 
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TRUE OR FALSE 

ТогЕ 1.“.. ће Марк“ is one cone kicker of an 

amplifier...give it a listen...I'll guarantee 

‘you'll be impressed.” Hi-Fi World 

TorF 2."...our use of the Linn Majik-I was an 

unalloyed pleasure. The smoothness and 

silence with which it's controls operated 

were striking...We could not resist opening 

up the Mojik-l. Its interior can only be 

described as gem-like.” Stereo Review 

Tor F 3."..the Linn Majik can serve as the heart 

of a robust and uncompromising home 

audiophile system.” The Common-Sense 

Audiophile 

See Part 1 of the exam on page 97 and 
Part Ill on page 101. 

For additional information call 

1-800-LINN HI-FI 



Pettiford, and drummer Osie Johnson. The 
arrangements are written in a style that re- 
flects the mid-Fifties’ jazz trend, which was 
to make it all somewhat frosty. The ses- 
sions were made in New York, but Talbert’s 
approach is very West Coast—we get bur- 
nished brass and bouncy rhythm with good, 
solid solos. Green Night and Orange Bright 
is Talbert’s own composition, a slow, 002- 
ing, personal impression of Bix and Fats 
that has more of the feel of Woody Her- 
man. George Wallington plays superbly on 
the Waller pieces, without a trace of 
Waller’s own style—Black and Blue is par- 
ticularly effective. Wilder, Herb Geller, 
Aaron Sachs, and Barry Galbraith con- 
tribute fine solos. 

Except for Cole Porter’s What Is This 
Thing Called Love, Django Reinhardt’s 
Manoir de Mes Réves, and Fats Waller’s 
Ain't Misbehavin’, “The Warm Café" fea- 
tures Talbert’s own compositions, and the 
stars here are alto saxophonist Don Shelton 
and trumpeter Steve Huffsteter. The rest of 
the cast on this set does not include any 
household names, but they’re all excellent 
musicians, and the focus is where it really 
ought to be, on Talbert’s charts. Again I 
hear the echoes of Herman’s Herd stamped- 
ing gently through Talbert’s music. I loved 
the Herman Herd, and I rather fancy what I 
hear here. Tom Talbert has more music 
coming out on Sea Breeze—I hope it gets 
the wide distribution it merits. CA. 

CARNEGIE HALL SALUTES 

THE JAZZ MASTERS 

VERVE 523150 (76 min) 

Performance: Mixed 
Recording: Good remote 

erve celebrated its fiftieth anniversary 
last April with a Carnegie Hall concert 

that featured a mix of artists almost as di- 
versified as the label’s roster. The result, as 
heard here, was an evening of very mixed 
quality. The opener, Tea for Two, features 
the sixteen-piece Carnegie Hall Jazz Band 
and a sextet whose all-star members in- 
clude trombonist J.J. Johnson, who per- 
formed at the Jazz at the Philharmonic con- 
cert that started it all a half century ago. 
When the band kicks in so does Vanessa 
Williams, but her vocal is pitiful. Apropos 
weak spots, the next performance is a trib- 
ute to Oscar Peterson by seventeen-year- 
old Peter Delano; okay, the kid shows 
promise, but this was not the right occasion 
to display it. 

Of the evening’s vocalists, Dee Dee 
Bridgewater does a palatable job giving Е!- 
la Fitzgerald the nod with Shiny Stockings; 
Abbey Lincoln pays a fine tribute to Billie 
Holiday with / Must Have That Man; Anto- 
nio Carlos Jobim murmurs his own Desafi- 
nado and How Insensitive as if to himself; 

and Betty Carter manages to get How High 
the Moon off the ground without going into 
deep space. Carter returns to engage in 
some expendable scatting at the end of the 
final track, Now’s the Time, which does bet- 
ter in the instrumental department. In fact, 
its opening choruses—playful bass banter 
by Ray Brown and Christian McBride—are 
among the concert’s highlights, and the in- 
teractions between J.J. Johnson and Jackie 
McLean, Herbie Hancock and Hank Jones, 
Roy Hargrove and Joe Henderson, and the 
Kennys Burrell and Washington later in the 
track are fine too. 

From an artistic point of view, Hank 
Jones’s solo rendition of Willow Weep for 
Me and a sextet performance of The Eter- 
nal Triangle—with Hargrove, McLean, and 
guitarist Pat Metheny—are the set’s most 
satisfying tracks. Jimmy Smith’s organ 
roaring Down by the Riverside is most apt 
to set your fingers snapping, and Yellow- 
stone, featuring saxophonist Art Porter with 
Jeff Lorber and Bruce Hornsby on key- 
boards, is most likely to be heard at your 
local supermarket or at a Kenny G Appreci- 
ation Society meeting. Manteca is en- 
livened by Roy Hargrove’s sparkling trum- 
pet—it is a worthy tribute to Gillespie. Was 
this a worthy tribute to Verve? I suppose so, 
but it does point out how jazz has lost much 
of its freshness. We are on a treadmill, and 
some of these feet are getting more tired at 
each turn. CA. 

It was inevitable that once 

the CD became the accepted 
sound carrier of our times, the 

search would begin to find a 
means to improve upon the 16 

Bit CD sound. 
Now, without sonic compro- 

mise, the original 20 ВИ 

resolution can be achieved on to 

a 16 Bit CD. 
GRP has taken the bold step 

to utilize the various systems 

available to remaster from the 

original first generation source to 

produce а 20 Ви Super CD. We 

have produced this super disc on 
24 karat gold compact discs 
The end result is а CD of extra- 

ordinary high resolution that 

goes beyond any conventional 

CD now on the market. 
The GRP 20 Bit Super CD 

опсе again reaffirms our commit- 

ment to remain on the leading 

edge of sound technology and 
why GRP continues to maintain 
its reputation as...THE DIGITAL 

MASTER COMPANY. 

CIRCLE NO. 28 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Diane Schuur in 

SIRETC 



POPULAR MUSIC 

[= АЕ => 
ADIOS AMIGO: А TRIBUTE 
TO ARTHUR ALEXANDER 

RAZOR & TIE 2814 (54 min) 
All-star—Graham Parker, Elvis Costello, 
Marshall Crenshaw—interpretations of 
songs by the R&B cult figure who died 
last year in the midst of a major career re- 
naissance. High points: soul great Chuck 
Jackson and Mark Knopfler on You Better 
Move On, Roger McGuinn's chiming 
twelve-string on Аппа, and Robert Plant's 
understated but moving /f It's Really Got 
to Be This Way. 5.5. 

JOHN CALE 

Seducing Down the Door: A Collection 
1970-1990 
RHINO 71685 (two CD’s, 154 min) 
An excellent overview of Cale’s work 
aprés the Velvet Underground, which is 
more substantial and stylistically varied 
than I remembered. Rhino's remastering is 
particularly noteworthy—for example, the 
songs from “Paris 1919" (for my money 
Cale's masterwork) seem to be missing 
about seventeen layers of gauzy sonic 
murk compared with the Warner Bros. 
reissue. S.S. 

FRANK CHRISTIAN 

Where Were You Last Night 
GAZELL 2009 (41 min) 
Frank Christian, a singer/songwriter/gui- 
tarist with a strong jazz/blues bent who's 
versatile enough to have recorded with 
both the Smithereens and Nanci Griffith, 
made this album for a tiny Greenwich Vil- 
lage-based label in the early Eighties; 
consequently, few people have heard it, 
and that's a genuine shame. As this hand- 
somely remastered CD version proves, it's 
got late-night, back-room ambience to 
burn, and the title tune is a should-be clas- 
sic that somebody (k.d. lang?) ought to 
Cover, pronto. 5.5. 

GILBY CLARKE 
Pawnshop Guitars 
VIRGIN 39567 (43 min) 
Adequate but mostly unexciting heavy- 
metal noise from the guy who replaced 
Izzy Stradlin in Guns ’n Roses. Things 
threaten to perk up when Clarke covers 
the Stones (Dead Flowers) and the Clash 
(Jail Guitar Doors), but the latter only 
proves that he’s got good taste, and the 
former demonstrates that Axl Rose may 
be the cheesiest piano player in rock-and- 
roll history. 5.5. 

COUNT FIVE 
Psychotic Reunion Live! 
PERFORMANCE 396 (53 min) 
Count Five was the quintessential one- 
hit wonder—the band’s 1966 Yardbirds 
knockoff, Psychotic Reaction, was the on- 

ly time anybody outside of their home 
town ever heard of them. This reunion 
show, however, recorded live in the late 
Eighties with all the original members, is 
a minor knockout. The guys sound exactly 
like they must have sounded as teenagers 
in their garage in San José, California. S.S. 

ROGER DALTREY 

Daltrey Sings Townshend 
Live at Carnegie Hall 
CONTINUUM 19402 (71 min) 
Given the existence of any number of live 
Who recordings of these songs (sans the 
overblown orchestral accompaniments 
here), the pertinent question is, “Why did 
he bother?” 5.5. 

EROTIC SOUND EFFECTS 

BAINBRIDGE 2009 (67 min) 

The 147 sound effects on the 90 tracks 
here begin with some corny pick-up lines, 
include raunchy messages to put on your 
answering machine (when you’re sure 
mother isn’t going to call), and extend to 
moans, groans, and the sounds of “plain 
ol’ sex on a squeaky bed.” The actors 
sound amateurish, but they make up in en- 
thusiasm whatever they lack in profession- 
al polish. William Livingstone 

KRISTEN HALL 

Be Careful What You Wish For 
HIGH STREET 94-11 (51 min) 

Acoustic singer-songwriter. Half-baked 
songs. Forgettable voice. Amateurish pro- 
duction. Just because somebody paid 
money to release it doesn’t mean you have 
to buy it, no matter how guilty you feel 
about the world. AN. 

SCOTS PIRATES 

SCHOOLKIDS 1508 (55 min) 
Led by justifiable Detroit legend Scott 
Morgan (his Sixties outfit, the Rationals, 
was an astonishing blend of the Rascals’ 
blue-eyed soul and the metallic fury of the 
MCS), this band purveys atmospheric, no- 
frills, guitar rock that makes most of what 
passes for same these days sound puerile. 
As they used to say in Morgan’s hom 
town, it’s killer. SS. 
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EXTRA CREDIT 

If you can correctly answer the following three 

questions we will send you a Linn Majik 

information packet, the name of your local Linn 

dealer, and a gift certificate redeemable for a free 

Linn CD when you audition the Linn Majik control 

amplifier. 

1. Who are you? 

2. Where are you? 

3. What's your phone number? 

Call us with your answers at 1-800-546-6443, 

fax to 317-841-4107, or mail to: 

Final Exam 

с/о Linn Hi-Fi 

8709 Castle Park Drive 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46256 

See Part I of the exam on page 97 and 
Part Il on page 99. 



Technics SA-GX170 
Audio/Video Receiver 

#100 watts per channel eSpecial class H 
circuit provides greater headroom •АМ/ЕМ 
tuner with 30 presets Wireless remote 

(TEC SAGX170) 

Sherwood RX-1010 
пала 30 station presets .... 51 1 9*5 

erwood RX-4030R 
n Chloe BA.QX4TU remote 1 79° 
fechnics SA-GX470 

*110 watts/ channel, surround sound ..... $269 
Technics SA-GX550 
+110 watts/channel, matrix surround, remote 5269“ 
Sherwood 
*85 watts/ch, Dolby Pro Logic ............ $279" 

Technics SA-GX670 
*110 watts/channel, matrix surround, remote 349° 

Technics SL-PG440 
Remote Compact Disc 

*MASH 1-bit D/A converter *20-track 
programming •30-кеу wireless remote control 
*Edit guide for taping •Реак level search 
•неадрћопе jack with volume control 

Our 
ow 
псе (ТЕС SLPG440 
RCA CD1051M 
*16-bit, 20-track programming, remote s99% 

JVC XLV-112 
“Dual D/A, 32-track programming... 2 1 197 
Technics SL-PG340 
M r а 74 51 29° 

еас AD-400 
«CD Player/Cassette Deck Combo, remote $2 4995 
Technics SL-PD1000 

Technics SL-PS840 
“MASH 1-bit, 64x sampling, 32-track prog. 932995 

*Feather touch controls eDual capstan 
*Dolby B & C noise reduction «Dolby HX-Pro 
*Fine bias control ‘Wireless remote 
Mfr. List Price $400.00 WAS $249.95 

(AIW ADF810) 

oly Brose нее. 74% 
eac V-600 
иу курп, tull-ogie controls ..... 34 49° 
leac В-550 
em Doty BICHX-Pro, 110220 vot 4 79° 
ostex X18 

5329 «Portable Multitrack Cassette, 4-track 
Fostex X-28 
*Multi-track Cassette, 8 input chan., pitch $499% 

JVC TDV-661 
«3-heads, Dolby BIC/HX-Pro, dual capstan... GALL 

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD = 

For PHONE ORDERS ONLY 

= = = Outside U.S.A. Call: 
1-718-417-3737 ERIS 

WORLD 

Surround Sound Stereo Receiver 
*105 watts per channel front eSurround mode: 
75 watts/ch x 3, 24 watts/ch rear eDolby Pro 
Logic with digital processor eAM/FM tuner with 
30 presets eUnified remote control 

(SHE RV6030R) 

JVC RX-208 
*40 watts/channel, matrix surround ..... „54 49% 

*80 watts/channel, Dolby Pro Logic 
ЧУС RX-715V 
9120 НЫ Pro Logic 

+120 watts/ch, Dolby Pro Logic, EQ, remote CAL L 
Yamaha RV-98 
*80 watts/ch. plus surround, Dolby Pro Logic CALL 

5 Disc CD Player 
16-bit D/A converters with 8x oversampling 
*Front-loading design eFluorescent display 
*32-track programming eHeadphone jack with 
headphone control eUnified remote control 

Our 

псе (ТЕА РООВ80) 
Sherwood CDC-5030R 
тексе ва POG „remote . 51 79 

nics SL-PD667 
SON Quos tied MAHL 5179“ 

ics 7 
*5-disc Changer, MASH, 32-track prog., петок 24 9“ 

Technics SL-PD967 
MASH, 5-disc Changer, pitch control .... 

*Dolby В & C noise reduction Fine bias 
control «Normal & high speed (2x) dubbing 
110/220 volts for worldwide use 

(TEA W480C) 

JVC TDW-106 
е Ааа ААА s94% 

'echnics RS-TR2. 
oen ano sev, Duy ТШДШ ..$159*5 
fechnics RS-TR5: 

«Dual auto-rev rec/play, Dolby ВСНХ Ро 51 9995 
Teac W-800! 
Dual auto-rev, DES TRO 5 
Technics ‘TROT: 
«Dual auto-ev, Dolby BICAX-Pro, fine bas $229 9 95 
Teac W-6000R 
Dual auto-rev, Dolby BICMX-Pro, pitch . 54,22: 95 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
24 HOURS A DAY 
7 DAYS A WEEK 

Our 
| Bice 

Semi-Auto Turntable, belt, pitch ........ „84“ 
Technics SL-BD22K 
‘Semi Auto Belt-Drive Turntable .... 
Technics SL-QD33K 
‘Fully Auto Turntable, Quartz direct-drive . 

Audio Technica AT-331LP „ео 
Cartridge, universal mount, linear contact stylus 39 

Denon PMA-880R 
Integrated Amplifier 

*75 watts per channel eHigh-current design 
increases stability when driving low іт 
loads for greater dynamic range with less 
distortion Wireless remote control 

(DNN PMA880R) 
AudioSource TNR ONE 
‘Tuner, AM/FM, 20 presets .... = ..94 99° 

AudioSource PRE ONE 
AudioSource AMP ON . 

AudioSource ONE 
Power Amp, 80 watts/channe!, bunte 5249“ 
Denon PMA-1080! 
integrated Amp, 105 watts per channel „399“ 

Рептеаих 

Тһогепз 180 
3-Speed Belt Drive Turntable 

•33, 45, 78 r.p.m. «Automatic shut-off & auto- 
retract eSynchronous motor Adjustable 
anti-skating eExternal power supply elncludes 
Stanton cartridge 

Our 
Price 
Gemini XL-BD10 

(THN 180) 

...5429*5 
$499*5 

*79" Also Available. 
Steve Miller Band: 
Box Set САР 89826 ......... 3-CDs.$35.99 

Pink Floyd: 
| Shine Оп со 53180 ...... 8-CDs.$119.99 
Marvin Gaye: Classics Collection 
MOT 320 .. 3-CDs.$36.99 

..9-Cassettes.$25.09 
Kansas Kansas: Ultimate 

Led Zeppelin: 
Complete Studio Recordings 
IAN 82626) E 10-CDs.$99.99 

Barbra Streisand: 
Just For The Record 

Scratch 
*2-phono/2-line/1-mic inputs eRemovable 
crossfader control & channel slide controls 
*LED meters eMaster volume control 

(GMI PMX15A) 

Gemini HPM-100 

Gemini DS-824 
«Digtal Sampler, pitch & pan contras ......5 1 79% 
Gemini PMX-3500 
«DJ Mixer, 2-ohono/S ine inputs, Eco £0... 523 9°5 

Perry Como: 
Yesterday & Today 

Steely Dan: 
Citizen Steely Dan 
MCA 10981 NESS Disco 

A Huge Selection Is Available, for Information C ALL 

J&R Music World, Dept. SR1094, 59-50 Queens-Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY11378 

FAX 718-497-1791 



Sharp CMS-1200AV Denon D-80 \ 
Mini Audio Power System With CD 

Auto reverse cassette «30 watts/channel | | „120 watts per channel *5-СО changer 
*AM/FM tuner with 30 presets eAuto-reverse with 32-track programming eDouble 
cassette deck *6-disc CD changer «Bass cassette *АМ/РМ tuner with 40 presets 
reflex speakers with 5 1/4" woofer eRemote *5-band equalizer eUnified A/V remote 

Graphic Equalizer/Spectrum Analyzer 
|| *120 watts per channel *5-СО changer | 
J with 32-track f programming Double 
cassette *AM/FM tuner with 40 presets 
*5-band equalizer eUnified A/V remote 

г 

t bow, (ONN 080) (SHA CMS1200AV) (ASO EQ12) 

Aiwa LC-X7 
и Сосо 5269“ 
Denon D-200 
“AWFUL Di CO, Ato Rev Cassete, watsx2 ® Û 09 9 95 
Bose LS11 

+0-bands/channel,«/- 1208 range, 110.220v. 69° 

ттен ет. АИ .:99% 

тое еј analyzer, н-128 ..S99*5 

поволен 119 
entem irme imo 169" 
поели "260" 

*AM/FM, 6+1 CD Changer, Dual Cassette .. GALL 

пои rn CD, Dual cassete CALL 

Marat seats atto раси CALL 
onnios Вера 54scco, bua cs CALL 

«Lfestye System, киис scent 799“ 

Aiwa RS.X27 (2700 wá CALL 
Aiwa ee == CALL 
Perera ie ель CALL 

CHICK COREA -solo piano 
EXPRESSIONS 

Yamaha NSA-635 
Two-Way Speakers 3-Way Speaker System 

10” dual voice coil woofer +1" ferrofluid cooled Acoustic suspension design #8 inch woofer *2-modes: in wideband it enhances all radio || 
parabolic soft dome tweeter «Switchable 8/6 *Ferro-fiuid cooled midrange & dome tweeter broadcasts; in патом a unique pin-dot 
ohm impedance *Floor standing design ePower rating: 10-140 watts «8 ohm pre-tuning capability locks in on precise 
*100-watts max ePecan top & base i frequencies minimizing noise & interference 

Dur pur 

Tite (ADVLEGACYIN) | jP (YAM NSA635) 1 
AudioSource IWONE 
*in-wall speakers, 5.25" woofer .. 

Bose 101 D 
*indoor/Outdoor Mini speakers ......| *3-way, 10" woofer .. LINE. asar А 
Cerwin Меда L7-BK "| JBL Рго Ш — 
*2-way, 7" woofer, black .. | | "ноћ Performance mini, 2-way, shielded pair 

| Advent New Vision 500 Recoton W-440 
*Fioor-standing Column, built-in subwoofer pair ‘Wireless System, individual controls .. .pair 

(TRK AMFMQ) 

319% 

Cerwin Vega АТ-' Pinnacle PN8«/Oak 
1 Also Available ..... dam rene ms ng pir 399 durs агане паа ра 

Е Cerwin Меда 0-1 Возе 
Patti Austin: " 499» *Direct/Reflecting Speakers, 2-way ...pair *Indoor/outdoor TV/FM, dish-shape That Secret Place *2-way, 10" woofer, пс 0810 bass EQ pair 

..CD.$11.99 | —9 —— 
Cassette.$6.99 

GRP4003 . 

Dr. John: 
Television 
GRP 4024 . .CD.$11.99 

assette.$6.99 
Dave Valentin: 
Tropic Heat 5 
GRP 9769 ........................00.$11.99 Elite EL-318 Niles SVL-6 Sony RMV11 
Kim Репзу! Audio/Video/TV Stand Speaker Selector/Volume Universal Remote 

syi: m T] *Hi-boy style eGlass doors *2-shelves *Holds 6-pairs *12-step attenuation eHandles *Control TV, VCR & cable box *Рге- || 
Pensyl Sketches Collection ‘Castors *Concealed storage for tapes up to 100 watts per channel *Constant/ programmed codes of most major brands [| 
GRP 9770 я M 11.99 *Holds 27" to 32" TVs *29* high x 29.5' wide selectable impedance *Includes desk-top stand *Requires 

€—€—X—— -99 Па eBlack matta finie 2 "AA" batteries (not included) Ў 
{о 
к (SON RMV11) 

os Speco 5585 One-For-All URC2060 
ir $29) ° ‘Speaker Switcher, holds 5-раиз ........... Replaces 3 remotes . 

| Niles SCW1 Memorex AV6 

-£D.$ 

Our 

(ELIEL318) be (NIL SVL6) 
...00.$11.99 | | Target 

Cassette.$6.99 | be et HUP lt & swivel ... 
Plateau 15000 es |- 

©] “Speaker Stands, spike feet, 15.25" high, black 94 Volume Control, wall-mount, 10-position..... *Preprogrammed, АЛ, up to 6 units .... 
Banana Fish "| Studio Tech $1-BK зулә | | Niles SPS4 зуд» |_| One-For-All 
GRP 9779 . „00. Speaker Stands, for satellites, black ... pair 5 7 495 | | -Speaker Switcher, holds 4-pairs ............... 74 Replaces 6 remotes, upgradable, preprogrammed 529% 

| URC6885 sssssas | Altra TV2100 $7095 Videonics TU1 || Опе-Еог-А! 8 
z «TVNideo Cabinet, for 20" TV, back... 9*9 | | Thumbs Up Video Editor with enhancer... Replaces 4 units, built-in VCR Plus+ ........... 89% 

Rob Wasserman: Plateau MA4 Russound TMS10 
Trios || Audio Rack, h-tech all-metal, 4-sheives. .... 148995 | | -taperProcessor Selector, поз 10-tapes ... 
GRP 4021 . Bell 'Oggetti AR880 JVC JXS700 

AN Furniture, heavy-duty, Shelves ..... GALL *AN Switcher, remote, 7-in/4-out ........ 
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Panasonic PV-4451 
Hi-Fi Recorder 

*4 heads •181-сћаппе! cable compatible | 
tuner English/Spanish on-screen display ||“ 
#1-month/ 
remote 
Our 
m. (PAN PV4451) 

Aiwa HV-FX1000 
ve in. VP60 programming „279“ 

SVHS HiFi, heads, jopshutte remote 234995 
Mitsubishi HSU-59 

vent programming *Universal 

*VHS Hi-Fi, 4-heads, VCR Plus + "9995 A 

«SHS te tht аР + ALL 

*4-heads,VCR Plus+, Cable Mouse System CALL 

Sony SLV-770HF CALL 
*4-heads.VCR Plus+, auto-station ID . 

AudioSource SS-Three И 
Surround Sound Processor 

*Dolby 18-bit Pro Logic Surround eBuilt-in 30 | 
watt amps for front/center & for rear chan- 
nels eSubwoofer output *Remote control 
*4 rows of LEDs display the input signals 

Was $249.95 

(ASO SS-THREEII) 

Bose AM7-BK 
Жото Mode эое пу а. *899°° 
JBL 120 
“Powered Subwoofer, shielded, 12° ..each GALL 

Sony MDR-V505 | 
Digital Monitor | _ 

Head; 
*Full-size earpads E Ч 

signal loss •Веѕропѕе: 
*Gold-plated UniMatch* plug 
Ош A 

10-25,000 Hz 5 home or portable use •20-20,000Н2 response 

8mm 
*Advanced color viewfinder «10x zoom 
*4-mode program auto-exposure eA/V digital 
fader «Flying erase head 

(SON CCDTR70) 

Sharp VL-E30 
‘Viewcam 8mm w3" LCD Cobor View Seren CALL | 

] Sharp А 
"fimm Vewcan with 4" Color LcD Screen GALL | 
Sony CCD-FX630 
“тт, steadyshot, 12:1 variable speed zoom CALL 

-УН5-С, 100:1 digital zoom, 2-4ux, NEW.. CALL 

Panasonic 
НЫ = 

nasonic PV-IQ604 
VHS-C, Color LCD viewfinder, 121, 14 .. CALL 

Panasonic SL-S170 
Portable CD Player With Headphones 
*MASH 1-bit D/A 
converter e24-track 

includes AC cord 

(PAN SLS170) 

2 АА batteries (not ад 
| included) #22 track 

Programming 

*1 bit D/A converter 
*includes AC adaptor 
& cords (SON 0131) 

Head 
*Large diaphragm 
delivers deep bass 

& great clarity- 
itis ideal for digital 

applications 
*10ft. cord with || 
dual plugs- for 

(SEN НО4401) 

„СА. | 
| Aiwa VXS-131 

26 Inch Stereo TV/Monitor 
S-video input •180-сћалпе! cable ready Remote 
control •450 lines of horizontal resolution 
*AN input eVariable audio output 

i 
nce (JVC AV26BM4) 

Mitsubishi CS-13SXI 
|| 13 Stereo TV/Monitor 

|| Panasonic CT-10R11 
J| 10 Color TV, remote, white cabinet .... 
Sony KV-20TS29 

|| *20" Stereo Color TV, closed-caption 
Panasonic PVM-1324 
+13” Color TV/VHS Recorder Combo ........ 
JVC AV-27BM4 
•27' Stereo TV/Monitor, universal remote 499% | | 

499% 
*13' Color TV/Hi-Fi VHS Recorder Combo 

/Radio Cassette Recorder 
Built-in CD player ‘AM/FM stereo tuner eStereo 
record/playback cassette deck eSynchronized 
CD-cassette dubbing •Топе control «Ашо shut-off 
Dur 

price (SON CFD8) 

Panasonic RX-DS15 
CD/AM/FM Cassette Portable Stereo 
*16-step random programming eSkip/search/ 
repeat functions «СО to cassette synchro edit 

|| «Сие & review eOne-touch recording eAuto stop 
*XBS bass system eHeadphone jack 

(PAN RXDS15) 

‘Utilizes new 
Sound control j 

mechanism eXBS 
port provides deep 

bass response 
*41mm diameter 

drive unit eOval round shaped design provides 
excellent comfort •5-30,000 Hz. response 

(TECRPF12) 

Also Available at $16.95 
| Sleepless in Seattle Cliffhanger eSliver 

*Demolition Man «Man Without A Face 
*True Romance eLast Action Hero 
eindecent Proposal Rookie Of The Year 
Kalifornia ePosse «D2-The Mighty Ducks 
Fearless «Nightmare Before Christmas 

Also Available 
3 Tenors Live In Concert 1994 
10,000 Maniacs: Unplugged 

Triple wound] 
aluminum voice} 

coils provide} 

powerful extra- 
deep bass 

Neodymium rare- 
earth magnet |“ 

Adjustable head-pad 
for greater comfort 

А! Jarreau: Tenderness ... 
|| The Who: 30 Years of 
Maximum R&B-Live . 
Ace of Base: The Sign 

| Cranberries: Live 
— | Kiri Te Kanawa: 
| Greatest Hits Live .... 

clad aluminum wire 
voice coil eAura- 
nomic design for faster transient 

2 deep bass combined | attack eldeal for[- 
| with light weight eReversible earcups for single- || portables as well as home stereo-includes|- 

sided monitoring Carrying case eGold-plated 10 ft. cable with dual plugs for either}: 
pe plug С | application •16-23,000 Hz 

г р ow (SON MDRV600) ри (SEN HD340) 
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Also Available 
Dances With Wolves, 
Ltd. Collector's Edition (LTX) . 
Aladdin (C/V) (PS) 
Aladdin (CAV) (LTX) a 
Four Weddings And A Funeral $29. 95 
Being Human 
Faraway, So Close 
The Ref (LTX) . 
My Girl 2 .... 
Like Water For Chocolate (X) 
House Of Spirits (P/S or LTX) 
Blue Chips (P/S or LTX) ......... 

Also Available 
Woodstock 25th Anniversary, 
director's cut 
Al Jarreau: Tenderness. 
David Byme: 
Live Between the Teeth 
10,000 Maniacs: Unplugged. 
Peter Gabriel: A// About Us .. 
The Who: 
30 Years of Maximum R&B Live $29.95 

| Minolta Maxxum 70051 

Nikon N50" Outfit 
Autofocus SLR Camera Kit 

Simple mode for easy, fully automatic picture taking 
‘Advanced mode *Auto-exposure eBuilt-in flash 
*6- segment eincludes AF Zoom Nikkor 35-80mm 
lens, strap, Kodak Gold film & lithium battery 

г 

к (МКМ NSOKIT) 

Monash eter sommes cae 84 79S 
erg coL Mw „399“ 

RUE K n 8429% 
SLR, omni-dimensional predicitve autofocus . „649“ 

Canon EOS ELAN 28-50 ден 
Nikon N90 
опт SLR, wide-area autofocus, body ony GALL 

ng Edge WinPro486 
4555107, 25MHz 

А *170МВ hard drive 
•4МВ RAM, exp. to 
16MB •Оџа! floppy 

diskette drives 
•Соте5 with DOS, 

Windows, and 
mouse •1-уеаг 
on-site service 

, Free telephone 
service 

Monitor optional 

bow (LEA WIN-1254) 
псе 

*15' Trinitron® CRT 
Super hi-res VGA 
Delivers bright 
images & 
vibrant colors 
•0.25тт aperture 
grille pitch 
Supports PC & 
Macintosh resolutions from VGA to 1280 x 1024 at 
60Hz *ЕРА energy star compliant 
Dur. 

m (SON CPD15SF) 

REATIVE 

SOUND BLASTE 

Discov CD 16 

Creative Labs 
Discovery 16 Bit internal CD-ROM 

rade Kit 
Panasonic double speed CD-ROM drive 
320 MS ‘Sound Blaster 16 value card 
Speakers eCD software 

| Our 
[КУА (CLN XDISC16INT) 

SOUND 
BLASTER 7” 

Sound моли Ри Pro Valu Value Edition 
*16-bit боша В with 8-bit DAC «Joystick port 
elncludes Lemmings, Indianapolis 500, the 
Simulation, Monologue for Windows, 
Windows/DOS utilities 

(CLN SOUNDPROVAL) 

inge 38-135mm power zoom lens with 660- 
step sucum) d Fully auto & selectable subject 
program modes eBuilt-in zoom flash & zoom integrated 
dual-area metering ‘Minolta 1-year USA warranty 

Our 
pow, (MIN 2135ЕХ) 
Minolta Freedom AF101 R 
*Fully Automatic, autofocus/flash ae 

Canon Т 

549*5 

«Dual Focus Point & Shoot, 38/70mm lenses КЎ 29° 
Infinity Zoom 2000, 

*38-70mm zoom lens, 200 autofocus steps 51 49% 

Nikon Lite Touch Zoom Kit, o5 
Ultra-Compact Autofocus Zoom, 35-70mm $1 89 
Olympus 15-10 
«Compact Zoom Lens Reflex SLR, 28-11011 39 995 

prog pl CALL Quartz Date 35mm SLR, titanium Бобу... 

Apple 
PowerBook* 150 

4/120 

processor 94MB RAM 
expandable to 40MB 
*120MB hard drive 

*1.44MB Apple 
== SuperDrive •9.5' backlit 

К.Я FSTN passive-matrix 
LCD one ш x 480) 

“Weighs 5. 5.5 pounds •5епај, SCSI, & power 
adapter port Built-in LocalTalk Comes with 
PowerBook Mobility Bundle & ClarisWorks 2.1 

Our 

(APP M2794LL) 

Interex K 
"Numeric PowerBook keyboard (ПХ NUMBERKEYPD) 495 
Interex Power Plant $i 
«Portable Charger/Condiioner (TX клемм) 59° 

sinternal Fax/Modem erp зод» 
Madson Line Briefcase , s 00 
“For PowerBook balistics nylon (MAD РОМБКВАБ) +119 
GCC Writemove И 
уннын e аана 5289 
Apple QuickTake 1 
-24-8it Color Digital Camera Are isuu.. 566995 

TOME 
ProPhone 

Select Phone 2nd Quarter 1994 
Search every telephone directory in the US by name, 
address, city, state, phone number, ZIP, business 
heading or SIC code #80 million residential & business 
listings Free upgrade certificate for next edition 

r 
‘| Pre (PCI SELECT-C) 

Interactive Multimedia, volume 1 
‘strom Comptons, for Windows or Mac 

strom Sierra, for IBM 
Y Where in The World is Carmen Sandiego 

strom Broderbund, for Windows MPC or Mac 
Rebel Assault 
trom Lucas Film, for IBM or Мәс ................... 

from Broderbund, for DOS/Windows or Mac 
Encarta 1994 
‘trom Microsoft, for Windows ог Mac .......... 

*New sleek design *256К «Touch screen technology for 
quick data entry & retrieval «Fax send software eIntrared 
transfer system •Сајепдаг, schedule, phone, 
calculator & world clock #40-character/20-line display 

After Mir $30 Rebate} 
till Nov. 15, 1994 

(ЗНА 029500) 

Data Organizer, ЗАК, 14 character/3 line display 549° 

Rolodex EL-3200 
quas eim UK DOY ©... „99“ 
Franklin 1000 
Fani Spanish Translator = $1 29° 

*Speaking Language Master. — $1 79“ 

Sony 008 SYS 
Sound MER Book Player with ‘oe 3A 51 99“ 

Psion 130201 Series 
Pocket Computer w/ Digita Voie Technolgy *39 9*5 

Apple® Newton" 
MessagePad™ 110 
More than Зх memory space 

|| & battery Ме of original Newton 
| | «improved handwriting recog- 
|| nition •Рах, e-mail & paging 

capabilities 
Connects to Windows ог 

Macintosh computers using 
Newton Connection Kit 

(message card, modem & 
Newton connections optional) 
Notepad, to-do list, datebook 

& name ће 

Bite (APP HOO60LL) 

Apple 1MB Storage Card s 
«Holds 4x as much into as Newton (APP НО02ВЦ) 4995 

e 
Appi Applications (APP MH6ALL)........ ® 1 3995 
Apple 2MB Flash Card 
завити Kevon ora) 139" 
Арре НА Fax Modem 
"QUSS send & receive Fax Modem (APP Hoest)? Û 7 9 95 
Apple Newton Solution s 
«лоси Productivity Manager (APP МУЦ) *$99*5 
Apple 4MB Flash Card 
“Hols 16 as much into as Newton e exa $24 9*5 
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|| 
BARBER: Songs 

Studer; Hampson; Browning; 
Emerson String Quartet 

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 435 867 

(two CD’s, 110 min) 

Performance: Excellent overall 
Recording: Nice and roomy 

Aw the forty-seven songs in this 
complete collection, titled “Secrets of 

the Old” after a Yeats setting, are ten un- 
published items recorded here for the first 
time. The earliest of the hitherto unknown 
works, A Slumber Song for the Madonna, 
written when the composer was fifteen, 
shows important aspects of his style already 
in place. Though his later music has height- 
ened descriptive elements and greater emo- 
tional complexity, the maturity of his early 
work was clearly phenomenal. And consid- 
ering that he came of age musically in the 
mid-1920's, his essentially Romantic musi- 
cal language wasn't quite as retrogressive 
as it may have seemed later on. 

He rarely used that language more sin- 
cerely than in his songs. Though his earliest 

ALM 
published songs, the three in Op. 2, sound 
like self-conscious exercises in Anglophil- 
ia, the unpublished ones written at the same 
time, such as the 1936 Beggar’s Song, are 
full of naturalness and humor. Heard in the 
context of this chronological anthology, the 
well-known Hermit Songs (1952-1953), 
first performed by Leontyne Price, are all 
the more moving because we can see him 
pulling together different creative strands to 
create something more expressive and tech- 
nically interesting than he had ever done 
before. Similarly, Despite and Still, written 
for Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau in 1969, after 
the disastrous première of Barber’s opera 
Antony and Cleopatra, has even greater im- 
pact given that context; the Robert Graves 
text seems like an emotional shell game full 
of surprising hidden meanings, tinged with 
bitterness but never cynicism. 

Baritone Thomas Hampson’s selections 
are a bit overdone, sometimes slighting the 
music’s more soft-spoken qualities, but so- 
prano Cheryl Studer’s singing is bright and 
precise. Long-time Barber champion John 

he debut solo album by soprano 

Ruth Ann Swenson—who has ap- 

. peared on such PBS telecasts as Rich- 
_ ard Tucker Galas and Pavarotti Plus and 
_ sung on the world's great opera stages 

· —arrived in late August, in time for the 
_ fall season. “Positively Golden," on EMI 
Classics, gives lovers of the be/ canto 

repertory something to cheer about: a 

bravura array of showpiece arias for 

‚ lyric coloratura voice worthy of Sills or 
` Sutherland. The composers represented 
; are Donizetti, Bellini, Gounod, and Mey- 

` erbeer, and Swenson is accompanied 
by the London Philharmonic under vet- 

` eran conductor Nicola Rescigno. 
_ Swenson grew up in suburban New 

| York, where, in her words, she was 

*more into Manilow than Mozart and [in- 
` to] being a jockette in tennis, softball, 

· and volleyball." Her big break came 
. when she replaced an ailing soprano as 

; Despina in performances of Mozart's 
` Cosi Fan Tutte at the San Francisco 
, Opera. She now lives in San Francisco 
. and will perform there this season in 

106 STEREO REVIEW OCTOBER 1994 

Donizetti's Lucia di Lammermoor. She'll 

travel to Chicago for Stravinsky's The 
Rake's Progress, to New York for Don- 

izetti’s L'Elisir d'Amore at the Met, 

and to Japan, Switzerland, Israel, and 

around the U.S. for other operatic and 
concert appearances. Not much time for 

tennis these days! 

NEW RECORDINGS 

REVIEWED BY 

ROBERT ACKART, 

RICHARD FREED, DAVID 

HALL, GEORGE JELLINEK, 

ERIC SALZMAN, AND 

DAVID PATRICK STEARNS 

Browning, whose piano playing has rarely 
been more articulate or authoritative, ac- 
companies the soloists in everything but 
Dover Beach, where Hampson is joined by 
the Emerson String Quartet. Browning also 
deserves credit for shepherding the whole 
project to completion and for researching 
and writing the comprehensive notes. D.P.S. 

BEETHOVEN: Piano Quartet, Op. 16 

SCHUMANN: Piano Quartet, Op. 47 
Ax; Stern; Laredo; Ma 
SONY 53339 (53 min) 

Performance: Warmhearted 
Recording: Rich 

he affection shared by Isaac Stern and 
his three younger associates—Emanuel 

Ax (piano), Jaime Laredo (viola), and Yo- 
Yo Ma (cello)—for the smallish but distin- 
guished repertory of Classical and Roman- 
tic works for piano quartet, and the enthu- 
siasm generated by their collaboration, 
illumine this Beethoven/Schumann presen- 
tation perhaps even more strikingly than 
their earlier Brahms and Fauré recordings. 
Beethoven's Op. 16 is far less frequently 
heard in this version than in his original one 
for piano and wind quartet; while the latter 
remains the "basic" version, the one with 
strings sounds hardly less idiomatic to these 
instruments in this warmhearted realization. 
Among recent recordings of the Schu- 

mann, one of the genuine masterworks of 
the genre, my preference is for the one on 
RCA by André Previn (as pianist) and his 
group of string players—their essentially 
similar approach benefits from a touch 
more drive. But those attracted by the 
Beethoven coupling will find only pleasure 
in this richly recorded Sony CD, which 
comes with annotation by Ax that is as 
characteristically lucid and stimulating as 
his playing. R.F. 

BRAHMS: Viola Sonatas, Op. 120; 
Songs for Alto, Viola, and Piano, Op. 91 

Zukerman; Neikrug; Horne; Katz 
RCA 61276 (57 min) 

Performance: Sonatas lovely 
Recording: Very good 

[== up with the original clarinet уег- 
sions of Brahms’s Op. 120 sonatas (No. 

1, in F Minor, and No. 2, in E-flat Major), 
so I am more than usually aware of the 
change in character wrought by the com- 
poser in transcribing these masterpieces for 
viola, especially given the dark and dusky 
tone quality with which Pinchas Zukerman 
imbues them in these performances with pi- 
anist Marc Neikrug. The opening of No. 1 
is somber and deliberate, and there’s no 

{ 

| 

: 



lack of sentiment in the slow movement. 
While the Allegretto grazioso has delicacy, 
Га have liked a bit more lilt. Passion and a 
swift flow mark the finale. In No. 2, the 
first movement, marked amabile, is gentle 
to a fault. There is more of a legato style to 
the middle movement than I’m used to and 
more sweetness than ruggedness in the 
marvelous quasi-chorale middle section. I 
like the easy agility that Zukerman and 
Neikrug bring to the penultimate set of 
variations. Fine, rich recorded sound in 
both sonatas. 

The two Op. 91 songs for contralto, vio- 
la, and piano—performed here by Marilyn 
Horne with Zukerman and the singer’s 
ever-dependable accompanist, Martin 
Katz—are among Brahms’s loveliest and 
most cannily woven creations. Gestillte 
Sehnsucht, on a text by Friedrich Riickert, 
is by turns calm and agitated, with an inde- 
pendent viola line. In the more celebrated 
Geistliches Wiegenlied, the viola inter- 
weaves the melody of the carol Joseph, 
Lieber Joseph Mein with the vocal line, a 
setting of a poem by Lope de Vega (in a 
German translation). Regrettably, Horne is 
rather off-form in these performances, tend- 
ing to swallow her words in the Riickert 
song and to let the line get a bit out of fo- 
cus. Geistliches Wiegenlied fares somewhat 
better. In any case, Zukerman and Katz are 
admirable partners. D.H. 

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 6 
BACH/WEBERN: Ricercare 
Cleveland Orchestra, Dohnanyi 
LONDON 436 153 (63 min) 

Performance: Squeaky clean 
Recording: Very good 

В Sixth Symphony, in A Major, 
1$ the most compact and textually un- 

controversial of his nine symphonies, and if 
it does not scale the empyrean heights of 
the last three, it certainly makes for enjoy- 
able and absorbing listening. 

Christoph von Dohnanyi at first soft ped- 
als the insistent nervous figure that propels 
the opening movement, but he lets it have 
its head when the major thematic material 
enters. Dramatic contrast dominates the dy- 
namic picture. The slow movement, with its 
haunting sigh for solo oboe, makes its full 
effect thanks to the Cleveland strings. The 
march-like main body of the scherzo curi- 
ously pre-echoes the opening bars of the 
Mahler Sixth, and the Cleveland horns do 
themselves proud with the fanfare figure in 

the bucolic middle section. Dohnanyi really 
brings out the finale’s restless, stormy qual- 
ity, which makes the blaze of glory at the 
end that much more effective. 

London offers a substantial filler in the 
form of Anton Webern’s fascinating and il- 
luminating Klangfarbenmelodie (tone-color 
melody) orchestration of the great six-part 
ricercare from Bach’s A Musical Offering. 
This kind of music is right up Dohnanyi’s 
alley, and I can hardly imagine a better and 
cleaner realization. And while Severance 
Hall has never been my favorite recording 
locale, it seems just right for these two 
works. D.H. 

DEBUSSY: La Mer 

CHAUSSON: Poème de l'Amour et 

de la Mer 
RAVEL: Une Barque sur l'Océan 
Meier; Philadelphia Orchestra, Muti 

EMI 55120 (63 min) 

Performance: Large-scale 
Recording: Sumptuous 

А“ years of unimaginatively рго- 
grammed, routinely performed record- 

ings with the Philadelphia Orchestra, Ric- 
cardo Muti wrapped up his tenure there 
with this inspired collection of French 
works depicting the sea, all written around 
the turn of the century. The differences be- 
tween the composers are heightened by the 
similarity in subject matter—Ravel’s tight 
thematic development versus Debussy’s 
open forms, or the explicit tone painting 
both engage in versus Chausson’s more ab- 
stract, Wagnerian vocal lines. 

Muti’s interpretations are far from hav- 
ing an idiomatic French lightness. He seems 
to have come to this music by way of the 
opulent heaviness of Scriabin’s sympho- 
nies, which he recorded so successfully 
some years ago. But with that heaviness 
comes a grandness of gesture that I found 
invigorating. The mezzo-soprano Waltraud 
Meier, a fascinatingly volatile singer, per- 
forms the Chausson with little heed to sur- 
face beauty; she seems more interested in 
probing the text and in conveying a sense 
of dramatic spontaneity. D.PS. 

KOECHLIN: The Jungle Book 
Berlin Radio Orchestra, Zinman 

RCA VICTOR 61955 (two CD’s, 91 min) 

Performance: A bit rough 
Recording: Okay 

harles Koechlin is remembered, insofar 
as he is remembered at all, as that 

French composer who was fascinated by 
Kipling's Jungle Book. Beginning at the 
turn of the century with vocal settings of 
three of Kipling's poems and continuing in 
the 1920's and 1930's with four substantial 
symphonic poems, Koechlin hitched his 
star to a once-adored poet who has gone 
even further out of fashion than Koechlin 
himself. Every once in a while, someone 
comes up with the idea of reviving, if not 
Kipling, then at least Koechlin. This current 
attempt is perhaps the most credible of all, 
if only because conductor David Zinman 
gives us, for the first time on records, the 
whole Kipling cycle in all its diversity and 
colorful sincerity. 

DISCOVER MUSIC 
FOR LESS 

new budget-price CD label, the 

Belgium-based Discover Interna- 

tional, was to be launched in the U.S. 

in September with over seventy re- 
leases distributed by the PPI Enter- 

tainment Group. Aimed at the back-to- 

school crowd and all bargain-hunting 

music lovers, Discover CD’s offer a 
wide variety of music, ranging from 

symphonies by Dvorak and operas by 

Puccini to piano music by Mozart and 

tangos by Astor Piazzolla. The roster 

of artists includes pianists Aldo Cic- 

colini and Lazar Berman, violinist Pa- 

vel Berman (Lazar’s son), soprano 

Miriam Gauci, and conductors Yehudi 

Menuhin and Alexander Rahbari, who 

is principal conductor of the Belgian 

Radio and Television Philharmonic 

and also Discover International’s mu- 

sic director. 

The last and best-known of these pieces, 
Les Bandar-log, a bit of a satiric scherzo 
(the banderlogs are monkeys), is not the 
most typical. Most of these curious and 
original works suggest a kind of nature 
mysticism that ought to appeal to a modern 
environmental consciousness. Koechlin’s 
musical voice is not quite consistent, and 
sometimes he wanders down the oddest by- 
paths. He speaks in a twentieth-century Eu- 
ropean language about curiously old-fash- 
ioned and exotic things. There is nothing 
specifically Indian about his jungle; it’s not 
exactly a real place but more like a land- 
scape of the imagination. 

I wish I liked these performances better. 
The lyrical sections work well—listen to 
“Night” from The Spring Running or to The 
Meditation of Purun Bhagat. At such mo- 
ments one can really believe in Koechlin. 
But the livelier and more dramatic sections 
are a bit rough, and the performances over- 
all are merely workmanlike. Still, even with 
their shortcomings, they help open up the 
exotic and private imagination of one of the 
strangest and most neglected figures in 
twentieth-century music. ES. 
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MUSSORGSKY: Boris Godunov 
Soloists; Chorus; Berlin Philharmonic, Abbado 

SONY 58977 (three CD’s, 201 min) 

Performance: Outstandin 
Recording: Orchestra highlighted 

At this is a lavishly cast Boris, 
with no weak elements among the 

singers, the real stars are Claudio Abbado 
and the Berlin Philharmonic. That conjunc- 
tion may bring Karajan to mind, as well as 
the memory of his own Boris, which, how- 
ever, he recorded with the Vienna Philhar- 
monic (on London). But there are other ma- 
jor differences between that performance 
and this new one. Karajan favored the Rim- 
sky-Korsakov edition, whereas Abbado opts 
for Mussorgsky’s original—the 1872 edi- 
tion with the St. Basil Scene added along 
with the Kromy Forest finale (minus the 
Simpleton-Urchins episode). Abbado’s way 
with the music is more urgently propulsive, 
avoiding Karajan’s expansions and linger- 
ings while at the same time equaling the 

MUSSORGSKY 

BORIS GODUNOV 

virtuosity of execution he was able to elicit 
from his players. The engineering keeps the 
remarkable Berlin orchestra in the fore- 
ground throughout, though it frequently 
overshadows the principals and, particular- 
ly in the early scenes, accords insufficient 
presence to the chorus as well. 

Anatoly Lotcherga does not portray the 
title character in the exuberantly theatrical 
manner of Feodor Chaliapin or Boris Chris- 
toff (the most famous exponents of the 
role). His Boris is even more subdued than 
the figure that such relatively restrained in- 
terpreters as Nicolai Ghiaurov and Martti 
Talvela have made him: an inwardly guilt- 
ridden, melancholy ruler and a tender father 
whose ferocious streak is rarely in evi- 
dence. What Kotcherga brings to his por- 
trayal is an impressive and unfailingly mu- 
sical command of a warm, powerful, yet 
firmly focused bass-baritone that ranges ef- 
fortlessly over its full extension. 

In the other main roles, Sergei Larin 
makes a lyrical yet convincing Dimitri, on a 
par with the best on record; Samuel Ramey 
is bel canto-trained yet remarkably Rus- 
sian-sounding as Pimen; Marjana Lipovsek 
is a rich-toned and vivid Marina; and Sergei 
Leiferkus is a steely, sinister Rangoni. Phil- 
ip Langridge (Shuisky), Elena Zaremba 
(Hostess), Gleb Nikolsky (Varlaam), Albert 
Shagidullin (Schelkalov), and Alexander 
Fedin (Simpleton) all turn in excellent cam- 
eos, and Abbado molds the cast into a re- 
markable ensemble. In sum, this Boris is an 
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outstanding achievement musically, if not 
ideally balanced sonically. GJ. 

NYMAN: The Piano Concerto; MGV 
(Musique а Grande Vitesse) 

Stott; Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra; 
Michael Nyman Band and Orchestra 

ARGO 443 382 (59 min) 
Performance: Bracin, 

Recording: Somewhat flat 

MS: Nyman has never claimed to be 
a profound composer, and it’s to his 

credit that he hasn’t acquired any preten- 
sions because of the success of his score for 
the movie The Piano. The concerto drawn 
from it is somewhat like Korngold’s Violin 
Concerto, which recycles that composer’s 
movie themes. In both cases, superficially 
ingratiating qualities compensate for the 
lack of symphonic argument. 

Rooted in minimalism, Nyman isn’t con- 
cerned much with traditional forms, and his 
“concerto” has little of the usual tension be- 
tween soloist and orchestra. Formally, it’s 
more like a suite than anything else. Mosa- 
ic-like modules of music—often with mod- 
erately engaging textures and surprising in- 
strumental sonorities—are strung together 
in a complementary way, many times with 
little transition between them. 

But even if you expect no more than that, 
the music’s lack of emotional range makes 
it seem more relentless than the movie’s 
soundtrack album. Nyman fans will want 
both, though the filler on this disc, a piece 
titled MGV (Musique a Grande Vitesse) 
written for the inauguration of a new high- 
speed European train, isn’t an attractive bo- 
nus. Like Honegger’s Pacific 231, it cele- 
brates the intoxicating energy, force, and 
regularity of a railroad, but it’s so emotion- 
ally and stylistically constricted it would 
benefit from being half as long. DPS. 

RACHMANINOFF: Variations on a 
Theme of Chopin; Piano Sonata No. 1 

Boris Berezovsky 

TELDEC 90890 (66 min) 

Performance: Excellent 
Recording: Richly beautiful 

A: Sergei Rachmaninoff's large- 
scale works for piano solo, the ones 

usually performed and recorded are the 
Second Sonata, composed in 1913, and the 
Variations on a Theme by Corelli, the first 

Pianist Boris Berezovsky 
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of the handful of masterworks produced т 
his final dozen years. Young Boris Bere- 
zovsky, winner of the gold medal in the 
Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow four 
years ago, has had the imaginativeness to 
direct his attention instead to Rachmani- 
noff’s seldom-heard earlier works in both 
forms, and he does them both proud. 

The Op. 22 Chopin Variations (on the 
Prelude in C Minor, Op. 28, No. 20) pre- 
ceded the Corelli Variations by nearly three 
full decades; this was, in fact, Rachmani- 
noff’s first big work for piano solo, and 
perhaps that is why he left various options 

for the performer. Berezovsky omits Nos. 
12 and 14 of the twenty-two variations and 
chooses the less demonstrative of the two 
endings, arriving at what strikes me as ideal 
proportions for a work whose strengths he 
marshals with a seemingly instinctive un- 
derstanding and commitment. 

The three movements of the D Minor 
Sonata are “characteristic portraits” of 
Faust, Gretchen, and Mephistopheles—in 
other words, a pianistic counterpart to 
Liszt’s Faust Symphony. In these extended 
fantasies, however, Rachmaninoff’s obses- 
sion with the Dies Irae theme makes itself 
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felt more than any literary allusion, putting 
what was for him the most personal stamp 
on the music. 

Berezovsky puts his own personal stamp 
on both works, without at any point sug- 
gesting they are mere “vehicles” for him. 
Teldec has come through with a sonic 
frame that makes the most of the broad 
spectrum of colors and textures without the 
slightest hint of harshness or a single note 
that is less than richly beautiful. R.F. 

„RAVEL: BOLERO 
на 

BERLINER ТВ PIERRE BOULEZ 

RAVEL: Boléro; Ma Меге l'Oye; Une 
Barque sur l'Océan; Alborada del 
Gracioso; Rapsodie Espagnole 

Berlin Philharmonic, Boulez 

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 439 859 

(76 min) 

Performance: Polished 
Recording: Translucent 

or Pierre Boulez's disc debut with the 
Berlin Philharmonic, this generously 

filled CD of Ravel staples was recorded in 
Berlin's Jesus-Kristus Kirche. The com- 
plete Ma Mere ГОуе (Mother Goose) ballet 
is the prize item. The well-known five- 
movement suite is magical enough, but the 
full ballet with its eerily dramatic overture, 
additional spinning-wheel episode, and 
marvelous connecting interludes is an even 
more luscious listening experience. Boulez 
may have a reputation as a cool, unemo- 
tional conductor, but he surely weaves a 
spell in this performance. The unearthly 
curtain of sound that leads into the “Рауапе 
of the Sleeping Beauty" is the most memo- 
rable moment. 

Une Barque sur l'Océan, also superbly 
performed, may remind you fleetingly of 
Debussy's La Mer, but it actually has more 
in common with the seascapes of Rimsky- 
Korsakov's Scheherezade. With the remain- 
ing three works, we are on thrice-familiar 
territory. Alborada de Gracioso has less 
razzle-dazzle here than I am used to, but the 
texture and rhythms are precisely etched 
and the recitative episodes vividly charac- 
terized. There is atmosphere aplenty in the 
first three sections of Rapsodie Espagnole, 
and in the finale Boulez maintains a delib- 
erate tempo, presumably in the interest of 
rhythmic articulation. His tempo for Boléro 
is a compromise—not as slow as the com- 
poser's own recording, but not as fast as 
most performances I've heard. The Berlin 
winds and brass acquit themselves splen- 
didly, both solo and blended, and the cli- 
max has all the power one could ask. The 
sound throughout is resplendent. D.H. 



RUBINSTEIN: Symphonies No. 3 
and No. 5 (“Russian”) 

Slovak State Philharmonic, Kolman 

CENTAUR 2185 (78 min) 

Performance: Idiomatic 
Recording: Smooth 

һе current year marks the centenary of 
the death of Anton Rubinstein, remem- 

bered both as a composer and as a pianist of 
towering ability whom Liszt himself ac- 
knowledged as a worthy rival. Rubinstein’s 
large-scale symphonies enjoyed great popu- 
larity in the last century, and No. 5, the so- 
called “Russian,” is one of the most fetch- 
ing, filled with fine tunes, appealing colors, 
and infectious rhythmic vitality. In his anno- 
tation as well as his performance, the Amer- 
ican conductor Barry H. Kolman conveys 
real enthusiasm for the work. 

The Third Symphony appears here in the 
way of a discovery, as it had apparently 
been unheard since Rubinstein’s death. It 
was Kolman who recently found the long- 
lost score, and Shana Ailwine put in hun- 
dreds of hours preparing orchestral parts. 
Somewhat less distinctive than No. 5, it is 
handsomely presented and makes an in- 
triguing companion piece. К.Е. 

SCHOENFIELD: Four Parables; 
Vaudeville; Klezmer Rondos 

Soloists; New World Symphony, Nelson 

ARGO 440 212 (72 min) 

Performance: Cooking 
Recording: Neat 

р: Schoenfield, practicing the ancient 
and honorable profession of pastry 

cook, whips up some very tasty pastiches. 
The history of popular music is evoked here 
in classical form: klezmers and ragtimes, 
vaudeville, jazz and blues, Scott Joplin, 
George Gershwin, and Leonard Bernstein, 
all in bright symphonic dress. Four Para- 
bles is a kind of piano concerto (played by 
Jeffrey Kahane), Vaudeville features the cu- 
rious small piccolo trumpet (played by 
Wolfgang Basch), and Klezmer Rondos is a 
kind of flute concerto (expertly played by 
Carol Wincenc). The music is endlessly, 
brashly smart, the soloists cook with gas, 
and the New World Symphony under John 
Nelson is full of beans. E.S. 

SCHUBERT: Polonaise in B-flat Major; 
Rondo in A Major; Konzertstück in D 
Major; German Dances and Minuets 
Kremer; Chamber Orchestra of Europe 

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 
437 535 (71 min) 

Performance: Delectable 
Recording: Just right 

itled “Schubert-Soirée,” this CD is as 
beguiling a collection of music written 

for his family’s chamber ensemble and vis- 
iting friends as you are ever likely to en- 
counter. The polonaise, rondo, and Konzert- 
stück (“concert piece”) are concerto-style 
works for violin that he composed between 
ages nineteen and twenty-one, and the Ger- 
man dances and minuets date from his six- 
teeth year. The instrumentation consists 
mainly of strings, with trumpets, oboes, and 
timpani turning up only in the Konzert- 
stück. Above all, there are enchanting mel- 
odies and lilting rhythms, but no show-off 

virtuoso stuff (the solo violin parts were 
written with his brother Ferdinand’s abili- 
ties in mind). 

Back in 1978 violinist Gidon Kremer re- 
corded the concertante pieces for Deutsche 
Grammophon with a conductor, but here he 
assumes both the solo and conducting roles 
with marvelous finesse and flexible nuance, 
blending beautifully with his Chamber Or- 
chestra of Europe colleagues. In canny con- 
trast to the main string body, the trio sec- 
tions of the dances are elegantly rendered 
by solo quintet. The recording features an 
intimate yet warm acoustic surround that 

perfectly conveys the ambience of a musi- 
cal house party. Recommended without res- 
ervation. D.H. 

SHOSTAKOVICH: 

Symphonies Nos. 1 and 9 
National Symphony, Rostropovich 

TELDEC 90849 (59 min) 
Performance: Top-drawer No. 1 

Recording: 

hostakovich’s remarkable First Sym- 
phony, written when he was only nine- 

teen years old, has held a firm place in the 
repertoire ever since its first European per- 
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formance, under Bruno Walter in 1927. 
Most of the readings I have heard over the 
years have been marked by a certain brittle- 
ness and nervous hysteria, but under Mstis- 
lav Rostropovich’s direction it is the sym- 

phony’s more tender aspect that seizes the 
attention in this latest recording. The ten- 
derness comes through from the very first 
measures, where articulation is not merely 
precise but also endowed with flow and nu- 
ance, giving the music something of an 
added dimension. The scherzo goes at a fast 
clip, as it should, yet its central trio section 
is not breezed through but shaded with the 
greatest care in terms of color and dynam- 
ics. In the slow movement Rostropovich 
elicits blazingly passionate utterances from 
his. strings. The finale is wonderfully cine- 

matic, calling to my mind a picture of the 
young composer playing the piano to ac- 
company silent movies. 

The Ninth Symphony is as compact as 
No. 1, even though it’s in five movements. 
From the seemingly innocuous but elegant- 
ly crafted first movement on, the work 
passes through episodes of rueful humor, 
menace, and sarcasm. Rostropovich does 
well generally with the somber elements, 
and the sizzling third movement (presto) 
and succeeding dark-hued largo are very 
good (with fine work by the solo bassoonist 
in the largo), but on balance his reading is 
on the heavy-handed side. For my taste 
Neeme Järvi has it right in his Chandos re- 
cording with the Scottish National Orches- 
tra. The Teldec CD, however, has plenty ol of 
power and presence. 

VOLANS: String Quartets Nos. 2 and 3 
Balanescu Quartet 

ARGO 440 687 (57 min) 

Performance: Intense 
Recording: Excellent 

he South African composer Kevin Vo- 
lans has achieved a remarkably success- 

ful melding of native Zulu music with the 
modern string quartet. His Quartet No. 2 
(“Hunting: Gathering”)—previously re- 
corded, and very effectively, by the Kronos 
Quartet—is frankly descriptive and atmos- 
pheric, but the Quartet No. 3 (“The Song- 
lines”) from 1988 verges on greatness. It’s a 

spare, abstract musical journey that goes in- 
to deep, uncharted terrains full of insistent- 
ly hypnotic rhythms, abrupt melodic slides, 
and closely voiced chords that suggest 
Aaron Copland on peyote. 

From a formal standpoint, both works 
may seem misshapen, but there’s a convinc- 
ing and original internal logic to the .indi- 
vidual movements. The Balanescu Quar- 
tet’s performances are tough and insightful, 
though that of the Second is less clean and 
stylish than the Kronos version. DPS. 

Collections 
BEAUX ARTS TRIO 

Spring Music—Works by Baker, 
Rochberg, Rorem 

PHILIPS 438 866 (73 min) 

Performance: Classy 
Recording: Just fine 

pring Music” is a highly varied and 
consistently interesting collection of 

works recently commissioned by the Beaux 
Arts Trio from American composers. The 
title piece, by Ned Rorem (b. 1923), is like 
a Poulenc divertissement with a Yankee 
accent. It comprises an idyllic “Aubade” 
featuring some charming decorative piano 
writing, a headlong “Toccata” interspersed 
with lyric episodes, an extended and rumi- 
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QUICK 
F IIX E > 
BORODIN: Symphony No. 2; 
Petite Suite 
State Symphony Orchestra of Russia, 
Svetlanov 
RCA 62505 (63 min) 
Evgeny Svetlanov’s reading of the sym- 
phony is no competition either for Valery 
Gergiev’s with the Rotterdam Philhar- 
monic on Philips or the fiery 1978 one by 
Loris Tjeknavorian on a budget-price 
RCA CD. The seven piano pieces that 
make up the Petite Suite, expertly orches- 
trated by Glazunov, are agreeable listening 
and nicely played. The recording, done on 
tour, is fine in the strings and winds but a 
bit bass-shy in the percussion. D.H. 

DUTILLEUX: Symphony No. 2 (“Le 
Double”); Timbres, Espace, Mouvement 
(“1а Nuit Étoilée”); Métaboles 
Orchestre de Paris, Bychkov 
PHILIPS 438 008 (64 min) 
Henri Dutilleux (born 1916) richly de 
serves his ever-increasing discography, 
and Semyon Bychkov brings a welcome 
visceral excitement to the music that’s 
lacking in other, more refined recordings. 
Bychkov’s approach works especially 
well in the flashy Métaboles, but the 
Symphony No. 2 lacks clarity and accura- 
cy. The dry recording quality isn’t espe- 
cially flattering, either. Still, the CD also 
offers the first recording of the expanded, 
more substantial version of Timbres, Es- 
pace, Mouvement. D.PS. 

DVORAK: Piano Quintet No. 2; 
Piano Quartet No. 2 
Pressler; Emerson String Quartet 
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 439 868 
(75 min) 
While pianist Menahem Pressler provides 
affectionate and authoritative leadership, 
the Emerson Quartet players are not very 
sympathetic colleagues. Far from immers- 
ing themselves in the spirit of each work, 
they respond with a “one size fits all” ap- 
proach. Rudolf Firkusny, on RCA, has the 
less celebrated but far more persuasive 
Ridge Quartet attuned to his own elegant, 
warmhearted approach in the quintet, and 
the sound is more ingratiating, too, than 
the rather harsh acoustic on this CD. R.F. 

HAYDN: Symphony No. 60 
(“Il Distratto") ; Armida Overture; 
Symphony No. 91 
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra 
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 437 783 

(54 min) 
The conductorless Orpheus Chamber En- 
semble plays modern instruments and is 
not particularly tuned in to the niceties 
of period performance practice. But the 
players have a remarkable esprit as well 
as esprit de corps—along with wit, ener- 
gy, and good humor. The vastly amusing 
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symphony Haydn made out of his theater 
music to a play entitled // Distratto (“the 
absent-minded [one]"), the dramatic over- 
ture to the opera Armida, and the superb 
late symphony are all captured in a beau- 
tifully made recording. E.S. 

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Trio 

BRAHMS: Horn Trio 

Salerno-Sonnenberg; Meneses; 
Cerminaro; Licad 
EMI 54800 (75 min) 

Plenty of energy and tension in both of 
these performances—which, however, 
somehow fail to convince. The energy is 
for the most part the sort that calls atten- 
tion to the performers at the expense of 
the music, and the recording's curious fo- 
cus on the violinist, Nadja Salerno-Son- 
nenberg, distorts the essential coloring of 
the music. John Cerminaro's horn is all 
but swallowed up in the Brahms, Antonio 
Meneses's cello is little more than a back- 
ground blur in the Tchaikovsky, and even 
Cécile Licad's piano seems strangely 
veiled. Too bad. R.F. 

CHANTICLEER 

CHANTICLEER 

Mexican Baroque 
TELDEC 96353 (58 min) 

Observances in 1992 of the 500 an- 
niversary of Columbus's arrival in this 
hemisphere brought to light a surprising 
amount of excellent music that resulted 
from the encounter of the indigenous cul- 
ture with that of Europe. These Baroque 
compositions from Mexico rival in beauty 
what was being composed in Europe dur- 
ing the eighteenth century. The perfor- 
mances by the male vocal ensemble 
Chanticleer, accompanied by a small in- 
strumental group, seem authentic and vig- 
orous, and the recorded sound is warm. 

William Livingstone 

SHARON ISBIN 

Nightshade Rounds 
VIRGIN 45024 (62 min) 

Sharon Isbin has commissioned and given 
the first performances of more new guitar 
music than just about anybody, including 
the title piece here, by Bruce MacCombie, 
and Joan Tower's Clocks, both dedicated 
to her. She also has a wonderful mastery 
of her instrument, technical and musical, 
that permits her to make Britten's difficult 
late masterpiece Nocturnal into some- 
thing truly moving. That's the highlight, 
but the two Gershwin piano preludes ar- 
ranged by Carlos Barbosa-Lima, the new 
works, a short piece by John Duarte, and 
Walton's amusing Five Bagatelles add up 
to an attractive program. ES. 

native “Fantasia,” a brief, Satie-like “Baga- 
telle" in Rorem's most elegant art-song 
manner, and a fiery "Presto" finale with 
jazz elements and a recollection of the 
opening pages to round it all off. 

Roots П by David М. Baker (b. 1931) al- 

so has five movements, but the inspiration 
is unmistakably African-American. The 
most telling pages are in the opening “In- 
cantation" and the deeply plaintive “Sorrow 
Song," which seems to stem from the rural 
black spiritual. “Dance in Congo Square” 
recalls Louis Moreau Gottschalk, and the 
other two, “Boogie Woogie” and “Jubilee,” 
suggest Morton Gould’s masterly 1941 
Spirituals for Orchestra. 

George Rochberg (b. 1918), originally a 
hard-core “modernist,” is today a kind of 
postmodern eclectic. Summer, 199] grew 
out of his visit to Leningrad and Moscow in 
1989, when the Soviet empire was on the 
verge of disintegration. The music evokes a 
sense of impending chaos, now violent, 
now pensive, with fragmentary quotes and 
near quotes from the Russian musical past. 

All three works test the mettle of pianist 
Menaham Pressler, violinist Ida Kavafian, 
and cellist Peter Wiley to the utmost. They 
come through with flying colors, as does 
the Philips production crew. D.H. 

CANADIAN BRASS 

Gabrieli for Brass 
PHILIPS 438 392 (64 min) 

Performance: Full-blast brass 
Recording: Antiphony to the max 

he Canadian Brass and their fans have 
been in love with Gabrieli seemingly 

forever. Some of the old favorites—the 
Sonata Pian' e Forte, for example—are in- 
cluded here, but this disc differs a bit from 
more typical Canadian Brass Gabrieli col- 
lections. It includes a large number of ar- 
rangements of mass sections, motets, and 
other period vocal music by Heinrich 

CANADIAN BRASS 
GABRIELI 

FOR 

Schiitz, Orlando di Lasso, Claudio Mon- 
teverdi, and both Andrea and Giovanni 
Gabrieli. That takes extra musicians, here a 
second brass quintet from the New York 
Philharmonic and a brass octet from the 
Philadelphia Orchestra. The result is an- 
tiphony to the max, and in modern digital 
sound. If you have a Dolby Surround de- 
coder and four or five speakers, you can 
recreate the full effect, but even in plain ol’ 
two-channel stereo it’s pretty impressive. 
Just don’t look for subtlety or authenticity: 
This is a purely modern, full-out brass blast 
with suitably lyric touches. E.S. 



CLASSIFIED 
For Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066, 9am-5pm EST 

It is impossible for us to 
verify all of the claims of advertisers, 
including product availability and exis- 
tence of warranties. To confirm that an 
advertiser is authorized to sell a product, 
we suggest you contact the manufactur- 
er directly. Please review our Tips for 
Mail Order Purchasers in this section. 

RECORDS 

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes, record 
jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers, much 
more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM 641, POB 
8212. COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468. 

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts--Expert Consultations, All 
Major Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country including 
Old/Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS. 1-800-982-2620. 

HALF MILE VINYL. AFFORDABLE PRE-OWNED LP'S. SELECTED 
WICARE. CLEANED & GRADED. CALL F/INFORMATION. SASE 
CATALOG/WANTS: BOX 98, EAST WAREHAM, MA 02538. 

(508)295-2508. 

RECORDS AND CD BARGAINS! FACTORY FRESH OVERSTOCKS 
AND DELETIONS. ROCK/POP/JAZZ COLLECTIBLES. GOOD MUSIC, 
GREAT PRICES! MONTHLY UPDATE. FREE CATALOG. OFF PRICE 
MUSIC SALES, DEPT. SRC, РО. BOX 1348, SOMERVILLE, MA 02144. 
1-800-388-1386/FAX 1-617-776-2514. 

AUTHORIZED 

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, PS, 
CWD, CARY, KINERGETICS, КЕР, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST, FRIED, 
KIMBER KABLE, QUAD, SPICA, STRAIGHTWIRE, МОРЕЙ READ 
BROTHERS, 593-B KING, CHARLESTON; SOUTH CAROLINA 
29403. (803)723-7276. 

SLEDGEHAMMER, AUDAX, PEERLESS, FOCAL, VIFA & DYNAUDIO 
LOUDSPEAKERS with good prices and fast service. MADISOUND 
SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8608 University Green, 
Box 44283, Madison, WI 53744-4283. (608) 831-3433. 

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520. NAD * 
M&K x HARMAN KARDON x ONKYO x SONY ES 
ж CARVER х KEF х CELESTION х AUDIO- 
CONTROL * ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY x MONS- 
TER CABLE x LEXICON x GRADO х PRO-AC * 
CWD x NILES AUDIO х JAMO * VELODYNE * 
SANUS SYSTEMS x THORENS x ALTEC LANSING 
ж STAX x PSB x TARGET x SOUNDSTREAM x 
ROCKFORD FOSGATE х SHARPVISION x HAFL- 
ЕВ х SOUND ANCHORS х. SOUND SELLER, P.O. 
BOX 224, 2808 Cahill Road, Marinette, WI 
54143-0224. Fax 715-735-5838, Phone 
(715) 735-9002. 

For the Musical Difference 
Authorized Dealer For: 

* МАР • CARVER 
* GRADO * LEXICON 
* PROAC * ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY 

ICHI 
*PSB * AUDIOCONTROL 
* CWD * CELESTION 
* STAX * ALTEC LANSING 
* SANUS * NILES AUDIO 
‘M&K • NITTY GRITTY 
* КЕЕ • SOUNDSTREAM 
• ОМКУО • HARMAN KARDON 
• SONY ES * MONSTER CABLE 
• ADCOM * ROCKFORD/FOSGATE 
*THORENS — *POLK AUDIO 
* TARGET 

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224 
Marinette, WI 54143 (715) 735-9002 

1-800-826-0520 

AUTHORIZED 

MENISCUS - SELLS "imagineering" and guidance for your 
speaker building and component needs. Catalog $2. 2575 
28th St. SW. Unit S, Wyoming, MI 49509. (616) 534-9121. 

SAVE 4096 ON HIGH-END home speakers, sub- 
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD, 
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702. 
1 (800) 283-4644. 

* ALCHEMY * NAD 
* NILES 
* PARADIGM 
* PS AUDIO 
* SONY 
* SONY ES 
* SUMIKO 
* THORENS 

CAMBRIDGE*MASSACHUSETTS 

617-547-2727 

hen 
95 Vassar Street = 
Cambridge, МА 02139 = 

Mon-Fri 10-7 • Sat 10-6 EZ 

Straight Talk.... 

106 Brands Available! 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 

AWARD WINNING 
DEALER 

for 

We are not aware of any 

one facility that has 
the unique combina- 
tion of physical size, 
depth of inventory, 
and number of 

quality lines to 
complement our 
approach to display, 
demonstration and 

competitive pricing. 

KANSAS UNIVERSITY 
STUDENTS & ALUMNI 
ASK ABOUT OUR 

SPECIALS 
Моп-Тһиг. 10am-8pm, Fri & Sat: 10am-6pm 

KIEFF’S 
AUDIO/VIDEO 

913-842-1811 

24TH & IOWA Lawrence, KS 66046 

“STEREO WORLD” IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE WITH 
GREAT DEALS ON HOME AND CAR STEREO: PANASONIC, JBL 
JVC, SONY, POLK, PIONEER, DENON, HIFONICS, BLAUPUNKT, KEN- 
WOOD, SCOSCHE EFX AND MANY OTHERS. CALL OR WRITE FOR 
CURRENT FREE SALES FLYER. FREE UPS IN 48 STATES. OUR 7TH YEAR. 
VISAMC; COD ACCEPTED. РО. BOX 596, MONROE, NY 10950. 
(914) 782-6044. 

[ыы 
PLEASE NOTE THAT А * AFTER A PRODUCT 
INDICATES THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHO- 
RIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT. 

It is impossible for us to verify all of 
the claims of advertisers, including 
product availability and existence of 
warranties. Therefore, the following 
information is provided for your 
protection. 

1. Confirm price and merchandise 
information with the seller, including 
brand, model, color or finish, acces- 
sories and rebates included in the 
price. 
2. Understand the seller's return 
and refund-policy, including the 
allowable return period, who pays the 
postage for returned merchandise, 
and whether there is any "restocking" 
charge. 
3. Understand the product's war- 
ranty. is there a manufacturer's war- 
ranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or 
foreign manufacturer? Note that 
many manufacturers assert that, 
even if the product comes with a 
U.S. manufacturers warranty card, 
if you purchase from an unautho- 
rized dealer, you are not covered 
by the manufacturer's warranty. If 
in doubt, contact the manufacturer 
directly. In addition to, or instead of, 
the manufacturer's warranty, the sell- 
er may offer its own warranty. In 
either case, what is covered by war- 
ranty, how long is the warranty peri- 
od, where will the product be ser- 
viced, what do you have to do, and 
will the product be repaired or 
replaced? You may want to receive a 
copy of the written warranty before 
placing your order. 
4. Keep a copy of all transactions, 
including cancelled checks, receipts 
and correspondance. For phone 
orders, make a note of the order 
including merchandise ordered, price, 
order date, expected delivery date 
and salesperson's name. 
5. If the merchandise is not 
shipped within the promised time 
or if no time was promised, 30 days 
of receipt of the order, you generally 
have the right to cancel the order and 
get a refund. 
6. Merchandise substitution without 
your express prior consent is not 
allowed. 
7. If you have a problem with your 
order or the merchandise, write a 
letter to the seller with all the perti- 
nent information and keep a copy. 
8. If you are unable to obtain satis- 
faction from the seller, contact the 
consumer protection agency in the 
seller's state or your local Post Office. 

If, after following the above guide- 
lines, you experience a problem with 
a mail order advertiser that you are 
unable to resolve, please let us 
know. Write to the Associate 
Publisher of STEREO REVIEW 
Magazine, Tony Catalano. Be sure to 
include copies of all correspon- 
dence. 



FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE 

XXX-TREME DISCOUNTS! ONKYO—DENON— 
CARVER—ACURUS—NAKAMICHI—NAD— 
PARASOUND—GRADO— APATURE— 
SUMIKO—KEF—SNELL—POLK—M &K— 
NHT—SPICA—VELODYNE—PSB—CHICAGO 
STANDS. U.S. products. NO GREY! Many close- 
out deals! STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942. 

* MONSTER 
* NILES 
* ONKYO 
* PIONEER 
* SONY ES 

* DENON * SONANCE 
* INFINITY * YAMAHA 

GUARANTEED BEST PRICES 
THE SOUND APPROACH 

800-368-2344 
6067 JERICHO TPKE., COMMACK, N.Y. 11725 

* ALPHASONIK 
* BAZOOKA 
* BOSE 
* CARVER 

LOW PRICES!! Nakamichi, CARVER, Polk, DE- 
NON, Onkyo, VELODYNE, NAD, Parasound, 
B&K, KEF, M&K, Snell, plus more! SOUND SHOP 
206-692-8201. 

SINGERS! I REMOVE Ра 

Unlimited Backgrounds” 
From Standard Tapes, Records, & CDs with 

е son Vocal Eli Eliminator™ Call Now (= 

4189-Ext 5074 
‚ Dept 56-15 „7% 

7988 LT Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 300! 

24 Hour Вето/ то Request | 
Line (404)482-2485 - Ext 50 

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator™ 

сеје 2, (43:13, (93 
video 

Phone us for expert advice, personal service, 

and great prices! 

Specialists in Mini Disc • DAT * D/A Converters 

Transports * CD Players * Receivers * Amplifiers 

Loudspeakers * Turntables * TV * VCR's 

Camcorders and more! 

FROM ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS 
Full manufacturers warranty plus audioEXCELLENCE extended 

warranty available - phone for details! 

(212) 229 © 1622 
143 West 26th Street * N.Y., N.Y. 10001 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

- Better Than | Karaoke! 

audio • 

KEF, MIRAGE, B&W, HARMAN/KARDON, NA- 
KAMICHI, CARVER, DENON, VELODYNE, CELES- 
TION, ADCOM, ONKYO, YAMAHA, KLIPSCH, FOS- 
GATE, CROWN & OTHERS, BEST PRICES & 
GOOD ADVICE. U.S. ASSOCIATES: 
1-800-380-5111. 

B&W • CARVER • DENON • КЕЕ • NAD • ОМКУО • 
POLK + OTHER LINES AVAILABLE • 24 HOUR 
AUTOMATED PRICING • COURTEOUS ASSIS- 
TANCE • AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS • (904) 
321-0100. 

Do expressions like THX, Dolby 
Pro Logic, DSP, Laser Disc, 
In-Wall, multi-zone, tweeter, and 
sub-woofer leave you confused? 

пе је 
Syste tems 

can help you! 

Wholesale Connection 
Call Toll Free 1-800-226-2800 

JVC Bose 
Сай | LS12 Сай 

Сай 
Сай 
Сай 
Сай 
Сай 

Сай 

C.D.Players 

From a single center channel sum 
Call | XLMC100. to a multi-room multi-zone 

system, H.T.S. will provide the 
best advice and the best price 
to perfectly fit your needs. 

Our professionals have installed 
home theater systems for some of the 
most recognized names in the musi 
business. Our consultants will be 
more than happy to help you through 
the maze of components so you can 
get the system that does what you 
want it to do at the price you want to 

ЕРЕ gee PEPPER 
Call Technics. Mini Бузет 

Сай | SLP9066. 
Сай | SLPD1000 En 

jim = их! 
Call | ОРР5060 
а DPR6060. ca [s 

Сай | 00951. 
Pioneer 

Call | PODM802 
Call | POF 100. eg ee eee 

AIWA 
Сай | NSX3500 
Сай | NSX5200 

We carry most major ||!) 
brands of audio and 
video speaker, receiver, 
projector T.V., VCR, ||| 
aser disc, CD- -player, ||| 
pre-amp, power-amp, | 
cassette deck, satellite | 
dish and accessory. 
Even hard 
brands 
dealers don't carry! 
For Example The New 

"MPS FF-1 
tate of the Art 

: Audiophile Surround 
ound Speakers with 

2-12 inch woofers р 
2-5 1/4 inch midranges 
2-1 inch tweeters M 
Frequency Response 

8 of 17-45 Hz 
Ribbon Aray | 
Reviewed т June issue 
of "Audio" magazine — | 

Call 
Call 
Call 

Call 
Call 

Call 

Call 
Call 

Radar Detector 
Bel 

6201 Сай | 6451 
6351 Сай | 645511 

Whistler 
1125WH........Call | 1250SWH 
1230SWH Са | tososw 

SEEPEER LELEL БЕБЕ 

LRD1900. 
LRD2100W ....Call 

Laser Disc 

Call For Brands & Model Not Listed 

HRS: Mon-Sat 9 AM - 6 PM EST Prices subject to change. Prices 
exclude shipping & handling. Not responsible for typogr 
errors. MasterCard, Visa, American Express and 
Products come with W.C. Warranty. We ship UPS & FEDEX. 

Wholesale Connection 63-48 108th St. Forest Hills, NY 11375 

WE WILL 

BEAT ANY 
PRICE 

PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE 

ON HOME & CAR STEREO* 

Money Back Guarantee 
On Everything We Sell! 

NDED Wi 
COVERED BY OVER 9000 

SERVICE CENTERS NATIONWIDE 
HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS 
44 ROUTE 23N., LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424 

1-800-978-7768 
For Information Call 201-890-5959 

all 201-890-9142 
ШИ ЕГ 

For Fax Transmiss 

DBX & ADC HARD-TO-FIND PARTS & SERVICE. CALL/WRITE RES, 
5462 BUCHANAN PLACE, FREMONT, CA 94538. (510) 
490-1622, FAX (510) 656-8878. 



РОВ SALE 

Since 1982 
STR 10/94 

ШАБ 800-554-2183 
Consumer Electronics 

Authorized Dealer 

Yg VIDEONICS Canon 

JVC  ^wrsuesa 

RIGO TOSHIBA 
Panasonic PHILIPS 

У ДИИ" 
_ WHOLESALE | 

CALL FOR PRICES ON - ROCKFORD PPI-COLLINS-DENON 

2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 15, NY, NY 10016 

(212) 684-6363 FAX: (212) 684-8046 
САН 5ТЕВЕО 

* РЮМЕЕЯ 

Call  KEHPA000. 
KEHP5000 

For] KEHP6O00... For 

eee eee 
COXP600....._ LUV | KEH2S00...... LOW 
GMH100...... Prices! PREMIER ... Prices 

DEHP705. 
DEH6OS.... 
DEHSOS. 

New... 49 |CX9? 349 | RS100 New.349 pr New... 89| TEX8 
249 | SB8.....New.....179 
219! А16. 279 

$ KENWOOD 
419] KRC3006 18 

319 | KDCC602FM . 379 
269 | 480/602PKG....449 
359 | KGC6042A.......209 
319 | KAC823 269 
239 | KAC723 189 
189 | КАС714 159 

*t BLAUPUNKT 
279 | CANCUN..........169 

*t YAMAHA 

RXV670 509 
CDC745. 

RXV870 79 | AVR2500 
1SONYES. — 060615. 

$ТАбХ800......549 | DCM340. 
349 | MEMPHIS ......199 | СОРС601 319] DRW660. 

HOUSTON ........2991 TUCSON. 229 | TCWR801........339] DCM440 . 

зр тезом woos ШЕЕЙ 162..........159р |Т62А2 нем MINI SYSTEMS 

182 219 pr |Т82А2 NEW PRICES SONY 
T102. 159 ea |T102A2........CALL MHCSO ........499 

INFINITY peed еы 
129 | 52K 

WHY WAIT? WE SHIP MOST ORDERS WITHIN 
24-HRS! • Bose • Boston • Denon • Hafler + M&K • 
Marantz» Nakamichi « Pioneer ELITE • Polk « PPI» 
Rockford • Sony ES * Soundstream • d 
Yamaha • and More! VIDEO F/X: 1-800- 
474-0002. 

JVC RX-715 

SONY. 
ЕГУاے  

CFD-768 
* Front Load CD 

* Dual Stereo Cassette 

• Digital Tuner 

* Mega Bass 

LX-600 

Р.О. Box 17882 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217 
* One of Wisconsin's Top 10 Women Owned Businesses 

• Corporate, Government & School POs Welcome 

• Technical Support: (414) 357-8181 

• No Surcharge for Credit Cards 

* No Extra Charge for Insurance 

* No Extra Charge for Delivery 

CAR STEREO 
LPINE. 0 
BAZOOKA 

е BLAUPUNKT” CALL 
BOSTON ACOUSTICS* 
CLARION*COLLINS. 
COUSTIC*INFINITY* 
JBL*KICKER* CALL 
rx SOUND .. CALL 

QUART-MTX 
PHASE LINEAR 
POLK*-PPI*-SONY 

= 
p< 

28225556 

22858888888888 

322337577 2332352282 
VB CALI 

BOSE 
АМ5 SII LOWEST 
901 CLASSIC PRICI 

pon PIONEER...... PRICE 
Ш E] 

ү! 2% ы 
CALL] STP 
сли ACES 
cuu | TE 

cula 

MANY x MANY MODELS... CAU. RAN 
MANY MODELS ..... CALL 

ELECTIS КЕЕ 

FM ANTENNA..HEAVY DUTY..Directional SUPERIOR GAINI..By 
'Nil-Jon'..(under 55" long}..longest element only 627) $89. Call 
NOARD. at 1-800-277-9460. 

FREE CATALOG. Over 300 audio interfacing accessories. 
25-year audio manufacturer. Call 800-634-3457 or write: 
SESCOM, INC., 2400 Ward Drive, Henderson, NV 89015. 

$,В.Н. ENTERPRISES 
(800) 451-5851 / NY (718) 438-1027 
1678 53RD ST. BKLYN, N.Y. 11204 HOURS: MON.-FRI. 8-7, SUN. 9-6 

RADAR ( 
DETECTORS 

119. 550.254. 

НОМЕ 5ТЕКЕО5 ) 
RECEIVERS 

* 
м. 

WHISTLER 
119090 — 134. 125098 104. 
127050 — 129. 12909" VA. 

РЕНЕ 1 

Boyd the 
perfect system. 
Call us first and ask us how to buy 

the perfect system. Our staff is widely 
recognized in the industry as being 
highly knowledgeable and the most 

courteous. From state-of-the-art audio 
to sophisticated home theater systems, 
we carry only what we feel is the best. 

To get started, call us today... 
and,a 5 

REFERENCE 
AUDIOVIDEO 

800 9 
310 517- 170018 50. САШЕ. 
310 517-1732 rx 

18: 

СА! 

214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S 
DENA, CA 90248 

А 
E dl 

AUTHORIZED DEALER: AKG • ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY • AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS 
AUDIOQUEST • AUDIO ALCHEMY • AUDIO CONTROL • BEYER DYNAMIC • BOSE 

CAL AUDIO LABS • CARVER • CELESTION • CLEARFIELD • COUNTERPOINT • CWO 
DAHLQUIST • DCM • FAROUDJA • FOSGATE • GENESIS • GRADO • HAFLER 
HARMAN KARDON • HUGHES/SRS LABS • INFINITY • JAMO • JBL ® LEXICON 

MAGNUM DYNALAB • MELOS • MERIDIAN • NAD • NESTOROVIC • NILES • ONKYO 
PARASOUND © PHILIPS • PIONEER • POWER WEDGE • PROTON • PROAC • PSB 

ROOMTUNE • SONANCE • SONIC FRONTIERS ® SONY • STAX • TARGET • THORENS 
TICE • VPI • XLO and more. 



AUTHORIZED 
AV TIOINIDEOIGAR 

>> ВВАМО 
NEW 

FACTORY 
COMPLETE 
RETURN POLICY: 

14 DAY TRIAL 

PERIOD FOR 

і -800- 348-7799 
MANUFACURERS FULL USA WARRANTY 

29 | |] 

— <= 

ADCOM АМА ADS ALTEC 
AUDIO CONTROL ALPHASONIK 
BIC BOSE ALPINE BEL 
DENON BAZOOKA 
FOSGATE BLAUPUNKT 
GEMINI DUAL HAFLER 
HARMON KARDON INFINITY JBL 
JVC VIDEO JL AUDIO 
KENWOOD Jvc KEF 
LEXICON KENWOOD 
MONSTER KICKER 
CABLE LA SOUND 
NAKAMICHI MB QUARTZ 
NAD GRUNDIG NAKAMICHI 
ONKYO ORION 
PARASOUND PANASONIC 
PIONEER ELITE PIONEER 
SONY SONY ES РІО PREM 
TECHNICS PRO POLK 
THORENS PYLE PPI 
YAMAHA ROCK FOSGATE 

SONY 
SONY ES 
SHERWOOD 
TOSHIBA 
UNIDEN 
WHISTLE 
PIONEER 

CAR 

ЕНР95 SALE! 
DEHM990 $569 
DEHM980 
DEHP705 
DEHP605 
ОЕН505 
ОЕН405 
DEH205 
КЕНМ8500 
КЕНМ8200 
KEHP7000 
KEHP6000 
КЕНР5000 
KEHP4000 
KEH9898TR 
KEH6969 
CDXFMI21 SALE! 
CDXFM6I SALE! 
CDXP1200 
CDXP600 
CDXM30 
CDSP45 
97000 NEW! 175 
EQ65! 
GMH200 
GMHI20 
GMHIO00 IN STOCK 
GMH44 
TSA6980 

VIDEO 

CANON GE 
GO VIDEO 
HITACHI 
MITSUBISHI 
PANASONIC 
PHILIPS RCA 
SONY TOSHIBA 

SPEAKERS 

ADVENT 
ALLISON 
ATLANTIC 
TECH 
AR ALTEC 
B&O B&W 
CELESTION 
CERWIN VEGA 
DAHLQUIST 
DEFINITIVE 
TECH 

DESIGN 
ACOUST 

INFINITY 

JAMO JBL 
KEF KLH 
KLIPSCH M&K 
MIRAGE 

PARADIGM 

PHASE TECH 

PINNACLE 
PIONEER 
POLK SONY 

VELODYNE 
YAMAHA 

2898 М. University Dr. #35 Coral Springs, FL 33065 
FAST DELIVERY GREAT PRICES 

DJ & Nightclub 

Call Today 
800-945-9300 

OUR 18th 

YEAR! 
PRO SOUND 
& STAGE LIGHTING™ 

THREE BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! THX 
HOME THEATER!!! B&W - Alon - Celestion» - 
КЕЕ - Signet» - Fosgate» - Alchemy - Mirage - 
Harman/Kardon» - Bang & Olufsen - Denon - 
Adcom - Polk - McCormackx - Eminent Technol- 
ogy* - Сагуегж - Velodyne - VMPS* + 29 More 
Brands - Honest Advice! TECH ELECTRONICS. 
(904) 376-8080. Not affiliated with Amerisound 
or STI. 

CD STORAG 

Finally, 
everything you need for your CDS 

in four ultra-con venient 
accessories... 

CD 
essentials] 

Store- Organize- pet ean 

STORE with The Super Shelf 

j Stockoble 
| f storage system.. 

most efficient & 
costeffective available 
today. Capacity 40 CDs. 
312.99 + 14.50 s/h 

мем: 

16 Dividers w/bendoble tbs. ВАЈТ УТО Rag RIL 
12 printed (AB-XYZ), 

4 blank; con customize. TET ТТ 
Use with all зго devs j] | || 

ин 

ТЇ 
Cuts through опу new CD packaging. 
1299 + $50 s/h 

16 quolity wipes in 
jewel box dispenser. 

13.99 + 1.50 s/h 

SAVE with Essential Collection 
which includes DiscPickables, EZ-CD, and CD Core. 19.99 + 12.00 s/h (SAVE 13.00] 

BONUS: Super Shelf, DiscPickobles & Essential Collection eoch come 
with The. Compoct Disc User's Guide, obsolutely free. 

Send check/m.o. to MacTec Products, Inc, 
21416 Velicata St., Woodland Hills, СА 91364 (CA Res. odd tx) 

or call us for a free catalog at 800-765-3508. кырыш; 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

1-800-МЕМ-ЕОАМ. D.Y. REFOAM KITS OR WE DO THE WORK, 
GUARANTEED. 1-800-639-3626, МЗАЛМС/АМЕХЛЖЮС. 

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UPGRADE ANY 
SPEAKER SYSTEM . FREE DESIGN GUIDE. ALLPASS TECHNOLOGIES 
INC, P.O. BOX 453, AMITYVILLE, NY 11701 (516)598-1320. 

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES? LOWEST PRICES, BEST WARRANTY. 
Speaker reconing. DIY Foam Surround Kits. Visa/MC/Discover. 
SIMPLY SPEAKERS: 1-800-767-4041. 

LOUDSPEAK 

SPEAKER 
CATAEOG 

N К" © orant i rez ЫЛ 

1-800-338-0531 

RIBBON BASED LOUDSPEAKERS. Superb soundstaging & defini- 
tion without the usual planar headaches. Full range systems, 
modules & kits. Ideal for integrating true hifi sound with both 
surround standards. Call or fax (24 hrs) for information & 
reviews. Newform Research Inc. 705-835-9000. 

FACTORY DIRECT SERVICE on OHM Brand 
speakers up to 22 years old with many upgrades 
available. OHM Acoustics Corp., 241 Taaffe 
Place, Brooklyn, NY 11205. (718) 783-1111. 

REPAIR FOAM ROT 
FOR YOURSELF! 

SAT will save you hundreds of dollars! All 
sizes including AR, Advent, BOSE, JBL. 
Surrounds, adhesive & instructions: 
$27.95/pr. BOSE 901'$ $67.95/pr. (incl. 
S/H, No COD's) Do it yourself with SAT! 

800-747-3692 MC/VISA 
704-697-9001 24 Hr. 

Incl. make & model w/order 
STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 
PO Box 1088, Flat Rock, NC 28731 

FOAM ROT REPAIR! FACTORY REPLACEMENT PARTS! LOW PRICES! 
FAST SERVICE! FACTORY WARRANTY! DO IT YOURSELF REPAIR 
SURROUND KITS FROM $19.95/PR! FOAM, CLOTH & RUBBER 
SURROUNDS, PLUS CONES, COILS & TWEETER DIAPHRAGMS! ALL 
MAKES & SIZES INCLUDING: CERWIN VEGA, JBL, AR/ADVENT, 
MARANTZ, INFINITY, BOSE! САЦ. Total Reconing Service (419) 
475-9387. 

HIGH-END COMPUTER DESIGNED HOME THEA- 
TER SPEAKERS. BEAUTIFUL WOOD CABINETRY, 
FACTORY DIRECT. 30-DAY TRIAL. FREE BRO- 
CHURE. CENTER STAGE SPEAKERS. CALL/FAX 
(503) 654-731 

PUBLICATIONS 

BARGAIN BOOKS: Save up to 80% on publishers’ overstocks, 
remainders, imports. Thousands of titles in over 40 subject 
areas including MUSIC, science, movies and TV, and more, 
from $1.95. Free catalog: Hamilton, Box 15-979, Falls Village, CT 

05031 а 
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES 

FREE CATALOG ON DISK. IBM COMPATIBLE SHAREWARE. 3400 
TITLES. RJM TECHNOLOGIES, DEPT. SR, P.O. BOX 37347, MIL- 
WAUKEE, WI 53237. 1-800-756-8810; DEPT. SR. 

CABLE TV 

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS. Jerrold*, Zenith, Pioneer, Oak, Sci- 
entific Atlanta, And Many More! 42 Years Experience Gives 
Us The ADVANTAGE. Visa/MC, Amex, COD. ADVANTAGE 
ELECTRONICS, INC.; 1-800-952-3916; 1125 RIVERWOOD DR., 
BURNSVILLE, MN 5533: 

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY, 
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE! CALL 
US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL BRANDS 24 
HOUR SHIPPING. VCI 1-800-677-0321. 
CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Scientific Atlanta, 
Zenith, Jerrold, Pioneer, Oak. Replacements for most mod- 
els. Quality, Price & Service. Amex/Disc/Visa/MC. Dealer 
inquiries invited. EAGLE Electronics Inc., 1-800-259-4487, #4, 
4304 Railhead Blvd., Naples, FL 33963. 

ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH MONTHLY 
CABLE FEE? WE STOCK ALL MAKES & MODELS 
OF CABLE EQUIPMENT. FOR FREE CATALOG 
SEND SASE TO: CABLE-TRONICS, INC., 1710 
KODA, MARENGO, IL 60152 OR CALL (800) 
232-5017. VISA/MC/COD. NO ILLINOIS OR- 
DERS. 



CABLE TV 

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS! JERROLD, OAK, ZENITH, SCIENTIFIC 
ATLANTA, PIONEER...EXCELLENT PRICES! PERSONABLE SERVICE! 
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! INNOVATIVE ELECTRONICS 
INC. 800-493-5474 VISA/MC/C.O.D. ASK FOR JOHN OR BILL! 

COMPACT DISCS 

ОТЕ CDs, cassettes. Superb two mike recordings. Classical, 
Christmas, other music. Write for free catalog or send $1799 
(MSA/MC) for CD (we'll choose). Direct-to-Tape Recordings, 
14-S Station Ave., Haddon Heights, NJ 08035-1456. 
609-547-6890. 

"OVER 15,000 USED CD's! $1.99 - $9.99. Send $2.00 for 28 page 
catalog (refundable) or $10.00 for 12 issues. 11th Year, Visa/MC. 
Buy/Sell. AUDIO HOUSE, 4304B Brayan, Swartz Creek, Michigan 
48473. 810-655-8639.” 

BLANK TAPES 

1-800-TAPE WORLD 

TAPE WORLD 

1800' AMPEX Reels Used Once—Sample: $3.00. New Maxell 
Reels/Cassettes. AUDIOTAPES, BOX 9584-R, Alexandria, VA. 
22304. (703) 370-5555. Free List! 

WANTED UY 

LP’s & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock, Jazz, Audi- 
ophile, Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St., 
Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881. 

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by 
PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since 1984. 
The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road, Jenkintown, PA 
19046. 

Mcintosh and Marantz tube type Hi-Fi; and old JBL Altec, 
Tannoy, EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. David: 
1-800-356-4434, 

MISCELLANEOUS 

TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 papers available! 306-page 
catalog—rush--$2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, #2065Х, 
Los Angeles, 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: 800-351-0222. 
(or 310-477-8226). 

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS EXCHANGE®. Nationwide link be- 
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31, Pelham, 
NY 40803. (800) 233-CMLS. 

CABINETS 

Storage Solutions 

» Fully Assembled! 
» e Solid Oak! 

Day Money Back 
"рома 
» Made in U.S.A. 
» Smoked Glass Doors 
» Ajustable Shelves 
» No Hidden Costs 
Just One Low Price! 

CD, Audio and Video Storage 
Call or write for a free color brochure 

1-800-858-9005 
AGM Woodworking 
870 EE Way: #5 
San Luis Obispo, Са. 93401 
(805) 544-8668 

Millions of your prime prospects can be | 

found in the industry leading titles of | 
Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc. 

To place a classified ad, simply call Toll- 
Free and reserve your space today! 

1-800-445-6066 (9am-5pm EST) 
In Canada : 1-212-767-5057 
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Stereo Review 
SUBSCRIBER SERVICE 

Place 

label 

here 

MOVING? Please give us 8 
weeks advance notice. Attach 
label with your old address, and 
write in new address below. 

RENEWING? check box 
below and attach label with cor- 
rections marked, if any. 

SUBSCRIBING? check 
box and fill in coupon. For gift sub- 
scriptions attach a separate sheet. 

Send Stereo Review for 
1 year at $15.94 

О New subscription O Renewal 
О Payment enclosed O Bill me 
Canadian orders add $8 per year. 
Foreign orders add $8 per year. 
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СПУ 
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7 Years Ago 
In his October 1964 editorial, 
Furman Hebb directed readers 
to STEREO REVIEW’s second 
“Playable Page"—a detachable 
paper-based record featuring 
soprano Mirella Freni. Apart 
from its being the first 
bound-in stereo recording in 
magazine history, Hebb 
said, it was “а perfect choice to 
demonstrate the gifts of a 
remarkable new singing star.” 

New products this month 
included the Ampex PR-10-4 
stereo tape deck, a two-speed, 
four-track version of the PR-10 
professional deck; the Freeman 
800 three-speed stereo tape 
recorder with built-in amp and 
speakers; and McIntosh's 
C24 solid-state stereo preamp 
with a frequency response of 
20 to 20,000 cps [Hz]. In test 
reports, Julian Hirsch exam- 
ined the Dynaco FM-3 tuner 
kit and the Uher 8000 portable 
tape recorder, a $500 machine 
he found versatile but inconve- 
nient (“Опе cannot expect to 
use it without a careful study 
of its instruction manual and a 
good deal of practice"). 

About face: Reviewing 
“А Hard Days Night" and 
"Something New," Gene Lees, 
who had panned the Fab Four 
back in May, reversed himself 
after hearing Beatles songs in 
non-rock contexts. “Аз far 

as I’m concerned," he wrote, 
"they're the best thing to 
happen in pop music in years." 

20 Years Ago 
Abu Dhabi honeymoon: In 
“Audio Questions and 
Answers,” reader Ronald 
Krausner, of Los Angeles, 
reflected anxieties over 
the energy crisis and the 
OPEC oil embargo. “I think 
that it is absurd,” he wrote, 
“that you people continue to 
advocate the use of 
high-powered amplifiers. 
Have you no conscience?” 

In Best of the Month, George 
Jellinek recommended 
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Georg Solti’s version of 
Mozart’s Cosi Fan Tutte on 
London (“extremely intense") 
and Chris Albertson endorsed 
jazzman Bob James’s “One” 
on CTI (“А fine example of 
lush, jazz-flavored pop”). In 
other reviews, Latinophile 
William Livingstone was taken 
with a five-disc history of 
flamenco on Murray Hill (“No 

one will ever accuse the 
numerous performers here of 
not having suffered enough”). 
And John Denver fan Noel 
Coppage was appalled by the 
singer’s “Back Home Again,” 
suggesting that “this way 
lies self-parody, a network TV 
contract . .. maybe even Las 
Vegas engagements.” 

Among the new products 
featured were the Wollensak 
4775 cassette deck, the 
company’s first to provide 
Dolby B noise reduction using 
a single integrated circuit for 
each channel, the Fisher 634 
four-channel receiver with 
both CD-4 and SQ circuitry, 
and the Kenwood KP-5022 
automatic single-play 
turntable. Julian Hirsch tested 
the Sequerra Model 1 FM 
tuner, created by the same 
design team responsible for the 
classic Marantz 10B; the 
Jensen Model 15 Serenata 
speaker, a large floor-standing, 
four-way, ducted-port system 
with five drivers; the 
Superex ЕР-5 stereophones, a 
dynamic/electrostatic 
hybrid; and the Technics 
RS-676US cassette deck, an 
unusual front-loading model 
with solenoid-activated 
transport mechanism. 

Taste Is Timeless: Usually 
serious prog-rock keyboardist 
Rick Wakeman of 
Yes told interviewer Steve 
Simels that his favorite 
single of the moment was 
Ray Stevens’s ode to public 
nudity, The Streak. 

Stereo Review 
ONTHE MOVE == 
27 CD PLAYERS Е Мр, <> FIRST TESTS: SONY'S 5. 
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10 Years Ago 
The September 1984 cover 
story, a buyer’s guide to 
compact disc players under 
$600, featured comparisons 
of twenty-seven models 
ranging from Radio Shack’s 
Realistic CD-1000 ($399.95) 
to Teac’s PD-111 with 
twenty-three-track memory 
($599.95). In test reports, 
Julian Hirsch evaluated ADC’s 
top-of-the-line TRX-3 

phono cartridge, the 
AudioSource RTA-One 
spectrum analyzer, and (in a 
special report with Christopher 
Greenleaf) Sony’s CDX-R7, 
the first car CD player. 

Block that metaphor! 
Reviewer Mark Peel said of 
Josie Cotton’s “From the Hip" 
that the album had “all the 
noisy hauteur of a Tex-Mex 
waitress explaining the menu 
to a party of Eskimos." 

—Steve Simels 



Understanding, why the 
new 5/9X Is a superior 
surround speaker takes 
some reflection. 

Think about it: The 575x 

from Boston Acoustics. 

Call us crazy, but we think a 

surround-sound speaker should 

be designed to surround you with 

sound. To make your ears think 

they're inside a submarine. Or a 

baseball park. Or a heavily armored 

Petrusian galactic battle fortress. 

No problem for the Boston 575x 

dipolar surround speaker. It takes 

full advantage of reflected sound 

to create a realistic movie experi- 

ence. Here's how. In front of the 

575x is a single woofer re-creating 

low frequencies that the human 

ceiling or wall. 

ear can't localize. On either side is 

a specially designed combination 

tweeter/midrange—one firing 

forward, the other back. These 

drivers are dipolar, or “out of phase" 

with each other (when one is push- 

ing air out, the other is pulling air 

in). As a result, sound from the 575x 

reflects off several things—walls, 

ceiling, floor, your prized swizzle 

CIRCLE NO. 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

stick collection—before it reaches 

your ears. When it gets there, it 

sounds like it's coming from all 

around you. Eureka. With conven- 

Not since the Von Trapps 

has a family sounded this good. 
The Boston THX home theater 

family, featuring 555x left/center/ 
right speakers, 595x subwoofers 

and 575x surrounds. 

tional speakers pointed toward the 

listener, sound is easily localized, 

and this effect is lost. A few other 

points on the 575x: One, it handles 

125 watts of power cleanly, with 

nearly zero distortion. Two, it comes 

with a handy wall mounting brack- 

et. And, three, it's available in two 

popular designer colors: black and 
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Let’s clear up the confusion. Use the 575х 

in a THX* system, and it sounds great. 

Use it in a Dolby” Pro Logic* setup, and it 
also sounds great. Sound good? Great. 

white. See for yourself at your 

local Boston dealer. Once there, 

your ears can witness firsthand 

the impressive sound of the entire 

line of Boston Acoustics home 

theater components. We bet you've 

never heard anything like it. 

Unless you've actually been inside 

a heavily armored Petrusian 

galactic battle fortress before. 

Acoustics 
Just what’s important 

Boston and Boston Acoustics are trademarks of Boston Acoustics, 
Inc. Al other trademarks are the property of their respective holders. 
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you see the Klipsch epic s, once you experiehce the dynamic impact of these four magnificent horn-loaded 
speakers, nothing else will sat . Not since Paul Klipsch invented the Klipschorn has a loudspeaker inspired such 
profound devotion to the harmony of art and science. 

Grand in both style and technology, the epic series begins a momentous ега of Klipsch Audio and Home Theater Systems. 
Our engineers combined the most innovative technology resulting in a sensational 3-dimensional soundstage Diappolito 

NOLOGY™. = design, neodimium magnets, Kapton surrounds, exotic cone materials and CONTROLLED FOCUS ТЕС 
Our design team created a cabinet with sul Hig acsibetic detail, elegant from the line of the baffle to the weave of the 
custom grille cloth fabric. pr hc lacquer finishes were i pounsiakipely researched, 
and developed specifically to blend with the home theater designs of the nineties. 

The Klipsch epic series with Controlled Focus Technology™ is the репой choice 
for audio and home theater performance. Visit your authorized local Klipsch 
dealer for a personal encounter. 

` Corporate Offices and Customer Service: 8900 Keystone Crossing, Suite 1220 Indianapolis, IN U.S.A. 46240 + 1-800-KLIPSCH + FAX (317) 581-3199 «In 


